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Foreword
Perhaps no other field of military science is more misunderstood than logistics. Yet the means of supply, transportation, maintenance, and a variety of other
supporting services frequently affect the daily lives of soldiers, the tactics of divisions, and the st rategies of nations. In the Foreword to James A. Huston's classic
work, The SineiVs oj'War: Army Logistics, 1775- 1953, Drig. Gen. Hal Pattison, the
Chief of Mi litary History in 1965, compared the importance of logistics to "the
same way that a well-run household supports the people who live in iL" Battles
have been won, and wars have been lost, at least in part because of an army's ability to susta in itself in combat.
US. Army Logistics, 1775- 1992: An Anthology is designed to introduce to the
so ldier and the student of logistics a variety of topical se lections that cover over
200 years of ou1· Army's history. In many cases, the reader may be intrigued by
how often problems were repeated in different conflicts. There were remarkable
similarities in transportation problems during the Mexican War and World War II,
and comparable supply mm1agement difficulties arose during the Korean War and
the war in Vietnam. How military personnel dealt with these issues and what successive generations learned from these experiences provide valuable insights for
logisticians and commanders today.
The selections for this anthology were made by Lt. Col. Charles R. Shrader,
who was eminently qual .ified for this task. Blending his years of experience as an
Army logistician and histori an, Colonel Shrader has assembled a unique collection
of essays that cover both the breadth and depth of Army logistics from the ti·ozen
hills of Valley Forge to the burning deserts of Southwest Asia. For the commander
and the logistician, the soldier and the student, here is a book that will stimulate
thought, encourage discussion, and provide perspective to an essential clement of
miIi tary science.
Washington, D.C.
September 1996

JOHN W. MOUNTCASTLE
Brigadier General , U.S. Army
Chief of Military History
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The General Editor
Charles R. Shrader retired from the United States Army in 1987 as a lieutenant
colonel afier 23 years' service as an Infantry and Transportation Corps officer. He
served as an infantry platoon leader and battal ion operations officer at Fort
Ca rson, Colorado, on two tours with transportation units in Vietnam, and later as
a liaison officer between major logistical headquarters and as a truck battalion
executive officer in Germany.
For most of his military career Dr. Shrader was active in the study and teaching of history and the adm inistration of historical programs within the Army. He
served as an assistant professor of history at the United States Military Academy
and as a history instructor at the U.S. Army Command and General Staff College.
l-Ie was the first acting director of the Combat Studies Institute at Fort
Leavenworth, Kansas, and later served as chief of the Oral II istory Branch of the
U.S. Army Military I ristory Institute at Carlisle Barracks, Pennsy lvania, where he
also held the General of tbe Army George C. Marshall Chair of Military Studies
at the U.S. Army War College. l ie later served as the curriculum director of the
NATO Defense College in Rome, and at the time of hjs retirement from active duty
he was chief, Historical Services Division, U.S. Army Center of Military History,
in Washington, D.C.
Or. Shrader earned the B.A. degree in history (cum laude with "High ll onors
in History" and Phi Beta Kappa) from Vanderbilt University in 1964 and the doctorate in medieval history from Columbia University in 1976. He is also a graduate of the U.S. Army Command and General Staff College, the U.S. Army War
College, and the NATO Defense College.
Dr. Shrader has published several articles on medieval history and manuscript
studies as well as on various topics in American military history. He is the author
of Amicicide: Th e Problem of Friendly Fire in Modern War and of major articles
on logistics in the Civil War, World War 1, World War U, and the Korean War. He
is also the general editor of a five-volume Reference Guide to U.S. Military
HistOJ:Y ( 1990- 1995), the editor of US. Militmy Logistics, 1607- 1990: A
Research Guide ( 1992), and the author of Communist Logistics in the Korean War
( 1995).
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Preface
Any antho logy represents the personal preferences of its compiler, and this
anthology is no exception to that rule. The readings which comprise the body of
th is volume are, no less than the introductory essay and suggestions for further
reading, rcOections of my own knowledge and understanding of the history of
United Stales Army logistics. They represent pieces which I have found congenial
as to style or particularly useful as to content. The balance among types of material, authors, temporal periods, and topics has thus been predicated on my perception of what themes should be examined by the student of Army logistics as well
as the topics which I believe should be of lasting interest to the general reader.
Allhough each item was selected on the basis of its perceived quality and usefu lness, specifie consideration was given to the degree to which it addresses one or
more of nine key topics: the definition of logistics; the relationship of logistics to
strategy and tactics; the organization for logistics; the evolution of logistical force
structure; the evolution of logistical doctrine; the art and science of logistica l opera lions; the impact of key persona lities; the impact of overseas operations; and the
impact of cooperative logistics.
Tbc reader will note that almost all of the selections deal exclusively with U.S.
Army logistica l matters. This is not to deny that there is much to be learned from
the logistical history of the other services or offoreign armed forces. Such is certainly the case, but the student of logistica l history is well advised to begin with
the history of his own Dation and service before proceeding afield . The same rationale applies to the fact that the select ions are in almost every case from the pen of
American writers.
The temporal scope of the selections runs from 1775 to 1992; that is, from the
birth of the U.S. Army during the Revolution through the war in Southwest Asia in
1991 - 1992. Although the selections tend to provide more detail and to focus at
lower levels as we move closer to the present, it should be pointed out that there is
something important to be learned from every period. In general, periods of major
con llicl, such as the Civil War, Spanish-American War, World War I, and World
Welr II , receive somewhat greater attention inasmuch as they were times of significant change in logistical doctrine and methods. But in the f ield of logistics the
preparatory activities in peacetime are perhaps equal in significance to the actual
conduct or logistica l operations in wartime. Accordingly, the selections in this
anthology do cover both "the Preparation for War" and "the Conduct of War" as
Clausewitz calls the two major aspects of warfare.
I have generally avoided lengthy selections on such quasi-civilian logistical
activities as procurement, production, and mobilization, although some briefer
selections essential to understanding the overall scope of logistics in modern warfa re have been included. I have also t-ried to select read ings which cover all of the
various logistica l functions. Thus, there are selections discussing supp ly, rations,
v

ordnance, transportation, and maintenance as well as logistics in the more general
sense. I have also included selections which inform the reader about the organizational history of each of the traditional supply departments: Quartermaster,
Commissary, Ordnance, and Transportation. Unfortunately, the limits of space
have precluded tbe inclusion of materia l dealing with the one remaining major
area of Army logistics, medical service, or with the important contributions to
logistical operations of the Corps of Engineers.
The broad field of Army logistics involves many activities outside the actual
theater of operations. Nevertheless I have consciously sought to focus the selections principally on what might be called the operational level of logistics, that is,
on the theater level. ITowcver, activities and issues at both higher and lower levels
have not been neglected; the selections in fact provide a wide variety of perspecti ves. Some pieces reflect the view from the highest national political and military
levels while others present the issues from the viewpoint of the theater commander or his logistical staff. A few pieces even provide a "user/doer" or division/battalion/company-level view.
Overall, 1 have sought to balance the selections in terms of original documents
and secondary works of analysis and description while still exposing the wide variety of types of material available. Thus, journal articles both contemporary and
retrospective, books, official reports and orders, correspondence by participant<;,
and other varieties of material have been included. Of course, I have selected items
which cover the key events and personalities, but I have also sought to introduce
the reader to some of the "classic" sources of in formation on U.S. Army logistical
history and to historians working in the field. The various historical and professional journals in which one is likely to find good logistica lly oriented materials
are also well represented. l f I seem to have relied too heavily on a11y particular
author, book, or journal, it is simply because the best pieces were to be found
there. Some articles or topics may have been omitted, but it was not possible to
include everything that might be sought by every user or this anthology.
Although the principal purpose of this antholO!:,'Y is to provide a convenient
selection of readings which the teacher and student can usc to support lectures on
the history of U.S. Army logistics or to supplement a text such as James A.
lluston's The Sinews of War, the readings should prove equa lly interesting to the
professional historian and the general reader interested in military aff~tirs. In some
cases the selection can scarcely be considered clel'initivc, but the bibliographical
notes of the piece should lead the reader to additional information. To that end I
hnve also included a section entitled "Suggestions for Further Reading," wllich can
be used as an introductory sci f-study course by the reader interested in pursuing
the subject. I have also provided as an aid to the reader three appendixes which list
the key logistical personalities over the years and set forth two important sets of
background data: the expenditures of the Army and the strength or the Army at
various dates. In every case I have sought to stimulate interest and further exploration or the fascinating and importnnt field of logistics.
This anthology traces its origins back to a sim ilar coll ection of readings which
prepared for a course on the hi story of U.S . Army logistics at the U.S. Army
VI

Command and General StaiT Co Liege in the late 1970s. Both my knowledge oflhe
subject and of the available literature have greatly expanded since that Lime due
mainly to the many excellent suggestions provided by colleagues to whom I am
greatly indebted. I would be remiss if! did not acknowledge two of them by name:
Dr. Tommy R. Young II and Col. Thomas W. Sweeney. I am also indebted to the
staff of the Combined Arms Research Library at Fort Leavenworth and to the personnel of the Reference Branch and the reading room staff of the U.S. /\rmy
Military Ilistory Institu te at Carlisle 13arracks for their profess ional advice and
wi lling assistance. AI the Center of Mi litary History, Ms. Beth MacKenzie collected the illustrat ions, designed the text, and formatted the manuscript, while Mr.
Cody Phi llips reviewed the entire text to purge u·anscription errors and made editoria l corrections. J\nd I am most !:,'Tateful for the informed guidance ofthe Army's
Chief llistorian, Dr. Jeffrey J. Clarke, and fo r the support of two previous Chiefs
of Military History, Maj. Gen. William A. Stofft and Brig. Gen. Harold W. Nelson.
I also am thankful to the current Chief' of Military History, Brig. Gen. John W.
Mountcastle, for his support in seeing this anthology published.
The views expressed in these selections are those of' the authors and do not
rcnect the official policy or positions of' the Departments of Army and Defense or
the U.S. government.

Carlis.le, Pennsylvania
September 1996

Charles R. Shrader
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XVIII

Studying the History of U.S. Army
Logistics
Since 1775 American military leaders have wrestled continuously with the
problems of providing adequate logistical support to our forces in the field and in
garrison. f-inding the necessary resources, creatjng efficient organizations and
effective doctrine, and achieving a proper balance between fighting and supporting forces have never been easy. The history of how our predecessors coped with
these problems, either successfully or unsuccessfully, offers us many guidelines
for lacing similar problems now and in the futu re.
Many of the factua l details and a segmented, but fairly complete, narrative
exposition of the institutional and operational history of U.S. Army logistics are
provided by the selections included in this anthology, and they need not be summarized here. It is perhaps more useful to direct the reader toward some of the
more effective methods for comprehending the mass of factua l data and to suggest
frarneworks by which the narrative descriptions can be understood. There are a
number of such methods. Each is suited to a particular level of expertise and interest, but all arc equally effective means of making sense of what is, after all, an
enormous body of very complex material. The accumulation o r a mass of facts
wilhout some organizing principles may be sufficient for the buff or antiquarian
but does not suffice for the serious study by soldiers of their profession. Thus in
this introduction 1 have elected to dispose with the usual "executive summary" and
try instead to provide some simp le suggestions as to how the serious student of
U.S. Army logistics, and even Lhe more casua l reader, can obtain the maximum
benefit from his or her efforts by organizing the material around one or more of
the systematic frameworks available.

The Traditional Narrative Approach
The history of U.S . Army logisti cs is perhaps most easily understood in terms
of the traditional "challenge and response" formula used by historians from time
immemorial. Such an approach has the advantage of simplicity, directness, and
clarity. Properly employed it can portray cause and effect relationships quite clearly. It is thus particularly well suited to the needs of d1e casual reader or beginning
student, but can also be employed by the more advanced student for more complex
and sophisticated analyses.
Each period of our national history has posed some new and many old challenges for Army logisticians. The essential question that arises is: How were those
chal lenges mel and with what effect? That question can best be examined by dividing it into a number of narrower questions. Thus, with respect to any chJ·onological period we should ask: What were the challenges? What resources of men,
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money, materiel, technology, and ideas were available? How were those resources
organized and managed and by whom? What were the results achieved? How did
the outcomes affect future developments?
This traditional approach implies some division oflhc logistical history of the
Army inlo discrete periods of time. The most obvious periods are marked out by
each of America's wars, but a consideration of U.S. Army logistical history
arranged solely by war is not entirely satisfactory inasmuch as logistical (as well
as strategic and tactical) organization and doctrine develop unevenly. The development of many key concepts cannot be neatly pigeon-holed and may in fact
extend over a considerable time span if not the entire period since 1775. We arc
perhaps somewhat more justified in arranging the history of U.S. Army logistics
in the four grand periods, or eras, used to organize this anthology, keeping in mind
that developments and themes frequently cross Lhc rather permeable temporal
boundaries of the periods.
The peri.od from 1775 to 1845 can perhaps be ca lled the Era of Creation. ll is
the period in which civilian and Army leaders struggled to create effective mechanisms for supporting an army just as the nation as a whole searched for effective
mechanisms of government and social organization. The challenge of building a
system from scratch was ultimately met, but not without significant delays, setbacks, and near disasters. Eventually we entered a second era, an Era of
Profcssionalization, in which the primitive organizalions and procedures were
placed on a regular and continuous basis and the practitioners of Army logistics
developed standards of training and performance suitable for a well-established
org<l nization. Th is period runs roughly from the Mex ican War of 1846- 1848 to the
Spanish-American War of 1898 and includes, of course, the great Civi l War. The
advent of modern technology and the necessity of worldwide operations after 1898
forced on Army logisticians a new Era of Specialization, which lasted roughly
until the end of the Second World War. The relatively simple logistical tasks and
organizations which had met the needs of earlier times became much more complex and required more and better trained personnel, larger and more diverse logistical organizations, and greater management and control. The Era of Specialization
overlaps with a fourth era, the Era of Integration, which began even before World
War II and continues into our own day. This most recent era is characterized by a
focus on centralized direction of logistical activities, organization along functional lines, nnd heavy emphasis on joint and combined operations dependent on a
vnriety of advanced technologies. And, of course, we now may be well into a new
era without even recognizing it.
To further maximize one's efforts and to avoid becoming swamped by the
ocean of available information the student applying the traditional narrative
approach is well advised to focus on only one or two special aspects of logistics at
a time. Some of the more obvious topical headings are doctrine, organization, specific operations, specific procedures, the impact of technology, and people. One of
the most effective methods of understanding the attempts of past Army leaders to
meet Lhe challenges of their time is to focus on the evolution of logistica l force
~tructure. rorce structure reflects not only the missions and t~•sks assigned or
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assumed but also highlights the resources available, the strategic and tactical doctrines in vogue, and the organizationa l and management concepts available to help
shape the logistical forces. The adequacy of the logistical force structure at any
given time can also be assessed rather easily in terms of its effectiveness in meeting the challenges posed.
Another effective method is to look at the challenges faced and responses
made in terms of the human beings who faced the challenges and made the
responses. After al l, the history of logistics, like the history of any other human
activity, is about the strengths and weaknesses of men and women. lndividual
human beings, not offices or organizations, make the decisions and develop the
concepts. Thus, the study of individual and collective biography, considered in the
traditional challenge-response framework, is a most interesting and effective way
of understanding the why and how of events and ideas. The biographical focus can
also draw attention to the one constant in the Army's logistical development since
1775- the high quality of the men and women who have provided support to our
combat forces. Without their dedication, ski ll, and endurance the outcome on the
battlefields of the past would have been uncertain regardless of the number of the
machines and the sophistication of the doctrines employed. Moreover, any calculation which fails to take into account this human factor in war is doomed to be
inadequate if not downright dangerous.

The Thematic Approach
A second and somewhat more difficult approach is to study the history of U.S.
Army logistics by examining the continuing themes and trends which have
appeared over the course of that history. This approach implies a more thorough
grounding in the basic historical facts and presupposes a good deal of read ing and
study on the part of the student. Jt is tbus perhaps better suited to the more
advanced student, a lthough handled properly it can work at any level. A sound
grasp of the themes and trends is particularly useful when one wants to see where
we have been and where we may be going.
The history of the development of mi litary logistics in America is complex,
but the salient themes are fairly obvious and can be stated concisely. Perhaps the
most consistent and long-term characteristic of American military logistics is the
tendency to neglect logistical activities in peacetime and to expand and improvise
them hastily once confl ict has broken out. Tndeed, the cyclical nature of the attention devoted to logistical activities, Emory Upton's "chron ic unpreparedness," is
one of the major themes in American military history. American political and milit:uy leaders have always proclaimed at the end of every war that we sha ll never
be caught unprepared again; but somehow we always are and are saved only by
our enormous resources of human and material capital. T here are those who
would argue that the pattern has been broken in the last ten years or so, but the
lack of sustained attention to matters of military logistics, except perhaps for the
lucrative field of weapons research and development, remains one of the most
serious problems of Army logistics.
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Our "on again- off again" interest in logistical preparedness runs directly contrary to another American, or rather worldwide, trend in military logistics. Since
1898 logistical considerations have increasingly dominated the formulation and
execution of both strategy and tactics. This is patently obvious to even the most
untutored observer, but in practice many military leaders continue to ignore the
importance of logistics. At best logistical considerations and logisticians are seen
as necessary but unwelcome adjuncts to the planning of grandiose strategies and
the management of "important" problems such as tactical doctrine. Nevertheless,
the reality is that logistics is the primary consideration in all modern military operations and can be ignored only at peril. World War Ir provides an excellent example. The outcome ofWorld War II was determined in the first instance by our ability to organ ize and to project our industrial might, and the great demand for logistical support engendered in World War II had a basic and profound effect on the
organization and strategies we adopted. The basic strategic decision of the war, to
defeat "Germany First," and its corollary, the abandonment of our forces in the
Philippines, were dictated in large part by logistical considerations. So too were
such key strategic decisions as the timing of D-Day for the invasion of Europe and
the pace of the attack across France.
The increasing dominance of logistics is connected to the fact that the complexity and scale of the logistical support activities of the American military
forces have increased stead ily in the twentieth century. The scope and complexity of modern war itself continues to increase, and since the Span ish-American
War of 1898 our mili tary forces have operated on a worldwide scale in a variety
of cl imates and terrain. Technology also continues to evolve at a heady pace. The
new tactica l doctrines and organizations required to incorporate new technology
demand corresponding new, larger, and more complex logistical doctrines and
organ izatiOJ1S. Although the scale of recent wars has been restricted when compared to World Wars 1 or 11, the distances from base al which our forces are
required to operate is, if anything, even greater, and the time available to respond
even shorter. The effect of increasing mechanization and the use of techni cally
sophisticated systems has been to increase the demand for logistical support of an
ever more comp lex nature.
American war-making in the twentieth century has been largely a coalition
activity, and since World War [ we have been forced wi lly-nilly to provide support
to our all ies or, in some cases, to receive logistical support from them. This trend
has introduced further complexities into the problem of providing adequate logistical support for forces in the fie ld, and on occasion our productive capacity has
been severely challenged to support our allies while supporting our own forces.
Although cooperative logistical arrangements have worked eifectively in most
instances, national preferences and prejudices make the logistician's job much
more difficult and greatly expand the number and types of items that have to be
supplied. More recently, in an effort to do more with less and to reduce costs,
American mi litary forces have turned increasingly to "host nation support" and
"burden sharing" with ou r allies as the means of providing our combat troops with
the necessary logistical support.
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Since 1775 the increasing si:Ge and diversity of our military forces and the
wide variety of geographic and climatic conditions under which Lhey have been
req uired to operate have also had a significant impact on the size and composition
of our logistica l support forces. Modern mechanized, total war conducted with
all ics on a global scale has demanded the creation of ever greater numbers a11d
types of logistica l units staffed with highly trained soldier-specialists. This trend is
not unique to military affai rs. Since the advent of the Industrial Revolution in the
late eighteenth century, there has been a steady drive toward greater specialization
and division of labor in all human activities brought on by the increasing complexity and diversity of modern life.
American armed forces have traditionally relied on advanced technology
rather than mass manpower to achieve victory in war. Technologica l advances in
the f'irst decades of the twentieth century introduced new requirements fo r specialized support of combat forces. The radio, the airplane, and the motor vehicle
all requi red specia li sts to operate and service them. For example, in 1917 the U.S.
Army Quartermaster Corps had 'four difTerent types of units; by November 19 18
the Quartermaster Corps in France alone had 26 distinct types of units and another 6 types awaiti ng approval. In France by 15 December 191 8, there were 706
Quartermaster Corps depot, supply, refrigeration, laundry, sterilization and bath,
gasoline supply, graves registration, salvage, remount, and repair units, each with
specia lized equipment and specia lly trai ned personnel. And these were only the
QuaJlcrmaster varieties; similar diversity was to be found in the Ordnance Corps,
the Motor Transport Corps, and elsewhere, and the expansion of logistical operations in the United States added even more variety.
The First World War clearly demonstrated that "combat power" cannot be
measured simply in terms of the numbers of weapons and combat troops ava ilable.
Thenceforth, Army leaders wou ld be obliged to devote as much attention to the
composition and efficiency of the logist ical "tail" as they did to the combat ·~aws."
Indeed. it appeared that the adequacy of logistical support was a critica l factor in
the success of combat operations and that a nation's ability to mobil ize and support the combat forces was perhaps equal in importance with the actual petformance of such forces on the batt lefield . Some commanders fought to keep the
Army lean and simple with a very high proportion of combat troops. In World War
II they lost the fight, but the batt le over the "tooth-to-tail" rati o has continued right
down to the present. World War II offered the lesson that modern, complex, mechani zed, and technically sophisticated armies operating worldwide in every conceivable climate and terrain, often in conjunction with a coa lition of allies, require
that a significant portion of the total force, if not the maj ority of it, must consist
of personnel dedicated to providing the required logistical support to the few who
act ually do the fighting.
Finding the manpower needed to provide adequate logistical support to the
combat forces has been a continuing problem, and traditionally American military
leaders have relied in large part on civilians to perform logistical tasks. Overseas
operations and the drive toward specialization in the first hal r of this century led to
an increased emphasis on unifo rmed, disciplined logistica l personnel. Nevertheless,
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the overall trend has been toward increasing civi lianization of military logistics,
paJticularly at higher management levels. Closely allied with the trend toward using
civilians to manageAnny logistics (for example, the "do llar-a-year men" in World
Wars I and 11) has been the increasing adoption of business methods to manage
Army logistics. Early in this century Secretary of War Elihu Root expressed the
opinion that the Army was in effect a "big business" which could best be managed
by the methods of big business. Frederick W. Taylor's "time and motion" prescriptions were tried briefly in Army depots before 1917, and World War I brought to the
services the concept of statistical controls. World War II saw increased use of statistics and the advent of "operations reseaJch" and "systems analysis." This trend
hopefully peaked during the Vietnam War era of Secretary of Defense Robert S.
McNamara and his "whiz kids," most of whom came from American indusb·y and
who introduced such counterproductive concepts as the "body count" and "costeffectiveness analysis." The military forces have benefited in many ways from the
utilization of civi lian experts and civi lian techniques for the management of logistics, but there have been serious adverse effects as well.
Given the trends toward greater size, complexity, and variety of logistical
forces it is only natural that American military leaders have sought to use the best
avai lable techniques of management.' The principal outcomes of those methods
have been the increasing centralization of control over logistical planning and
operations focused at the War (Defense) Department level and a parallel effort to
increase efficiency by organizing logistical tasks along functional rather than commodity-related lines. The process began in earnest with the organizational reforms
of Secretary of War Root, precipitated by logistical failures in the War with Spain
in 1898. Root's reform program, and in particular the establishment of a War
Department General Staff as the central logistica l planning and coordination
agency, provoked a long and bitter quarrel betvvccn the advocates of traditional
methods of managing Army logistics and the proponents of centralized control and
decentralized execution. Gradually, the "modernists" prevailed, principally due to
the enormous management problems associated with modern military logistical
support. The Quartermaster, Subsistence, and Paymaster Departments were consolidated in 1912 as a first step toward increasing cO'icicncy through functional
ali gnment and central control. In World War r control over Army logistics was further centralized in the General Staff. Although the centralizing tendency was
relaxed following World War I, it was revived and prospered during the Second
World War, when the control of major logistica l funclions was centralized in just
three competing agencies: the War Production Board, the Logistics Group of the
Operalions Division of the War Department General Staff, and Headquarters,
Army Service Forces, leaving Lhc traditional supply departments with little effective power. The traditionalists continued to fight a losing battle against cenh·alized
control and functional organization after World War II. Until December 1961, each
of the Army's technical branches (Quartermaster, Medica l, Ordnance, Engineers,
Signa l, Transportation, Chemica l) retained primary responsibility for the development, procurement, and distribution of supplies and equipment pertinent to their
major function. This responsibility, as well as control over branch officer procure-
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ment and training and other key functions, was removed from the branch chiefs by
Secretary of Defense McNamara in an effort to streamline the Army and organize
its logistical business along functional rather than traditional li nes.
Responsibilities were consolidated at Department of Defense level, and the duplication of effort was greatly reduced although the adherents of the old way of doing
things were little pleased with the loss of power and prestige associated with the
McNamara "reorganization."
And fina lly, in each of our wars there has been a perpetual failure to mobilize
logistical facilities before mobi lizing personnel. This trend can be seen clearly in
every conflict since the Civil War.2 The fault has been in our planning for mobilization. 1t takes comparatively little time to assemble men and begin their military
training, but the lead time for housing, clothing, feeding, and equipping them is
much longer, a fact that mobilization planners often seem to forget. The situation
has been compounded by the tendency to demobi lize support units first at the end
of a war and to form and deploy them last once war has begun. The results, however, have been all too obvious: troops guard ing the Capitol in 1861 without
LTousers and soldiers in 194 1 training with wooden "guns,;, stovepipe "artillery,"
and automobiles marked "tank." Fortunately, we have thus far managed to escape
the consequences of such faulty planning. ·until now we have always had the time
needed to correct the problems, and in the end our enormous industrial capacity
has allowed us to compensate for many mistakes. Obviously, such may not be the
case in the fut:w·e.
The close study of these and other themes and trends in the history of U.S.
Army logistics can pay great dividends in terms of understanding where we may
be headed in the future. Although the emphasis may change from era to era, certain continuities do exist, and the student of Army logistics would do well to
understand them thoroughly and consider what their impact may be on the future.

The "Principled" Approach
Most students of modern warfare are generaLly familiar with the nine
Principles ofWar: mass, objective, simplicity, unity of command, maneuver, offensive, surprise, security, and economy of force. These principles were developed to
serve as guides to the conduct of strategy and tactics. The principles governing the
conduct of logistics, the other coequal aspect of war, are less well known but no
less important and offer yet another method for approaching the study of the history of U.S. Army logistics in a systematic manner. The Principles of War are, of
course, not absolute laws but rather guides. Perhaps their most useful function is
as categories for the ana lysis of military operations or as teachi1)g tools. The same
is true of the Principles of Logistics. They provide excellent standards by which
the military historian or analyst can evaluate logistical operations in the past, present, or future. Like the thematic approach , the "principled" approach requires a
good deal of background knowledge of the subject and is thus better suited to the
more advanced student. But all students of the history of Army logistics should
have at least a basic knowledge of the Principles of Logistics.
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"Lessons learned" are often confused with "principles" in discussions of the
Principles of War or the Principles of Logistics. It should be remembered that
"lessons learned" are usually very narrowly defined and sit11ation-specific. They
also generally apply best at the operator level. The Principles of Logistics, however, are at the other end of the scale. If they are tru ly principles, they must apply at
every time and in every situation. They are in effect statements of natural law, and
that is why a good set of principles is so hard to define.
There are perhaps as many sets of Principles of Logistics as there are commentators who have tried to define them. The official Principles of Logistics are
set forth in Chapter 3 of Army Regulation 11 - 8.3 The nine principles are:
LOGISTICS fNTELLTGENCE: Commanders must have accurate
and timely logistics information in order to provide effective logistic
support.
OBJECTIVE: Logistics endeavors must be directed toward a clear and
attainable objective.
GENERATIVE LOGISTICS: The professional application of initiative,
knowledge, and ingenuity and the innovative exploration of technical
and scientific advances are fundamental to the generation of logistics
system improvements.
lNTERDEPENDENCE: Logistic system efficiency requires effective
interrelationships among all functional parts of the system.
STMPLJClTY: Si mplicity is essential at all levels ofthe logistics system.
TIMELINESS: Logistics support must be provided in the right quantity and at the proper time and place for accomplishment of the mission.
lMP ETUS: The impetus of logistics support is forward to support the
combat mission.
COST EFFECTIVENESS: Efficient management of logistics resources
is essentia l to cost-effective logistic support.
SECURlTY: Security of every facet of the logistics system must be
maintained to preserve resources and assure sustai11ed combat capability.
In a 1977 article in Military Review, Richard L. Kelley provided an excellent
brief discussion of the nine official Principles of Army Logistics. 4 The author, then
a captai n in the Ordnance Corps, discussed the Principles of Logistics outlined in
Army Regulation 11 - 8 and provided a few examples and illustrations of each principle from recent U.S. Army logistical doctrine and operations. He also used some
examples from the 1973 Arab-Israeli War. Kelley, too, noted that these principles
are perhaps most useful as tools of evaluation, particularly the evaluation of a commander's performance.
Many other commentators have offered their formulation of the Princip les of
Logistics. The noted logistical historian .lames A. Huston, for example, proposed
fourteen principles based primarily on the American experience ill war. 5 Most of
these Usts of principles are too long and involved for most practical pedagogical
purposes. A more functional list should be somewhat more concise. Thus 1 propose the fo llowing list of five Principles of Logistics. ll should be remembered
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that these so-called principles are simply suggested categories to be used as aids
i11 evaluating logistical operations in the past.
l. CONCENTRATION (MASS): Concentration is the key and dominant principle of logistics and its accomplishment involves the positioning of superior combat power at the decisive time and place. Logistics is the means by which the commander achieves mass, the controlling principle of war. Our successes in World
War Il and more recently in Operation DESERT STORM were due to observing just
this principle.
2. AUSTERITY: Resources are always limited, and successfu l military forces
must operate under conditions of logistical austerity. Austerity has two aspects:
economy and simplicity. As to economy, the availability of maximum combat
power at the decisive point is achieved through conservation of available
resources before battle and the econom ic distribution of combat power/materiel
to other, less vital, areas. Economy involves avoiding both excessive expenditure
and unnecessary duplication of resources. One must also avoid the problem of
"false economy." Simplicity of doctrine, plans, equipment, and organ ization are
equally essential to the successful logistical support of combat operations.
Simp licity also involves the simplicity of design for equ ipment as well as organizations and plans. The rule might be stated: "Never opt for the complex when the
simple will do the job."
3. VISIBILITY: The successful commander or logistician must always know
what he has and where it is at all times. Perhaps the clearest historical example of
a failure to observe the princip.le of visibility may be the embarkation of the V
Corps at Tampa in May 1898. The failure to maintain visibil ity over the enormous
quantity of supplies being assembled for the .invasion of Cuba came close to foresta lling the operation altogether.
4. MOBILITY: Mobility of troops and equipment is essential to success on the
modern battlefield. Equipment must be designed with mobility in mind, and adequate transportation must be provided for all military operations. A good illustration of the positive application of this principle is provided by the logistical operation connected with the recent Gu lf War.
5. FLEXIBILITY: The successfu l commander or logistician must always be
ready to accommodate the unforeseen. This can be accomplished by flexibility of
organization, plans, and materiel, and, above all, by flexibility of mind.
These so-called principles can be used in a number of contexts for analyzing
logistical events in the past. They provide useful categories for ana lysis and help
to establish standards by which we may judge how well, or how poorly, our predecessors met the logistical cha llenges which they faced.

The Ana~);tical Approach
One final approach to the study of the history ofU.S. Army logistics might be
called the analytical approach, although all of the rnethods previously suggested
are to a greater or lesser degree analytical. Several years ago the Combat Studies
Lnstitute at Fort Leavenworth developed what was called "A Suggested Method for
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the Systematic Study of Operational Military History."6 The purpose of that
method was to introduce into the historical study of combat operations the same
degree of system, coherence, uniformity, and rigorous analysis as the five-paragraph field order gave to the preparation and issuance of combat orders. The
method was designed to aid the student in analyzing campaigns and battles, but it
can easily be adopted to the analysis of the logistical aspects of combat operations
and provides an excellent systematic method for either the novice or tbe advanced
student of the history of U.S. Army logistics. l t can be especially usef·ul for organizing serious research and writing on logistical history topics. In its basic form
the analytical method consists of an outline which the student fo llows to g uide his
or her contemplation of the situation or operation under consideration. That outline is as follows:
J. DEFINE THE SUBJECT

A. Determine the date, location, and principal antagonists.
B. Determine the sources.
C. Evaluate the sources.
If. REVfEW THE STRATEGIC SETTING
A. Determine the causes of the conflict.
B. Compare the principal antagonists as to:

I. Political, economic, religious, social, and technological factors.
2. National (strategic) objectives.
3. Military systems.
4. Previous performance.

m. REVIEW THE TACTICAL SITUATION
A. Study the area of operations.
1. CUmate and weather.
2. Terrain (observation, cover, concealment, obstacles, and avenues of
approach).
B. Compare the opposing forces.
I. Size and composition.
2. Technology.
3. Logistical and adm inistrative systems.
4. Command, contro l, and communications systems.
5. Intelligence.
6. Doctrine and training.
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7. Condition and morale.
8. Leadership.
C. State the immediate military objectives of each antagonist.
D. Consider the feasible course of action for each antagon ist
lV. DESCRIBE THE ACTION
A. Describe the disposition of forces at the beginning of the action.
8. Describe the opening moves by each antagon ist.
C. Outline the major phases (i.e., establish a relative chJonology).
D. Describe the key events.
E. State the outcome.

V. ASSESS THE S IGNIFJCANCE OF THE ACTION
A. lmmed iate.
B. Long-term.
C. Military ''lessons learned."
It takes no great intuition to see how this basic outline might be adapted to
logistical matters. One simply needs to concentrate on only the log istical aspects
at each stage, keeping in mind such additional questions as: What were the key
logistica l problems in the operation studied? Were the problems overcome? If so,
how? IJ not, why not? Whal was the effect of the logistica l situation on the strategic and tactical conduct of tbe operation studied? Who were the key personnel
invo lved in the log istical aspects of the operation studied? Did they play a positive
o r a negative role in solving the logistical problems of the operation?

Conclusion
In many respects the analytical method brings us full circle, for it is essentially a more systematic and hyperdeveloped form of the traditional approach outlined
at the beginn ing of this essay. .Indeed, all of the methods for the study of U.S. A rmy
logistica l history outlined here can be used simul taneously if desired. The adoption of one does not preclude the use of another, even within the study of the same
situation. Each is complementary of the others and together they provide a variety
of ways in which the student can gain a firm grasp of the factual detai ls and the
concepts involved in any g iven historical scenario.
Like the study of any large and complex subject, the study of the history of
U.S. Army logistics requires time, motivation, and application of inte llect. Such
effort may not resu lt in immediate g ratification, but its constant practice over time
wi ll produce an understanding of the past which cannot but inform the decisions
of the futu re in a most efficacious manner. The studied application of the methods
suggested here will faci litate the process and help to ensure that a maximum ben-
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efit is derived from the time and effort expended. The students who take the trouble to make a systematic study of their profession will at least earn the right to be
called professionals, and, in the words of Confederate Lt. Gen. Richard Taylor:
Conscientious study wil l not perhaps make the m g reat, but it w ill make
them respectable; and when responsibility of command comes, they
will not disgrace their flag, injure the ir cause, nor murder the ir men. 7
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I

INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY
OF U.S. ARMY LOGISTICS

1
Logistics-The Word and the Thing
lnllvduction. In the intmduction to the fln;t volume of their maste1jitl
study ofglobal logistics and strategy in World War II o.Oicial Army historians
Richard M. Leighton and Robert W. Coakley define "logistics," discuss how
the term has been used, and explain how the concept oflogistics has changed
over lime. Th ey also provide a brief discussion of the impact on mi/i/{IJy
logistics of the revolution in wcufare arising from technological change and
SIIIIII17Clrize the views on logistics ofthe classic militaTJI theorists .Jomini and
Clausewitz.

Logistics is an ancient word and a still more ancient thing. 1 Like many ancient
words, it has meant different things at different times, and the thing itself has
been, and sti ll is, often called by other names. Yet the severa l currcnlusagcs or
the word, in mil itary vocabu lary, seem to be of rather recent vin tage, probably no
earlier than 1838 when Antoine Henri Jomini erected a theory of the art of war
upon the trinity- strategy, grand tactics, and logistics. 2 While the word had been
used occasionally in military parlance before that time, it apparenlly had had oo
single or very specific meaning. Since then its uses have been varied, and for long
periods it has fa llen into almost complete disuse. Meanwhile, the thing itself
(whether we dcl'ine the word narrowly or broad ly) has grown from lhc comparatively humdrum, routine activity it once was into a very complex " Big Business''
embracing a considerable part, some would say the greater part, of all the business of modern war.

The Revolution in Wmjctre
Jomini 's attempt to incorporate into a rational theory of war the miscellaneous
noncombatant activities on which armies and navies had always depended in order
to live and fight occu rred at a ti me when wa rfare itself was about to undergo a fundamental transformat ion. Signs of the impendi ng change had already appeared
Reproduced from Richard M. Leighton and Robert W. Coak ley, Global Logistics and
Stmlegy. t940 1943, U.S. Army in World War II (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Army

Center of Military II istory, 1955), pp. 3- t 3.
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during the long period of almost continuous warfare in Europe from 1792 to
18 15- most conspicuously, a tremendous increase in mobility and the range of
movement or armies, made possible by improved roads and the growing productivity of agriculture. Jomini himsel r, though most impressed by the tactical symptoms of these underlying changes, dimly perceived other more disturbing phenomena- the growing size of armies, the mounting ferocity of warfare, and the
emergence of a new, more murderous tech nology. Jomini's attention was mainly
captured by the latest improvements in artillery, parti~.:u l arly by a new "steam" gun
that seemed to hold horrendous promise. A far more portentous phenomenon,
steam-propelled rail transport, he dismissed as an instrument of peace only,
although five years earlier a French general had declared in the Chamber of
Deputies that the st rategic usc of rai lways would cause a revolution in military science, and across the Rhine Friedrich List was trying hard to impress the same
point on his counlrymen.3 All of these developments were in fact harbingers of a
resolution that was not to reach full tide until the grea t wars of the twentieth century, though govemmeuts and high commands bega n to grapple with the problems
it presented from the midnineteent h century on. 4
Like all revolutions, this one grew out of the double challenge of new demands
and new opportunities. Nationalism and conscription produced huge armies; new
weapons multiplied fire power. To feed the armies and unleash their fire power,
military staffs had no choice but to come to terms with the new technologies of
supply and movement- mass production of munitions and foodstuffs, the railroad,
the steamship, the long-distance pipeline, the internal combustion engine, eventually the transport airplane. Wars carne to be foughl along wide fronts of continentaJ extent; lines of communications became deep zones containing an elaborate
establishment of military administration and services.
Stupendous magnitudes were involved. World War f saw an ex penditure of
artillery amrnuniti011 by British and French forces, during one average month,
more than twi ce as great as thai by the Union forces during the entire !"our years
of the War Between the States, a eonnict that itself revealed many characteristics
of the new warfare. ln the seven days of the Battle of the Sornme in 1916, British
artillery fired about 4 million rounds, roughly I ,200 limes as many as the Union
Army fired in the three-day Battle of Gettysburg in 1863. 5 World War II piled
Pelion upon Ossa. During the fin;t nineteen months of its participation in World
War 11, the U.S. Army purchased almost 950,000 trucks, nineteen Limes the number it had procured during the corresponding period of World War I. From Pearl
Harbor to V- J Day it procured for its own and Allied forces some 84,000 tanks,
2.2 million trucks, 6.2 million ri ncs, 350,000 artillery pjeces, .5 billion rounds of
ground artillery ammunition, [and] 4 1 billion rounds of sma ll arms ammunition.
It shipped overseas 127 million measurement tons of cargo, and 7.3 million troops
and other passengers. The U.S. Army Air Forces dropped over two million tons of
bombs on the cnemy. 6
The new juggernaut armies' voracious appetite lo r food, fuel, and munitions
dictated a basic change in the method of supply. From the earliest times the swiftly moving, hard-hitting, self-contained force, living off the country and a lean bag-
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gage tra.in, had been the dream of every commander. In the hands of Hannibal,
Xenophon, Subotai , Gustavus, Marlborough, Napoleon, Jackson, and Sherman,
such forces had performed spectacular exploits. When armies became chained to
depots and their trains grew heavy and sluggish, as happened in some of the wars
of the eighteenth century, warfare itself became a mere appendage of logistics in
which, as Frederick the Great is sa id to have observed, "the masterpiece of a skill ful general is to starve his enemy." In the new warfare, the possibility, of self-co nta inment almost disappeared. Under the logistical system that emerged in the late
nineteenth century, first formalized by Prussia in 1866, armies were supplied not
by a train , but by a "ta il "- vehicles shuttling in relays over segments of the total
distance between the army and its sources of supply, thus push.ing freight continuously forward as though by a series of endless conveyor belts. As an army
advanced, its "ta il ," in order not to lose contact with the base, naturally stretched
out, req uiring more and more transport to keep supplies moving forwarcf.1
The basic elements of this system were adopted by all large modern armies in
the first half of the twentieth century. Given the necessity for continuous resupply,
some system of staging was dictated in any case when freight was transshipped
from one form of transportation to another- norma lly, at port, at railhead, and at
truckhead. The principle of continuous movement of supply from rear to front was
supplemented, on a large scale, by the older method of stocking supplies at convenient distribution points. Since the rate of movement over all stages of the line
of supply could never be uniform because of differences in the capabilities of the
means of transport and hand! ing, backlogs of fre ight plied up at bottlenecks along
the line, usually at transshi ppi ng points. Additional reserves had to be stocked forward of such critical bottlenecks as insecure tTansoceanic communication lines
and ports of entry of meager capacity. Against the threat of enemy penetration and
in order to utilize alternate comm unication li nes, reserves in war theaters had to
be dispersed among many magazines, both laterally and in depth. Large-scale
offensive operations, in addition, demanded immense accumulations of munitions,
fuel, and subsistence close behind the point of impact- requiring months and
sometimes years to build up- in order to provide crushing initial force and sustained impetus.
World War l, in the western theater, with its creeping, scaled front and enormous concentration of forces in small areas, offered a natural habitat for the modified system of staged, continuous resupply. The abrupt return to mobility in
1939-45 strained the system to the limit. To supply staffs, a brea k-through by their
own forces presented problems almost as for midable as one by the enemy, for the
method ical disposition forward of depots, clumps, fuel pipelines, and transport
systems could not possibly keep pace with racing armored co lumns, even if the
capacity of supply lines to the reaJ could be expanded rapidly enough. Roads, rail
lines, and bridges in territory abandoned by the enemy could be expected to be
seriously damaged; in the absence of prepared relay and transshipping facilities,
transport would have to operate in abnormally long shuttles. The mobility necessary to sustain a break-through, in consequence, could only be gained by lavish
use of all fo rms of transportation, far beyond the amounts normally available.
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Yet, short of curtailing drastically the scale of military operations, World War
II brought forth no real alternative to continuous resupply. Guerrilla forces, ill
armed and without regular supply Jines, won amazing successes against regular
troops in the Sov iet Union and the Balkans, and on occasion were able to carry out
large-scale operations, but only for limited periods at a time. What was likely to
happen to an army cut off from its sources o:fresupply, even when it had substantial stocks on hand, seemed to be demonstrated by the fate of MacArthur's forces
in the Philippines in 1942, an experience that made a lasting impression on the
American high command. Mountains, jungles, and vast ocean distances in the theaters of the war against Japan dictated many compromises in the lavish logistical
support to which American forces were accustomed, but the solution was not
found in a return to self-containment. In the end these obstacles were overcome
simply by moving up the apparatus of land, sea, and air power on so massive a
scale that it was possible not merely to crush the enemy at selected points of
impact but also to contain him elsewhere, to protect communication lines and
bases of operations, and even to neutralize and bypass major enemy strong-holds.R
This lcind of logistical support demands virtually unlimited resources in munitions, supplies, and transport. With them, and employing the staging method of
resupply in combination with accumulated reserves near the ti'ont, armies can
strike hard, move swiftly, and sustain their driving force, even though with diminishing returns in mobility and -flexibility, and increasi11g risk that road, rail , or port
bottlenecks may clog and result in paralysis. Without abundant resources, armies
can only strive by austere living and improvisation to stretch their limited transport, using it mainly to sustain fire power, and to make mobility o·lfset weakness
in offensive strength. Austerity, improvisation, and even mobility are military
virtues, not because they are ends in themselves but because they serve to extract
the maximum of effective power from available resources, thus to some degree
compensating for lack of abundance.
Supply and transportation were only one aspect, though unquestionably the
most important one, of the new logistics. This logistics was deeply embedded in
the economy of the nation. Armies drew from science and the civil professions
many things besides weapons and means of transport- medicine and surgery,
electric power, the telegraph, the telephone, radio and radar, the bulldozer, psychiatry, business management, propaganda, planned recreation, techniques of
indoctrination. Armies became, in fact, complex comnnmities in themselves,
miniature and specialized replicas of the societies that sustained them. The traditional cleavages between the noncombatant and combatant ski lls, and those
between mil itary and civi lian spheres of activity, became blurred. Engineers in
many armies became shock troops; signal corpsmen were expected to work and
fight with the most advanced units, truck drivers to man antiaircraft machine guns.
In coming to terms with the new technologies of war, the military profession had
to broaden and di lu te its training to include dozens of skills remote from combat
and command. The technicians and administrators within its ranks multiplied and
in many f ields drew closer to the civi lian community in outlook and professional
quali fjcations than to their colleagues in the combat arms.
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Even so, the military profession could noL hope to master all the ski lls iL had
to exploit. In time of war the needs of sudden expansion cou ld only be met by a
wholesale in nux of civilians into the mi li tary administrative establishment, and
whether they donned uniform or not scarcely affected the character of their
employment. Nor could the military extend very far, in relation to the immensity
of the field, its administrative control and supervision over the noncombatant
activities it was unable to master. In the United States the military services controlled the procurement of most of the l'inished munitions and a limited parl of the
transportation they used, but even this control was vigorously attacked during
World War II and aller. 9 ln many other countries the power rested in civilian government agencies. In fact, from the late nineteenth century on, the pressure to
expand military control over various segments of national economies usually
encountered, and yielded to, the more powerful drive of the slate, through its central civil agencies, to mobilize under its own aegis the nation 's war-making
resources. 10
The revolution in warfare thus brought an immense growth in the range and
complexity of activities supporti ng armies and navies. The range of professional
military skills also broadened, but not nearly to tbe limits of the whole field that
war now exploited, while military control tended to shade off into various forms
of partnership with govenm1ent agencies and private enterprise as it reached back
into the vast expanse of services that supported a nation 's military effort. What
theorists had once ca lled logistics had spread to embrace a considerable part of the
economic li fc of the nation.
Since the end of World War ll the rapid development of the air arm, the
promise of transcontinental guided miss iles, and above all the emergence of a
whole family of weapons emp loying the principles of nuclear fission and fusion
have enormously accelerated two very old trends in weapons- increasing
destructiveness and increasing range. Whether these developments presage a new
revolution in logistics it is sti ll too early to determine. Certainly they seem likely
to accentuate and continue trends already manifest. By bringing rear administrative areas, lines of communications, and even sources of supply progressively
under fire, the new weapons will further enhance the necessity for dispersion of
installations and channels of movement , disrupt orderly administration, interrupt
the conti nuity, and reduce the net volume of supply- phenomena familiar to
every A II icc! theater commander in World War ll and conspicuous ones in the
final coll<1psc or Germany and Japan. On the other hand, the growing range of
fire power involves a correspond ing diminution of the distances over which the
ingredients or fire power must be transported, to that extent simplifying the logisLical problem; conceivably the necessity for massive overseas establishments may
eventually disappear altogclhcr. There are signs, moreover, that growing reliance
on long-range weapons of tremendous per-unit destructiveness may in time actually reduce the aggregate amounts of supply requirements for all forces in the
field, thus reversing one of the oldest trends of logistics. In the end, by raising the
possibility that a conflict may be won or lost within the rirst few days or even
hours, the new technology may virtually eliminate the whole problem of military
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supply and red uce to irrelevance most of the complex apparatus of industrial
potential that for almost a century has been an indispensable requi rement fo r sustaining, as well as for launching, a major war. Neither World War l1 nor the
Korean conflict, however, put the newest weapons to the test. As these words are
being written, armies appear to be still dependent upon an elaborate rear area
administrative establislunent and a massive, uninterrupted flow of food, fue l, and
munitions f rom secure sources of supply.

Changing Conceptions of Logistics
This transformation of the environment in which logistics operated inevitably
brought about an adjustment in attitudes and conceptions concerning it. The character of the adj ustment was strongly colored by the doctrines of Karl von
Clausewitz, whose teachings dominated European military thought during the last
quarter of the nineteenth century. 11 A contemporary of Jomini , Clausewitz did not
even use the term " logistics." l n his celebrated work On war, he defined the "conduct of war"- which he identified with strategy and tactics- as "the art of making use of given means in combat," and fl·om this he sharply differentiated, as purely preparatory and contributory processes, both the creation of armed fo rces
(mobilization, trai ning, and so forth) and their maintenance in time ofwru·-"subservient" services which, although they stood "in a constant reciprocal relation to
the use of troops," were not yet part of ''the conduct of war properly so called."
Clausewitz was well aware that certain activities, notably "m.arches, camps and
quarters" and subsistence, sometimes exerted a decisive influence on the outcome
of battles and campaigns, but he dismissed them as irrelevant to his discussion.
We are at present occupied not with the concrete facts of any individual case, but with abstract theory .... the theory of war itself is occupied not with perfecting these means but with thei r use for the object of
the war. lt needs only the results of them, that is to say the knowledge
of the principal properties of the means it has taken over.
Convinced as he was of the superiori ty of mora l to material forces in war,
Clausewitz had little interest in the "subservient" services, even though he conceded their importance. Out of the 125 chapters of On War, his discussion of these
services occupies only half a chapter.12
The generation that burned incense at Clausewitz' altar did not, of course,
keep this doctrine pure. A very few exaggerated and oversimplif ied it into a crass
disparagement of all noncombatant services, which they relegated to technicians
and menials as something apart from the profession of arms. Veneration of
Clausewitz, however, did not prevent his most brilliant disciples-the elder Moltke
and Schl.ieffen, for example-from readily grasping and vigorously exp loiting the
potentialities of "given means" that Clausewitz could not have foreseen. The
Prussian victories of 1866 and 1870- 7 1 owed much to the railroad and the telegraph, perhaps even more to a well-greased machinery of military administration,
which functioned as it did because professional soldiers did not scorn to give it
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their persona l attcntion. 13 Tbe importance of the major logistical innovation of
nineteenth-century warfare, moreover, was recognized by the fo rmation of a
Railway Section in the Prussian Great General Staff, specia lly trained milita1y railway troops, and a centralized military-civilian organization for co-ord inating railway operations in Prussia in time or war. 14
More fundamental ly, military organization and practice rejected the doctri ne,
strongly implied though not explicitly asserted by Clausewit7., that the "subservient" services could be relegated to a separate compartment from the conduct
of combat operations. European armies after L870, and ultimately the U.S. Army,
placed the specifie function of co-ordinating important logistica l activities (as well
as the responsibility for general co-ordination) at the general staff level cheek by
jowl with the sta ff sections charged with strategy and tactics. 15 "Logistics,"
declared a U.S . Army staff text in 1926, "cannot be separated from tactics and
strategy. It is a major factor in the execution of strategk and tactical conceptions,
so inex tricably interwoven that it is an integral part of cach"- a doctrine that
harked back almost a hundred years to Jomini 's observation that logistics was the
province "not merely of staffs, but also of general s-in-chief." 16
Yet the basic i11gredients of the Clausewitzian view remained. In the analytical and interpretive literature on war by professional military writers since the
middle of the nineteenth century, the expanding role of the noncombatant services
has received only perfunctory recognition, while scarcely any of the writers have
chosen to describe the actual mechanics of administration . Among professional
officers of the U.S. Army, at least until recently, indifference to logistics was widespread and traditional- a striking paradox in an army that ca n claim some of the
most spectacular adva nces in that rield . This attitude, in the opi nion of many who
once shared it, can be traced back to a general military educati on in which, down
to World War U, logistics was held in low esteem. 17 Since the end of World War ll
logistica l subjects have been given a more prominent place in courses at the U.S.
Military Academy and tbe Command and General Staff School as well as at the
more specialized schools, and, with the broadening of opportunities for advancement in the logistical field, there has been some quickening of interest in it. But
staff organization and practice, in the American as in most other armies, continue
to elevate the operations fun ction over the administrative, and offi cers schooled in
the mysteries of logistics are employed more as expert consultants than as active
participants in the processes of strategic and tactical planning.'!!
Military thought, in short, has clung to two characteristica lly Clausewitzian
ideas: thallhc primary function of the soldier is to use the tools of war in combat,
not to fashion or provide them, and that material forces have not yet diminished
the classic and decisive role of courage, leadership, and the arts of command. The
development ofwarfa1·e has subjected both these principles to considerable strain.
The once clear distinction between the use and the providing of weapons has been
virtua lly obliterated, and modern war engages more soldiers in the latler lask than
in the former. Courage and leadership arc stead ily losing the power to override
heavy material odds. The Clausewit7.ian conception of logistics, in its pure form,
is clearly unsuited to the conditions of modern warfare. It remains to be seen
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whether it can continue to adapt itself to a revolution in warfare still under way, or
whether it will be replaced by a radically new approach .

The Vagaries of Usage
The revolution in warfare raised a semantic problem in connection with the
term " logistics" that remains unresolved to th is day. What precisely is the scope of
activity embraced by logistics? The question was and is of more than academic
interest, for, as one writer pointed out in 191 7, when the word was only beginning
to come into American military usage,
The purpose of the definition is to establish a division of labor, and if
two divisions [strategy and tactics] are properly drawn while the third
is not, there will be either duplication of effort, or some functions will
be overlooked entirely, with the result that certain preparations for war
wil l not be made. 19
In Jomini 's own day logistics was thought of vaguely as military staff business
in general, a "science of detail." Jomini ascribed the derivation of the word to the
title of the mayor gimeraux (or marechaux.) des logis in French armies of the eighteenth century who, originally charged with miscel laneous administrative functions such as the arrangements for marches and quarters, had come to serve in
effect as chiefs of staff to higher commanders- as did their counterparts, the
Quartiermeister, in Prussian armies. While Jomini clearly intended to use " logistics" in a broader sense, his discussion, in contrast to the logical clarity of most of
his writing, is inconclusive and vague. 20 Tradition, nevertheless, drew from
Jomini 's brief disquisition the imp! ication that he supposed logistics to cover al l or
almost all of the field of mi litary activities supporting combat.
As a practical matter such a conception had little meaning for mi litary men who
had to organize and administer these activities. Such matters as transportation, supply, engineering, and medical care were continuing problems, which no commander or staff could afford to ignore, particularly under the new conditions of warfare,
vvhile others, such as legal and religious affairs, pay and allowances, and many of
the details of personnel administration, were under ordinary circumstances peripheral or routine. To lump them all under a si ngle name implied a unity that did not
in fact exist. It is significant that the word "logistics," despite the enormous inOuence of Jomini 's writings during the long middle span of tbe nineteenth centllly,
remained an academic, almost archa ic term throughout that century, rarely used by
theorists, hardly at all by soldiers.21 Shortly before World WarT it began to creep
into military service parlance in the United States, but down to World War II it seldom appeared in the working vocabulary of the average Army or Navy officer. It
was used, moreover, in a rather narrow sense, meaning simply transportation and
supply in the fie ld ; the noncombatant services as a whole were known, instead, by
!he term "administration," a usage similar to that in British service terminology.'22
With World War 11 the word " logistics" in American usage came into sudden,
luxuriant vogue. Every writer on military subjects began to employ it with joyous
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abandon, and its meaning lost what lillie stability it had possessed when restricted to the vocabularies of military theorists and a few bookish staff officers. Wide
usage brought immediately into connie! the urge to adopt "logistics" as a convenient term coveri ng all primarily noncombatant military activities and the inertia
of habit wedded to a more limi ted meaning. Official Army usage of the word
received a powerful impulse toward a broader definition as a result of the consolidation, during World War II , of most of the Anny's supply and service activities in the United States under a single command, the Army Service Forces
(Services of Supply in the period covered by Ibis volume). That organization 's
final report defined "logistics," largely in terms of its own functions, to include
an impressive list of activities: procurement, storage, and distribution of equipment and supplies; transport of troops and cargo; construction and maintenance
of faci lilies; communications; care of the sick and wounded; induction, classification, as~ignment, welfare, and sepa ration of personnelY Many military agencies during and after the war began to adopt the label "logistics" or "logistical,"
though none performed so wide a range of functions as had the Army Service
Forces, and soon after the end or the wm the Army developed a group of type
headquarters called " logistical commands," each designed to co-ordinate all the
supporting services for a territorial area of speei fied size within a theater of operations.24 In the Navy the word "logistics," with a somewhat longer tradition
behind it, enjoyed a comparable rcnaissance. 25 Jn 1950, the Year IV of
Unification, the whole process culminated when the three military services
agreed on an official definition, assigning to " logistics" all activities in the military establishment involved in the handling of personnel, materiel , l'acilities, and
services- in effect, the entire field of' mi litary administ ration. 26
But official definitions, as Burke observed of the English constitution, go but
a little way. Usage remains stubborn ly inconsistent, conservative, and opportunjst.
Army field service regulations, a bible for operating personnel, did not even recognize the term "logistics" until 1949, and then in a sense more narrow than that
of the ofricial joint definitions of 1948 and 1950.21 Among the Army's technjcal
services, especially the Engineer, Signal, and Chemical Corps, which have a
strong combat tradition, there is an ingrained resistance to any label such as "logistics" that seems to imply nonexposurc to bailie. None of the agencies so labeled,
in any case, has functional responsibilities covering more than a portion of the
field or logistics as officially defined .
To the average Army officer, at least, " logistics" is something both narrower
and vaguer than the official definition of 1950, though perhaps not so narrow or
vague as it was to one highly placed o!Ticer in 1943 who held that a certain committee handled "not only logistics matters bul also ... personnel, organization,
troop basis, requirements, production, supplies and materiel."28 Repeated use of
such locutions as " logistics and administration," "logistics and construction," and
even, inexplicably, "logistics and supply" betrays a widespread uncertainty in the
military profession itself as to precisely where logistics stops and something else
begins. Evidently the term is still in process of rapid and hea lthy grow1'11. 2'' Until it
matures and settles clown, we must accept it, perforce, in whatever gu ise it
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appears that is lo say, with the specific shape, content, and emphases il derives
from ils concrete environment.
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general dictionaries along with the more modern military meani ng. For many centuries European
wartlu·e lacked an organized administrative science in anything like the modrrn sense, and most noncombatant services (as wcJI as certain combatant ones such as sicgccrafi and the use of artillery)
were performed for a long time by civilians. The word "logistics:' as applied to military administration, did not apear unti l the eighteenth century. See articles on logistics in the Enciclopidia l.llliversal ilustmda (Barceclona, 1907- 30), Vol. XXX; the Enciclopidia italifma (Rome, 1934), Vol. XXI;
and the Encyclopedia Americana (New York, 1953), Vol. XVII.
2 See Antoine Hcmi, Baron de .lomini, Precis de /'art de Ia guerre, 2 vols. (Paris, 1838), Vol. II,
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Wtll', 2 vols. (Chicago, The University or Chicago Press, 1942), Ch. XII; (9) Benedict Crowell,
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Principles of Army Logistics
Introduction. Chapter 3 of Army Regulation 11- 8 contains the ojj'icia/
statement o./the nine principles which guide the development and evaluation
of logistical concepts, systems, policies. objectives, and opemtions in the
United States Army today. Such principles are perhaps best used as guides to
study mther than absolute prescriptions for actual planning and operations.

3- 1. General. The basic miss ion of the logistics system is to support the soldier in
the field with what is needed, when, where and in the condition and quantity
required, al minimum expenditure of resources. This mission is the common
thread which connects all logistic activity, governs application of principles, and
establishes a framework of fundamental logistic principles that guide mission
accomplishment. These principles guide development and evaluation of logistic
concepts, systems, po licies, objectives and operations. They support the principles
of war through support of mi litary strategy and tactics. As with the principles of
war, the relative emphasis to be given any one principle at a given time depends
upon the existing set of circumstances.
3- 2. Logistics princip les. The fundamental logistics principles are:
a. Logistics inteLligence. COMMANDERS MUST HAVE ACCURATE AND
TIMELY LOGISTIC INFORMATION rN ORDER TO PROVIDE EFFECTIVE
LOGISTIC SUPPORT. The magnitude, complexity and diversity of Army activities
dictate that logistic essential elements of in formation be readily available to commanders at all levels. Essential management data must be provided to show present
and expected trouble areas, asset visibility to include quantity and location of intransit materiel, etc. High speed communications and mechanized processing not only
provide the information necessary for centralized control and management, but
reduce the reporting and record keeping requirements of subordinate echelons.
b. Objective. LOGTSTlCS ENDEAVORS MUST BE DIRECTED TOWARD
A CLEA R AND ATTAINABLE OBJECTIVE. Logistics objectives should proReproduced from Chapter 3, "Principles of Army Logistics," in Army Regulation
i 1- 8, Principles and Policies of the Army Logistics System (Washington, D.C.:
Headquarters, Department of the Army, 18 March 1976).
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vide standards by which progress is measured and a means to determine when a
task has been accomplished. Objectives must serve to standardize and improve the
logistics system.
c. Generative logistics. THE PROFESSIONAL APPLICATION OF IN ITIATIVE, KNOWLEDGE AND INGENUITY, AND THE INNOVATIVE EXPLORATION OF TECHNICAL AND SCIENTIFIC ADVANCES ARE FUNDAMENTAL TO THE GENERATION OF LOG ISTICS SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS. This principle emphasizes the professional aspects of human endeavors
that must be applied in developing logistics system improvements. The exploitation of evolutionary and technological advances in design are the basis for the continuous improvement to the system.
d. Interdependence. LOGISTIC SYSTEM EFFICIENCY REQUIRES
EFFECTIVE INTERRELATIONSHIPS AMONG ALL FUNCTIONAL PARTS
OF THE SYSTEM . This principle relates to U1e five major functional divisions of
the logistics system and their related sub functions. It emphasizes that effective and
efficient logistics operations depend on the degree to which the functions within
the operating system either can be coordinated (i.e., properly interfaced) or, where
feasible, integrated.
e. Simplicity. SIMPLICITY lS ESSENTJAL AT ALL LEVELS OF THE
LOGISTICS SYSTEM. The application of simplicity offsets the tendency of
logistic systems to increase in complex ity as they expand in scope.
Standardization of design and procedures is a means of applying simp licity. ·
.f Timeliness. LOGISTICS SUPPORT MUST BE PROVIDED IN THE
RJGHT QUANTITY AND AT THE PROPER TIME AND PLACE FOR
ACCOMPLISHMENT OF THE MISSION. This principle emphasizes the interrelationship between resource distribution, mobility and responsiveness which is
required to provide timely logistic support. Timing must be relative to U1e objective, whether in resupply of tactical forces or wholesale procurement and it is often
the key element in logistics support.
g. Impetus. THE IMPETUS OF LOGISTICS SUPPORT IS FORWARD TO
SUPPORT THE COMBAT MISSION. This principle highlights the combat mission role and emphasizes the forward logistics support which must be provided.
Supported commanders should be relieved of all possible details while retaining
control of their own logistics support.

h. Cost effectiveness. EFFICIENT MANAGEMENT OF LOGISTICS
RESOURCES IS ESSENTIAL TO COST EFFECTIVE LOGISTIC SUPPORT.
Application of this principle requires austerity in providing only that logistics support required, and efficiency in the administration of that support. The competition
for limited resources requires efficient planning, programing and management by
professional logisticians to provide logistics support that is consistent with tactical
requirements and within national economic constraints.
i. Security. SECURITY OF EVERY FACET OF THE LOGISTICS SYSTEM.
MUST BE MAINTAINED TO PRESERVE RESOURCES AND ASSURE SUS-
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TAlNED COMBAT CAPABIUTY. This principle emphasizes the requirement for
proper security measures that will prevent disruption of the logistics system and
preserve resources to assure sustained support provided to the combat forces is
dependent on the proper application of the principle.

3
Logistics and Modern War
introduction. Lt. Col. John D. Millett d~fi'nes the place of logistics in
modern war and discusses the impact of the citizen army and the Industrial
Re volution on military Logistics. He then briejly explains the interrelationship of logistics and strategy in World War 11 and goes on to outline the
importance of adequate, linked procurement and distribution .\ystems and
the impact ofthe requirement/or overseas movement on American militwy
logistics.

Military commanders of whatever rank- the company's captain, the regi ment's
colonel, the division's major general , the theater's commanding general, the chief
of staff under the commander-in-chief- have never been free from supply worries.
Preparations for battle have always been the greatest task of the military leader,
have always de1nanded his most sustained attention. If campaigns have not always
been won by the best prepared, wars have seldom been lost by the nation with the
greatest resources in men and equipment.
Yet surprisi ngly enough, only passing attention is usually given to supply
problems in the memoirs of the great military figures of history. Military analysts
have wrilten at length about marches, the deployment of forces, and the reduction
of fortified places. Yet only a few words are given to logistics.
Von Clausewitz remarks:
An army is like a tree. From the ground out of which it grows it draws
its nourishment; if it is small it can easily be transplanted but this
becomes more difficult as it increases in size. A small. body of troops
has also its channels, from which it draws the sustenance of life but it
strikes root easily where it happens to be; not so a large army. When ,
therefore, we ta lk of the influence of the base on the operations of an
army, the dimensions of the army must always serve as the scale by
which to measure the magnihtde of that intl uence. 1
Reproduced by permission of The American Military Institute and The Joumal (l
Militwy 1-listOJy from John D. Millett, ''Logistics and Modern War," Mititwy Ajf'airs
9, no. 3 (Fa ll 1945): 193- 207.
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Von Clausewitz also remarks that "the system of subsistence will control the
war, as fa r as the other conditions on which it depends permit; but when the latter
are encroacl1ed upon the war will react upon the subsistence system and in such
case determine the same." 2
Vegetius remarked that an army unsupplied with corn and other necessary provisions wi ll be vanquished without striking a blow.3 He pointed out:
Famine makes greater Havoc in an Army than the Enemy, and is more terrible than t11e Sword. Time and Opportunity may help to retrieve other
Misfortunes; but where Forage and Provisions have not been carefully
provided, the Evil is without Remedy. The main and principal Point in War
is to secure Plenty of Provisions, and to destroy the Enemy by Famine. An
exact Calculation must therefore be made, before the Commencement of
the War, of the Number ofTroops, and the expenses incident thereto, that
the Provinces may timely furnish the Forage, Corn, and all other Kinds of
Provisions demanded of them, to be transported, in more than sufficient
Quantity, into the strongest and most convenient Cities, before the
Opening of the Campaign. lf the Provinces cannot raise their Quotas in
Kind, they must compound for them in Money, to be employed in procuring all Things requisite for the Service: for the Possessions of the Subject
can not otherwise be secured than by the Defence of Arms.
Napoleon is said to have had as one of l1is maxims "according to the laws of
war, every general who loses his Line of communication deserves to be shot. 1
understand by a line of communication that in which are the hospitals, succor fo r
the sick, ammunition, provisions, where an army reorganjzes recruits and regains
in a few days' rest its morale lost by some unforeseen accident."4 Napoleon may
not have always paid attention to his own maxims, but there is at least an indication that he appreciated in part the importance of supply operations.
The leading advocate withi n the German General Staff of army control over
the nat·ional economy, Major General Georg Thomas, wrote before 1939 that "the
military-political estimate of a country's strength will in the future depend upon
the estimate of its economic defense power."
No military authority has suggested that the problems of supply are necessarily the f inal decisive factor in war. On the other band, it is amply evident, particularly today, that no army can wage war successful ly without unlimited resources
for its support in the field.
Behind all combat organization and all modern strategy lies a nation's capacity to produce and provide the weapons of war. The present war has provided many
examples of brave troops whose courage and determination were inadequate
against an army with superior equipment and complete control of supply lines.

If
The problems of supply have always affected the course of military campaigns. Caesar was as famous for his road building as for his military campaigns.
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In fact, the two were synonymous. The Romans were only able to bring those
areas north of the Po under their permanent domination as they built roads and
provided permanent garrisons which cou ld be supported in hostile territory. The
inability of the Germanic tribes to organize and support large forces against the
Romans explained in considerable part their fai lure to resist Roman conquest for
four centuri es.
The military efforts to rescue the Holy Land from the Mohammedans were
unsuccessful because individual military victories were not followed up by systematic provisions of supplies. Lodged on a hostile shore, the Crusaders were
dependent upon provisions and equipment brought from Italian ports. Since there
was no organization to assure this supply, the Crusades ended in complete failure.
Gustavus Adolphus was successful in his campaigns upon the European
Continent during the Thirty Years' War largely because of the care which he provided for the supply of his troops on foreign soil. Indeed, it is suggested that one
of the most important contributions of Gustavus Adolphus to mi Iitary science was
his practice of organizing depots behind his advancing troops. He saw to it that
these depots were kept full from Sweden or by systematic contribution from the
countries traversed. There was a regu lar staff of commissaries who distributed provisions to regiments in bulk. The Swedish king was himself an expert engineer and
he organized a superb corps of engineers to accompany his troops and provide the
necessary facilities for their support It is said that German princes and their military captains were amazed to find "men of science" accompanying an army. 5
The great French Marshal , Turenne, was noted for his ceaseless activity in
obtain ing rations for his troops. The Duke of Marlborough had a similar reputation. The long lines of wagons following his forces were, a remarkable sight in his
day. Such great victories as that at Blenheim could be traced in part to his enemy's
conviction that he could never move a force of men to such distances from his
bases in the Lowlands. This certainty was to cost the French and Austrians dearly
on several occasions.
During the American Revolution General Washington was able to muster a
large force for only a few days at any one time because of the lack of any means
for systematic supply of his troops. One historian has noted that Washington was
"forced to be a collector of supplies when he hoped to be a leader of men."6 The
equipment of the individual soldier was almost entirely what he was able to bring
with him. An enlistment blank of the day enjoined the soldier to " furnish a good
firearm, cartouch box, blanket, and knapsack." ln place of a firearm the recruit
was directed to bring a good sword or a tomahawk and later a shovel, spade, pickaxe, or scythe. Powder was always short and lead was obtained from various
sources, including statues. The individual soldier molded his own bullets and manufactured cartridges. These reasons had much to do with the ineffective size and
operation of the Revolutionary Army. On the other hand, British support of its
forces was negligible. Ln order to provide food and quarters, the British were compelled to divide their forces, particularly in winter, among many different communities. In consequence, it was possibl e for the Americans to strike at isolated garrisons at Princeton and Trenton and thus obtain tactical victories. The only large
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British expedition of the whole Revolutionary War which moved any extended distance from its major base ended in complete disaster with Burgoyne's Surrender at
Saratoga. The American forces under Gates at that time numbered 22,000 men but
this force could have been kept together for no more than three weeks because of
the supply situation.
French assistance to the American cause meant even more in terms of material than it did in terms of men. Even so, there are those who say the American fight
for independence was primarily successful because of the political situation in
Europe rather than because of any military victory by the American Confederation
of States.
Two of Napoleon's greatest defeats resulted from a complete underestimate of
supply difficulties. Wellington was able to maintain his forces in the Peninsula
because of his sea communications with England and his steadfast insistence upon
adequate supply from the homeland. The French armies in Spa in were compelled
to disperse in order to forage, while Wellington, with his commu nications line, was
able to concentrate his forces and defeat the French in piecemeal fashion. The disaster at Moscow in 1812 was almost entirely a supply defeat. If Napoleon had
exam ined with care the success of Charles the XII in Russia he might not have
made such a mistake. On each field of battle the French armies were successful
against the Russians but inability to obtain supplies compelled Napoleon to retreat
from Moscow and eventually to lose most of his force to the climate and Russian
gucrri II a tactics.
Even in British colon ial wars supply organization played a major part.
Kitehener's fa mous advance to Khartum was an advance of supply bases. He built
a railroad in order to keep his force intact and supplied. The eventual defeat of the
ruzzywuzzies was a foregone conclusion.
In other words, warfare has always been affected by considerations of space
and locale. These are considerations which are synonymous with supply, since the
purpose of all logistical operations is to free military tactics as far as possible from
the limitations of space and locale.
Iff.

At the end of the 18th Century two great changes occurred which were to have
l'ar-rcaching effect upon the conduct of war. The French Revolution introduced the
practice of large armies based upon a draft of civilians. Until this time armies traditionally had been made up of small professional groups of men. Commanders
were necessarily economical in their battles since their ability to raise forces
depended upon their reputation for conserving the lives of their men. It was not
uncommon for the small professional armies of a European principality to be hired
by some other king or noble to fight his battles. The French Revolution changed
all this. The citizen army became a fundamental characteristic of modern war.
At the time of Napoleon the first steps had already been taken which were to
be hai led as the industrial revolution. The growth in the use of power to operate
machines brought entirely new practices in the manufactu re of weapons as in the
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manufacture of civilian goods. Economic resources in the form of raw material s,
machines, labor and transportation became more and more important to the conduct of war.
The citizen army and the industrial revolution together wrought fundamental
changes in the logistical factor in warfare. Previously the accepted mi litary maxim
had been "to live off the country." This was feasible when the most important item
of s upply was subsistence and forage . It was equally possible as long as armies
were small bodies of men. Henceforth to live off the land was no longer an acceptable military practice although this development was not entirely appreciated until
well into the 19th Century.
The American Civil War demonstrated to the whole world the emerging
importance of industrial power in military conflict. The Confederate states represented an agrarian economy. The North , in the long run, won the conflict because
of its superior economical resou rces and its successful blockade of the southern
states. General Lee might win battles but he could not win a war. General
McClellan may have been slow and even rel uctant to risk battle, but he was thorough in his organization of supply facilities . Each time he invaded the North
Genera l Lee was compelled to retire not only because of a temporary repulse at
Antietam and Gettysburg but even more because he was unable to move and supply his forces.
Sherman's campaign into the South was to demonstrate clearly the place that
s upply now played in war. The advance from Chattanooga upon Atlanta was a
series of flanking attacks against Johnston. But each new advance was followed by
a careful system of depots and supply lines s upporting the Union forces. Only
when Atlanta had been outflanked and captured did the Confederates suddenly
move to sever Sherman's line of communications. Sherman decided upon a bold
move. A part of his force was sent back to Chattanooga. With some 60,000 remaining, he marched across Georgia to Savannah where he was to be supplied from the
North by sea. Before he could turn to make a junction with Grant's forces in the
east he had to establish a base for his s upport. Savannah was a supply objective.
Much has been said about how Sherman lived off the country from Atlanta to
Savannah. This was an incidental phase of the campaign. General Sherman himself later related that upon the approach to Savannah he explained to General
Hagen that the s uccess of the whole campaign and the safety of the army depended upon an immediate assault upon the city and an establishment of contact with
the fleet awaiting in the sound. 7
The collapse of the southern cause in the early s pring of 1865 was induced as
much by supply exhaustion as by mi litary operations. The South had been active
in its efforts to organize sufficient support for its armies in the fi e ld. T he interruption of trade with Europe and the virhwl absence of any industrial power of its
own brought about the defeat of the South.
The lessons of the American Civil War were only slowly appreciated. Such
rapid campa igns as those of the Prussian Army against Denmark, Austria, and
France fi·om 1866 to 1870 overshadowed the superior preparations which had preceded the actual military operations.
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The Spanish-American War was too short to do more than demonstrate
the inadequacies of American military organization and our complete lack of
preparedness. The even weaker position of the enemy made the outcome swift
and sure.
The Russo-Japanese War was again a lesson in the importance of supply.
Afterwards the Russian commander had many observations to make about the
importance of supply. The following are only a few:
We were glued to the railway, and could not move away without risk
of being left without supplies. Our field artillery and heavy fourwheeled transport carts were unable to travel over most of the hill
roads. The summer rains made the movements of the army, with its
heavy baggage trains and parks, extremely difficult; teams of twenty
horses were harnessed to guns, and even empty carts had to he manhandled.

***
The War showed that our army organization gave us too small a percentage of actual combatants as compared with the total numbers
whom we rationed .... Even so the number of non-combatants laid
down in the establishments for each unit was not sufficient to perform
the duties that fel l to them, and it became necessary... to detail combatants for domestic duties .... The fighting number was never more
than 75 per cent of the number of men on the strength.

***
The reason why the lines of communication in the field took so large a
number away from our f ighting line was that we had no proper communication units, and the large working parties necessary for the light
railway, road and bridge work had to be drawn from the fighting troops.
It was entirely owing to the care with which the commanding officers
on the line of communications- especially those in the engineers- had
been selected that we were able to fight, and at the same time to make
roads of some hundreds of miles' length for inter-communication
between corps.

***
The great development of science in warfare is very marked, but the
late war did not display the employment of scientific forces that will be
made in a struggle between two European powers . . . . The speedy construction of strong fortifications, the laying of railways (especially of
field railways) and construction of metalled roads, the organization of
aerial and wireless telegraphy, of signalling by heliograph, lamps, and
flags, the employment of bal loons, motors, and bicycles, are all duties
for which the demand increases every day, while the great quantity also
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of artificial obstacles, wires, mines, hand-grenades, explosives,
reserves of entrenching tools, etc., now required must exist ready for
use in large quantities. A much larger number of engineer troops,
including sappers, telegraph and railway units, than we had available in
Manchuria is necessary, in order that all this technical equipment may
be used to the best advantage.

***
The security of our communications was literally vital, for even their
temporary disorganization meant catastrophe. Not only the flow of
reinforcements to the front, but the collection and distribution of local
supplies would have ceased. As we were over 5,300 miles away from
our base (Russia), we had been forced to form a local supply base and
the loss of this would have threatened the army with starvation.8

IV
The First World War in one sense demonstrated the logical consequence of
civilian armies and industrial power- total mobilization. The War Memoirs of
David Lloyd George vividly portrayed the steps necessary to mobilize all the economic resources for war- industry, agriculture, labor, and transportation.
When the United States entered the war against Germany in April 19 17, our
industrial preparation was negligible. The American forces eventually sent to
France received almost all of their heavy equipment from the British and the
French governments. On a tonnage basis the report of the Services of Supply at the
end of the war showed that 51 per cent of all supplies for the AEF were provided
by our Allies. The most important items received from the United States were
foodstuffs and miscellaneous quartermaster supplies. All heavy artillery pieces
and all combat airp lanes were provided by the British and French. At the end of
the war American munitions were just beginning to flow on a large scale from
American factories. {t was America's manpower, however, and not American supplies which turned the tide in World War I. British mobilization of industrial
resources outran l1er manpower resouxces.
The Ass istant Secretary ofWar in 1917- 1919, Benedict Crowell, observed:
The real ly amazing thing which America did was to place in France in
19 months an army of the size and the ability of the American
Expeditionary Force. The war taught us that America can organize,
train, and transport troops of a superior sort at a rate which leaves far
behind any program for the manufacture of munitions. ft upset the previous opinion that adequate military preparedness is largely a question
of trained man power.... The experience of 1917 and 19 I 8 was a lesson in the time it takes to determine types, create designs, provide facilities, and establish manufactureY
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The nations of the world learned the importance of industrial prepa redness
as a result of the ex perience in World WarT. ln the United States this demonstration led Congress to confer upon the War Department respons ibi lity for planning for the industrial mobilization of the nation's resources for the eventual ity
of another war. Far-reaching steps to put America 's mili tary fo rces and industrial resources in a state of preparedness were taken between June 1940 and
December I 941 .
World War II has demonstrated the interlocking considerations of strategy and
logistics. The great objectives of German military operations were the economic
resources of the European continent to support her own military production. The
determinati.on to attack Russia in the summer of 1941 , often hailed as Hitler's
greatest mistake, was to a great degree dictated by logistical considerations. It is
altogether probable that the Japanese decision to attack the United States was
prompted by the measures taken to curtail essential raw materials for the support
of Japan 's war in Ch ina.
After the entry of the United States into the war against the Axis, joint BritishAmerican strategy was determined by logistical factors. Japan 's rapid advance
throughout the Pacific area and Malaysia went unchecked except temporarily on
Bataan because of Allied inabil ity to move men and supplies into the area.
Eventually it was decided to launch the major blows upon the Axis directly against
Germany for the simple reason that England was available as a base for the attack.
Here were large sources of supplies which did not have to be transported for the
British Army. The distance of British ports from the United States was only half
the distance of Australian ports. The capacity to unload and handle supplies in
England was fa r superior to that available in Austral ia. These considerations made
deployment of a major striking force in Eu rope possible far sooner than in the
Pacific. There a holding action with individual tactical offensives was the only
alternative because of the logistical situation.
World War I I was a struggle of economic forces as wel l as m iIi tary forces. The
sinews of war were not the muscles of a soldier but the labor of a nation.
The first essential in the logistics of modern war is the adequate procurement
of supp lies. The production of military equipment requires industrial facilities, raw
materials, and labor. The provision of all of these takes time. It is impossible when
a nation does not bave the resources with which to begin in the first place.
Although the United States had begun to convert her industrial resources to
the output of munitions before December 7, 1941 , the progress made was inadequate to meet the immediate needs when this country was attacked. General
Marshall summarized the situation in these words:
On all the fighting fronts the Allies were in a desperate situation due to
lack of adequate materiel while facing an enemy who possessed an
abundance of the most modern equipment conceived at that time. The
trying problem of the War Department was to meet the urgent necessities of critical fronts without jeopardy to the security of continental
United States. Money in large appropriations had been made available
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but not avai lable was the time
munitions ready for issue. 10

111

which to convert this money into

The broad problems of procurement in war time may be divided into three
major categories- the division of a nation's output, the role of the military in procurement operations, and the distribution system.
The first great problem is the division of the nation 's economic resources
between the armed forces, the immediate production for maintaining direct war
output, and the production necessary to sustain the civilian population producing
war goods . The calculation of war requirements is an indispensable feature to the
planning which resu lts in a division of nationa l resources. Industrial facilities,
raw materials, and manpower must all be divided. Under conditions of total war
there cannot be war competition between the armed forces and the civilian population. All are a part of the war effort. Adjustments are nonetheless possible
which affect the type of war to be waged, the strategy for its successful completion, and its duration.
When the requirements for the U. S. Army were first calculated on a complete
basis after Pearl Harbor, it was evident that the American economy would be
unable to provide the necessary supplies and equipment. Considerable adjustments
then followed which reduced the number of armored divisions and later the entire
size of the Army.
The second great problem in procurement was to determine the role of the War
Department in managing the resources made available for war production. Because
of the close interrelationship between strategy and logistics, even to the point of modif ication of weapons to meet particular tactical needs, the War Department had its
own organization for the purchase and manufacture of supplies. The War Department
asked the right to control the utilization made of its share of national resources. This
problem revealed itself in the mach inery established for the control of raw materials,
the scheduling of production, and the utilization of labor. Eventually satisfactory
lines of mutual cooperation were worked out between the great civilian agencies controlling the mobilization of economic resources as a whole and the War Department
controll ing the procurement of specific military supplies.
In the third place, the distribution system for the supplies of the Army had a
vital relationship to procurement. Inventori es maintained within the United States
to insure the conti nuous flow of supplies to troops affected mi litary requirements.
Moreover, the prompt location of supplies wherever they might be was essential in
order to meet troop demands. Jn other words, the efficient utilization of the production made possible by the resources available for war production required an
adequate system of distribution. The two could not be divorced.
There were incidenta l aspects to procurement which proved troublesome during the war effort- price control, renegotiation of contracts, disposal of surplus
properties, and the termination of contracts.
Constant research and development were essential to the improvement of war
materiel. This continued th roughout the war effort. Within three years after Pearl
Harbor there was scarcely a single weapon that remained unchanged. Nonetheless,
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research and development was the qualitative aspect of what: remained throughout
the war essentially a quantitative problem.

VI!.
The protection of the United States on battlefields thousands of miles from
our continental limits focused particular attention upon transportation. From the
beginning of the war the merchant marine available for the movement of troops
and supplies became the key factor in military operations. This situation is evident
from the determined onslaught by the Axis upon shipping lines and port faci lities.
Not untiI effective countermethods had been devised for submarine and aeria l
attack could the Allies support a sustained military offensive.
Many devices were used to conquer transportation defects. The United States
shipped many of its supplies unassembled in order to preserve shipping space.
Constant pressure was exerted to provide full loads. Deck spaces were utilized to
the fullest extent.
Landing ships were built and used to haul supplies over short distances in
combat readi.ness. This helped avoid the tie-up of transport vessels in large-scale
military movement until they cou ld be efficiently used. Strict limits were required
to reduce the haul of unnecessary items. Balance was necessary between lifting
capacity for supplies and lifting capacity for troops. In some instances pre-shipment was resorted to build up overseas supply areas in anticipation offuture largescale military operations. A close integration was essential between the distribution machinery and transportation machinery. This was achieved in the supply system of the War Department during the war.
All the g reat conferences of military leaders throughout the war determined
military strategy in the light of transportation possibilities. In his 1943 report
to the Secretary of War the Ch ief of Staff of the American Army reported that
the Casablanca Conference "covered strategic plans throughout the world, a
careful breakdown of ship tonnage allotments, convoy movements, naval dispositions, etc." 11
Time was essential to transportation. Military operations had to be scheduled
as transportation conditions permitted. The attack upon Sicily, for example, was
originally planned before the final comp letion of the North African campaign. An
inability to provide the necessary transportation compelled a postponement of
0 - Day. Later the Commander-in-Chief of the North Africa Theater of Operations
estimated that if one additional division cou ld have been transported to Sicily, the
escape of the Germans after their defeat there cou ld have been prevented.
Transportation limitations affected strategic decisions in other ways. The military platmers for the North African operation had to choose between a large
assault force without its trucks and other wheeled vehicles or a smaller force fully
equipped with all of its vehicles for inland movement. The decision was made in
favor of a large assault force. The initial success in tak ing all objectives was followed by a period of inactivity until means of inland movement could be transported to North Africa.
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Final ly, no surer evidence of the importance of transportation to modern war
can be assembled than the continuing attention given by both sides to interruption
of transportation facilities.

VIII.
In the last place, supply is a problem of movement overseas wherever troops
operate against the enemy. Amphibious warfare has emphasized the problem of
bases, ports, and supp ly lines immediately behind combat troops. Supplies must
be unloaded and strengthened in preparation for an assault upon the enemy. No
military operation is possible until adequate buildup has taken place close to the
expected scene of conflict. Much has been said about the new elements of warfare
introduced by the airplane. This is true. Yet, the success of the airplane in usc
against the enemy is dependent upon ground transportation. This has been amply
demonstrated in the difficulties in supporting active aerial operations against the
Japanese in China.
In commenting about the shift of aerial operations from the Philipp ines to
Australia early in 1942, the Chief of Staff pointed out:
While this sudden reversal of a movement half way around the earth
demonstrated the mobility of the airplane, it also demonstrated the lack
of mobility of air forces until a lengthy process of building up ground
service forces and supplies (mechanics, ordnance and radio technicians,
signal personnel , radar warning detachments, antiaircraft, medical, and
quartermaster units, as well as the troops to capture airfields and defend
them against land attack, and the accumulation of repair machinery,
gasoline, bombs, and ammunition) had been laboriously completed by
transport plane, passenger and cargo sh ip- the last two largely being
slow-moving means of transportation. The planes fl ew to Australia in I0
days. The ground units and materiel to service the planes and keep them
nying required approximately 2!1 months or longer for the transfer. 12
Bases are as essential to the movement of supplies as they are to aerial operations. As troops advance, supply lines must continue to follow. As already mentioned above, the forces origi nally landing in North Africa on November 8, 1942
were unable after the seizure of Oran and Algiers to advance into Tunisia. The
occupation of that area by the Germans could not be prevented because the forces
necessary could not be moved and kept supplied. Advancing patrols came within
60 miles ofTunis by November 16 and were within 30 miles by November 25. The
nearest ports to supply this force were Bone and Phillippevillc. The eventual defeat
of the Germans in Tunisia was made possible only by the construction of rail and
road faci lities which moved men and supplies in sufficient force against the
enemy. Ten gasoline pipelines were constructed before the attack began. This was
a single illustration of the essentials for modern war.
In the Pacific, where ports have been unavailable, amphibious trucks had to be
used to unload supplies. Landing craft likewise provided a means for direct sup-
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port of military operations. One by one new points or operations were found and
kept supplied by a constant stream of vessels. Thus coastwise traffic in the
Southwest Pacific took the place of inland traffic characteristic of military campaigns in North Africa and Eu rope. In both cases continuing now of supplies was
indispensable to successru l operation against the enemy. Sustained pressure was
only possible when a susta ined flow of suppl ies was assured.
The delivery of supplies to troops in combat presented far-reaching difficulties. Yet any slow-up was immediately evident on the righting lines themselves.

IX
The experience of the Second World War has demonstrated certain lessons
which must be borne in mind by future generations if mi 1itary de feat for this country is to be avoided.
The first of these lessons is the importance of industria l preparedness.
Military training and an adequate military force arc or littl e avai l without industrial racilities and organization capable of supporting the forces to be put in the
rield. War is an insatiable consumer of supplies. Heavy equipment such as military airplanes, mobile weapons, communications equipment, and ammunition
have few civilian counterparts. We have learned that 18 months is only time to plan
the conversion of an economy rrom peacetime output to defense output when we
must begin from zero. American industrial potential has swung the balance in
World War Jl against Germany because, thanks first to Britain and then to Russia,
we had the time to make our great industrial might effective. Will that time always
be available? May not a future aggressor aim his initial blows at destroying the
industrial potential of the Un ited States before those resources can be marshalled
against him?
In the second place, supply and strategic considerations have today become so
intertwined that no line of demarkation is possible. Total war knows no differentiation between military economy and civilian economy. Unless victory is to be
jeopardized, all resources must be used for war. This is not to say that all resources
arc to be used for the output of immediate war goods. The nation's transportation
system must be maintained, its health guarded, adequate housing assured, some
recreation provided. These arc indispensable to the continued sustained output of
mi litary supplies. Nonetheless, military organization must assume a large responsibi l ity for the control of ceonomic resources if military needs are to be translated
at once into procurement performance.
World War II has demonstrated a practical line or division of authority. Just as
the Commander-in-Chief is a civilian under the American democratic system, so
the war direction of a nation's economic resources is entrusted to civilian agencies.
But within that area of total resources allotted to military usc, military authorities
themselves should maintain complete control. That there should be constant check
on how these resources arc used is desirable. Criticism can serve a helpful purpose. Rcsponsibil ity, however, should remain with the same individuals who must
ach ieve military success.
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In the third place, procurement without a completely adequate distribution
system is of little avai l. Supplies must be moved and moved promptly. Waste in the
accumulation of large inventories means ineffective military operations. Waste in
the accumulated supplies that cannot be properly identified and moved when
desired means ineiTectivc military operations. Distribution and procurement arc so
interlocked that it has not been uncommon for certain supplies to move directly
from production lines to ports of embarkation. One organization must direct procurement and distribution and insure that both function efficiently. It has been evident in World War II that distribution experience reflecting the demands of troops
is an important element in the determination of military requirements. No advance
planning can fully take the place of distribution experience.
In the fourth place, American defense is dependent upon its overseas transportation facilities. I f once an enemy is permitted to occupy American soi l and
sustain an attack upon our continental territory, the prospects of successful resistance are meager. America depends upon her foreign outposts and those foreign
outposts can on ly be maintained with adequate control of the sea. This means not
only naval power but also the vessels to move troops and supplies. This lesson was
amply demonstrated by the attack by Japan upon the Phili ppines in 1941. The usc
of England as a base for the defeat of Germany on the soil of France, the
Lowlands, and Germany was made possible by our transportation system. The
American attack upon Pacific bases gathered momentum as increased transportation facilities became avai lable. Supplies must be moved overseas and until the day
when the airplane can take over the whole burden, the Un ited States is dependent
upon its merchant marine for successful defense.
In the fifth place, military operations overseas are dependent upon their own
supply machinery. Supplies unloaded from the United States must be stored until
needed and then promptly moved in support of military allack. No Army can
affo rd to ignore the machinery available to it for its constant support. Depots, railroads, roads, trucks, pipelines- all these come increas ingly indispensable as
troops move away from coasta l bases. When water rather than land is the means of
communications, one base serves as the supply point for the next area of operation. The job of logistics is to make possible the free movement of troops and free
them from the limitations of time and space.
If these lessons arc fully appreciated not only by our military leaders of tomorrow bu t also by an alert citizenry, the United States may look forward to its future
security with reasonable assurance.
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THE ERA OF CREATION

Chapter 1
Logistics in the American
Revolution

4
Logistics of the British Army in
North America
Introduction. In the introduction to his study of the logistics (if the British
Army in the American Revolution historian R. Arthur Bowler surveys the
existing historical literature on his subject, offers a few general comments on
the study of the history of logistics, and discusses the thrust of his work, "to
demonstrate that the./lghting e:fficiency (?(em army is ve1y ~ften a .function qf
its logistical efficiency and to point out where logistical and administrative
problems in America affected the course ~{the ww:" He then goes on to
describe in general the supply requirements and organization q( the British
army in America. [N.B.: The o.fficial !)pel/ingfor General Greene:s·.fll:s·tname
was Nathanael. Many sources, however; including contemporaries of General
Greene used the variant spelling of Nathaniel.}

When asked by George Washington to take up the post of quartermaster general
for the American army, General Nathaniel Greene at first demurred. "Who," he
asked, "ever heard of a Quarter Master in His tory as such?" 1 Greene was an ambitious man and his point was well taken. In the study of warfare, logistics and military administration have been neglected stepchi ldren. Since human society began,
minstrels and historians have told over and again the exploits of men on the field
of battle while condemning to limbo by the process of neglect the more prosaic
activities of contractors, commissaries, quartermasters, subtlers, and administrators generally. Victories and defeats are seen only in terms of such factors as training, generalship, numerical strength, and luck. Even the great Sir John Fortescue
could not cast this veil from his cycs.2 Only in the present century, when the full
application of the industrial revolution to warfare has resulted in the consumption
or staggering quantities of materiel and hence made it brutally clear that sound
logistics and intell igent administration can mean the di ffcrence between victory
and defeat, have historians come to consider this aspect of war seriously. The
From R. Arthur !3owlcr, Logistics and the Failure of the British Army in North
America, 1775- 1783 (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1975), pp. 3- 1I.
Reprinted by permission of Princeton University Press.
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result, although much remains to be done, has been such impressive studies as R.
G. Albion's Forests and Sea Power (Cambridge, Mass., 1926), R. Glover's
Peninsular Preparation (Cambridge, 1963), R. E. Scouller's The Armies of Queen
Anne (Oxford, 1966), and J. A. Huston's The Sinew's o./War (Washington, 1966).
If the history of military administration generally has suffered from neglect,
that of the British army dming the American Revolution has been doubly cursed.
While the American side of the war has undergone the minutest investigation from
Lexington to the final evacuation of New York, the British side has been, with
equal thoroughness, neglected. Only recently have such books as Piers Mackesy's
The War ofAmerica (London, 1964), William Willcox's Portrait ofa General (New
York, 1964), and Franklin and Mary Wickwire's Cornwallis (Boston, 1970) begun
adequately to probe the reasons for the British defeat. But despite these heartening trends one great myth about the war remains, that implicit in William Willcox's
rhetorical question, "Why were the British such fools as to be defeated?" 3 This is
the myth of the British "military machine" which remains despite the pioneering
work of E. E. Curtis in his Administration ofthe British Army during the American
Revolution (New York, 1926). The myth sets up the British army as the finest
fighting force of its day, a war machine that normally rolled over the opposition.
So set up it serves as a foil against which, on the one side, the astounding effects
of liberty on the fighting qualities of the American yeomanry and the general ship
of Washington and Greene can be extolled, and, on the other, the total inadequacy
of Howe, Clinton, and Germain can be exposed.
It is the purpose of this work to investigate the idea of the invincible fighting
machine. The premise on wh ich it is based is that an army, to be an effective fighting force, must be adequately fed, clothed, housed, transported, and serviced generally. This is not, of course, to deny that the fighting qualities of either British or
American soldiers had any effect on the outcome of the war. Nor is it meant to
supersede the conclusions of Mackesy, respecting administrative and strategic
confusion in Britain and the problems of war aims, or the conclusions of Willcox,
the Wickwires, and others respecting the quality of British generalship. These were
all critica l factors in determining the outcome of the war. Rather, this book seeks
to demonstrate that the fighting efficiency of an army is very often a function of
its logistical efficiency and to point out where logistical and administrative problems in America affected the course of the war.
Although the word was not coined until recently, logistics has been an integral
part of warfare since men f irst organized to do battle with each other. A mark of
successful commanders has always been their ability to choose outstanding officers to administer logistics. fn the Middle Ages the task, if not easy, was at least
relatively simple; the feuda l levy provided its own arms and the unlucky countryside through which it marched was ravaged to feed men and anima ls: logistics was
basically the organization of marches. The introduction of firearms and professional soldiers changed things somewhat, but the real development of the field did
not come until the late seventeenth century. That era, with its growing nationalism
and general pattern of bureaucratic growth, saw the creation of the modern army.
From collections of hired mercenary bands, armies became long-service profes-
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sional corps, made up of various arms, whose officers were commissioned by the
state. The command structure that still exists today came into being then. With the
army the complete creature of the state, its logistics, in the interests of uniformity
and cfTiciency, became also a state function. Further, the development of linear
tactics acted at the same time to make logistics a more vital concern. To bring men
to stand up in ordered ranks on the field of battle and deliver and receive volleys
required long training in intricate formation movements and the instillation of
stern discipline. 1t seldom took less than two years to transform a raw recrui t into
a competent soldier. Such a soldier, although little respected as a person, was a
valuable investment. As such it was important that he be well clothed and armed,
properly housed in time of peace, and when campaigning supplied with the paraphernalia of a reasonably healthful life in the open. For this same reason, as well
also because of the eighteenth-century humanistic idea that civilians in war areas
should not be left destitute by the passage of scavenging armies and to reduce soldiers' opportuni ties fo r desertion, it was desirable that the supplying of food and
forage cease to be a matter of unit or individual enterprise.'' All of these considerations, then, brought about the development of logistical organizations at least as
complex as the military organizations they supported.
Nevertheless, it is tempting in these days of elephantine vehicles, nuclear
arti II cry, airborne infantry, and moveable ports and airfields to think of eighteenthcentury army logistics as simple and relative ly unimportant. To do so is self-deception. Rommel's observation that before the fi ghting proper the battle is won or lost
by quartermasters 5 is as applicable to the eighteenth century as to our own time.
The needs of the eighteenth-century army were indeed few and smaJI when compared to those of a modern army, but in relation to the facilities available to satisfy them and the ability of government to command and organize those facilities,
they bulked as large as the needs of a modern army. Further, during the America n
Revolution Britain supported an unprecedented number of troops overseas- over
92,000 at one point, including those in the Floridas and the West Indies.6 For the
most part those troops had to be not only equipped but also fed from Britai n. And
if the eighteenth-century commander did not have to think in terms of the bulk,
variety, and complexity of material demanded by the modern army, neither does
the twentieth-century commander have to face the incredible problems of supplying troops over a 3,000-mi le supply line harried not merely by the enemy but also
by the wind or the lack of it, nor those of preserving and stockpiling food in the
era before the tin can.
In any case, the needs of the British armies that fought in America during the
Revolution were by no means simple. Beginning with the basic uniform, the personal needs of the soldier ran through such predictable items as boots, shirts, stockings, leggings, and coats to the more esoteric weskit, shoebuckles, stocks, rollers,
epaulcttcs, and sashes. The expected replacement period for most of these items
was, even in times of peace, one year. And uniforms were just the beginning. The
eighteenth-century commander, reluctant to subject his sma ll and expensive army
to the rigors of cold-weather campaigning, considered the winter as a period of rest
and recuperation. In Europe an army cou ld be provided for at this season by billet-
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ing the soldiers on the hapless civilians of numerous towns and cities, but this was
not possible in thinly populated America. Hence barracks were usually necessary,
equipped with beds and bedding, stoves, lanterns, and fireplace equipment, and
supp lied with coal, wood, and candles. For periods spent in the field an entirely different set of equipment was needed, including tents of various sizes, camp kettles,
axes, haversacks, knapsacks, water bottles, and water decks. Again little was
expected to survive for a second campaign. The cavalry, of course, required not
on ly the above but a whole range of equipment for outfitting, controlling, and caring for their mounts and considerable special equipment for themselves.
Then, both men and horses had to eat. In the eighteenth century the staples of
the British soldier's diet were bread and meat and his daily ration one pound of the
former and either one pound of beef or nine ounces of pork. ln addition to these
basics he was entitled also to a number of "small species" issued on a weekly
basis. He received eight ounces of oatmea l and either butter or cheese and three
pints of pease as well as an occasional issue of rice at the rate of one ounce a day. 7
Considerations of morale and of the health of an army in the field and operating
in a cold climate led during the American Revolution to a number of special issues.
Rum, previously considered as a reward for arduous duty, came to be a daily issue
at the rate of a quart for each six men. It was apparently considered as a water purifier for its use was usually justified as being necessary for the health of the troops. 8
In the field the ration was mixed in each soldier's canteen of water under the supervision of sergeants. The ever-present threat of scurvy led to several special issues.
ror the winter of 1775- 1776 some 468,750 gallons of porter were provided for the
12,000 men at Boston- almost a quart per day for each man from October through
March.'> Porter, however, was soon replaced by spruce beer brewed in America.
Concocted of a fermented mixture of spruce essence (extracted by boiling spruce
needles), molasses, and water, it was at first sold to regiments at the rate of 4/6 per
barrel and later issued at the rate of three to four quarts per man per day.
Sauerkraut and vinegar shipped from Britain and fresh vegetables grown in every
available space within the army posts were also considered necessary to the soldier's health. The extent of the food requirements of the army on the American
coast alone can be judged from quantities that passed through the hands of
Comm issary General Daniel Wier from 27 May 1777 to II November 178 1:
79,465,184 pounds of bread, flour, and rice; I0,7 11 ,820 pounds of salt beef and
38,202,081 pounds of sa lt pork as well as 3,093,952 pounds of fresh meat;
3,997,043 pounds of butter; 7,282,07 1 pounds of oatmeal; 427,452 bushels of
pease; 176,672 gal lons of molasses; 134,378 gallons of vi negar; and 2,865,782
gallons of rum. 10
The diet of draft animals and cavalry horse made up in bulk what it lacked in
variety. A working horse, depending on size, required up to twenty pounds of hay
and nine of oats a day as well as green grazing in season. Thus the 4,000 or so
horses that the armies on the average maintained from 1776 required annually
some 14,000 tons of hay and 6,000 of oats.
Weapons, of course, were another whole area of supply: they began with the
infantryman 's Brown Bess. The soldier was also equipped with bayonet, scabbard,
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and cartridge box as well as cleaning equipment and cartridges. The cavalry
required another set of equipment including carbines with their buckles, swivels
and straps, pistols and holsters, and swords, scabbards, and sword belts. Arti llery
was another special field with a large range of requirements. Guns ranged from the
light field pieces that accompanied infantry units to the incredibly heavy twentyfour and thirty-two pounders that loured from the embrasures of permanent fortifications, and each required its own handling and servicing equipment.
In addition to equipment the armies in America required a broad range of services, themselves complex and requiring a considerable range of skills and equipment. There had first to be organizations for the procurement and distribution of
the equipment and supplies mentioned above. While most procurement was
through contract with civi lian firms in Britain, it had to be organized and there still
remained the task of organizing ships, warehouses, docks, purchasing agents,
packers, coopers, shippers, clerks, and laborers by the hundred. Further, si nce
some of the food and other supplies consumed by the armies in America was procured in America, a whole range of tradesmen from butchers to woodcutters were
regularly employed there.
Transportation was one of the most important service requirements. This
meant an establishment of thousands of horses, hundreds of wagons, and an annada of small ships. The wagon transport service, which controlled the bulk of the
army's horse population, was responsible fo r the transportation of provisions,
stores, and special equipment during land operations and for the normal transportation needs of the garrisons. Duties as mundane as the transportation of food
and fuel between the various parts of the garrison complex at New York City, and
as romantic as the carrying of dispatches and the moving of raiding parties, kept
a fleet of small ships busy. The operation of this transportation service required not
only the vehicles themselves and teamsters and sailors, but also support faci lities
and a whole cast of repai r and maintenance men. Carpenters, wagon makers,
wheelwrights, collar and harness makers, blacksmiths, and stable men crowded
every major British base, and the army shipyard at New York City employed men
in every trade concerned with ship building and ship maintenance.
Gngineering services were also required on a grand scale. Primari ly employed
in the construction of the fortifications of varying complexity that sprouted li ke
ugly mushrooms every time an army paused fo r more than a few days, the engineers nevertheless also carried on such regu lar chores as the erection of barracks
and bridges and the maintenance of services in occupied ci ties.
The logistical needs of the army that fought in America, then, were not inconsiderable. Britain, of course, had long experience in the maintenance of overseas
forces, most recently during the incredibly successful Seven Years ' War
(1756- 1763) when she fielded forces in India, the Caribbean, America, and
Europe. During that war much of the organ izational structure that was to last
through the American war took form.
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5
Some Advice for Eighteenth
Century Logisticians
Introduction. The author of this well-known piece q( militwy satire,
believed to be the contempomry British military writer Francis Grose, provides a humorous view oj'the responsibilities and failings ofthe o.f.flcers and
IIOIICOIItmissioned officers responsihle for supply jimclions in the British
army of the eighteenth centwy. [N.B.: The conventional spelling from the
original/ex! was retained in tflis reprint, but the typography was altered to
facilitate reading the text.}

To the

Quarrer-Maste1~

The standing maxim of your office is to receive whatever is offered you, or you
can get hold of, but not to part with any thing you can keep. Your store-room must
resemble the lion 's den;

Multa te advorsum spectanlia, pewee retrorsum.
Live and let live, is also another golden rule, which you must remember and practise, particularly respecting the contractor for bread and forage; who, if he is grateful,
will not forget your kindness: whence you may find it in reality a golden rule.
Observe the same with respect to straw and wood. It is mechanical, and unbecoming a gentlema n, to be weighing them like a cheesemonger. When the soldiers
arc receiving straw for the hospital , order them to drop a truss or two at your hut
in the rea r. This wi ll lighten their burthen, and make the task less toi lsome. The
same may be clone with the wood for the hospital; and the sick, especially the
feverish, have little need of fire in summer.
Whenever any regimental stores arc sent to the regiment, be sure to unpack them
immediately, and seize upon the packages as your own perquisite. At the conclusion
of a campaign take care also to secure the tents of the rear and quarter-guards.

Reproduced from [Francis Grose], Advice to t!te O.!ficers oft!te Britis!t Army, 6th ed.
(London: W. Richardson for G. Kearslcy, 1783), pp. 5! - 56 and 9 1 97. The notes
have been omitted.
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When your regiment is ordered out of barracks, as you are the principal
depredator, it will be necessary for you to get out of the way first. Go off therefore
the day before, under the pretence of providing quarters for the regiment; by which
means you wi ll get out of the barrack-master's clutches; whom you need not previously be at the trouble of settl ing with; but leave him to do it, as well as he can,
with the quarter-master of the corps that is to march into the barracks.
You need not mind, whether the provision issued to the soldiers be good or
bad. rf it were always good, they would get too much attached to eating to be good
soldiers,- and as a proof that this gormandising is not military, you will not find
in a gallant army of 50,000 men a single fat man, unless it be a quarter-master, or
a quartcr-master-se1jeant.
If the soldiers complain of the bread, taste it, and say, better men have cat
much worse. Talk of the bompernicle, or black rye bread of the Germans, and
swear you have seen the time when you would have jumped at it. Call them a set
of grumbling rascals, and threaten to confine them for mutiny. This, if it does not
convince them of the goodness of the bread, will at least frighten them, and make
them take it quietly.
If any good rum or brandy should be delivered to you from the commissary's
stores for the soldiers, or wine (which might possibly happen) for the hospital , you
should rectify what was certainly a mistake in the contractors, by appropriating it
to your own use and substituting some of an inferior quality, -unless the commanding officer should insist upon this as his perquisite. By so doing you will prevent them from becoming dainty: for should they once taste such choice liquor, it
might tend to make them discontented with their common allowance.
Always keep a horse or two. It would be hard, if you cou ld not have hay and
corn enough to maintain them, considering how much passes through your hands.
When you go before the regiment to take quarters, be sure to get drunk with
the quarter-master of the regiment that you are to rei icvc. Your quarter-master-serjeant may draw the billets, receive the store-rooms, &c.; and if he also should get
drunk with his brother quarter-master-setjeant, it is no great matter:-let the soldiers wait; it will prevent their going into their quarters in a heal.
The quarter-master is considered as the steward of the colonel- You must
therefore be carefu l to discharge your duty like a good steward, who has such a
regard for his master, as to extend it even to his servants; amongst whom, he does
not forget himself; but, knowing the value of his own services, takes care to secure
to himself a due proportion; merely that his master may not be charged with
ingratitude. You must on all occasions endeavour to inculcate the doctrines of
witchcraft and inchantmcnt: it will be difficult to account on other principles for
the sudden and frequent disappearance of various articles out of your magazine.

To the Quarter-Master Se1jean1.
YOU must not suffer the quarter-master to engross all the emoluments of
office to himselt: but must take care to secure the small tithes, whilst you leave the
larger to your superior. For as you share, like a faithful squire, all the fatigues and
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dangers of the field, it is but reasonable that you should come in for your portion
in the plunder; and, you know, distributive justice is observed even among thieves.
Remember this maxim ; that every thing may be converted to profit. This was
fully exemplified by one of your ca lling, who being entrusted with the delivery of
candles, used to clip them in hot water, in order to wash them clean ; whereby he
paid himsclf for his trouble, by sweating off a considerable quantity of tallow,
which he sold to the chandler.
Thread, cartridge paper, and ball afTorcl variety of good perquisites, and fi nd a
ready market.
In making up blank cartridges for reviews and field-days, do not fill them too
fu ll, as they might stick in goi ng down the barrel or the piece, and so retard the firing. Besides, too much powder might cause it to burst, and thereby kill or maim
the Lord knows how many men. And it is surely much better that you should sell
a little powder to the grocer, or to the boys who wish to shew their loyalty on his
Maj esty's birth-night, than to have it burned in waste, or perhaps to do mischief to
one's friends.
As you are undertaker-general to the regiment, take particular care, when a
soldier dies, to see the external offices of his funeral performed with decency. If
any young surgeon shou ld want a body for anatomical purposes, you may safely
answer it to your conscience to furnish him. To be cut up and quartered is the least
a man can expect, who enlists into the army; a11d, after he is dead, it is ten to one,
he will know nothing of the matter. It will lighten the burthen of the supporters,
who have fatigue enough without that of carrying dead bodies; and whether you
bury a corpse or an empty coffin, it is the same tbing to the regiment, and to the
parson- provided the latter has his fcc.
In camp the rear affords your superior, the quarter-master, a pl entiful harvest;
and, doubtless, it is but just, that you should come in for the gleanings. Six-pence
kept back from every half-c rown pa id him by the petty sutlers, is surely no unreasonable deduction; and an odd sixpence and a dram, now and then, to overlook
irregularities, of particular huts, are no more than you may take without scruple.
As you are commandant of the pioneers, you may safely let two-thirds of them
go to work for the neighbouring farmers, and take half their earnings. Should they
be such ungrateful dogs as to grumble or complain, you may eas ily find jobs
enough for them in camp, or perhaps contrive to get them a good flogg ing.
When your regiment is on the march, and you are sent to require the constable to press waggons, be sure to charge for a warrant. If you have none, it is no
matter; for you know you might have had one. And if you should allow the waggoners to reckon a mile or two more than the real distance, or, on weigh ing the
baggage, permit them to charge a hundred or two more than the real weight, the
share you may get ofthe money will be but the just perquisites ofyour office.
In loading the baggage you have an opportunity of obliging the ladies of the
regiment: but remember never to let an ugly woman ride in a convenient or elevated station, as she might disgrace the corps.
When you arrive at the place the regiment rests at for the night, be sure to
require more bi Ilets than you have cffcetivcs in the division; and, if the constable
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trusts you with them, secure two or three of the snuggest houses for yourself, your
friend the se1jeant-major, and other particular favourites. The overplus you may
convert into shillings and half-crowns, without any skill in alchymy.
Should the constable be suspicious, and insist upon seeing the men billeted
off, tell him that you have a good many behind with the baggage, or sick men, the
time of whose arrival will be uncertain; and should he afler this persist in his obst inacy, take care that some of the guard knock him up twice or thrice in the dead of
the night, to demand billets, as ifjust arrived. This will soon sicken him; and if you
do not immediately benefit by it, some of your succeeding brethren may.
In delivering out the small mounting, at the annual clothing, it is very hard if
you cannot get an odd shirt, or two or three pair of shoes and stockings. It is but
robbing the colonel, who makes no scruple of robbing the whole regiment.
When in camp, you will receive pick-axes, shovels, rakes, spades, and other
tools from the artillery. These you may let out at so much per week to the labouring rncn in the nei ghbourhood; and should they be damaged or broken, you can
produce evidence, that it was clone in working.

6
The Logistical Problems of the
Continental Army
Introduction. in brief compass Quartermaster historian Erna Risch summarizes her excellent study o.f the logistics of the Continental Army,
1775- 178 1. She reviews the limitations 011 operations imposed by considerations of supply and transportation, the d~fficulties 4 procurement and
fil1ancingfaced by the American forces, the importance of French aid, problems o.fsupp~y discipline, and the effect of shortages. She also points out the
key personnel in the logistical system of the American Army and outlines the
deleterious ~/feet ofindividual peculation and ineffective organization 011 the
support of the Army.
In the eighteenth century a mi litary campaign began in the spring, not infrequently in the late spring. ft lasted until winter brought a halt to operations and the
troops withdrew to winter quarters, where they remained until another spring and
the condition of the roads permitted renewa l of operations. Military history in that
century has been aptly characterized as "the study of summer campaigns begun
late, prosecuted without vigor, and ending to the relief of a ll concerned when winter threatened."' Washington and Brig. Gen. Richard Montgomery ignored the calendar in their late December attacks on Trenton and Quebec, but these were exceptions to the traditional avoidance of military operations in winter months. This
ru le, however, had no application in the Southern Department, where fighting did
not depend on seasonal weather. There, for example, a British expeditionary force
captured Savannah, Georgia, on 29 December 1778, and a force of Continental
regulars and militiamen overwhelmingly defeated British troops at Cowpens,
South Carolina, on 17 January 1781 .
It was in the winter months that the supply chiefs and their subordinates with
the main Continental army prepared for the next year's campaign by building up
magazines, by contracting for the production of wagons and other essential sup-

Reproduced from Erna Risch, Supplying Washington sArmy (Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Army Center of Military History, 198 1), pp. 416- 38.
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plies, and by repairing old equipment. Unfortunate ly, these supply efforts seldom
resulted in the Continental troops' being adequately supplied, equipped, and prepared to take the f ield against the enemy in the spring. Frustrations constantly
hampered supply efforts; essential materials were often in short supply. On occasion, for example, tentmakers could neither make new tents nor repair old ones
because canvas and twine were not available. Consequently, tentage available at
the start of a campaign fell short of demand. As prices rose with inflation, lack of
f unds also restricted supply efforts. Wagon contracts negotiated early in the w inter by quartermasters remained uncompleted in the spring if manufactu rers saw no
prospect of payment Farmers similarly were reluctant to exchange the ir wheat and
cattle for a deprec iating currency and even more so fo r cerificates. Depreciation
also led to complaints from the teamsters, artisans, and laborers whose services
were needed to support the troops. ln preparing estimates and making plans in the
winter, the supply chiefs, the Commander in Chief, and the Board of War all relied
on purchases abroad to provide the clothing, arms, and ammunition needed by the
troops. fn spring, however, the eagerly awaited sh ip carrying such supplies might
be delayed, be lost at sea, or be captured by a British warship. T he vessel might
even arrive without the supplies, having left them on a French dock.
Com manders, wel l aware of the unforeseen delays that could occur in supplying their troops, resignedly accepted the inevitable supply deficiencies. Troops
took the field supplied to the extent possible, often not to e ngage in a definitive
battle with the enemy but to maneuver and delay until cold weather ended operations. Commanders always entertained the hope that the next spring would f ind the
troops more adequately supplied. No better example of skillful maneuvering by illequipped troops can be found than in Maj. Gen. Nathanael Greene's campaign in
the Carolinas that culminated in the battle of Guilford Court House in March 178 1
and led directly to the s urrender of Cornwallis at Yorktown. 2 Washington fu lly
understood that regardless of the logistica l shortcomings of the supply departments, only by holdiJ1g his army together and evading irretrievable defeat could he
prevent the collapse of the Revolution.

Supply Limitations
G iven this nature of eighteenth centu ry warfare, it is not surprising to f ind that
nothing in the records ascribes the loss of any battle in the American Revolution
to a fa ilure of supply. On the contrary, the troops who trudged over icy and snowy
roads on C hristmas Eve to win victory at Trenton were compelled to "victual
themselves where they could," were clad in threadbare summer clothing, and in
many cases were shoeless.3 If battles were not lost by supply failures, military
plans were certainly frustrated by supply deficiencies.
T he restrictions imposed on military operations by supply deficiencies were
immediately revea led in 1775 . Although prewar preparations had been undertaken,
at best they were limited in scope, and they were wholly inadequate to meet
wartime demands. When Washington in mid-February 1776 thought the season and
the frozen harbor afforded a golden opportunity for launching an attack on Boston,
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his general officers rejected the plan because they lacked sufficient men, powder,
and cannon to take the offensive against the British. Washington could undertake
the fortification of Dorchester Heights only after the states and the Continental
Congress had sent powder and Col. Henry Knox had brought cannon from
Ticonderoga. Meanwhile, the American thrust into Canada was not only blunted but
reversed by shortages of food and clothi ng and, even more significantly, by the
appall ing lack of medical care for the troops. The disastrous retreat of the Northern
Army laid open the Lake Champlain- Hudson River route to the British.
In the fall of 1777 Washington found his plans impeded by a lack of provisions
for his troops. He had no hesitancy later in attributing this shortage to Congress'
reorganization of the Commissary Department in the midst of the campaign. By
December the supply of rations had deteriorated to such an extent that he was
unable to send out even small detachments to block the efforts of British foraging
parties in the Philadelphia area. Jf the enemy had crossed the Schuylkill River, he
warned the President of Congress on 22 December, his divisions wou ld have been
unable to move to meet them for the same reason. 4 The supply crisis at Valley
Forge was, in fact, so serious that if General !-lowe had violated military tradition
by advancing in December on the Continental troops quartered there, he might
have read ily overwhelmed them and possibly ended the war.
There was no major engagement in the north after the battle of Monmouth in
June 1778, and the war there moved into a stalemate. Supply problems multiplied
as the financial situation of the country worsened. Conditions at Morristown in the
winter of 1779- 80 were far worse than the soldiers had experienced at Valley
Forge. Washington nevertheless made plans for a possible attack on New York in
1780 to c lose that year's campaign "with some degree of eclat." These plans, however, had to be abandoned because "the means were inadequate to the end," as
Washington advised Gouverneur Morris, who had written him about undertaking
such a movement.5 The Quartermaster General could not put the main army in
motion for Jack of funds to complete purchases of wagons or to pay for repair
work. Nor could he furnish the necessary horses; all transportation on the supply
lines had to be accomplished by impressment. The Ordnance Department also was
restricted in its efforts to make necessary preparations by lack of funds . Thus, it
was not only the failure of powder and arms to arrive from France but also the dismal supply situation that called a halt to Washington 's plans in 1780.
The troops were on the verge of famine, for the system of specific supplies
had failed to produce adequate stores of provisions where they were needed.
Reviewing the distress of his army in December 1780 and the difficulty of moving it to its places of cantonment that winter, Washington added that " it would be
wel l for the Troops, if li ke Chameleons, they could live upon Air, or like the Bear,
suck his paws for sustenance during the rigour of the approaching season."6
Actually, there was no real lack of available provisions in 1780. What was lacking,
as Greene protested, was the means to draw out the resources- that is, cash in
hand to pay for the wheat, flour, cattle, and other subsistence items which farmers
otherwise were reluctant to release. The French found no difficulty in exchanging
cash for flour, nor did the agents sent out by Robert Morris on the eve of the
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Yorktown cam.paign. At a later date Washington attributed the prolongation of the
war to Congress' lack of powers. "More than half of the perplexities r have experienced in the course of my command, and almost tbe whole of the difficulties and
distress of the Army, have their origin here."7 Neither Congress nor the states, however, were in a position to create a strong central government with adequate powers, particularly the essential power to finance the war through taxation.

Importance of French Aid
In the spring of 1781 lack of funds continued to hamper all supply operations.
The deputy quartermaster for New York advised that there was "an entire loss of
confidence in public faith." Individuals in consequence were seizing public property and either selling it or converting it to their own use. At Albany the assistant
quartermaster feared he would be left without anyone to assist him. The coopers
had already quit. He had prevailed upon the carmakers to work another week, but
if he got no cash by that time to pay them, he would have to "hide myself from
them." At Peekskill another assistant quartermaster found his situation equally disagreeable as artificers, teamsters, and boatmen called on him for payment of back
wages. Most of these people, he informed the Quartermaster General, had one
year's pay due them. Many of them had been in service "upwards of four years and
for want of the common necessaries of Iife cannot do their duty." The deputy quartermaster in Virginia also reported an insistent demand for the payment of old
debts. "I never saw a country so loaded with certificates as the State of Virginia,"
he wrote the Quartermaster Genera l. "There is not an article scarcely that can he
mentioned but what has been taken, and nothing but a bare certificate left in payment even to breakfasts and dinners for officers and likewise for many Solcliers."8
In view of this deteriorating logistica l support, French assistance was cruciaL
French aid extended through Roderique Hortalez and Company opportunely provided the arms and military stores needed for achieving victory at Saratoga in 1777.
That aiel was "predicated and carried out on the basis of sustaining and aiding a
fighting American Army." 9 The success of American arms on the battlefield made
possible an alliance with France and its open support of the war. When in J78 1 the
rumor of an approaching French 1leet was confirmed, past disappointments concerning joint action were forgotten. Washington galvanized his army and the country into making one last, supreme effort to defeat the British. More than ever he
acted as his own chief supply officer, ably supported by Robert Morris and aided
by those states that responded to his appeals for assistance. Understandably, nwch
of what was required to support the allied forces at Yorktown was obtained through
impressment, but French help was indispensable. One can only conclude that without that aid the Americans could not have defeated Cornwallis or won the war.
R esponsibili~y for

Supply Shortages

Supply officers are usually given little recognition in the annals of war, as
Maj. Gen. Nathanael Greene was quick to point out in 1779. 10 When notice was
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taken during the Revolution, it was frequently unfavora ble. It occurred when
commandi ng generals, including Washington on occasion, blamed supply officers for impeding their battle plans. A more unsavory notoriety grew out of the
inevitable investigations conducted to expose abuses and frauds. Supply deficiencies in the American Revolution, however, have to be charged not only to the
shortcomings of quartermasters and commissaries but also to the Continental
Congress, state governments, line officers, and the populace itself, as a brief summary will make clear.
The f irst ration shortages occurred among the troops in Canada. For the first
time in the war commissaries had to provision a moving army, fo rwarding supplies over great distances. Transportation on the supply lines was disrupted by
line officers who appropriated wagons and boats needed for hauling provisions to
support the troops. On later occasions line officers commanding in military
departments stopped wagons en route and seized for their own troops in garrison
parcels of clothing or forage that were destined for the troops of the main
Continental army in the fie ld. In consequence, the latter were inadequately supplied, since the supply officer with the main army was deprived of the quantities
he had counted on receiving. Line officers also at times flouted regulatory measures of supply officers intended to protect and preserve supplies at deposit
points. On occasion, too, commanding generals ignored the efforts of the supply
departments and designated their own purchasing agents, thus promoting competition between the latter and the departmental supply personnel who had been
authorized to support their activities.
State authorities, whose agents competed with Continental agents in the procurement of military supplies, also were guilty in certain instances of diverting
Continenta l supp lies to equip and clothe their militia. Competi tion extended not
on ly to foreign markets but also to port areas within the respective states where
private merchants disposed of clothing, powder, and other supplies on the domestic market. Moreover, state governments fai led to appreciate the need to pool
resources for the support of the Continental Army. They insisted, for example, that
the Clothier General restrict distribution of any cloth ing and blankets sent by a
particular state to the troops of that state and retain any surplus articles for their
use only. Such paroch ial views promoted dissatisfaction among those troops
drawn from states without access to ports and thus unable to clothe their soldiers.
State governments always responded, though sometimes tardily, to Washington's
pleas for transportation and supplies, but they regarded their f irst obligation as
def'e nse of thei r states. Their restrictive laws, particularly those governing the use
of wagons, pasture lands, and forage, were enacted to protect the interests of their
citizens and did much to hamper the efforts of Continental commissaries and quartermasters to supply the transportation needs of the Continental Army. The
Continental Congress itself fai led to see any immediate need for centralized control of procurement in the adm inistrative supply agencies it created in 1775. lt frequently diminished the authority it had granted to the head of a supply agency by
appointing independent pu rchasing agents, a practice that promoted confusion by
creating overlapping authorities and stimulating competitive procurement.
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A lthough the times were not propitious for a strong central government, the
Continental Congress was often most dilatory in exercising the authority it did
possess. The sufferings of the soldiers at Va lley Forge were in large part the result
of congressional delay in appointing a new Quartermaster GeneraL The
Continental Congress left that post vacant for about five months at a time when
energetic action by that department was required for the transportation of supplies.
It permitted the Clothing Department to be without a chieffor an even longer time.
On the other hand, its insistence on reorganizing the Commissary Department in
the midst of the campaign of J 777 had led to a deterioration of the supply of subs istence without its even being aware of the fact. The successive appointments that
Congress made to f ill the posts under that reorganization were time-consuming
and had a disastrous impact on subsistence supply at Valley Forge. By 1780
Washington lamented the relinquishment of congressional powers to the states
under the system of specific supplies. All business, he declared, was "now
attempted, for it is not done, by a timid kind of recommendation from Congress to
the States." Instead of pursuing one uniform system, each state was determining
for itself whether it would comply, in what manner it would do so, and when. 11
Sti ll another factor had an impact on supply preparations during the latter
years of the war. Toward the close of each year the states and Congress hoped that
peace would soon be at hand. This expectation, Washington wrote, " never fails to
produce an apathy which lulls them into ease and security, and involves the most
distressing consequences at the opening of every Campaign." 12 Contracts were
canceled and supply operations were delayed by these false hopes of peace. As a
result, adequate supply preparations were not made in clue time for the approach
of each campaign.

Supply Abuses
Supply abuses have undoubtedly occurred in every war, and the American
Revolution was no exception. An account of abuses practiced from the lowest to
the highest echelons of authority in the supply agencies does not provide an edifying story. The purchase of supplies was quite naturally placed in the hands of
merchants. While one may find their practice of conducting private and public
business at one and the same time unacceptable in terms of today's standards, it is
necessary to place their actions in the framework of eighteenth century mercantile
capitalism. Similarly, the outraged cries against specu lators that rang through the
land and the price and wage controls against monopolistic practices that both
Congress and state governments enacted have to be viewed against a long colonial
history of such denunciation and regulation.
At the same time, one has to recognize that some genuine abuses did exist.
As early as 1775, when quartermasters were experiencing difficulty in procuring
wood and forage for the troops at Cambridge, Washington denounced monopolizers who withheld needed supplies from the market to raise prices and thereby
ga in profits at public expense. To monopolizers he added "specu lators, various
tribes of money makers, and stock jobbers of all denominations," declaring that
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their avarice and thirst for gain would ruin the country. 13 Washington would make
this criticism again and again throughout the war. In such denunciations he and
other men were "voicing sentiment deeply rooted by the eve of the conflict" in
colonial experience and were not making accusations unique to the American
Revo lution. 14 Speculation was so commonly pursued that even some delegates to
the Continental Congress engaged in it. By the spring of L779, however, there had
been so much criticism that most of the speculators who had been in Congress
were said to have withdrawn. A delegate prayed that if there were "more of these
reptiles among us God send us a thorough deliverance." One such speculator was
the Maryland delegate Samuel Chase. On the approach of the French fl eet in
1779, he cornered the supply of flour in the expectation of making a profit at the
expense of the French forces. 15

Conduct of the Populace
lt was characteristic of the populace in the American Revolution to be
extremely susp icious of any supply officer engaged in procurement for the
Continental Army. Regardless of whether the procurement officer was paid a
salary or collected a commission on his purchases, the citizen was convinced that
he was growing wealthy at the expense of the public. This attitude likely reflected
the fact that many of the purchasLng agents were merchants who continued to conduct their private businesses. Sharp practices by merchants in the past had not
been unheard of, and few colonial citizens could believe that merchants were not
using public business to promote private interests. As pointed out by Robert A.
East, "the colonial mind was predominantly agrarian" in many respects. When
Arthur Lee bitterly attacked Si las Deane, the insinuations and accusations against
Deane, Morris, and their commercial and land-speculating associates that emerged
in speeches and publications divided Congress itself into bitter camps and confirmed most colonists in their agrarian prejudices and hostility to merchants.16 The
sufferings of the inhabitants I iving in the path of the arm ies, both British and
American, as they marched and countermarched through the land destroying crops
and impressing whatever they needed, undoubtedly generated further hostility and
a determination to outwit supply officers. The perception of waste in the
Continental Army also promoted a conviction that more was taken than what was
needed, while the prosperity of some supply officers only deepened the suspicions
of the citizens.
The sharp practices of some of the citizens themselves perhaps also accounted for their ready acceptance of charges of corruption on the part of all supply
officers. Cobblers used green leather in producing shoes for the troops; tailors
skimped on cloth in making uniforms; t~u·m ers used false bottoms in measuring
and selling forage to the Continental Army; and millers tmned out flour that was
deficient in quality and short in weight per barrel. So prevalent was the abuse in
the supply of tlour that it was proposed that each barrel be marked with the brand
of the miller who had produced it. Not a few citizens also traded with the enemy
when it was safe to do so. 17
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Pilferage was common on the supply lines and at magazines. Governmentowned clothes, tents, shovels, picks, axes, and horseshoes, as well as vinegar, salt,
and other provisions, were found in the hands of private citizens. Wagoners on the
supply lines helped themselves from the cargoes they carried. Citizens appropriated any government supplies left unguarded. At times supplies expressly placed in
their care because of a breakdown of teams or wagons or because of the bad condition of the roads were never again reported by them. From government-owned
muskets placed in tbe hands of militia when they were called into service to government-owned horses and cattle delivered to farmers to be pastured, all were
readily converted to private use; few people had any regard for public property
rights. So widespread was pilferage that the Continental Congress recommended
that the legislatures enact laws imposing heavy f ines or other penalties on those
who did not deliver government-owned supplies on the demand of the proper officer or who failed to report such supplies to the executive power of the state in
which they resided.18
Poor products, outright theft, and diversion of government-owned articles
diminished the supplies available to the Revolutionary soldier. Citizens, however,
felt justified in retaining government-owned supplies because the supply departments often failed to pay for the work done for them. A warrant to impress was the
only resource the purchasing agent had for obtaining badly needed supplies during the last years of the war. Citizens soon accepted certificates only under duress.
The deteriorating f inancial situation largely explains why manufacturers refused
to complete contracts for various products ordered by quartermasters and why
fa rmers were reluctant to sell their produce to purchasing commissaries.

***
Supply Chiefs and Trade
Since the concept of conflict of interests was largely unknown in eighteenth
century America, when traders and merchants accepted appointments in the supply departments during the American Revolution, they saw no need to divest themselves of their business interests. As supply officers they still concerned themselves with their fami ly bus iness interests and with those of their immediate circle
of partners and close contacts in trade.
Thomas Mifflin, the f irst Quartermaster General of the Continental Army, was
a prominent Phi ladelphia merchant. Though he devoted his attention wholly to his
office when not engaged in other duties assigned him by the Continental
Congress, he took care of family interests by giving government business to hi s
cousin Jonathan Mifflin and to his partner, William Barret; both were important
Ph iladelphia merchants. Since Mifflin was handling clothing supply, he was in a
position to advise them on the kinds of fabri cs in demand, though he was careful
to info rm them that he wanted no part of their profits. He did as much also for
Matthew Irwin, another relative and Philadelphia merchant. 23 Although he urged
these men to exercise discretion, speculation about the link between their com-
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mercia! acti vities and their relationship to the Quartermaster General soon arose.
Fearing possible irregularities, Washington hinted to Mi'ffiin of hi s apprehensions,
but the Quartermaster General protested that his only profits ca me from the 5 percent comm ission allowed him by Congress on the goods he purchased. Aside from
directing business to his relatives, Mifflin , according to his biographer, engaged in
no improper or dishonest dealings in trade whi le he held the office of
Quartermaster Genera1. 24
Like his predecessor, Nathanael Greene also took care of family interests
when he became Quartermaster General. He offered his brother Jacob the post of
purchasing agent for the Quartermaster's Department in Rhode Island . At that time
Jacob Greene and Company, consisting of Jacob and Nathanael Greene and their
cousin Grif'fin Green, operated the family-owned Coventry Ironworks and
engaged in trade, fina nced privateers, and sold supplies to the Continental Army.
The company appears never to have had any extensive business with the Army
despite the Quartermaster General's aid and advice, and, so far as Greene's biographer could determine, it received the prevailing market price for goods sold to
the Quartermaster's Department.25
That supply officers shared the spi rit of gai n sweepi ng the country is clear.
No venture looked more alluring to investors than privateering, especial ly since
the activities of privateers were considered beneficial to the country. Henry
Knox, Chief of Arti llery, abominated the idea of making any profit at public
ex pense, yet he, too, speculated in privateering. At a time when inflation was
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increasing sharply, he urged his brother to invest in a privateer. "I am exceedingly anxious to effect something in these fluctuating times, which may make us lazy
for life."26 Greene found the com miss ions he earned as Quartermaster Genera l
equal to his "utmost wishes," and for two years he supplied Jacob Greene and
Company with large sums to be invested in privateering and shipping, According
to a "List of Vessels that belong to Jacob Greene & Co.," the latter owned varying shares in 20 vessels, ranging in size from 14 to 150 tons. Unlike some others
in public life, Greene never used public funds for private purposes. But like Knox
and many other investors, the Quartermaster General had little return on his
wartime investments through Jacob Greene and Company, for it suffered heavy
losses in privateering.
In 1779, while still Quartermaster General, Greene entered into a business
partnership with Jeremiah Wadsworth, then Commissary General of Purchases,
and Barnabas Deane, brother of Silas Deane. Greene was not as scrupulous as
Washington in avoiding any acts that might provide a base for charges of wrongdoing, but he was discreet enough to clothe with secrecy his business operations
with Barnabas Deane and Company. The partners even used a code in their con·cspondence.27 Much later this secrecy gave rise to speculations that the company
had been created expressly to sell supplies to the Quartermaster's Department.
Examination of all pertinent records has led Greene's biographer to conclude that
this was not the case; most of the capital was invested in shipping and privateering, and only occasionally were there any records of sales to the Continental Army.
The latter were sma ll, incidental orders.
.
Offers to participate in privatccring ventures also were made to supply officers
by New England promoters. In 1779 Quartermaster General Greene, Commissary
General Wadsworth, and Clement Biddle, then commissary general of forage,
were each offered an interest in a privateer being built by Joseph Webb. Greene did
not accept the offer, for he was not inclined to invest in privateering, yet because
privateers were "calculated to annoy the enemy and consequently to favor our
cause," that fall he bought a thirty-second share in a privateer offered him by
Samuel Otis of Boston. 28 He also invested with Assistant Quartermaster General
Charles Pettit in a number or other privateers, but by the summer of 1780 they had
losses rather than returns on their investments.
There has been considerable speculation that Greene may have been a partncr in the subsistence contracts that the firm of Wadsworth and Carter held for
supplying French and American forces between 1780 and 1783. By this time
both Greene aJld Wadsworth had resigned their respective supply posts. While
not conc lusive, the frequent correspondence between the two men has stimulated the specu lation.
ln pursuit of a profitable investment, Quartermaster General Greene and
Assistant Quartermasters General Pettit and John Cox bought shares in the Batsto
Ironworks in southern New Jersey. They anticipated selling cannon, shot, shells,
and bar iron to the Board or War, and cannon and shot to shipbuilders and privateers. In August I 780 the ironworks had a contract with the Board of War for about
I00 tons of shot and shell, which it completed. As in the case of many other iron-
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masters, however, the account went unpaid for a long time. Poor sales, high operating costs, and the disastrous effects of a flood and fire at the ironworks so discouraged the investors that they tried to dispose of their shares before the war
ended. There is nothing to indicate that the investors in the Batsto furnace sold
their products to the Board of War at anything other than a fair price, competitive
with that asked by other ironmasters. Thus Greene was largely unsuccessful in
both manufacturing and privateering. Perhaps this outcome was to be expected,
since he devoted little time to his private financial affairs and left their management, as well as the actual selection of his investments, to other men.
If the Quartermaster General, the Commissary General of Purchases, and the
commissary general of forage engaged in no illegal activities and avoided public
censure in their investments, other supply chiefs were not so successful. Dr.
William Shippen, Director General of the Hospital Department, claimed there was
no regulation or law prohibiting speculation in hospital stores, but a court-martial
viewed such conduct as reprehensible even though it had to acquit him of all
charges for lack of evidence. He was discharged from arrest and resumed his post.
James Mease more clearly strayed beyond legal hounds. In 1778, when he had submitted his resignation as Clothier General but was still reluctantly continuing to
fi ll the office .until Congress appointed a successor, Mease entered into an agreement with Maj. Gen. Benedict Arnold, commanding the American troops reoccupying Philadelphia after the British had evacuated the city. Under Washington's
orders, Arnold closed all shops and suspended all private trade in the city until
Continental procurement agents had an opportunity to buy any imported goods
found there that could be useful to the troops. By arrangement with Arnold, the
Clothier General and his deputy bought goods in excess of need, the surplus being
sold for the benefit of Arnold, Mease, and his deputy. This activity was not uncovered until long after Mease had ceased to be Clothier General. It was January 1781
before the president of the Pennsylvania Council called the attention of Congress
to the " high abuse of office" by Mease and his deputy in taking unnecessary quantities of merchandise from the people for their private gain. Congress recommended that the president direct the state's attorney to prosecute the two men. 29

***
Evaluation of Supply Agencies
In view of the abuses, how adequate were the organizations established for
supplying the Continental Army, and how effective were supply officers in performing their duties? Only on two occasions did Washington find the work of any
supply officer in the Revolution worthy of favorable comment to the President of
Congress. He had high praise for Commissary General Joseph Trumbull in June
1776. "Few Armies, if any," he wrote, "have been better and more plentifully supplied than the Troops under Mr. Trumbull's care." In the summer of 1778 he was
again pleased, this time with the efficiency shown by Commissary General
Wadsworth and Quartermaster General Greene. He found the former "indefatiga-
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blc in his exertions to provide for the Army, and since his appointment,"
Washington informed the President of Congress, "our supplies of provision have
been good and ample." In the same letter he wrote that Greene had so overcome
the deficiencies that had marked the complete breakdown of transportation in the
winter of 1777-78 that Washington had been able "with great facility to make a
sudden move with the whole Army and baggage from Valley Forge in pursuit of
the Enemy and to perform a march" to the Highlands. 4 2 Occasionally, he wrote a
letter of appreciation to a supply officer who was resigning from his post.
Generally speaking, however, Washington had a low degree of toleration for any
shortcomings of supply officers regardless of cause.
A brief review may set in proper perspective the adequacy of the supply organizations established in the Revolutionary War. With one exception, Congress
directed no attention to organizational details in the supply departments during the
first two campaigns of the war. The exception was its establishment of a Hospital
Department, for which it drafted a regulation without seek ing the advice of any
physician. Probably as a resu lt, the organization was ske letal, and the department
was underfunded. Moreover, Congress overlooked the need for regimental surgeons and surgeon's mates, as well as the urgent need to resolve the contest already
joined between regimental and general hospitals. When it provided for a
Quartermaster General and a Commissary General of Stores and Provisions, it left
to those two officers the development of their respective supply organizations. As
developed by Mifflin and Trumbull, these were well adapted to the needs of a stationary army. Each might be described as being primari ly a field organization supported by a purchasing arm. There were few problems, and both agencies operated effectively in support of the troops at Cambridge. In 1775 Washington appointed a Com missary of Military Stores, who was primarily a field officer, but
Congress made no provision for an Ordnance Department and overlooked entirely the need for a Clothing Department.
When the troops left Boston for New York, the situation changed. Not only did
a moving army pose new supply problems but the seeming predilection of
Congress for appointing independent deputy commissaries and directors of hospitals only promoted confusion in both the Commissariat and the Hospital
Department. The consequences were unnecessary competition for supplies as well
as a struggle for control within these supply departments. It soon also became
apparent that clothing the troops could not be satisfactorily accomplished by making the Quartermaster General responsible for the production and distribution of
clothing. That officer, heavily burdened with a variety of duties, was beset by
transportation problems as Washington's army retreated before the enemy. The
widening area of operations necessitated the appointment of assistants in the supply departments. Miffiin and the rnain Continental army were well served by the
appointment of the able II ugh llughes in New York; Trumbull was not so fortunate
in his appointment of Carpenter Wharton in Pennsylvania. By the close of the
1776 campaign complaints in both the Northern Army and the main Continental
army about shortages of subsistence and clothing, lack of transportation, and
neglect of the sick and wounded had reached alarming proportions. The three
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existing supply agencies had not developed organizations that could adequately
supply a moving army.
The wave of reform that swept through Congress in the spring of 1777 resulted in the passage for the f irst time of a number of regulatory measures. Applicable
to the Hospital, Quartermaster's, and Commissary Departments, they all included
some desirable features for improving supply operations. Providing a Wagon and
a Forage Department within the Quartermaster's Department promoted e!Ticiency
in transportation , which was much needed, as the campaign of 1776 had clearly
demonstrated. Similarly, the new regulation for the Hospital Department provided
improved departmental staffing for the general hospitals; arranged for the first
time for a nying hospital in the field, undoubtedly in the hope of resolving the persistent controversy between regimental and departmental hospitals; and eliminated former errors by bringing all hospita ls, except those in the Southern District,
under the superintendency of the D.irector General of the Hospital Department.
The Commissariat was the particular ta rget of congressiona l reform in 1777.
Dividing it into two departments- one for the purchase and the other for the issue
of rations was organizationally sound and an improvement approved by
Trumbull and Washington. The latter had concluded that the department was too
large for any one man to supervise, and that Trumbull in several instances had
"been infamously deceived by his Deputies."43
Unfortunately, the anticipated improvements from the new regulations failed
to materialize in 1777. Introducing the changes in the midst of the campaign
posed many eli fficulties. ln addition, some of the regul atory provisions at once
provoked criti cism and demands for amendments. For exampl e, uniting responsibility in one man for directing the military hospitals, caring fo r the sick and
wounded, and procuring all hospital supplies was considered ill -advised by
many physicia ns, who argued that no precedent could be found in any European
army. Providing an inordinately detailed regulation for the Department of the
Commissary General of Purchases and the Department of the Commissary
General of lssues served only to paralyze subsistence supply for the last six
months of 1777 and to bring hardship at Valley Forge. On the other hand, whi le
there was no criticism of the changes made in the Quartermaster's Department,
the fa ilure of Congress to appoint a successor to Mifnin immed iately after
receiving his resignation contributed immeasurably to the distress of the troops
in the winter of 1777- 78.
Incorporated in the regulations of 1777, and retained until 1780, was the idea
of including in each military deparhnent a completely staffed subordinate unit of
each of the three affected supply departments. This organizationa l concept resulted in an unnecessary increase in supply personnel. In the case of the Hospital
Department, it eventually kept idle some of the physicians serving in these units
in the military departments at a time when they could have been more usefully
assigned to the active theater of operations to rel ieve its shortage of physicians. On
ba lance, the reform efforts of Congress to improve supply in 1777 were counterproductive, while the supply chiefs themselves made no notable con tributions to
the development of more effective supply organizations.
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In 1778 Congress relinquished its reform efforts as far as the Quartermaster's
Department and the Department of the Commissary General of Purchases were
concerned. The newly appointed supply chiefs, Greene and Wadsworth, were left
free to administer their agencies as they desired. They made relatively few
changes in either personnel or organization, although Greene did centralize transportation control by implementing separate Wagon, Forage, and Boat
Departments in his agency. That the two supply chiefs effectively operated the
agencies, however, is evident in the praise that both won from Washington.
Congress stilled at least some of the criticism of the Hospital Department by creating the post of purveyor and relieving the Director General of all procurement
responsibility. On the other hand, in enacting the first regulation for the Ordnance
Department, Congress exhibited a woeful lack of understanding of the proposals
made by General Knox. So thoroughly did it confuse field and department matters that the Chief of Artillery was left without information on where to turn for
supplics, and Ordnance operations were considerably hampered during the campaign of 1778. Another year went by before Congress provided clarification by
amending the regulation, and only at that late date did it enact the first regulation
for the Clothing Department.
The 1778 campaign was the last in which any supply agency operated effectively. This loss of effectiveness occurred not because the intrinsic organizations
of the supply services were faulty, but because the deteriorating financial situation
of the country left them without funds. A "vicious circle" was created. Lacking
funds, the Quartermaster General and the Commissary General of Purchases had
to usc a greater number of agents to collect supplies, by force if necessary.
Employment of these additional personnel only served to increase operating costs
in agencies that were already overstaffed. Moreover, to draw supplies from every
part of the country, many agents were located in areas remote from supply headquarters. Neither the supply chiefs nor Congress ever solved the problem of controlling such subordinates. Supply chiefs had to depend on selecting men who
were capable of acting without minute instructions or supervision. Unfortunately,
such independence allowed considerable leeway for abuses by those imbued with
the acquisitive spirit of the times. A system of accountability was never developed
in the Revolutionary War.
The supply organizations never evolved any units whose personnel were
devoted to handling storage problems. There were magazines, primarily stocked
with rations or forage needed for a given campaign, but there were no depots in
which other supplies were accumulated. The latter were acquired only as needed,
despite Washington's pleas for a long-range accumulation of ordnance supplies
and of cloth that would be available for conversion into uniforms as required.
Supplies were passed from agent to agent until placed in the hands of the troops
by the issuing supply officer. In the process it was not unusual for wagoners to
leave supplies in a barn under the care of a private individual. Much-needed clothing, for example, was found abandoned in barns many months after being deposited there, forgotten and made useless by mildew and moths. Nor was it uncommon
for supplies to be exposed to the elements wherever they were deposited. Waste is
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a concomitant of war, but the waste resulting from the lack of any storage system
added considerably to expenditures in the American Revolution.

Patriotism and Profits
Although some purchasing agents prospered by collecting large commissions, the majority of the personnel employed in the supply departments were
paid salaries, which were inadequate and frequently months in arrears. This sit"tlation was conducive to abuses because men found fraudulent or illegal ways to
supplement their incomes. Not a few sa laried supp ly officers were able to continue in service only by drawing on their family resources. Pleading for adequate
pay for his staff, Quartermaster General Timothy Pickering pointed out that a line
officer cou ld bear such hardship with more patience because he had "honour and
promotion in view" and expected "a continued recompense" as long as he lived.
The supp ly officer gained nothing but abuse and reproach, and his reward lasted
no longer than his service. 44 Only medical personnel received the same rewards
as line officers.
Although congressional delegates were critical of supply officers, they certainly did not view all of those officers as malefactors who were best dismissed
from public service. Despite accusations against Mifflin and the fact that Trumbull
refused to serve unless paid a commission, Congress thought well enough of both
men to appoint them to the Board of War. Some delegates might grumble that
Greene was making a fortune too rapidly, but at Washington's insistence they
appointed him commanding general of the Southern Army. And despite their suspicions of the trade practices of Robert Morris, they were happy to designate him
Superintendent of Finance, fu lly expecting him to perform f inancial miracles.
The work of a supply officer was arduous. It entai led much traveling and continuous activity not only during campaigns but also when the troops were in winter encampments. Nevertheless, a number of men held a succession of supply positions during the war, sometimes operating as state agents, at other times as supply
officers for the Continental supply agencies. In one capacity or another Jeremiah
Wadsworth, for example, procured subsistence for the Connecticut troops, the
Continental Army, and the French forces in America. The lure of profits was not
the only motive of these supply personnel. Motivated by patriotism, Hugh Hughes
rejected commissions offered by Greene and served as a salaried deputy under
Mifflin and again under Pickering. Ephraim Blaine served throughout the war
whether paid a commission or a salary.
Supp ly personnel- from laborer and artisan to deputy and chief of a supply
agency- performed an essential role in the war. Washington's army could not have
been maintained in the field or in winter quarters without the work performed by
supply officers. A detailed analysis of the logistical support of the main
Continental army reveals a mixture of acquisitiveness and patriotism, but that mixture was more common among the people of that day than has been readily admitted. Supply officers shared with line officers the achievement of winning victory
in the American Revolution.
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The Desperate Winter at Valley
Forge
Introduction. In this letter to the President o.f Congress, dated December
23, 1777, General George Washington describes the near disintegration 4
the Continental Army as it languished at Valley Forge in the winter of
1777- 1778. General Washington makes clear the critical role played by
logistics in sustaining not only the physical existence ofan army but its spirit as well.

*To THE PRESIDENT OF CONGRESS
Valley Forge, December 23, 1777.
Sir: Full as I was in my representation of matters in the Comrnys. departmt. yesterday, fresh, and more powerful reasons obl ige me to add, that I am now convinced, beyond a doubt that unless some great and capital change suddenly takes
place in that line, this Army must inevitably be reduced to one or other of these
three things. Starve, dissolve, or disperse, in order to obtain subsistence in the best
manner they can; rest assured Sir this is not an exaggerated picture, but [and] that
I have abundant reason to support what I say.
Yesterday afternoon receiving information that the Enemy, in force, had left
the City, and were advancing towards Derby with apparent design to forage, and
draw subsistence from that part of the Country, I order'd the Troops to be in read iness, that I might give every opposition in my power; when, behold! to my great
mortification, I was not only informed, but convinced, that the Men were unable
to stir on Acct. of Provision, and that a dangerous Mutiny begun the Night before,
and [which] with difficulty was suppressed by the spirited exertion's of some officers was still much to be apprehended on acct. of their [for] want of this Article.
Reproduced from the letter of General George Washington to the President of
Congress, dated Valley Forge, December 23, 1777, in John C. Fitzpatrick, ed., The
Writings of Ge01ge Washington ji'om the Original Manuscript Sources. I 745- 1799
(Washington D.C.: Government Printing OfTice, 1933), vol. I 0, pp. 192- 98.
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This brought forth the only Comy. in the purchasing Line, in this Camp; and,
with him, this Melancholy and a larming truth; that he had not a single hoof of any
kind to Slaughter, and not more than 25. Barts. of Flour! From hence form an opinion of our Situation when I add, that, he could not tell when to expect any.
All I could do under these circumstances was, to send out a few li ght Parties
to watch and harrass the Enemy, whilst other Parties were instantly detached different ways to collect, if possible, as much Provision as would satisfy the present press ing wants of the Soldiery. But will this answer? No Sir: three or four
days bad weather would prove our destruction. What then is to become of the
Army this Winter? and if we arc as often without Provisions now, as with it
[them] , what is to become of us in the Spring, when our force will be collected,
with the aid perhaps of Militia, to take advantage of an early Campaign before
the Enemy can be reinforced? These are considerations of great magnitude, meriting the c losest attention, and will, when my own reputation is so intimately
connected, and to be affected by the event, justifie my saying that the present
Comm issaries arc by no means equal to the execution [of the Office] or that the
disaffection of the People is past all belief. The misfortune however does in my
opinion, proceed from both causes, and tho' I have been tender heretofore of giving any opinion, or lodging complaints, as the change in that dcparlmt. took
place contrary to my judgmcnt,6 J and the consequences thereof were predicted;
yet, finding that the inactivity of the Army, whether for want of provisions,
C loaths, or other essentials, is charged to my Acct., not only by the common vulgar, but those in power, it is time to speak plain in excu lpation of myself; with
truth then I can declare that, no Man , in my opinion, ever had his measures more
impeded than I have, by every department of the Army. Since the Month of July,
we have had no assistance from the Quarter Master Genl. 64 and to want of assistance from this department, the Commissary Genl. charges g reat part of his deficiency; to this I am to add, that notwithstanding it is a sta nding order (and often
repeated) that the Troops shall always have two days Provisions by them, that
they may [might] be ready at any sudden call , yet, no oppertunity has scarce[ly]
ever yet happened [offered] of taking advantage of the Enemy that has not been
either totally obstructed or greatly impeded on this Acct., and this tho ' the great
and crying evil is not all. Soap, Vinegar and other Articles allowed by Congress
we see none of nor have [we] seen [them] I believe si nce the battle of brandywine; the f irst indeed we have now little occasion of [for] few men having more
than one Shirt, many only the Mo iety of one, and Some none at al l; in addition
to which as a proof of the little benefit received from a Cloathier Genl., and at
the same lime as a further proof of the inability of an Army under the circumstances of this, to perform the common duties of Soldiers (besides a number of
Men confind to Hospitals for want of Shoes, and others in farmers Houses on
the same Acct.) we have, by a field return this day made no less than 2898 Men
now in Camp unfit for duty because they are bare fool and otherwise naked and
by the same return it appears that our whole strength in continental Troops
(Including the Eastern Brigades which have joined us since the surrender of
Genl. Burgoyne) exclusive of the Maryland Troops sent to Wilmington amount
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to no more than 8200 In Camp fit for duty. Notwithstanding which, and that,
since the 4th lnstt. our Numbers fit for duty from the hardships and exposures
they have undergone, particu larly on Acct. of Blankets (numbers being [having
been] obliged and [still are to] do set up all Night by f ires, instead of taking comfortable rest in a natural [and common] way) have decreased near 2000 Men. we
find Gentlemen without knowing whether the Army was really go ing into Winter
Quarters or not (for I am sure no resolution of mine would warrant the remonstrance)65 reprobating the measure as much as if they thought Men [the Soldiery]
were made of Stocks or Stones and equally insensible of frost and Snow and
moreover, as if they conceived it [easily] practicabl e for an inferior Army under
the disadvantages I have describ'd our's to be wch. is by no means exageratcd to
confine a superior one (in all respects well appointed, and provided for a Winters
Campaign) within the City of Phila. , and [to] cover from depredation and waste
the States of Pensa., Jersey, &ca. but what makes this matter still more extraordina ry in my eye is, that these very Gentn. who were well apprized of the nakedness of the Troops, from occular demonstration [who] thought their own Soldiers
worse clad than others, and advised me, ncar a Month ago, to postpone the execution of a Plan, I was about to adopt (in consequence of a resolve of Congress)
fo r seizing Cloaths, under strong assurances that an ample supply would be collected in ten days agreeably to a decree of the State,66 not one Article of wch.,
by the bye, is yet come to hand, should think a Winters Campaign and the covering these States from the Invasion of an Enemy so easy [and practicable) a
business. I can assure those Gentlemen that it is a much easier and less di stressing thing to draw remonstrances in a comfortable room by a good fire side than
to occupy a cold bleak hill and sleep under frost and Snow without Cloaths or
Olankets; however, although they seem to have Iittl e fee ling for the naked, and
distressed Soldier, I fee l superabundantly fo r them, and from my Soul pity those
miseries, wch. it is neither in my power to relieve or prevent.
It is for these reasons therefore I have dwelt upon the Subject, and it adds not
a little to my other difficulties, and distress, to fi nd that much more is expected of
me than is possible to be performed, and that upon the ground of safety and policy, I am obliged to conceal the true State of the Army from Public view and thereby expose mysclf to detraction and Calumny.
The Honble. Comec of Congress went fro m Camp fu lly possessed of my
Sentiments respecting the Establishment of this Army, the necessity of Auditors of
i\ccts, appointment of Officers, new arrangements, &ca. I have no need therefore
to be prolix on these Subjects, but refer to them after adding a word or two to shew,
first, the necess ity of some better provision for binding the Officers by the tyc of
Interest to the Service (as No day, nor scarce an hour passes without the offer or a
rcsignd Com mission) otherwise I much doubt the practicability of holding the
Army together much longer. ln this l shall , probably, be thought more sincere,
when I freely declare that I do not, myself, expect to derive the smallest benefit
n·om any establishment that Congress may adopt, otherwise than as a Member of
the Community at large in the good which I am perswaded will resu lt from the
measure by making better Officers and better Troops, and Secondly to point out
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the necess ity of making the Appointments, arrangements, &ca. without loss of
time. We have not more than 3 Months to prepare a great deal of business in; if we
let these slip, or waste, we shall be labouring under the same difficulties all next
Campaign as we have done this, to rectifie mistakes and bring things to order.
Military arrangements and movements in consequence, like the Mechanism of a
Clock, will be imperfect, and disordered by the want of a part; in a very sensible
degree have I experienced this in the course of the last Summer, Severa l Brigades
having no Brigadiers appointed to them till late and some not at all; by which
means it follows that an additional weight is thrown upon the Shoulders of the
Commander in chief to withdraw his attention from the great line of his duty. The
Gentlemen of the Comee. when they were at Camp talk'd of an expedient for
adjusting these matters, which I highly approved and wish to see adopted namely,
that two or three Members of the Board of War or a Comee of Congress should
repair immediately to Camp where the best aid can be had and with the
Commanding Officer, or a Comec of his appointing[ment] prepare and digest the
most perfect plan that can be devised for correcting all abuses, making new
arrangements, considering what is to be done with the weak and debclitated regiments (if the States to web they belong, will not draft men to fill them, for as to
enlisting Soldiers it seems to me to be totally out of the question) together with
many other things that would occur in the course of such a conference, and after
digesting matters in the best manner they can to submit the whole to the ultimate
determination of Congress. Jf' this measure is approved of I would earnestly advise
the immediate execution of it and that the Corny. General of Purchases whom I
rarely see, may be directed to form Magazines without a Moments delay, in the
Neighbourhood of this Camp in order to secure Provision for us in case of bad
weather; the Quarter Mr. Genl. ought also to be busy in his department; in short
there is as much to be done in preparing for a Campa ign as in the active part of it;
in fine, every thing depends upon the preparation that is made in the several
departments in the course of this Winter and the success, or misfortunes of next
Campaign will more than probably originate with our activity, or supineness this
Winter. I am &ca.67
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Notes
<•J The change was ordered by Congress. (Sec resolves of June 10, Oct 4, <
Hid Nov. 24, 1777, in
Joumals (?(tile Continental Cong ress.)
64 M:u. Gen. Thomas Miffiin. He had resigned as Quartermaster General o f th e Continenta l Army
Nov. 7, 1777, to become a member of the Continen ta l Board of War.
M The Pcnsylvania Legislature addressed a remonstrance to Washington against pulling the Army
into winter quarters. (Sec Pennsylvania Archives, First Series, 6, I04.)
66 Col. John Oayard and James Young were a committee of the Pennsylvania Council of Safety
which consulted Washington on the mancr of clothing for the Pennsylvania troops.
61 The bracketed words in this leiter arc Robert Hanson Harrison's efforts to improve
Washington's diction. The letter sent is missing from the Pape1:1· oftlte Continental Congress. !twas
sold :1t auction in 1933 and, fi·om the catalogue description, was a copy, by Harrison, of Washington's
au tog raph draft. !Iarrison's copy, whi ch Washington signed, shows a few mi tiOr verba l variations.
(Sec note to lcllcrof Washingtonto the President ofCongrcss, Dec. 22, 1777, ante.)
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General Washington on Logistical
Organization
fntroduction. In this letter to the Committee of Congress, dated Valley
Forge, Januwy 29, 1778, General Gemge Washington outlines his ideasfor
remedying the rnany deficiencies in the mganization and administration of
the Continental Army. He also sets forth his concept o.f the proper functions
and organization of the supply of clothing and the offices o.l Quartermaster
General and Commissary General of Subsistence.
To THE COMMITTEE OF CONGRESS
WlTH THE ARMY 27
[Head Quarters, January 29, 1778.]
Gentlemen: The numerous defects in our present military establishment, rendering
many reformations and many new arrangements absolutely necessary, and
Congress havi11g been pleased to appoint you a Committee, in concert with me, to
make and recommend such as shall appear eligible, in pursuance of the various
objects expressed in their Resolution for that purpose; I have in the fo llowing
sheets, briefly delivered my sentiments upon such of them as seemed to me most
essential; so far as observation has suggested and leisure permitted. These are submitted to consideration and l shall be happy, if they are found conducive to remedying the Evils and inconveniences we are now subject to and putting the Army
upon a more respectable footing. Something must be done, important alterations
must be made; necessity requires that our resources should be enlarged and our system improved for without it, if the dissolution of the army should not be the consequence at least, its operations must infallibly be feeble, languid and ineffectual.
Reproduced from the letter of Genera l George Washington to the Committee of
Congress with the Army, dated 29 January 1778, in John C. Fitzpatrick, ed., The
Writings of George Washington.fi'om the Original Manuscript Sources, 1745- 1799
(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1933), vol. 10, pp. 362, 382- 94,
40 I, and 403.
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***
Of Cloathing the Army
In regard to cloathing, experience has evinced, that the mode of providing
hitherto in practice, is by no means adequate to the end; and that unless our futu re
efforts are more effectual, it will be next to impossible to keep an army in the field.
I am in hopes that valuable consequences will accrue from a resolution of
Congress of the 22d of November, directing

That the several states from time to time exert their utmost endeavours
to procure, in addition to the allowance of cloathing heretofore made by
Congress, supplies of blankets &c. for the comfortable subsistence of
the Officers and Soldiers of their respective batalions.
As this puts the business into a greater variety of hands, than it has heretofore
been in, and under the providence of a more diffusive attention, besides exciting a
laudable rivalship, and operating upon the attachments of the different states, it
wi ll probably, be not a little instrumental in bringing us the needed supplies. But
it is not an expedient that can be relied on altogether; of which, l doubt not,
Congress are fully sensible and will only consider it as an auxiliary to their exertions. Indeed with several states which happen to be more or less the theatres of
the war, and labor under other local impediments, it would be impracticable to furnish but a very small part of their proportion.
For my own part (with all deference 1 speak it) I have little conception, that
our extensive wants can be completely satisfied, in any other way, than by national or governmental contracts, between Congress and the Court of France. If we are
to depend wholly upon the resources of our mercantile credit, they must from the
nature of things be too limited and contingent. While the seas are crowded with
the British navy, and no foreign maritime power is employed in the protection of
our trade, the precariousness of remittances from this Continent must be so great,
as to destroy, or, at least, sicken our commercial credit; and make it neither the
interest, nor within the abilities of private individuals, to adventure so largely upon
that foundation, as our necessities demand.
It is not in my power to judge with certainty, what ter.ms we may be upon with
the French Court, what may have been already attempted, or may be now negociating, in the matter here suggested. Perhaps the project of national contracts is not
practicable; but, if it is, it would certainly be our interest to embrace it. Besides
placing our supplies, in so essential an article, on a sure and unfailing foundation,
it would cement the connexion between the two countries, and, if discovered, prove
a new and powerful top ic of hostility between France and Britain. At the same
time, I do not think, that the fear of a discovery, from an unwillingness on the part
of France, to force on an immediate war, supposing it to exist, need be any insuperable obstacle. Things might be conducted in such an indirect and discreet manner, as to make them go on, in all appearance as they do at present, and render a
detection of the part the government bore in the affair, morally impossible.
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The resolution, before cited, recommends to the respective states, the appointment
of one or more persons to dispose of tbc articles (procured) to the officers and soldiers, in such proportions as the General officers from the
respective states, commanding in the army, shall direct, and at such reasonable prices, as shall be assessed by the Cloathicr General or his
deputy and be in just proportion to the Wages of the officers and soldiers, charging the surplus to the cost of the United States: adding that
all cloathing hereafter to be supplied to the officers and soldiers oftbe
Continental army, out of the public stores of the United Stales, beyond
the bounties already g ranted, shall be charged at the like prices.
The regu lation contained in this clause is very wholesome, generous and equitable. It wil l give great satisfaction to the army and conduce to removing the difficulties stated in the first section of these remarks, arising from the insufficiency
of the present provision for officers. Nor do I know whether it admits of any
improvement, by being made more definite. As the criterion of reasonableness in
the prices seem to lie with the Cloathier General, or deputy, it may perhaps be
liable to uncertainty and abuse, and may be the subject of dispute between them
and the OrTicers. If to prevent this, a catalogue of rates could be established as the
standard, it would be desirable; but perhaps the great difference and the variety in
the quality and kinds of goods, may not admit of such a Measure.
It will of course be necessary for each state to have agents fo r importing and
purchasing goods, towards its quota of supplies; and the Cloathicr General should
have a deputy in every state, for purchasing all overplus articles wanted in his
department,
provided that effectual measures be taken by each state for preventing
any competition between their agents or the Cloathicr General and his
agents, who are severally directed to observe the instructions of the
respective states, relative to the prices of cloathing purchased within
such state.32
There should also be a sub-clothier or clerk from every state, constantly with
the army; to receive and distribute the c loathing, see that the goods brought correspond with the invoices, and that the issues are made conformable to some general rule established, to do justice to the public, to regiments and to individuals.
The rule I would propose for issuing and distributing cloathing is this; That the
captains of companies in the first place give certificates, containing the names of
his Men, with the particular wants of each: That these be digested into a regimental return signed by the officer commanding the regiment: That the pay Master
draw the cloathing, lodging the regimental return, so signed, with the Clothier as
a Voucher for the delivery, who is to keep an account with the regiment for the
same: That the paymaster, retaining the certif icates for his own government, distribute the cloa thing to the Men, agreeable to them, taking their receipts and keeping an exact account w ith every individual ; which he can easily do, as he is sup-
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posed to have accounts open for their Monthly pay: And that all cloathing delivered to the Men be given cred it for in the pay rolls, with accounts signed by the
sub-clothiers, annexed, for the information of the Pay Master General.
To make soldiers look well and bestow proper attention and care upon their
cloathes, they ought to receive them at stated periods. This gives a taste for decency and uniformity and makes the Officers regardfu l of the appearance of the men;
a matter of no small moment in an Army, as tending to promote health, and foster
a becoming pride of dress; which raises soldiers in their own esteem and makes
them respectable to their enemy.
The periods 1 would fix upon for delivery are on the first days of June and
January. In June should be given a waistcoat with sleeves, nannel, if to be had,
two pair of linnen overalls one shirt, a black stock of hair or leather, a smal l
round hat bound and a pair of shoes. In January, a waistcoat to be worn over the
former, close in the ski rts and double breasted resembling a sai lors to have a collar and cuff of a different color, in order to distinguish the regiments, a pair of
breeches, woolen overalls, yarn stocki ngs, shirt, woolen cap, and a blanket,
when really necessary. Watchcoats ought, if possible, to be provided for sentinels. Whatever might be furnished more than these, the soldier ought to have
stopped out of his pay, upon the terms fixed by Congress, in their late resolve:
A list of the cloathing to be kept by the commanding officer of each company,
an inspection into them made at least once a Week, and punishment inflicted, or
restitution made, for every article missing unless well accounted for. If it could
be clone, which is much to be doubted, it would be well to discriminate the troops
of each state, by the colour of their cloathes and each regiment by that of the collar and cuff.
If this plan could be adopted, and a quantity of supernumerary articles laid in,
for occasional demands, our men would appear infinitely better, be much healthier, and the army a great deal stronger, than it commonly is.
The Clothier General ought to be authorised and directed to enter into contracts, for as large quantities as possible, of shoes and stockings to be manufactured in the Country. These arc articles that can least be dispensed with, and the
deficiency of which we have most severely felt. A Mr. llcnry of Lancaster, I am
told would contract for one, or two hundred thousand pair of shoes, annually, to be
paid for in raw hides. The number of cattle killed for the consumption ofthe army,
enables us to make this contract to great advantage.

Of the Quarter Master Generals· Department
In this department, arc comprehended, Forage Masters, waggon masters, artificers &c. with all their appendages. lt is a department of great trust and magnitude, on the due administration of which all the operations of an army essentially
depend. The person who fills it, ought to be a military character, a man of abilities, of business and activity, well versed in the resources of the country and of sufficient prudence and rectitude, to exercise his office, in drawing the necessary supplies, in a manner least distressing to the inhabitants.
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His duty requiring him to be almost constantly with the army, to see and know
its wants, superintend the movements of his department in the different branches,
and to prevent or rectify the abuses that may be creeping into it, he will stand in
need of assistants, to execute the business abroad under his direction. It is not easy
to ascerta in the number of these assistants, that will be required: circumstances
vary and must govern. But I cannot forbear observing, that some measures ought
to be taken, to restra in that extravagant rage of deputation, now too prevalent
among us. lt has served to create a number of mere sinecures, and to render the
execu tion of every office more perplexed, more expensive and less satisfactory
than formerly, both to the army and country.
I should imag ine, that a great part of the business of this department might be
managed by contracts with people capable of performing them and bound by sufficient securities. This would unburthen the public of large sums now paid in stationary wages, often for temporary purposes, and would perhaps answer the end
of supp lies better. Standing wages are very apt to beget indolence and inattention,
and common ly continue an incumbrance, when the cause, that gave rise to
appointments, ceases to exist, from the diffic ulty of throwing off the persons to
whom they were g iven; on which account they ought to be avoided, whenever any
point can be effected without them.
1 am a lso unacquainted with the number of persons, the Quarter Master
General may find it necessary to employ in camp or e lsewhere, as storekeepers,
c lerks, and the I ike; but under the [head?) of these remarks, I have given my opinion of all the assistant Quarter Masters required in the subordinate duties of the
office in Camp. More than these should not be allowed. Division Quarter Masters,
Forage and Waggon Masters should be abolished.
Who may be in contemplation to f ill the place of Quarter Master General is as
yet to me unknown, 33 aHd equally indifferent, provided he be a fit person. But in
making the appointment, not a moments time should be lost: The least procrastination will be extremely prejudicial, as the season is already fa r advanced, which
we ought to be improving in preparations for the next campaign.:14 Everything is to
be done; the old waggons to be repaired, new ones provided, horses and pack saddles procured, Bell tents for arms and tents for the Men, haversacks and knapsacks
rnade, tools of diffe rent kinds prepared, and artificers and waggoners engaged.
A nd here I shall take occasion to declare, that however inconvenient it may be
to the Quarter masters to provide, or expensive to the public to pay for waggoners,
it ought nevertheless, at all events, to be done. Soldiers are drafted for waggoners
and many other purposes, by which their services in the line are intire ly superseded, while they actua lly compose a part of our numbers, and appear on the
returns to compose part of ow· strength. This may be tolerated in quarters or in a
season of inaction, though even then the soldiers would be better employed, in
learning the duties of the ir profession, but it ought not to be submitted to in the
progress of the campaign, as has been of late the unvariable practice.
Several new regul ations, will I believe be necessary in the Forage department, the particulars of which, the Gentleman at the head of it, will be best able
to point o ut.
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One thing I shall observe, that the manner of paying the Forage master has
been a subject of discussion. It has been suggested that the allowing a commission, instead of a f ixed determinate pay, opens a wide door to fraud and peculation . In mentioning this not the least insinuation is intended to the prej udice of
the Gentleman now acting in this capacity, it is merely hinted as a matter worth
consideration on general principles. I think however it may be safely asserted,
that the assistant forage masters are not, in general so accurate as they ought to
be, in receiving or delivering forage, and that, depending too much upon the
farmers reports and their own conjectures, the public pays for much more than
they receive.
We have to lament that we are suffering exceedingly from a scarcity of forage;
an article not less essential to the well being of an army, than that of provisions.
Should we be able to shift through the winter, this want will be no small obstacle
and delay to our operations in the spring; especially, as we are exhausting the small
stock now on the spot, which will probably be the immediate scene of them. We
have numbers of Horses dying daily, for the want of provender; what then must
become of them, when it g rows scarcer, and the distance to fetch it greater? How
are magazjnes to be formed under these c.ircumstances? And without Magazines,
how are our horses to be supported in the early part of the next campaign; when
their numbers shall be greatly augmented? These are serious questions, not easy
of so lution, and are proposed, that every exertion may be made to avert an evil of
no sma ll consequence.
A Waggon Master General is a necessary officer, and there would be a great
saving to the public, if the duties of the office were discharged by an active carefu l man, who would make a judic ious chojce of deputies, and not be himself above
his business, as has been the case with most of those heretofore in this line. They
have been apt to indulge fantastica l notions of rank and importance; and assume
titl es very inapplicable to their stations; which have served to destroy a g reat part
of their usefulness; and make them the objects of general contempt and resentment. This inconvenience must be obviated in future, by allowing no rank to any
of them, from the highest to the lowest.
The number of Assistants requisite cannot be precisely ascertained, as it must
depend upon the number of waggons. There must: be one to each brigade to superintend the baggage waggons; but how many wi II be wanted to take charge of forage, provisions and for a variety of other purposes, I am at a loss to judge. This
must be left to the quarter master general of whose department this is a branch and
to the waggon master general, who is the immediate agent. One deputy however
to every twenty waggons appears to me fully sufficient.
The men employed in this capacity should be plain, sober, diligent Men,
acquainted with the management of horses and waggons, and untainted with
absurd f~mcies of gentility; who would understand the end and design of their
appoi ntment, and not consider the means of making themselves useful , as a degradation of their imag inary dignity.
I shall close this head with an observation on the mode, hitherto in practice, of
estimating and paying for damages, clone by the army in quarters, or in the field;
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which appears to me objectionable, on several accounts. The payments have usually
been made, on certificates of appraisement by farmers or other persons in the neighbourhood of the parties injured, chosen by themselves, and whenever the accounts
were presented and there was money in hand to pay them. 35 This mode is unequal
and gives the injtu·ed party an evident advantage over the public; and has no doubt
in many instances been attended with gross impositions. Besides this defect, it wou ld
probably promote the service and be productive of more regularity; if a fixed time
was appointed, when these payments should be made. There would not be such frequent large drafts upon the Quarter Master, in the most active part of a campaign,
when he wants money for more pressing exigencies, and the entries of his disbursements might be made with more order and exactness, if these were deferred to a time
of greater leisure. It is submitted, in the first place whether the appointment of two,
or more persons would not be proper to accompany the army constantly, for the purpose of ascertaining damages, with a like number of persons, chosen by the party
interested; whose certificates should be a sufficient justification to the Quarter
Master, for paying them; and, in the second place, what time or times would be proper to satisfy demands of this nature. Perhaps two different periods would be best,
both in the interval of tranquillity; one a little after the entrance of the army into
Winter Quarters, and the other just before the opening of the campaign.

Of the Commissary s· Department
This department has been all along in a very defective and for some time past,
in a very deplorable situation. One important change has already taken place in it;
since which it has been with the utmost difficulty we were able to keep the army
together. Whether this proceeded from the revolution being ill-timed, or too great,
from the difficulties in the way of executing the office being multiplied, or from
the present Gentleman, at the head of it, not having yet had leisure to digest his
plan and form his connexions, I shall not undertake to determine. But unless a very
considerable alteration shortly takes place, I see no prospect of adequate supp lies
for the succeeding campaign. To attempt supplying the army from hand to Mouth
(if T may be allowed the phrase) scarcely ever having more than two or three days
provisions beforehand, and sometimes being as much in arrears, is a dangerous
and visionary experiment. We shall ever be liable to experience want in the most
critica l conjunctures, as we have frequently done heretofore; and to suspend or
forego, the most interesting movements, on account of it.
Whether the f irst establishment of this department, the present, or the mode of
supplying the army by contract, at certain stipulated rates, be preferable; is a question not for me to decide, though well worth a strict and candid examination. But
l shall not scruple, in explicit terms to declare, that unless ample magazines are
laid up in the course of this winter and the approaching spring, nothing favourable
is to be looked for, from the operations of the next campaign; but our arms, enfeebled by the embarrassments of irregular and fluctuating supplies of provisions,
will reap no other fruits than disgrace and disappointment. To obviate this, no possible exertion should be omitted; the ablest and best quali fied men in the several
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states, whence provisions are drawn, should be cal led forth to aid in the matter;
such as are acquainted with the resources of the country and may have been conversant in business of the kind.
The choosing offit places for Magazines in defensive war, is equally momentous and difficult. Expence and hazard are naturally incident to them; because the
possible movements of an enemy must ever be conjectural and it is precarious,
when, where and, often, how they are to be removed. According to present appearances, magazines any where in the rear of the army from Lancaster to the North
River would not be amiss, and the more numerous they are, the better; as their
mutip licity [sic] , decreasing the importance of each, would leave no one a sufficient object of enterprise; enhance the trouble of destroying them, and lessen the
labour and ex pence of forming them in the fi rst instance.
Whether the Commissaries should be dependent upon the Quarter masters, for
teams, or be empowered to provide for themselves, is a matter they can perhaps
best settle between themselves. But it is necessary they should come to some
agreement or determination upon the subject, to remove the inconveniences hitherto incurred on this score; the Commissaries having frequently imputed the deficiency of supplies to a want of the means of transportation .
It is a point of prodigious consequence, and in which we have been amazingly deficient, that vinegar, vegetables and soap should be regulaJly and abundantly
furn ished to the army; nothing contributing, more than this, to the health, comfort
and contentment of soldiers. Certainly, there are no insurmountable obstacles to
doing it; and if not, no pains should be spared to accomplish so valuable an end.
A ration shou ld be more precisely defined than it now is, and the quantity of
spiritous liquors allowed the soldier, fixed. It should also be considered, whether any
and what quantity should be allowed officers at the public expence; at all events, the
Comm issaries should be obliged to provide for them, if at their own charge, as they
wou ld otherwise have no opportunity of getting it, and in the hard and fatiguing service they pass through, it is indispensable, even to the most temperate men.

***
The difficulty of getting waggoners and the enormous wages given them,
wou ld tempt one to try any expedient to answer the end on easier and cheaper
terms. Among others, it has occurred to me, whether it would not be eligible to
hire Negroes in Carolina, Virginia and Maryland for the purpose. They ought however to be freemen, for slaves could not be sufficiently depended on. It is to be
apprehended they would too frequently desert to the enemy to obtain their liberty;
and for the profit of it, or to conciliate a more favorable reception, would carry off
their waggon-horses with them.

::: * *
Upon the who.le Gentlemen, 1 doubt not you are fully impressed with the
defects of our present military system, and the necessity of speedy and decisive
measures, to put it upon a satisfactory footing.38 The disagreeable picture, 1 have
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given you, of the wants and sufferings of the army, and the discontents reigning
among tbe officers, is a just representation of evils, equally melancholy and important; and unless effectual remed ies be applied without loss of time, the most alarming and ruinous consequences are to be apprehended. [ have the honor, etc. 39
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Notes
27
This committee, generally known as the committee o f conference, had been chosen on January
I0 as Francis Dana, Joseph Reed, Nathaniel Folsom, and John !-Jarvie, together with three members
of the Board of War, who were selected on January 12, to wit, Maj. Gen. Horatio Gates, Maj. Gen.
Thomas Miffiin, and Col. Timothy Pickering. On January 20 Charles Ca rroll and Gouverneur Morris
were added, after Gates, Miffiin, and Pickering were excused from acting. The committee held its
sessions at Moore Hall, the house of William Moore, about two and a half miles north of the Valley
Forge headquarters.

32

The reso lves of Nov. 22, 1777. (See Journal of the Continental Congress.)
Maj. Gen. Thomas Miffiin, Quartermaster General of the Continental Army, had resigned Nov.
7, 1777.
3·1 Maj. Gen. Na thanael Greene was appointed Quartermaster General of the Continental Army by
Congress Mar. 2, 1778; he served until Sept. 30, 1780.
35 In what seems to be the first draft of this letter, in Alexander Hamilton 's writing, is the following, in Washington's writing, which appears to have been intended for insertion at approximately this
point, but was afterwards d iscarded:
"Among the many hardships which the Inhabitants, who happen to live in the rout of an army
experience, is that of destruction of Fences; wch. in spite of all the vigilance and care that can be
used will, and in some cases must, li·om necessity, be taken for firing, to the great detTiment of the
proprietor, or ultimately to the Public, and no method has yet been adopted to estimate the damage
by any just rule, or any rule at all, by wh ich means the sufferer is leflto ascertain his own loss or,
which amounts nearly to the same thing, get two of his neighbours who eit her are, or expect to be in
the same predicament to do this which involves the public, if she pay it, in great."
33

38 The difficullies of raising men for the army at this time are pictured in Tench Tilghman's letter
to Licut Col. Aaron Burr (Ja nuary 30). A captain who was advanced $200 tor recruiting bounties
found, after enlisting a few men, that he could not compete with the high State bounties. He was
allowed, therefore, to "take back the men that he has enlisted and repay the 200 Dollars." Four of
these men were in Burr's regimen t, so T ilghman requested their delivery to the captain. Tilghman's
teller is in the Washington Papers.
39
T he text is from the original report, which seems to have been left with Washington by the committee. It is 38 folio pages in length, in the writing of Alexander Hamilton, signed by Washington,
and indorsed by Francis Dana. Prior to the arrival of the committee of Congress at Valley Forge,
Washington requested the opinion of the general officers, in writing, upon a "proposed new establishment and regulation of the army." The foregoing report is based upon these observations of the
general officers, which are in the Washington Papers and entered in a group in the Varick Transcripts
in the Library of Congress.
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Transportation and the Failure of
Burgoyne's Invasion
Introduction. R. Arthur Bowler here discusses the logistics of British
General John Burgoyne s campaign of 1777- 1778, with particular emphasis
on the importance o.f transportation in the .failure of Burgoyne :c; invasion of
New York from Canada. The transportation problems encountered by
"Gentleman Johnny" were equally well known to American commanders
throughout the Revolution.
1777 was the year of Burgoyne's campaign. Historians have generally seen his
defeat as a triumph of American arms, but it is better classified as a disaster of
British planning. No campaign of the war better illustrated the logistical problems
of operations in America or the consequences of failure to understand them. The
logistical preparations for this campaign commenced in January when Nathaniel
Day began to stockpi le provisions at St. John at the head of navigation on the
Riche!ieu River. When Burgoyne, who had spent the winter of 1776- 1777 in
England, arrived back in Canada on May 7, the provisioning was complete. 36 The
army, after spending a comfortable winter, was already assembling and the fleet
was ready to carry it and the provisions to the south end of Lake Champlain.
Burgoyne brought a considerable quantity of equipment with him, but by early
June most of it too had been transported to St. John and the loading of ships there
had begunY On May 28 the "magnificent armament" sailed.
There was only one flaw in the army's preparations: land transportation. In
January, when Day began to assemble stores, he noted in a memorandum to Carleton
that no provision had been made for the transportation of the army when it got to the
other end of Lake Champlain.38 The memorandum passed unnoticed, and not until
early in June, when General Phillips brought up the question with respect to the
artillery, did anyone apparently consider land transport again. Then, in a flurry of
activity, contracts were let with Jacob Jordan, a Montreal merchant, for the hire of
400 horses for the artillery and 500 two-horse carts with drivers for the army.39 But
From R. Arthur Bowler, Logistics and the Failure of the British Army in North
America, 1775- 1783 (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, I 975), pp.
225- 30. Reprinted by permission of Princeton University Press.
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it was too late. Perhaps if there had been a long siege of Ticonderoga, as everyone
expected, the train would have been ready when the time for the overland movement
to the Hudson and then to Albany came. As it was, the American army evacuated
Ticonderoga immediately and if it was to be brought to battle pursuit had to be
immed iate and close. But the wagon train, which came overland from St. John, did
not begin to arrive until mid-July and then was woefully short in numbers. 40 Without
horses and wagons to transport supplies and artillery, first across the portage from
Lake Champlai n to Lake George and then from Lake George to Fort Edward on the
Hudson , such pursuit was impossible. Although the Americans evacuated
Ticonderoga on July 6, Burgoyne, who decided to march the main body of the army
from Skenesboro to Fort Edward, leaving the suppl ies to go by Lake George, did not
leave Skenesboro until July 23 or take possession of Fort Edward on the Hudson
until early in August. There the army stalled. Only 180 of the contracted wagons had
arrived and over the abom inable road from Fort George to Fort Edward they could
do little more than keep the army in day-to-clay supply. Even to do that the horses
had to be driven to the point of collapse.41 Not until September 13 was a reserve of
supplies, including provisions for thirty days, collected and the army able to move
on. It was in order to obtain more horses and an easier supply of provisions that
Burgoyne detached Colonel Baume on his disastrous attempt on the American supply depot at Bennington. By the time Burgoyne was ready to move, the American
forces, demoralized by the retreat from Ticonderoga, had recovered. When he
crossed the Hudson and thus cut off his communications with Canada, they closed
in around him.
The great logistical problem of Burgoyne's campaign, then, was transportation. But, in fact, behind that was a whole series of fundamental fa ilings. These
began with the incredible failure even to consider the problem of land transportation until three weeks before the army departed. This resulted from a combination
of errors. First, it was, apparently, and incorrectly, assumed by Burgoyne that at
least part of the transportation needs of the army could be met by corvees- legal
labor servi ces due to the state- on the French Canadian peasants.42 More important, Burgoyne seems to have assumed that he would have no trouble obtaining all
the horses and wagons he required from the Americans once he landed south of
the lakes. For, even when he did finally let the contract for wagons, it was on ly for
500, barely enough to carry fourteen days' supplies, although it was planned to
carry thi rty days' provisions at all times. 43 As it turned out, Burgoyne was entirely
wrong. Although the wagonmaster with the army had instructions to hire or purchase as many vehicles as he could find, only thirty oxcarts were added to the train
for the move from Fort George to Fort Edward.44
The assumption that the army could obtain many of the vehicles it needed
from the Americans was a fundamental error, apparently resulting from bad intelligence. As a letter to Lord Rochford in 1775 indicated, Burgoyne had some awareness of t11e problems that an army in America would meet when attempting to
move through hostile territory. 45 Yet for this campaign he was prepared "to trust to
the resources of the expedition" for most of the horses and wagons and all of the
oats and hay he required. 46 His trust was not well placed. Much of the area through
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which the army passed was so sparsely settled that under the best of circumstances
it would have been difficult to obtain anything from it. Further, the people of the
area proved to be anything but friendly. As a result the required horses and wagons, as well as horses for the German Dragoons with the expedi tion, were never
acquired, and forage for the horses with the army was in perpetually shortsupply;47
at Fort Edward the total supply of oats, a most necessary part of the diet of working horses, amounted to a wagon load- less than 800 pounds.48
On this problem of transportation, two more points deserve consideration. First
there is a question concerning the size of the artillery train that accompanied the
army. After the failure of the expedition, critics, who recognized the part played in
it by transportation problems took Burgoyne to task for taking with him an artillery
train far larger than the situation demanded. The train was indeed huge, consisting
of two twenty-four pounders, four twelve-pounders, eighteen six-pounders, six
three-pounders, and twelve mortars of various sizes.49 Burgoyne defended its presence on the grounds that it was necessary for the reduction of the defensive works
that the Americans were so adept at tlu·owing up, and claimed that never interfered
with the transportation of provisions. The first point can be doubted, especially as
it applies to the period after the fa ll ofTiconderoga; the second point was pure evasion. It was probably true, as Burgoyne Jed many witnesses before the parliamentary inquiry into the expedition to admit, that the provisions' train was never
required to assist the artillery.5° But that was not the point. What was important was
that from the beginning of the expedition the artillery employed 400 horses that not
on ly ate up large parts of the supplies of hay and oats, but might have been used to
ca rry provisions or even to mount the German Dragoons.
The second point concerns the discipline of the army. As noted earlier,5 1 eighteenth-century officers were notorious for the quantities of personal luggage they
insisted on carrying with them on campaign. Foreseeing that this might cause
problems, Burgoyne ordered officers to strip their baggage to a bare minimum
even before the army left Canada. 52 At Skenesboro widespread disobedience made
it necessary to repeat the order and to enjoin officers against purchasing horses for
their own use and against appropriating provisions' carts to carry personal baggage. These orders likewise fell on deaf ears, as did threats that private vehicles
and horses would be expropriated and private goods found on government vehicles burned. 53 One German officer wrote with an air of pride-of-accomplishment
that althoug h the army was desperately short of transport, he had acquired two
horses for himself"and fortune will probably provide a third." 54 At Fort Edward it
was discovered that government horses and wagons were being hidden in the
woods and brought out only for use in transporting private goods, and as late as
September 14 Burgoyne had to issue another General Order condemning the
"enormous mismanagement ... in respect to the King's carts." 55
The whole concept of the campaign of 1776 from Canada has been criticized
by almost every historian who has written about the Revolution. Whether or not it
was a strategic blunder is not in the purview of tllis study to decide. That it was
f il led with tactical blunders there is no question, and fundamental among them
were those related to logistics.
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Chapter 2
Logistics in the Early National
Period

10
Supply in the War of 1812
!ntroduction. Historian Marguerite McKee provides an excellent overview
of the struggle to devise adequate means for providing logistical support t.o
a fledgling army already called upon to operate outside the borders of the
United States. She outlines the organization for logistics ofthe Armyfi-·om the
Revolution through the War of 1812 and describes the continuing weaknesses o.f the system, notably the inadequacies of the civilian contracting system
.for the supply of rations, transportation, and other logistical support. She
goes on to outline the reformation o.fthe office o.lthe Quartermaster General
and the creation of the office of the Chief of Ordnance.

After the s ign ing of the Treaty of Paris in 1783, the United States Army was almost
completely dispersed. A few troops only were kept in the service to guard the frontiers. Several times during the interim between 1793 and 1812, the peace of the
nation seemed to be threatened, and at such times attempts were made to introduce
into Congress bills providi_ng for the revival of the Army, but very little was
accomplished. In the spring of 1812 Congress realized that the relations between
the United States and her European neighbors were so shaken that war would be
inev itable. War, with the Army organized as it was then was unthinkable.
Therefore, the legislators for the nation set to work to provide for a reorganization
of the soldiery.
Thomas Jefferson, in most concerns a strong sup porter of the administration,
was of the opinion that the War Department needed a new head as badly as the
Army needed reorganizing. Writing to William Duane, the Philadelphia editor, he
pictured the country as in the dilemma of being unable to avoid war, and yet
unable to carry on a war under the exiti ng conditions.' Jefferson thoroughly disapproved of Secreta ry Eustis, and, although he still advocated small standing
armies in peace and the extensive use of militia in war, he knew that a well-organized, well-directed Army and War Department were essential in a successful
conclusion of war.
Reproduced with the permiSSIOn of the American Logistics Association from
Marguerite M. McKee, "Service of Supply in the War of 18 12 [Part II]," The
Quartermaster Review 6 (March- April 1927): 45- 55 .
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Organizing With War Upon Us
During the months from January until June, Congress was at work creating the
new organization. Changes had to be made in all of the departments which were
engaged in furnish ing the Army with supplies, and several new departments had
to be created. Congress was, on the whole, only lukewarm in its support of the war
policy and its temperature showed in the laws which it passed for the new Army,
creating what Governor Claiborne, of Louisiana, termed a "lemonade system."2 In
fact, Congress seemed afraid to test the popularity of the government by a full utilization of its powers in conducti ng a war.

Lessons of the War for independence Lost
With the mustering out of the Army shortly after the fo rmal return to peace in
1783, most of the lessons which the earlier war had taught were buried as if by an

avalanche. The Continental Congress had been compelled to shift to the states the
responsibiUty of providing men, because of its own lack of authority during the
earlier war, though all of the officers had been opposed to the short-term militia
system. Nevertheless, in the War of 1812, reliance was again placed i11 the militia
for the larger part of the troops. Jefferson and his followers still maintained that it
was nonsense to talk of regulars. "They could not be had among a people so easy
and happy at home as ours; we might as well rely upon calling down an army of
angels from heaven."3

The System that Failed
Under the Act of 1792, a uniform militia had been provided for, to consist of all
the able-bodied white males between the ages of 18 and 45, each of whom was to be
ready upon call, provided with a good musket or firelock, a bayonet and belt, two
spare flints, a knapsack, a pouch and box to contain 24 cartridges with a proper
quantity of powder and ball; or as an alternative, a good rifle, knapsack, shot pouch
and powder horn, twenty balls suited to the bore of the rifle and a quarter pound of
powder.4 The enforcement of the act was nonchalantly put upon the states, and when
in 1812 Secretary Eustis called upon Connecticut and Massachusetts for miLitia,
Governors Sharon and Strong had it within their power to make all too effective their
refusals to comply with the request.[S] In time of actual hostilities, when, as was
often the case, the men were unable to supply themselves, the states or sometimes
the United States made up the deficiency. 6 For the regulars, the volunteers, and in
some cases the militia, the national agents had to furnish all the supplies; and for all
the troops engaged in the national service they had to supply the food.
ln January, 1812, Congress provided for the raising of 24,860 officers and
men to be in readiness to make a dash into Canada, which, in the opinion of anumber of the members of that body, would immediately secure the assistance of that
province, and with it the compliance of the British. For the proper arming and
equipping of these troops Secretary Eustis estimated that $6,697,892 would be
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requircd. 7 On April tenth another act was passed requesting the states to call out
one hundred thousand militia,8 and to provide for the equipment of these men.
Congress revived the Militia Act or 1792, which has been described.

"Passing the Buck" On Supply
Between the termination of the Revolution and the outbreak of the War of
1812, the agencies for supplying the troops were transferred back and forth
between the Departments of War and of the Treasury. Shortly before the second
war was declared, all the divisions concerned with supplying the Army were transferred back to the War Department,9 thus "uniting the purse and the sword in the
person or the Secretary of War." 10 With a good executive in office and a sufficiently large staff of assistants, this should (with due respect for General Emory's
criticism) have worked much better than a division ofthe responsibilities between
the two departments. But the War Department did not possess either a competent
head or an eiTcctive staff. Complaints and details which should have been settled
by subordinates were brought directly to the head of the department, and Secretary
Eustis found himself involved in such matters as that of requisitions for food of
one division of the Army while he was totally ignorant as to whether other divisions had any supplies at all.
The provisions which Congress made for the staff departments, which were to
supply the Army, varied with the kind of article to be furnished. Food was to be
provided by contractors as it had been since the closing years of the Revolution,
except that the contracts were now let by the Secretary of War instead of by the
Financier. A Purchasing Department was established for the purpose of buying
arms, ammunition, clothing and accoutrements. Anything not included in the category of articles to be purchased by this agency was to be obtained by the
Quartermaster's Department, which was also to buy all riding horses, pack horses,
teams, wagons and forage. In case of emergency, any article whatever might be
purchased by the Quartermasters or deputies at the order of the Commanding
Officcr. 11 The transportation of such supplies, together with that of all Army baggage, was the chief business of the Quartermaster. The head of each of the departments was to be appointed by the President with the advice and consent of the
Senate. There were, of course, later changes, but this was the basis upon which the
supply departments were organized.

Division Into Supply Areas
During the first years of the Revolution it had been found more practical to
divide the states into districts for the buying and issuing of food. When Robert
Morris, appointed Financier in 1780, began to feed the troops by contract, the contracts were let for rationing divisions of the Army, such as the Northern Army,
wherever that body of troops might happen to be situated. After the close of that
war with the expansion of the country westward, it was found more efficient to let
contracts for the feeding of whatever troops happened to be in the different sec-
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tions. The country was, therefore, divided into districts and the contracts let for the
districts. These had no necessary connection with the military districts which were
later established, although it was natural in many cases that the boundary lines
should coincide. The districts were: One, consisting of Michigan, Ohio, north of
the forty-first parallel and Lake Ontario; two, consisting of Kentucky and
Tennessee; three, consisting of Ohio, south of the forty-first parallel, Illinois,
Indiana and Missouri; four, consisting of Mississippi, Territory, Louisiana and the
vicinity north of the Gulf of Mexico; five, consisting of Maine, New Hampshire
and its northern vicinity; s ix consisting of Vermont and its northern vicinity;
seven, consisting of Massachusetts except Springfield; eight, consisting of Rhode
Island and Connecticut; nine, consisting of New York and its northern dependencies; ten, consisting of New Jersey; eleven, of Pennsylvania; twelve, of Maryland,
Delaware and the District of Columbia; thirteen, of Virginia; fourteen, of North
Carolina; fifteen, of South Carolina; sixteen, of Ocmulgee, Old Fields, Georgia
and the country to the soutb. 12 For each of these a separate contract was let. Bids
were received for furnishing rations to the troops raised, stationed, or marching
through the districts. 13 No provision was made for supplying an Army which
should invade the territory of the enemy, if war occurred. Civilians, over whom
neither the officers of the Army or the War Department had any special jurisdiction, were thus entrusted with the vital business of feeding the Army.
The system must have been based on the theory that the food could be
obtained at a lower price. The ration was supposed to be delivered by the contractor to the individual soldier for the price fixed in the agreement. There was no provision by which he could be compelled to keep sufficient supplies with.in the
vicinity of the Army so that the officers could be assured that their men would be
fed from day to day, unless they demanded a deposit, that is, the delivery of a definite number of rations to a g iven magazine, post, or store on or before a fixed day.
When the requisition for such a deposit had been filled, the contractor was justified in charging the full contract price for the amount of food so delivered and, if
it were desired that he issue it from the store, he received extra compensation;
moreover, if a change in the situation made the remova l of the deposit advisable,
the Government had to pay for the transportation. It was, therefore, to the advantage of the contractor to persuade the officer in command to order deposits and
then to obtain the work of issuing for himself. The officers were apt to give orders
so ambiguous that it was difficult for the contractor to tell whether an actual
deposit was wanted or merely a certain number of rations to be ready for issue at
a certain place at the time stated. 14

Responsibility Not Fixed
fn case the contractor failed, we have seen that the officer in command was
empowered to appoint special commissaries to feed the troops. So much use was
made of this emergency provision that it was almost impossible to keep the system
in anything like order. The grant of this power to the officers also took from the contractor the brunt of the responsibility for allowing the Army to starve. At the same
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time the provision that the contractor was responsible for the daily issues, once the
proper requisition had been made, took from the commanders the duty and even the
authority to discover in advance what chances there were that food would be forthcoming. These somewhat conflicting measures gave to the officers an opportunity,
if they chose to take it, to punish the contractors by appointing special commissaries
when the contractor wanted to supply, and at the same time gave the contractor an
opportunity to accuse the officers of acting from spite whether or not such was the
case. According to the contractors, the rations purchased by the commissaries were
much more expensive than those which they, the contractors, obtained. 15 When a
contractor failed to supply, either because he could not get the necessary food, could
not secure the transportation fac ilities, or because he might Jose money in doing so,
it was to be expected that the commissary would be faced with like conditions.
Moreover, while the contract provided that at least th irty days' notice be given for
procuring the provisions, the special commissary as a rule did not receive his orders
until the officers had learned that the contractor could not supply. In most cases this
meant that the food had to be obtained at once to keep the men from want.
The method used by the contractors and those used by the special agents to
procure food were usually somewhat different. The contractors were accustomed
to receive sums of money or cred it from the Un ited States at the opening of their
contract periods. These advances were usually sufficient to enable them to make
heavy purchases without expending much of their own capital. 16 Thereupon they
sent agents throughout the country to buy the necessary food and inserted advertisements in the papers for the articles which they needed or for persons who could
contract to supply some or any part of them for a given price at a fixed date. 17
Sometimes the whole business was let out to a subcontractor, whose bids were low
enough to allow the original contractor to make a profit. By this system it was possible for a man to contract with the Federal Government to supply the Army, then
to receive a sum to enable him to carry out the agreement.
The special commissaries went about the country buying food wherever it was
to be found with money furnished by the United States or with drafts or abstracts
upon the War Department. The fa rmers, knowing that the commissaries would
probably pay higher prices than the contractors, very likely held out for a larger
profit on their goods than they would have demanded under a single system of purchases. There seems to have been no complaint during the war that the various
agents were raising prices by bidding against each other for the same goods in the
same territory. However, there was much trouble in the Northwest with contractors
who fa iled to supply, and then went about purchasing up the commissaries'
abstracts and submitting them to the Treasury as their own. In these cases, the
commissary must have purchased for less than the contract price or it would not
have been worth the contractor's trouble to collect the papers. 18

Settler :S· Supply So-Called Luxuries
Besides the regular organization for supplyit1g rations, which were furnished
at the expense of the government, some means had to be provided for the soldiers
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to obtain the so-called luxuries. When the meagreness of the variety of food in the
ration is recalled, this need will be readily admitted. Vegetables, chocolate, coffee
and tobacco, except where suppli ed as hospital stores, were all left to be sold by
the suttlers. Sometimes, as during the Revolution, the suttlers had to obtain the
express permission of the officer in command before he could locate himself at an
encampmentY Whether or not licenses were required, the suttlers were usually
under the supervision and regulations of the officers. Sometimes even the prices
which they were allowed to charge were fixed by a board of officers.2° Usually the
sale of liquor to privates or musicians was carefully retricted, though the restrictions were often not observed.21 There was much cause for criticism of some of the
suttlers who sold too much liquor to the men. There were instances of suttlers who
persuaded military guards to assist them in the transportation of their wares. 22 In
an investigation of the affairs of the special commissaries of the Northern Army,
testimony was brought forward that the commissaries were in the habit of removing part of the food obtained with government funds, such as beef's livers, and,
acting as suttlers, selling them to the troops. 23 Almost identical charges were made
against the agents purchasing beef for Schuyler's troops during the Revolution.
While many of the suttlers took all kinds of advantages of the soldiers, many of
them must have lost heavily from the soldiers who did not pay their debts.
Although warned time and again that no soldier could be compelled to pay a debt
contracted after his enlistment, until he should be discharged, the suttlers were
always hopeful and continued to encourage the men to buy on credit. 24

System for Issue of Rations
No special set of officials was provided for the business of issuing the rations
to the troops. The contractors' responsibility in that direction was supposed to have
removed all necessity for such a department. To provide some kind of military
supervision for the purely civil responsibility of feeding the men properly, the
Regimental Quartermasters were expected to attend carefully at the time the
rations were issued and were clothed with authority to protest if the rations were
lacking in either quantity or quality. 25 Where the food was purchased by a specia l
commissary or by special Quartermasters, the Regimental Quartermasters usually
made the issues, although in a few instances the special Commissaries did so.

Divided Responsibility
With an Army made up of men, some of whom were called out by the Nation,
some by the states for nationa.l service, and others by the state for state service, it
is not to be wondered that there was much uncertainty as to which troops were to
be supplied by the federal contractors. State mi litia called out solely under the
orders of the state governments and serving under state authority alone, could not
be fed by the Nation, it was decided. Indians might be included among those to
whom food was to be issued for the sake of policy whenever the Secretary of War
thought such a course possible and wise, but it was only to be done upon the
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express orders of the War Department. 26 The last class about whom there was some
question was the prisoners of war. Since such persons were under the jurisdiction
of the Department of State, it was decided that that department wou ld have to take
whatever measures it thought best for feeding them. 27 Of course, all the troops in
the federal service were to be fed by the Nation.
The most objectionable feature of the system was the lack of military responsibility. To give the business of feed ing the entire Army into the hands of contractors whose interest was mainly in the profits they might make and against whose
failure the only recourse was suit against the bond of the contractor in the civil
courts,28 was certainly tempting Providence. Of cou1·se, it was to the interest of the
contractor to procure his goods as cheaply as possible, even if they were not of the
best quality. The attitude of the men engaged in the business was, unfortunately, in
favor of taking advantage of every loophole. They seemed to believe firm ly in the
adage that "a ll is fair in war," applying it alike to the enemy and their own
Government. Whenever fu lfillin g the obligations of his contract would bring the
contractor a profit, he had no doubt whatever that the gains were his; but as soon
as prices began to rise or for any reason profits vanished, he became a much
injured person and insisted that extra compensation was due him. 29
While the highly important matter of the food supply was left to the vagaries
oft he civil contractor, the purchase of all other articles for the Army was put in the
hands of Government agents. The business of buying clothes, equipment, military
stores, arms, ammunition, medicine and hospital supplies was confided to the
Purchasing Department. At its head was placed the Commissary General of
Purchases, who, acting under the Secretary of War, took the place of the Purveyor
General, the officer, who had up to the spring of 1812, made the purchases for the
Army. The new department was to be properly provided with deputi es and assistants, who were to procure suppl ies under the order of the Secretary of War, the
head of their own department, the officers in command of the troops or
Quartermaster General or his deputies. 30 The duties of the department were
defined at much greater length in the Army Register for 1814, which states that all
ordnance, ordnance stores, laboratory utensils, artificers tools, arti llery carriages,
ammunition wagons, lumber and other materials for making and repairing these,
arti llery harness, small arms, ammunition, accoutrements, equipmen t and clothing, dragoon saddles and bridles, tents, tcntpol es, camp kettles, mcsspans, bed
sacks, medicines, surgical instruments, hospital stores, and all other articles
required by the public service of the United States, except only such as were
directed to be obtained by the Quartermaster's Department, were to be bought by
the purchasers. Its work was of the greatest importance. The appropriation first
made for it was so meagre that there was much difficulty in finding a man who
would accept the direction of it. It was first offered to William Jones,3 1 who
refused it, then to Samuel Caswcll,32 who accepted, but for some reason never
undertook the work. After an increase had been made in the appropriation, the
office was offered to Ca llender Irvinc,33 who for eight years had been
Superintendent of Military Stores at Philadelphia. He accepted, and, on August
eighth, took up the work of the clepartmcnt. 34
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General Change in Military 01ganization
Before the work of this department or of the other supply departments is taken
up in more detail, it should be noted that in the spring of 181 3 there was a general change in the military organization of the country which might have been
expected to have a very definite effect on the problems of supply. It was decided
that the troops were so scattered and the organization of the Army so loose that
some measure must be taken to make the military administration simpler by injecting greater compactness into the whole system. The country was, therefore, divided into nine military districts; at the head of each of which was to be placed a commanding officer, and the agents of the Supply Departments were to be divided in
accordance with the districts. The division made of Massachusetts and New
Hampshire, district number one; of Rhode Lsland and Connecticut, number two: of
New York to the highlands and that section of New Jersey which did not furnish
the first division of militia, number three; of the rest of New Jersey, Pennsylvania
and Delaware, number four; of Maryland and Virginia, number five; of North and
South Carolina and Georgia, number six; of Louisiana, Mississippi Territory and
Tennessee, number seven; of Kentucky, Ohio and the territories of Indiana,
Michigan, Illinois and Missouri, number eight; and of New York north of the highlands and Vermont, number nine. 35 As a matter of fact the change made very little
clifTercnce to supplies.
Most of the articles included the category of supplies to be bought by the
Purchasing Department had to be contracted for in advance. Some of them had to
be imported, and most of them had to undergo certain changes before they were in
a form useful to the Army. All of them required storing and transporting. In 1813,
therefore, the head of the department was informed that thereafter it would be
responsible for the safekeeping and distribution of the goods purchased,36 although
most of the actual work in these lines was carried on by I he other departments as
it had been. At the same time Commissary General Irvine was given full power to
instruct the Quartermasters concerning the transportation of such articles. The
Superintendent of Military Stores at Philadelphia was given orders to make duplicate reports to the Secretary of War and to lrvine.37

Superintendent of Militmy Stores at Philadelphia
This office of Superintendent of Military Stores at Philadelphia, which Irvine
had himself held for some time, was by no means unimportant, especially at the
opening of the war. This officer seems to have had in his charge all of the supplies
which were collected into the neighborhood of Philadelphia, including those
stored al the arsenal on the Schuylkill. Most of the stores for the Regular Army
seem to have been sent there and a large part of the distribution to the rest of the
country was carried on from there. As the war progressed and the number of storehouses increased, this office tended to lose its importance, although it still was an
important depot for the storing of salt peter and sulphur, which were to be made
into powder. From it these ingredients were delivered to the manufacturers of pow-
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der, who made the powder either on shares or for a set price and rcdclivered the
finished product to the same store.
The rapid increase in the number of stores tended to add to the disintegration
of the Purchasing Departments. With the magazines in close proximity to the purchases, the supplies were sent to the nearest one, and reports of the purchase was
often not turned in until a long time had elapsed. Whenever the officer in charge
of a body of troops could obtain what he needed from a nearby store, without
reporting the matter further, he did so. The division of the country into military
districts aided this general trend. Undoubtedly much transportation was thereby
savec~ however.

Clothing.for Uniforms Lacking
A department charged with procuring so many different kinds of goods had to
adapt its methods to the types of supplies. Some times, it is true, a single agent was
burdened with the buying of all kinds of things from bandages to uniforms; but,
as a rule, di ITcrcnt agents were employed for the different classes of articles. Much
of the clothing had to be procured from foreign, even enemy sources, in spite of
the boasts of the newspapers in the spring of 1812 that abundant provision had
been made to supply the Army with clothing of "American Manufacture."38 And
an agent had more than he could do to find and secure cloth for uniforms.
Whether of foreign or domestic manufacture, the purchase of materials for
clothing was attended with many difficulties. 1t was the business of the
Commissary General to see that agents were appointed for every section of the
country where the desired goods might be for sale, and to sec that after their
appointment they secured whatever desired supplies were within thei r district. In
October, 1812, General Dearborn complained to the Secretary of War that the
Purchasing Department needed shaking up, as no deputy had been appointed in
the vicinity of Pittsfield where a large quantity of cloth and blankets was to be had.
At the time no proper steps had been taken to supply Dearborn 's men with winter
clothing, hence he was much annoycd. 39
The clothing was brought in the form of cloth which was then transformed
into uniforms under the supervision of the department. To make this transformation, tailors and seamstresses around Baltimore, Philadelphia and New York
seem to have been used almost exc lusivcly. 40 They were supplied with the materials, including buttons, needles and thread, and were paid by the piece. 41 This
system required the transportation of the cloth to the tailor and then of the uniform to the part of the Army in need. General Dearborn, again displeased with
the Purchasing Department, was much exercised by this needless expense.
"Why, in the name of common sense," he wrote, "must cloth be sent from
Albany to Philadelphia to be made up? Is it to be presumed that there are no tailors except at Philadelphia?" 42 General Dearborn undoubtedly had grounds for
his criticism, but it was very natural that the persons appointed to make up cloth
should have been located somewhere ncar the office of the Commissary General
of Purchases.
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Buying Cloth Abroad
The experience of the purchasers soon proved the vanity of the assertions of
the Weekly Register concerning the adequacy of our domestic factories in meeting
the needs of the Army. At the opening of the war the Massachusetts' Legislature
had a lso been sure that the state it represented alone was both able and willing to
supply such clothing as the general Government might wish to contract for with
its citizens in sufficient quantities to meet any contingency which might occur. 43
Nevertheless, most of the c lothing had to be bought from persons who obtained it
abroad. Tn his estimate of the needs of his department for the year 1814, the
Commissary General of Purchases acknowledged that it had been necessary to
obtain $536,250 worth or over 26 per cent. of the c loth for the Army abroad during 18 13.44 How much of the other 74 per cent. had been smuggled into the country there seems to be no way of ascertaining. At the time of reporting the estimate,
Conunissary Irvine tried to persuade himself and the public that the country would
soon be making clothing material enough to furnish a ll that he needed, but his later
reports fail ed to show much justification for his assumption. 45
Once obtained, the clothing had to be d istributed, each man who remained in
the service for one year being entitled to one complete outfit. Until it reached the
Regimental Quartermasters, who made the issues to the men, it remained in the
charge of the Purchasing Department. Until 181 3 the regulations concerning the
issue were somewhat vague . In the spring of that year the Commissary General
of Purchases was authorized to appoint six Commissaries, who were to be
attached to whatever Armies or reside at whatever places the Secretary of War
mig ht direct. It would be their business to receive from the Commissary General
of Purchases or his deputies and distribute to the Regimental Quartermasters, or
such other persons as the Secretary of War might designate, the clothing or other
supplies purchased by the department. 46 ln May, 1814, orders were issued that all
clothing sent to any division of the Army must be consigned to the nearest issuing Commissary,47 and it was clearly stipulated that issues were not to be made
by the purc hasing deputies, except upon the receipt of special orders and the requisitions of comma nding officers of regiments or companies were not to be cons idered as such.
Should the Secretary of War deem extra supplies of clothing necessary, he
was at li berty to deposit such surplus with the Paymasters of the separate districts, and under their direction it could be furnished the men when they needed
it. In such cases it was to be paid for at the contract price by stopages from the
arrears of the monthly pay of the recipients. 48 Later the President was authorized
to prescribe the quantity and kind of cloth ing to be issued annually, but this power
was not g iven him un til the last year of the war and consequently it had little
effect on the supply. 49
Like clothing, personal and camp equipment were both bought and issued by
the Purchas ing Department. Under the head of equipment were grouped a varied
assortment of articles, of which it was a lmost impossible to keep track. A ll kinds
of too ls, from bullet molds to pick axes, camp kettles, tents, tent poles, and some-
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times belts, scabbards and knapsacks were so designated. They were bought by the
Purchasing Department and distributed by it to the Regimental Quartermasters or
other persons specially appointed to receive them. The system was very much like
the system of supplying clothing, except that the articles in question were much
more easily lost and accounts thereof much more difiicult to make. So great was
the wastage from loss that eventually a regulation was made that requisitions
would have to be accompanied by the name of the regiment or corps and a return
of the articles of this class in the possession of the troops at the time. 50 If this rule
could have been enforced, much money would have been saved, but its enforcement was impossible. It was difficult enough to get reports of what would be needed two weeks in advance from the officers,51 in fact, very few of them had much
idea of the number of tools that were in the possession of their men. The
Purchasing Department had to go on buying to make up for the unnecessary
wastage, whether or not the money was forthcoming to meet the cost. 52

Medical Procurement
Hospital stores were also procured by the Purchasing Department, but, unlike
the clothing and equipment, they were distributed by another organization. During
the Revolution, there had been much difficulty in the conduct of the Hospital
Department, because it had been invested with the power to supply its own needs.
The directors and physicians were criticized severely on the ground that they
manipulated the purchases to secure personal gain at the expense of the health of
their patients. It was hoped that under the system created for the prosecution of the
War of 1812, the repetition of such unpleasantness might be avoided. Medicine,
surgical instruments, bandages, beds, bedding, bed sacks and special luxuries in
food stuffs had to be bought by the Purchasing Department upon the requisition of
the Hospital Department. 53 Regular rations were to be supplied by the usual contractors, however, and the Quartermasters furnished straw, fuel and transportation.
There were a few instances in which special contractors were appointed for hospitals, but they were not important. The whole organization was poor, but it must not
be forgotten that we had some very poor examples upon which to pattern it. At that
time the physicians for the British troops in Europe were being appointed without
a diploma of any kind and were often placed over the heads of experienced practitioners. So poor was the organization even for Wellington's Army, that his Chief
Medical Officer, finding it hopeless to get any good from the base hospitals in the
Peninsula, pleaded for regimental hospitals to keep the base hospitals empty. 54
Closely associated with the Department of Purchases in the matter of providing hospitals supplies for the troops was the Department of the Apothecary
General. It was the bus.iness of this department to receive, store and distribute such
articles as were included in the category of hospital stores, medicines and surgical
instruments. Under the term of storing was the preparation of medicines and the
repair of surgica l instruments. The preparation of medicines was to be done under
the supervision of the Apothecary General himself. 55 For the repairing of instruments, special cuttlers were appointed. 56 The Purchasing Department was to turn
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over all its acqutsttlons in hospital stores to the Apothecary Genera l or his
deputies, 57 who would deliver them to the hospital stewards upon receiving requis itions from the hospital surgeons. Once de livered to the stewards, the supplies
were charged to the hospital. 58 The Department was to consist of the Apothecary
General and as many deputies and assistants as the President might think necessary.59 Dr. Francis LeBaron, who had begun his military career as a surgeon's mate
in the Navy, was chosen to head the Department. 60 He look up his residence at
once in the City of A lbany, and from there supervised the distribution of stores to
the distant Northwest and even to New Orleans.

Quartermasters Purchased Local Medical Supplies
A lthoug h Le Baron sent medical supplies and stores for the sick over the long,
poorly made roads from Albany to Pittsburgh, from where they were forwarded to
the West, the amounts were small in comparison to the size of the Western Armies
and the amount of sickness to which they were subject. Most of the supplies ofthis
kind for the Western troops were either purchased by the states or obtained in the
neighborhood of the men by the Regimental Quartermasters. All this increased the
difficulty of keeping the accounts of the department in order; in fact, all of the
stores from medicines to beds were included in the returns which the poor, overworked hospital surgeons were responsible for making, consequently they were
not able to keep them all in order.

Department of Ordnance Created
Tt was rea lized, even before the Declaration of War, that a Department of
Issues, separate fi·om the Purchasing Department, would have to be organized to
care for and issue munitions. Tn 18 12, therefore, there was created the Department
of Ordnance. lts duties were very numerous. In general they included the reception, storing, care and repair of all munitions. The members of the department
were required to superv ise the inspection and proof of all cannon, shot, shells and
g unpowder. They were to oversee the construction of all the gun carriages, ammuni tion wagons, equipment for cannon and all other machines and ordnance stores
which the artillery and infantry used. The department was, fu rthermore, expected
to furnish to the Secretary of War semi-annual returns exhibiting the actual state
of the ordnance and ordnance stores throughout the Un ited States, together with a
genera l estimate of the wear, tear and and expenditure hereon, so that he might be
adequately informed to make the contracts and purchases necessary secure suffi cient supply for the future. 61

Colonel Wadsworth Heads Ordnance
The head of this department was to be designated as the Commissary of
Ordnance. The office was created in May, but it was not until July that a man could
be found who could and would undertake the work. Then Colonel Decius
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Wadsworth , who had resigned his commission in the artillerists and engi neers,
apparently because of the difference of opinion between the President and the
engineers as to the rank of their officers in relation to the rest of the officers of the
Army, accepted the appointment. He was assisted by four deputies and eight assistant deputies. Although the department was responsible for the reception of all
ordnance, whether made by private or public establishment, the national arsenals
at Springfield and Harper's Ferry were still left to the direction of their superintendents .62 Besides its general supervisory and distributive work, the department
made large quantities of bullets and carriages.
Severa l changes were made in the department from time to time. Secretary
Armstrong, who became head of the War Department, in 1813, wanted to add five
deputies to the fou r already provided, so that there might be one for each of the
military districts. According to this plan, each of the deputies would then be authorized to establish a " laboratory" at which fixed ammunition cou ld be made and the
expense of transporting it from district to district saved. Such laboratories would
also be useful, he thought, for repairing guns which could not be repaired on the
grounds.63 He succeeded in getting Congress to authorize the appointment of the
additional deputies, but nothing was done about the laboratories.64 The Army
Register for May, 1813, made the suggestion that there should be erected three
principa l laboratories in the country under the Ordnance Department where all
gun carriages, ammunition wagons, traveling forages and every other apparatus
for the artillery should be made and all kinds of ammunition prepared for the garrison and field serv ice.65 The principal arsenal for gun carriages, it was suggested
should be placed in Pennsylvania,66 because of the excellency of the workmanship
and material that could be procured there. The principal arsenal for the making of
fixed ammunition and small articles of equipment was to be placed at Albany67
under the supervision of the Assistant Commissary of Ordnance, Major George
Bomford.68 A large arsenal was also suggested for Pittsburgh to be used as a " laboratory" and for the construction of military carriages, because the whole Ohio,
Mississippi and Indian Frontier to Presqu's lsle would have to draw its supplies
through that city wherever they might be made. 69

Women and Children Employed
As the war progressed, more and more duties were found for Wadsworth's
Department. Jn consequence large numbers of persons of varying types and stations had to be employed, armorers to repair muskets, smiths, wheelwrights, general mechanics and other artisans were very soon among its workers.70 Jn the
making of ammunition, civil artisans were used and women and chi ldren were
very often emp loyed because they could be had for very low wages/ 1 and often
did their work better than such men as could be found outside the Army willing
to do it.
As a result of its duty of inspecti ng all munitions which it accepted on the part
of the United States, this department became responsible for their quality. Whenever
a delivery was expected on a contract, it was the duty of the Commissary General of
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Purchases to notify Colonel Wadsworth of the date and place. 72 Thereupon
Wadsworth appointed an inspector whose duty it was to test the articles, and if they
reached the standard, to sign receipts. When the supplies were received by the general officers they were again tested. At times this led to confusion, and complaints
were sometimes made that the Ordnance department was accepting goods which
were of an inferior quality and should have been returned to the maker. Special complaints were made of the Whitney muskets and of some of the arms made at the
Springfield Arsenal. Colonel Wadsworth insisted that the failure of the muskets to
stand the proof was due to the fact that the artillery officers tried them with a heavier charge of powder than was required by the regulations of I 798, which were still
in force. He demanded that the complaints be substantiated by even a single instance
of a gun which had exploded in the hands of a soldier.73 Except for a few such accusations the department seems to have been unusually free from criticism.
From 1802 to 1812 the system of supplying the Army had been through military agents, who had taken complete charge of the transportation of supplies, as
wel l as of issuing them. There had been no need, therefore, of a Quartermaster's
Department, and it had been dropped. On January I, 1812, William Eustis, the
Secretary of War, in his statement to Congress, informed the representatives of
the people that the inconveniences, embarrassments and loss of property arising
from the irregular and unprecedented manner in which the Quartermaster's
Department had been conducted, were inestimable. 74 The Secretary ofWar had
been forced to perform the duties of the Quartermaster Genera l, which he could
do in a manner satisfactory neither to himself nor the President. ln case of war,
the department would have to be revived. 75 Realizing the need for improvement
in the transportation, Congress created a new department which consisted of a
Quartermaster General, four deputies and as many assistants as the public service should, in the opinion of the President, require. The Quartermaster General
and his deputies were to be appointed by the President with the advice and consent of the Senate; the assi.stants were to be appointed by the President, acting
alone; and, should the exigencies of the service require it, the President was also
authorized to appoint additiona l deputies. 76 The first head of the new department
was Morgan Lewis, of New York. 71 He remained in office for a little over a year
without materially increasing the efficiency of his department in any way. Tn
March, 1813, he resigned to become a Major General in the Anny. 78 His place
was filled by Robert Swarthwout, who had previously served as an officer in the
New York Mi liti a, but his administration of the department was no better than
that of his predecessor.

Q. M. Duty Defined
The duties assigned to the department thus created were to be regulated and
defined by the Secretary of War. As described in the Army Register of 1814, they
included the transportation of troops, military stores, equipage and artillery; the
opening and repairing of roads; the reception from the Purchasing Department of
all clothing, camp equipage, arms, ammunition, ordnance for transportation, and
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distribution according to the orders of the General in command of the district to
which the goods had been ordered; the provision of all forage and fuel for the
troops; and the provision of food and sufficient storehouses for articles deposited under contract between individuals and the Government. No purchases on the
public account were to be made by the Department except for forage, fuel, straw
for the soldiers bedding, stationary, dragoon and artillery horses, oxen, wagons,
carts and boats for the transportation of baggage; boards, planks and nails for the
construction and repair of barracks, hospitals and bridges. Repairs to gun carriages and artillery wagons in the field were to be made by order of the Senior
Officer of the artillery at the expense of the Quartermaster's Department. But
should the President deem it exped ient he cou ld empower any officer or officers
of the department to supply and issue the whole or any part of the subsistence to
the Army whether the necessity arose from want of a contractor, from a deficiency in the contractor's supplies or from any other cause. 79 By this provision the
Quartermaster's Department became the maid of all work for the rest of the
Supply Departments. Not only did the President see fit to act upon his own discretion in this, but he delegated the power to the officers in command. Again and
again in the campaigns the Quartermasters were called on to supply.

Rapid Expansion But No Co-ordination
No sooner was the department organized than it began to expand. In April a
corps of artificers, consisting of a superintendent, appointed by the President,
four assistants, two wagon masters, two master carpenters, two master blacksmiths, two master armorers, twelve saddle and harness makers and twenty-four
laborers, who should be selected from the privates of the Army or engaged from
private citizens, were added. 80 With the re-organization in the spring of 1813, and
the division of the country into military districts, the department was enlarged.
There was to be as head of the department, the Quartermaster General witb the
principal Army, Robert Swartwout. In addition there was to be a Quartermaster
General for each of the other eight districts, eight deputies and thirty-two assistants. Within his own district each Quartermaster General was authorized to
appoint, under the direction of the Secretary of War, forage, wagon and barracks
masters, and each Quartermaster attached to a separate Army, command or district was empowered to appoint as many artificers, mechanics and laborers as the
service should require. As thus constituted, the department had one
Quartermaster General in charge in each district, with one district, the ninth, in
the hands of the head of the depaJtment. What actually happened was that
Genera l Swartwout turned all his attention to his own district and the department
as a whole was like the "Headless Horseman."
In this business, where more than any other place efficiency and centralization
were needed to obtain every economy of time and expense in transportation, we
find the least. Teams, purchased at an extravagant price in one section of the country, were sold shortly thereafter at an enormous loss, just at the time when a neighboring district needed them badly. Wagons and pack horses were sent loaded with
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supplies to an encampment from which, to use a nautical term, they returned "in
ballast," while other teams set out loaded from the same vicinity and headed in the
same direction. Orders for purchases instead of being going into the hands of a single person and being given to the member of the department best fitted to obtain
the desired articles, were given by the officers directly to one of the
Quartermasters, who procured whatever they could in their district.

Emergency Purchasing Provision Abused
The widespread use of the emergency provision allowing any number of different persons to purchase and issue when the regular agencies fai led, made the
keeping of accounts a lmost impossible. The expenditures were to be charged to the
department responsible for them, according to the regulation. Had the various persons, upon whom descended the duty of making reports, been expert bookkeepers,
all might have gone we.ll; but, alas, most ofthem could scarcely make their returns
legible, many of them forgot to include such things as clothing among their issues
and few of them made any attempt to g ive exact quantities or prices.81 To bring
some order out of the chaos, in the spring of 18 13, the office of the Superintendent
General of Military S upplies was created. The Secretary of War was authorized to
direct the Superintendent to keep all accounts of the military stores and supplies
of every description, purchased or distributed for the list of the Army of the United
States, and for the volunteers and militia employed in its service, by the severa l
officers of the Quartermaster's Department, the Regimental Quartermasters, the
Hospital Surgeons, the officers of the Hospital Department and Medical
Department and by all other persons, officers or agents who should have received,
distributed or been intrusted with such stores and supplies. But such accounts were
not to include the specie accounts for money disbursed by such officers or agents.
These were to be rendered as before to the accountant of the War Department.82

Supply Less Organized Than In the Revolution
Thus in the War of 18 12, we find the supply departments less well organized
than in the Revolution. The Comm issary General of the War for Independence had
g iven place to the civilian contractor, who had a lso taken over the duties of the
Commissary General of Issues. The Board of War, the Commissary of Clothing
and the Comm issary of Military Stores were replaced by the Commissary General
of Purchases and the Commissary of Ordnance. A ll of the duties of the f irst
Quartermaster's Department were taken over by its successor, which also received
the duty of finding any and all supplies in case of need.
[n writing of the Revolution, Professor W. G. Sumner has remarked, "We are
amazed at the recklessness with which the Co lon ists plunges into the contest,
when we rea lize their defenseless condition."83 However, a century of perspective
was not needed to bring this quality of recklessness into view; the c itizen generals, and, indeed, nearly everyone else, sad ly realized the handicap which they
hoped to overcome by sheer courage and devotion. There were no precedents on
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which much calculation could be based, comparatively little economic capital,
and, most important, no general political authority at all adequate to bring the
resources of the country in men and materials into effective play. Slowly, during
the next fou r decades, a government had been developed which represented a
nation not only much more tightly knit together, but enriched by its industry and
its astounding growth, and a government, moreover, which could have easi ly utilized the hard-learned lessons of the Revolutionary War. ft might have been
expected that the war declared July 18, 1812, would have begun and been carried
through with an efficiency contrasting strongly with the blunders and hesitations
of thirty-seven years before.

General Upton. s Indictment
Instead of which, we find the organization, of which the supply departments
have just been described, so poor that General Emory Upton, presumably sti ll to
be ranked as the leading historian of American military policy, summing up its
effectiveness in the telling statement, "In the war under the Confederation,
Congress, in its own name, could not raise a dollar, nor ann nor equip a single soldier. Under the Constitution, it had the sovereign authority to call forth the entire
fi nancial and military resources of the people." ln spite of this, in the first war, two
British Armies of more than six thousand men each, were made captive; and in the
second, a small British Army " brought war and devastation into our territory and
successfully withstood the misapplied power of seven million people."84
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11
The Lessons of the War of 1812
Introduction. In this brief selection from their detailed study of Army
m.obilization official historians Marvin A. Kreidberg and Merton G. Henry
summarize the lessons learned in the mobiLization o.f the American Army .for
the War oj'/812 and point to the inadequacies ofthe civ;/ian contracting system, the importance of transportation, and the need for slc{ff. departments
with adequate numbers of well-trained experts to manage the raising and
supporting of the Army.

The Lessons of the War
The lessons of the Revolutionary War, which were repeated and intensified in the
War of 1812, are reasonably obvious:
l. Mobilization of manpower and resources for war must be planned in
advance to avoid inefficiency, waste, and defeats.
2. Mobilization planning and implementation can never be accomplished in
advance without an integrated, well-coordinated staff to which that mission has
been assigned.
3. Unity of command and coordinated staff planning, rather than independent
staff bureaus, are vitally necessary for efficient military operations.
4. Volunteering will not provide sufficient manpower for the armed services in
a protracted war: some kind of compulsion must be resorted to.
5. Untrained troops of any classification, be it Militia, Volunteers, or Regu lars,
are unsatisfactory and expensive. The inescapable corollary of this is that proper
training of troops requires a certain minimum time and that if Militia are to be
employed as soon as they are mobilized, their peacetime training must be efficient.
6. Short-term enlistments are harmful because they allow time neither for efficient training of the men nor for long-range tactical planning for their employment.
Reproduced from Marvin A. Kreidberg and Merton G. Henry, HistOIJ' ofMi/itaiJ'
Mobilization in the United States Army, 1775- 1945, Department of the Army
Pamphlet 20- 212 (Wash ington, D.C.: Department of the Army, June 1955), pp.
59- 60.
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7. Procurement for the armed forces in war must be based on sound assessment of the nation's economic and industrial capacity and must include some arbitrary allocation of resources to ensure a flow of supplies to sustain the war effort.
Where critical shortages exist in national resources, some assured means of supply must be secured, whether it be by stockpiling or other means.
8. Women and, if need be, children, can be advantageously employed in the
manpower availability pool, particularly in farming and industry.
9. The supply of rations to the armed forces by the civi li an contract system is
unserviceable at any time and perniciously dangerous in wartime.
10. Transportation and routes of supply must indispensably be provided for in
war planning.
11. Military leaders cannot be trained overnight. Aptitude in business or in
politics is not necessarily a sound indicator of military leadership qualifications.
12. Military training, to be truly efficient, must have adequate training literature and competent instructors.
These were the lessons, twice taught in the first two major wars of the United
States. Only lesson 9 was well learned, for the contract ration supply system was
abandoned in 1818. The other lessons were to be taught again many times in succeeding wars, but they were never to be learned until the world wars of the 20th
century.

12
Army Supply in the Old Northwest
Introduction . Historian Francis Paul Prucha, S. J, describes Army supply
requirements oftheforts on the Old Northwest frontier in the period between
the War of 1812 and the Civil War and how they were sati~fied. In particular
he demonstrates the stimulus provided by Arm.y posts to the economic development and physical security of the region and thus introduces a common
theme in the histmy of the United States Army: the degree to which Army
installations and the associated requirements for logistical support have
influenced the development of nearby civilian communities.

At that day, there was not on ly the ordinary trade of a frontier town, but
there being a large garrison ofUnited States troops stationed at the Bay,
quite an extensive business grew out of contracts let by the commissary 's and quartermaster's departments of the garrison, for supplies of
va rious kinds, transportation, etc., etc.- ALBERT G. ELLIS, Green Bay
pioneer. 1
Wherever located, the army post tendered an economic opportunity to the nearby
settler. Garrisons needed supplies, and the army had the money to pay for them.
In the larger centers of population the business derived from military establishments might be overshadowed by other economic activity, but not so in the fron tier wilderness. Here where no market had existed before there suddenly
appeared a new community which, although obliged to be self-sufficient in some
measure, was soon calling loudly for sundry goods and services. The advance of
mi li tary forces into a new area did not follow the traditional pattern of settlement- a few persons or families at a time, each a self-sufficient unit isolated
from its neighbors, perhaps for many years. When the army arrived to establish a
new post, it made a resounding splash in the wilderness community. Two hundred
men might have been an inconsequential number in a bustl ing metropolis like
Reproduced with permission of the State Historical Society of Wisconsin and the
author; from Francis Paul Prucha, Broadax and Bayonet: The Role of the United
States Army in the Development o,j' the NorthwesL, 1815- 1860 (Lincoln: University
of Nebraska Press, 1973), pp. 149- 57.
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Philadelphia or Cincinnati in the year J819, but what a stir and commotion
Leavenworth and the men of the Fifth Infantry made when they arrived at the
mouth of the Minnesota Ri ver in that year. The detachment was an overwhelming
addi tion to an area that had thus far witnessed only the quiet passing of the fur
traders and the temporary, if somewhat more dramatic, expeditions of Zebulon
M. Pike and Stephen H. Long a few years before. And what a jolt the arrival of
aggressive army officers with their men must have given the quiet, almost vegetating settlements of Green Bay and Prairie du Chien, where Fort Howard and
Fort Crawford were built in 1816. For decades these communities of French halfbreeds had shown no signs of growth; having no immediate market for any agricultural surplus, they had produced only enough for their own subsistence.
Suddenly they were offered a market fo r hay and wood and oats, and if few of the
older inhabi tants had sp irit enough to grasp the opportunity, they were soon
joined by Yankee newcomers who did have.
For thirty years the army posts were a stimulus to the economic life of the
Northwest. They were a constant market for provisions and forage, for building
materials and skilled labor, for fresh beef and prairie hay, and fo r the transportation of men and supplies. The twin blessings which the army posts offered nearby
communities-economic opportunity and security from Indian attack- cannot
easily be differentiated in importance. Who can say whether the zealous frontier
entrepreneur was most gratified by the profit he derived from doi ng business with
Uncle Sam or by the rea lization that the presence of the army post meant fewer
Indian dangers?
The supplies required to keep an army post go ing in the decades before the
Civil War were simplicity itself as compared wi th the requirements of the presentday army. But if the needs were simple, so too was the econom ic systen1 that fu rnished them. The officers charged with the duty of providing goods fo r posts at the
far end of tenuous lines of transportation faced logistica l and financial problems
of no mean dimensions. 2

Militcuy Stores and the System ofSupply
The materiel on which the ex istence of a military garrison depended was
divided neatly into distinct classif ications according to the kind of supplies and the
War Department agencies responsible for their purchase and distribution. Of the
several categories, three entered little into the economic life of the upper
Mississ ippi Valley except as they furnished cargo for the river steamers, being
composed of goods produced largely in the East. These were ordnance supplies,
mi litmy clothing and equipment, and medical and hospital supplies. All were
essential to the mi litary garrisons but were needed in relatively small quantities
once the initial issue had been received.
The supply of anns and munitions to army posts was the responsibility of the
ordnance department, wh ich purchased or manufactu red the necessary stores and
then distributed them to the posts where they were needed. Large quantities of
firearms and munitions were manufactured in government arsenals in the Eastern
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Old Fort Howard, Green Bay, Wisconsin, c. 1840

states from raw materials purchased in Philadelphia and other Eastern centers. In
the West, however, where there was only a handful of troops at any g iven spot and
long years passed without any Indian fighting, the amount of ordnance stores
needed was not great. 3
Much the same was true of military clothing and equipment except that they
were of larger bu lk. The innumerable items, large and small , that made up the
uniform and garrison equipment of the United States soldier- the knapsacks
and shoes, the blue and scarlet and green cloth, the blankets and iron camp kettles- were manufactured in the East and purchased there by the commissary
general of purchases. From his headquarters in Philadelphia he contracted for
the various articles within his province as they were needed by the army units.
They were then assembled in Eastern depots and from there distributed to the
posts where they were to be used: down the Ohio to St. Loui.s and up the
Mississippi to Forts Snelling and Crawford; or over the Lakes from Buffalo to
Detroit, to Mackinac, and to Green Bay. Here there was little econom ic opportunity fo r the Western middleman; only the steamboat captain who carried the
goods upriver, or some Green Bay or Prairie du Chien trader who hauled them
in wagons or boats to Fort Winnebago, derived any financial return from the
hand ling of these supp lies. 4
So too with the medical and hospital supplies. Each post had its hospital and
army surgeon, but medical knowledge was still very limited, and the articles pro-
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vidcd by the medical department did not constitute a very large part of the total
shipments to the interior posts.
Of far greater importance were the subsistence stores sent to the garrisons.
Flour, beans, pork, and other staples were contracted for in Washington by the
commissary general of subsistence himself after he had advertised for bids in the
newspapers and had given notice ofthe time and place at which commodities were
to be delivered. Contracts for fresh beef were made by the assistant commissaries
at the individual posts, again after sealed bids had been received. lf contractors
failed to make delivery or if the goods proved unsatisfactory, the assistant commissaries were authorized to purchase the needed supplies where they could, drawing bills payable at sight on the commissary generaLs
The purchase of rations was governed by laws and regulations specifying the
item,; to be included and the quality and amount of each. That the soldier's diet was
determined by considerations of appetite rather than delicacy of palate is obvious.
In 1802 the daily ration cons isted of the following unadorned staples: one and a
quarter pounds of beef or three-quarters of a pound of pork; eighteen ounces of
bread or flour; and one gill of rum, whisky, or brandy. For every hundred rations
two quarts of salt, four quarts of vinegar, four pounds of soap, and a pound and a
half of candles were allowed. That this was not only a tiresome fare but an
unhealthy one became increasingly evident, especially during the War of I 8 I 2, and
the secretary of war took steps to improve it. In 1818 he increased the vegetable
part of the ration and directed that twice a week a half allowance of meat be supplemented by a suitable quantity of peas or beans, and that twice a week fresh meat
be substituted for salted.6
The subsistence supplies for a g iven post or g roup of posts were general ly
contracted for in a single lot. The contractor undertook to supply the whole gamut
of items-everything from the salt pork to the tallow candles- in accordance
with specifications drawn up by the commissary general of subsistence. Periodic
reports were sent to Washington from each post, with estimates of supplies on
hand and of requirements for the coming year. On the basis of these reports the
commissary general purchased the supplies for the next year, specifying delivery
for late spring or early summer. These annual contracts were sizable business
deals. In 1844, for example, the year's subsistence stores at .Fort Snelling amounted to 822 barrels valued at $5,992.30; at Fort Crawford, I 073 barrels worth
$7,48 1.40; at Fort Atkinson, 530 barrels worth $3 ,757.40; at Fort Des Moines,
530 barrels worth $3, 791.20; and at Fort Winnebago, 270 barrels worth
$2,371.60. The huge contract awarded in 1818 for delivery of subsistence stores
at Detroit exceeded $72,000. 7
In view of the amounts involved and the importance of prompt delivery, large
bonds were required of the contractor, and none could hope to compete who did
not have enough capital or credit to assemble the stores, provide the stipulated
bond, and command the transportation facilities necessary to deliver the cargo at
the specified time and place. Even so the contracts were not always fulfilled to the
satisfaction of the army. Inspection frequently revealed that the commodities were
of such poor quality that they cou ld not be issued to the troops. "The provisions
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have arrived," wrote one commissary officer to his superior, "and from their
appearance & Smell I am induced to believe them all much damaged." 8
T he pork, flour, beans, soap, candles, salt, and vinegar which made up the subsistence stores were in large measure beyond the production capacities of the communities surroundi ng the posts, and whoever received the contract had to scurry
around to collect the required items. Successful production of these commodities
by the troops themselves was rare. Some tlour, and occasionally candles and soap,
were produced at the forts, and attempts were made to distil vinegar from tomatoes raised in the gardens, but the hopes for self-sufficiency were never realized. 9
The fresh beef in the rations of course had to be supplied periodically and
hence from the vicinity of the post. Assistant commissaries at the posts made contracts with local farmers or traders, who undertook to supply the garrison with
fresh beef at stated times (generally once or twice a week) or to provide a specified amount on the hoof. 1 Contracts for beef seldom called for exact quantities;
"to be delivered as required" was a standard specification. Until such time as the
agricultural community near a post was large enough to provide the requisite cattle, the contractors were forced to drive them in from more heavily settled regions.
A final component of the diet was the garden truck produced by the troops
themselves. Though large-scale production of field crops proved unsuccessful,
garden ing seems to have been a regular activity at every frontier post. There is little evidence that garden truck was purchased in the civil ian community.
Other requirements of the posts were the responsibility of the quartermaster
general. l.t was he who arranged for the quartering and transportation of the troops,
provided them with fuel, straw, and fo rage, and obtained the materials needed for
constructing and repairing barracks, hospitals, and other post faci lities. These supplies and services were purchased by post or regimental quartermasters or by officers farther up in the hierarchy of the department. 11 As with subsistence supplies
a system of contracts based on sealed bids was the accepted procedure, though it
was not universally endorsed. It often proved more expensive than purchases on
the open market because of the price-fixing combinations formed by the few
responsible men in small communities who were in a position to bid. 12
Those were days when men little dreamed of a mechanized army; whatever
power was needed beyond human strength was supplied by sturdy oxen or horses. These beasts of burden- as well as the "fresh beef" still on the hoof- consumed tremendous quantities of forage. At isolated posts the oats, corn, and hay
required were obtained by the sweat of the soldier's brow. The military reservations included meadows that yielded rich prairie hay, and the soldiers could be put
to work cultivating extensive areas of corn and oats. But it was not long before
the settlers in the area accessible to the posts realized that they could profit from
army needs, and the soldiers were only too happy to relinquish the unmilitary
tasks of haying and harvesting. The army posts became a market for the surplus
corn and oats of the region, and enterpris ing farmers cou ld get army contracts to
cut and stack hay for the garrison livestock, often on the military reservation
itself. Nature supplied the prairie grasses, wh ich needed only to be cut and cured,
although occasionally the higher priced timothy was purchased for the posts. So
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too with firewood, which civilians supplied whenever the War Department
relaxed restrictions against its purchase.
For the imposing array of bui ldings that constituted the finished post considerable quantities of building materials were needed: timber and lumber, hundreds
of thousands of shingles, pickets for the stockade, and brick and Iime and stone for
chimneys and storehouses, if not for more pretentious architectural features. At
Fort Snelling, so long removed from any real civilian community, and to a large
extent at the other forts, the officers and men had to depend on their own efforts
to assemble the necessary construction materials; they built sawmills, sp lit shingles, fe lled timber, and quarried stone. But for these materials, too, civilians were
soon called upon to lend a hand. The quartermaster department let many contracts
for bui lding stone, timber, lime, bricks, and shingles; and on occasion some contractor might be engaged to build a stable or warehouse, providing both the materials and the labor. 13
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''f-'illy-Four Years' Recollections of Men and Events in Wisconsin," in Wisconsin llistorical
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Document no. 1 (serial 6 11), 2 16 ff.
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more or less autonomously. Uniled Slates Stawtes at Large, 3:203; General 'Regulations for the
Army, ( 1821 ), Article 68, in American Swte Papers: MilitaiJ' A.ffairs, 2:244; Lurton D. Ingersoll, A
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rrom this department for that region of country." Documenls Showing Annual Amount of the 1i'{/de
and Commerce on lite Upper Mississippi River (28 Congress, I session, Senate Document no. 242,
serial 434, Washington, 1844), 2.
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as the purchase of all articles not provided by other departments, including clothing, tents, and camp
equipment. Uniled St(IJes Statutes a1 Lwge, 3:298; General Regulations tor the Army, [ 1821), Article
70, in American State Papers: Militmyll.ffairs, 2:252. The office was abolished in 1842 and its duties
tra nsferred to the quartermaster department. United States Slalules at Lmge, 5:5 13.
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review of the problem of supply under the old system and the movement to replace it see Edgar B.
Wesley, Guarding !he Fronlier: A Sludy of Frontier Defenseji'Oin 1815 to 1825 (M inneapolis, 1935),
78- 81.
The new system materially reduced the cost of the ra tion and it was retained with little modification when the army was reorganized in 1821. United Slates Sl(t(llles a/ Large, 3:6 15. See the report
on the comparative cost of rat ions under the old and the new system in American State Papers:
Mililmy ;(O(tirs, 2:72- 74. Even the new system, however, had shortcomings, and in his repo rt for
1849 George Gibson, who had been commissary general of subsistence since 18 18, urged its abando nment. 3 I Congress, I session, Senate Executive Document no. I (serial 549), 204.
r. Un ited Slates Sta/utes at Lmge, 2:134, 672; 3:427; report of Surgeon General Lovell on army
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United Stales Stalules a/ Large, 5:258- 259.
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'lhrde and Commerce 011 the Upper Mississippi (28 Congress, I session, Senate Document no.
242, serial 434), 3; War Department, Stateme/lls of Conlracts Made in the Year 1818 (15 Congress,
2 session, l lousc Document no. 148, serial 24). The 1818 contract ror subsistence stores for Detroit
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cation of the quantities purchased for in individual fort may be obtained from an advertisement in
the Pioneer and Democrat of November I, 1855, which called for bids on the following supplies to
be delivered to Fort Ripley the next summer: 200 barrels of pork, 376 barrels of fresh super-fine
nour, 150 bushels of new white field beans, 2628 pounds of good hard soap, 986 pounds of good
hard tallow candles, 42 pounds of good c lean dry fine salt, and 657 ga llons of good cider vi nega r.
8 Lieutenant Reuben Holmes to General llenry Leavenworth, June I0, 1829, in Army Commands,
Department of the West, Lellers Received.
•J OfTice of the Commissary General of Subsistence, Registers of Leiters Received, vols. 1-4,

passim.
10 An example of an advertisement for proposals on fresh beef is the following, which appeared
in the Minnesota Pioneer of July 3 1, 1851:
"SEA LED Proposals, to be endorsed 'Proposals for Fresh llccf', will be received at this ofTice
until 12 o'clock, M., on the 30th day of September next, for the delivery to the troops at Fort
Snelling, of Fresh Beef, of a good and wholesome quality, in quarters, with l\11 equal proportion of
each (necks and shanks to be excluded,) in such quantities as may be from time to time required for
the troops, not exceeding thrice each week, on such days as shall be designated by the Assistant
Commissary of Subsistence.
"The proposals, after being opened, wi ll be su bmitted to the Commissary General of Subsistence,
who reserves to himself the right of acceptance; or of rejection, if the bids should be considered
unreasonable. Should any bid be accepted, the delivery of beef under the contract will commence
about the lst day of June, 1852. The average quantity of beef consumed monthly at the post, will
probably be about 4000 pounds. Corn-fed beef will be required during the winter months. The con1111Ctor will be required to give bond, with approved security, in the sum ofhalfthe amount involved,
for the faith full fulfillment of his contract."
Since the cat11e for the supply of the upper Mississippi posts came from the settlements in Illinois,
the beef contracts were on en made by the quartermaster ofTicer at St. Louis. See correspondence in
Army Commands, Department of the West, Leuers Received.
11
The quartermaster depa rtment was organized as such in 1818, and its duties were set forth in
detail in the 1821 edition of army regulations. See United States Statutes at Large, 3:427; Ingersoll,
1111tr Department, 182- 183; General Regulations for the Army, ( 182 1], Article 69, American Stme
Papers: Mi/itruy A.Dairs, 2:247- 252.
12 Ca ptain N. J. T. Dana to Major Samuel Woods, commander at r:ort Ridgely, September 2, 1853,
in Army Commands, Fort Ridgely Records, Letters Received. Inspector General Croghan reported
the same sort of diO"icully in respect to contracts for fuel. "The ex pence of fire wood at this post,"
he wrote from Fort Crawford, "would be lessened 50 per cent. were it furnished by private contract.
In issuing proposals to furnish agreeably to the usual mode conspiratorics are sure to be formed,
whereby the government becomes much the loser. Proposals are never handed in by more than one
person, but he is the representative of some half dozen of his neighbors, equally interested with himself in the price which is to be obt<Jinccl, because they are to be equal sharers in the profits of the contract." Report of October I I, 1836, in Office of the Inspector General, Inspection Reports, 3: 129
(first paginat ion).
13 According to a report of the quartermaster general, the followi ng sums were expended at th e
Northwest posts for construction and repairs during the decade 1849- 58: Fort Ridgely, $48,048. 14,
of which $40,365.35 was spent from a special appropriation for the co nst ruct ion of the fort ; Fo rt
Snelling, $24,743.43; Fort Ripley, $23,997.99; Fort Clark [Dodge], $5,0 I0.51; Fort Howard,
$2,585.79; Fort Dodge, $ 1,409.09; Fort Crawford. $884.06; Fort Winnebago, $189.41; Fort
Atkinson, $147.14. These figures did not, the quartermaster general added, represent the total cost
of the posts for "rents or for construction and repairs," since numerous claims lor "rents and for labor
and materials" were presented to and paid by his office. Expenditures for Barracks and Quarters (35
Congress, 2 session, House Executive Document no. 93, serial I 008, Washington, 1859).

13
Army Transportation in the Old
Northwest
Introduction. in this second excetjJtfrom his book on the Army in the Old
Northwest Francis Prucha, S.J, describes the role played by Army Logistical
requirements in the development of the system of/and and water transportation in the upper Mississippi Valley in the first halfof the nineteenth century.
He describes the needs ofArmy.forts in the region .for various modes (?{transportation and how those needs were met by a combination ofArmy assets
and civilian contractors.

ln the course of the spring, during the period of the floods, a steam-boat
ascends the stream as far as the St. Peter's River, to convey government
stores to the Two Forts; and the rest of the year, the means of communication are restricted to boats, sledges, and canoes.- CHARLES J.
LATROBE in 1833. 1
There is no better gauge of the development of the upper Mississippi Valley and
contiguous areas than the activity on its thoroughfares of commerce and communication. The interior might continue barren of population, and the beasts of the
backwoods remain oblivious of the human settlements threatening their precincts,
but the wilderness soon lost its aura of mystery when channels of commun ication
were cut deeply across it. The Indians, viewing in amazement and alarm the
increasing numbers of keelboats traversing the broad waters of Lake Pepin and the
steam ing river boats that followed in their wake, could not fail to realize that a
transformation was being worked in the lands they called their own. The si lent
gliding of the fur trader's canoe through the beautiful valley of the Mississippi or
Wisconsin River had made scarcely a ripple compared with the churning set up by
the steamboats that ventured up the Father of Waters bringing supplies to the government's new communities in the Northwest. These supplies were large in bu lk
Reproduced with permission of the State Historical Society of Wisconsin and the
author; from Francis Paul Prucha, Broadax and Bayonet: The Role qf the United
States Army in the Development qf the Northwest, 1815- 1860 (Lincoln: University
of Nebraska Press, 1973), pp. 172- 85.
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and constant in flow, and the demand for facilities to transport them was the stimulus that gave steam transportation its start on the upper reaches of the Mississippi.
So, too, the army forts at Chicago, Green Bay, and Mack inac were magnets that
drew lake vessels from the safe harbor at Detroit across the often stormy waters of
Lake lluron and Lake Michigan.

Public Transportation
In the interests of economy and convenience the army provided as much of its
own transportation as possible. The quartermaster department maintained in all the
army posts and units at least a modicum of"public transportation." Each garrison
had its teams of oxen or horses, which were essential for hau ling hay, fuel , and
lumber from adjacent areas, and which occasionally carried supplies over longer
distances. Sometimes, when specia l circumstances dictated the operation of long
and frequent supply trains, a fort held large numbers of these public animals. Thus
with the establishment of Fort Abercrombie on the Red River of the North in the
late fifties the army quartermasters in the area controlled many wagon teams
which brought supplies to the post; at times they were so numerous that civi lian
teamsters had to be hired to drive them. Mules augmented the oxen and were
farmed out in large numbers to citizens of the region for winter care.2
With respect to water transportation also the army enjoyed a measure of set fsufficicncy, especially before the steamboat displaced the simple canoes, bateaux,
and keelboats of the earlier years. Army posts situated on navigable water seem
always to have possessed some boats, and in the early days of the Western posts
river transportation was largely in the hands of the troops. The Fifth Infantry traveled from Green Bay to Prairie clu Chien in 1819 in boats which had been constructed for the purpose at Green Bay, and Colonel Leavenworth boasted of the
economy with which the movement had been accomplished. Fifth Department
headquarters at Detroit, indeed, had decreed in 1817 that every garrison should construct as many boats as would be required to move its troops and that they should
be kept in constant repair and reported as public property. In subsequent years the
troops at Fort Howard were directed again and again to build boats for movements
of troops from Green Bay to the Mississippi- in 1821 suiTieicnt bateaux to transport three hundred men to the Mississippi; in 1823 enough to move two hundred
men and their baggage; in 1825 enough to transport three hundred and twenty men;
and in 1829 thirty Mackinac boats. Late in 1819, when Fort Armstrong at Rock
lslancl was made a depot for provisions and stores, all transportation northward was
assigned to the troops. Even after steamboats had become fairly numerous on the
upper Mississippi, the army keelboats still saw active service, for until the river was
improved the steamboats could not pass the rapids except in stages of high water.
In 1826, for example, when the failure of the corn crop at Fort Snelling necessitated late-season shipment of corn from St. Louis, supplies were carried north on public keelboats sent down from Fort Snelling for the purpose. 3
But as private means of transportation increased in the Western settlements
and steamboat traffic became more firmly established, the army found it expedi-
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ent to make contracts with outsiders for the movement of supplies and troops.
Steamboats were much faster and more economical than keelboats, and army
commanders cou ld ill afford to assign soldiers permanently to transportation
duties. To have maintained numerous vessels for occasional shipments would
have been false economy. S imilarly, it was unthrifty to maintain many teams of
oxen for overland transportation if they were likely to be idle tor long periods,
especially when hay and other forage were so difficu lt to obtain. Large movements were a ltogether beyond the army's ab ility to handle, and the great military
expeditions up the Missouri and the Mississippi in 1819 necessitated reliance on
private contractors. James Johnson was awarded a huge contract to move troops
and supplies on the Missouri and to carry supplies up the Mississippi by keelboat
to Fort Crawford and Fort Snelling, at the rate of three and seven cents a pound
for the two posts, respectively. 4

Steamboats on the Upper Mississippi
Steamboats were soon able to ascend the Mississippi as far as Fort Snelling,
and the Virginia and the Rambler, which arrived in 1823, were the forerunners of
a steady procession of steamers which thrived on the trade occasioned by the army
posts and Indian agencies. By 1826 fourteen more had steamed north with army
goods and army personnel. This government traffic in supplies and men gave a
tremendous impetus to river transportation, and the army benefited too, by virtue
of the greater economy of steamboat transportation. 5
The subsistence stores were almost a bonanza for the early steamboat operators. The bids for supply included delivery at the posts, and as great a profit might
be made from the transportation as from the sale of the stores. Even fresh beef,
which was commonly driven overland to its destination, was sometimes delivered
by steamboat, cattle pens being constructed on the lower decks. The corn and oats
which constituted the bulk of the forage for the public animals were frequently
brought from downriver, and a substantial part of their delivered price represented
transportation costs. The percentage depended of course on the length of the journey. A contract for the delivery of corn made by the quartermaster at St. Louis in
1829, for example, called for two hundred and fifty bushels at Fort Armstrong at
sixty-two cents a bushel , eight hundred bushels at Fort Crawford at seventy-five
cents, and seven hundred bushels at Fort Snelling at ninety-five cents. In the same
year a steamboat captain agreed to deliver corn at Fort Crawford at seventy-five
cents a bushel, at Fort Snelling for eighty-five cents, and at Fort Winnebago for a
dollar and a half. Contracts for the delivery of subsistence stores, too, reveal an
advance in unit price as the distance from St. Louis increased, though the differentia l was not always marked. 6
Army quartermasters also arranged for the transportation of large quantities of
mi litary equipment, hospital stores, ordnance stores, and other commodities needed by the garrisons, including building materials and even sawmi lls. Often shipment was made of small lots of goods, perhaps some last-minute anivals which
could be t1.1cked away with other cargo that had been contracted for. Not infre-
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qucntly the contracts called for the delivery of a given lot of goods to a frontier
post for a stipulated sum, ranging from a few dollars to many hundreds. When
large quantities were being contracted for, the charge was more often expressed as
a g iven rate per hundred pounds. The amounts and the prices varied from year to
year and ti·om one contract to another, a good deal depending upon the state of the
river at the season of shipment. 7
Scarcely less important in the river trade was the transportation of troops, for
there was a steady movement of soldiers from post to post. There were always
troops to be transferred from Eastern rendezvous to the frontier, where they
replaced men who had served their terms or who had slipped into the wilderness,
deserting the service of the United States. 8 Changes in defense policy entailed
heavy troop movements as establi shed forts were abandoned and new ones established to meet new lndian threats or to protect the advancing frontier of settlement.
As often as possible, too, regiments were switched to provide a change for those
which had been buried in the wilderness for severa l years, and again a flow of personnel was entailed. All this was standard peacetime operation. When warfare
upset the normal routine, the rate of troop movements increased in spurts.
These movements of troops, as of supplies, were a great boon to the river
steamboat captains. Innumerable parties of officers, enlisted men, and laundresses with their accouterments and supplies moved up and down the Mississippi
between St. Louis, Fort Snelling, and the intermediate posts. Most of the agreements stipulated a flat rate per soldier with his ordinary arms and provisions. A
higher rate was usually charged for officers, who were furnished cabin instead of
deck passage. Camp women were counted with the privates. Extra subsistence or
other military stores were charged at a specified rate per hundred pounds.
i\s with supplies, the charges for transporting military personnel varied from
year to year and from one contract to another. In May, 1829, Captain Joseph
Throckmorton was engaged to transport from Jefferson Barracks to Fort
Armstrong a detachment consisting of one officer and forty-five privates and
women with their arms, provisions, and baggage for $4.75 per person. Two years
later he carried troops downstream between the same two posts at the much
lower rate of $328 for nine officers, one hundred and forty-eight men, and "the
usual servants and women, stores, &c." For the upriver trip to Prairie du Chi en
Otis Reynolds received in that sa me year $7.00 per officer and $3.00 per enlisteel man, and in 1833 Capta in P. Hunt received $8.00 and $4.50, respectively.
Fares in succeeding decades were compmable. One contract awarded in 1848
stipulated $ 12.00 per officer and $3.50 per enlisted man for the journey from
Jefferson Barracks to Fort Snelling; in 1850 troops were carried the same distance for $12.00 and $5.00, respectively, and in l 860 for $13.00 and $4.00.
These fares were not out of line with civilian passenger fares, which also varied
considerably, as did freight rates, with the stage of water on the river and the
severity of the competition. 9
Especially choice items of business were the large-scale movements which
attended the evacuation of a post. When Fort Crawford was abandoned for the last
time in 1856 and troops of the Tenth Infantry were transferred to Fort Snel ling,
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the owners of the War Eagle were paid $2,750 for chartering the steamer to the
post quartermaster. 10
The army business was widely distributed. True, the names of certain steamboat captai ns appear frequently in the army contracts, but actually the quartermaster do llars were disbursed to many individuals. To list the steamboats that
engaged in army transport in the decade and a half before the Civil War is virtually to make a cata log of the steamers on the Mississippi River. "
When wars or threats of Indian uprisings increased the tempo of troop movements, the business ofthe river captains boomed. The Winnebago uprising of 1827
prompted the dispatch of a formidable expedition of five hundred troops from
Jefferson Barracks to the Winnebago country. The troops embarked in three steamboats, the Hamilton, the Indiana, and the Essex, which carried them as far as the
Des Moines Rapids, where they were fo rced to transfer to keelboats because of the
low water. [n 1831 six companies left Jefferson Barracks on the Enterprise to quell
[ndian disturbances at Rock Island. During the Black Hawk War the steamboats
transported many troops, both regular and militia, to Forts Crawford and
Armstrong and back and forth along the frontier. In 1832 in the midst of the war
the army chartered steamboats for the rapid transport of troops. The Java of Otis
Reynolds was hired for six days at $140 a day, the Warrior and a barge for ten and
a half days for the sum of $2100, "for attending U.S. troops against the Sacs and
Fox fndians," and a boat belonging to J.W. Beatty for three days at $150 a day.
During the Mexican War and again during the Civil War large contingents of regul ar troops and vo lunteers were transferred by steamboat from the northern posts
to the battle areas. 12

Lake Traffic
As the upper Mississ ippi forts were a stimulus to river traffic, so the forts at
Green Bay and Chicago promoted lake traffic from Eastern points. After troops
garrisoned Fort Howard, vessels began to arrive at Green Bay with suppl ies for the
post and the c ivilian settlement. Chicago for many years saw no traffic except the
occasional vessel which dropped anchor there to unload troops or supplies. 13
The lake forts received their supplies and recru its via Detroit, and the
Michigan cap ital became an entrepot rivaling St. Louis. Merchants and steamer
captains reaped rich harvests from their contracts for the supply and transportation
of goods to the lake forts and the transport of recruits and other troops across
Lakes Huron and Michigan. With the regarrisoning of Fort Dearborn at the time
of the B lack Hawk War lake transportation boomed as troops were moved to
Chicago and large quantities of supplies were sh ipped in to feed and equip them. 14
T hese shipments were matched during the peacetime years by a steady flow of
troop reinforcements and subsistence stores.
The movement of military troops and supplies up and down the Mississippi
and across the Great Lakes was carried on largely by business enterprisers who
lived on the fri nges of the Northwest: at St. Louis or perhaps Galena, at Detroit,
or at Buffalo. The shippers carried cargoes and men between the old settlements
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and the new regions, mapping out water lanes that tied the interior to the frontier.
Pioneering in new routes, they cut and deepened by constant travel the pathways
tl1l'ough which the commerce of the new regions passed.

Interior Hauls
These lines between center and periphery were not, however, the only transportation development born of the needs of the army in the Northwest. Within the
region short hauls, too, needed to be made, and local merchants at Green Bay,
Prairie du Chien, or early St. Paul found many opportunities to augment their business by furnishing transportation overland or on the smaller rivers where steamboats and lake schooners dared not venture.
Among the posts dependent on such means of transportation was Fort
Winnebago. Lying midway between Fort Howard and Fort Crawford, this Wisconsin
post was supplied fi·om two directions, either from Green Bay, whither troops and
supplies had come from Detroit, or from Prairie du Chien, to which stores had been
brought upriver from St. Louis. Local residents hauled over the Fox-Wisconsin
waterway, or later along the military road, army men and supplies that the public
transportation faci lities were unable to handle. 15 Among such enterprisers was James
H. Lockwood, early Prairie du Chien lawyer and businessman, who in August, 1829,
contracted with the quartermaster at Fort Crawford to transport thirty barrels of subsistence stores to Fort Winnebago for $120. Another was Joseph Rolette, who in
1830 was paid the same amount for transporting three hundred bushels of corn from
Prairie du Chien to Fort Winnebago, and a third was Hercules L. Dousman, who was
paid $ 160 for moving four hundred bushels to the fort. In 1829 a prominent Green
Bay trader, John P Arndt, received $3 17.21 for moving certain mili tary stores to Fort
Winnebago and in 1832 he entered into contract to deliver such stores for $ 1.47 per
hundred pounds. In the meantin1e another Green Bay trader, Daniel Whitney, had
also been carrying military stores to the fort, the rate havi ng been $ 1.47 per hundred
pounds in 1830 and $ 1.09 the follow ing year.
The movement of troops also offered an opportunity to the Green Bay settlers
who could furnish transportation. For moving small numbers of soldiers from the
Bay to Fort Winnebago the usual charge was ten dollars per man. The contracts fo r
larger movements might include both troops and supplies, and sometimes extra
men were hired as pilots and boatmen. Year after year the traffic continued. There
seemed to be no end to the goods and detachments that needed to be moved to the
portage from Green Bay or Prairie du Chien, and when the army lacked transportation faci lities itself, some enterprising settler was on hand to do the job. The
cha rges were heavy as compared with the rates of the Mississipp.i steamboats. It
cost more to move a hundred pounds of stores from Fort Howard to Fort
Winnebago via the Fox River or the military road, a distance of little more than a
hundred miles, than to ship the same amount by steamboat from St. Louis to Fort
Snelling, more than six times the distance. 16
When forts were established in Iowa and Minnesota which could not be served
directly by the Mississippi, new transportation lines had to be laid out, and again
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a profitable business was offered to men who could take advantage of the opportunity. Contractors who furnished hay and corn to Fort Atkinson also transported
quartermaster stores, subsistence supplies, and lumber to the new fort from the
public warehouses on the Mississippi River. The stores and baggage which Fort
Des Moines received from Fort Crawford were carried overland in two-horse wagons, for each of which the owner received five dollars a day. When this Iowa fort
was evacuated, a Missouri businessman contracted to transfer the government
stores to St. Louis for $1.50 per hundred pounds. Supplies for Fort Dodge were
hauled long distances overland from ports on the Mississippi; in the fiscal year
ending in January, 1852, the cost of transporting stores to the fort from the depots
on the river came to $6, I 21 .07. 17
Fort Ripley, on the northern fringe of the frontier, stimulated commerce on and
along the Mississippi River above the Falls of St. Anthony. Charles W. Borup, a St.
Paul banker who ventured into all sorts of business enterprises, agreed in 1850 to
transport public property from St. Paul to Fort Ripley for $1.36 per hundred
pounds, and in 1856 to store and transport all stores for that post for $2. 15 per hundred pounds. The establishment of the new fort certainly hastened the building of
steamboats on the river above the Falls of St. Anthony. The Governor Ramsey,
which was put into service in 1850, the year after the garrisoning of the fort, carried both troops and supplies to it. 18
Port Ridgely on the upper Minnesota was the goal of the steamboats which first
ascended the river that far. In times of high water small boats could travel the winding course of the river as far as the fort; in less favorable seasons the freight was
landed at Henderson or Traverse des Sioux for transshipment overland. The large
quantities of supplies which the fort and the Indian agencies beyond it required for
troops and Indians gave an impetus for years to steamboat traffic on the Minnesota. 19
The 11/est Newton, which carried the soldiers to Port Ridgely in 1853, was the
first steamboat to navigate the upper reaches of the river. And what a commotion
the movement made! The quartermaster department, charged with transferring the
troops of the Sixth Infantry to the new fort, chartered, besides the West Newton,
two slower boats, the Tiger and the Clarion , each of which towed a couple of
barges. Two companies of infantry, the soldiers' wives and children, their stores
and equipment, and their cattle and dogs were huddled together in the boats as they
steamed up the placid river to the fort. The undertaking was a big one, a venture
into unknown regions that could hardly have been attempted except as a government enterprise; as yet no private individuals had business there that could justify
so great an outlay. Other boats that made frequent trips up the Minnesota were the
Equator, the Franklin Steele, and the Globe, all of which hauled stores, cattle, and
troops to Fort Ridgely. 20
Directly or indirectly the activities of the army on the frontier provided the
steamboats with other passengers: inspectors general and their parties making
their tours of inspection; troops sent to Indian councils to accompany Indian delegates, to escort Indian movements, or to assist in the disbursement of annuities;
members of surveys and other scientific expeditions; mechanics and laborers
north from St. Louis to participate in fort building.2'
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Besides these more sizable deals, the Western frontiersmen were able to pick
up many odds and ends of business that stemmed from army needs. They rented
wagons and teams to the garrisons; they transported soldiers detailed to labor on
the mi litary roads between Forts Crawford and Howard; they hauled Durham boats
from one Wisconsin post lo another and put boats and boatmen at the disposal of
military personnel lacking other means of travel; during the Mexican War they
conveyed troops to St. Louis by horse and wagon when river travel was impossible. They even contributed to the execution of the army's disciplinary duties: several citizens of Prairie du Chien, for instance, earned six dollars a day when they
rented their two-horse sleighs to officers in pursuit of deserters. In these and a
score of other ways the Western commun ities served the army garrisons in their
midst.

The Significance ofArmy Transportation Business
The river and lake traffic that grew out of government business cannot be
att ributed sole ly to the needs of the army garrisons. The Indian agents, too,
demanded large volumes of supp lies for their charges, and as the tribes parted
with their lands, annuity payments became increasingly heavy. In 1844, for
example, the goods shipped for distribution to the Winnebago, Sac and Fox, and
Sioux Indians far outweighed the quartermaster stores sent to Forts Snel ling,
Crawford, Des Moines, Atkinson, and Winnebago. Granted that quartermaster
sto res constituted on ly a po rtio n of the army supplies, it is obv ious that the sh ipme nts to the Indian agenc ies represented a sig nificant part of the government
trans portation business. 22
Certainty it was only the needs of the forts and the agencies that impelled
steamboats to proceed farther north than Galena in the early days, and it was Fort
Ridgely and the neighboring Sioux agencies that first induced them to travel far
up the Minnesota. Steamboats ascended the Mississippi as far as Prairie du Chien
only when they carried government supplies to the Indian agency or the fort. At
Henderson on the Minnesota large amounts of goods were deposited for transportation to Fort Ridgely and the agencies; fifty tons a week were forwarded to the
fort alone. When James Goodhue, the f iery editor of Minnesota's first newspaper,
outlined for his readers in his initial issue the pros pects for St. Paul 's economic
g reatness, he did not fa il to remark that the supplies destined for Fort Snel ling and
Fort Ripley, as well as the supplies for the Indian pay ments, wou ld pass through
the city. 23
At times the steamboats made a greater profit from transporting soldiers than
from their regular passenger trade, and even as late as 1853 St. Paul did a bigger
business in government stores than in the commodities sold to settlers. 24 Army
business gradually died out, but the transportation facilities it had fostered continued to serve the civilian communities as they slowly but steadily pushed the army
ga rrisons into the background of their economic life.
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Thomas Sydney Jesup: The Father
of the Quartermaster Corps
Introduction. An excellent series of biographical sketches entitled
"Quartermaster Generals of the Past " appeared in The Quartermaster
Review in the early 1950s. In this selection from that series Quartermaster
historian Chester L. Kiefer gives us a solid short biography of Thomas S.
Jesup, who served forty-two years as Quartermaster General (18 / 8- /860)
and is generally acclaimed as "the Father of the Quartermaster C01y1s."

For length of service and lasting contributions to the Quartermaster's department,
predecessor of the Quartermaster Corps, the record of Thomas Sidney Jesup as
Quartermaster General is unequaled. IJe took over the Department which had long
been in a more or less disorganized state and established it upon a sound rnilitary
and business basis. Many of the rules he formulated for its guidance have
remained unchanged in their essential characteristics for more than 130 years.
The length of his tenure is almost unbelievable today. He held the post for
forty-two years, from L8 L8 to 1860, a period that represents virtually one-fourth
of the 177-ycar history of the organization. That he was a remarkably able administrator is attested by the fact that he retained the office under eleven Presidents,
from James Monroe to James Buchanan, and under fifteen Secretaries of War,
from John C. Ca lhoun to John B. Floyd.
The voluminous collection of his letters, memoranda, and reports preserved at
the National Archives reveals that .J esup possessed a rare combination of qualities.
He had not only foresight, a grasp of the broad problems of his Department, and
the abi lity to plan a sound organization that wou ld function in both peace and war,
but he had also the patience and perseverance that enabled him to exercise close
supervision over the most minute detai ls or administration. Moreover, because of
his ski ll in selecting and training men, his influence persisted even during his long
absences rrom the office when he was with troops in the f ield.
Reproduced with the permission of the American Logistics Association from
Chester L. Kiefer, "Quartermaster Generals of the Past," The Quartermaster Review
32, no. 2 (.J~muary-February 1953): 32- 35 and I 04- 19. N.B.: The Quartermaster
Revie111 is a discontinued publication of the American Logistics Association.
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Another outstanding trait was the
scrupulous exactitude he required of
himself and his subordinates. He insisted that the regulations he laid down for
his Department be followed to the letter, and those who failed to do so were
quickly rebuked. On the other hand, ·he
was just as quick to bestow praise
where it was due. Though a strict disciplinarian, his sense of justice, his tact,
and his warm and charming personality
won for him a devotion which grew into
reverence over the passing years.
Jesup's reputation was not confined
to his achievements as Quartermaster
General. He had a distinguished career
as a young officer in the War of 1812
and later as a brevet major general in
command of troops in the Seminole
War, 1836- 38, during which he was
Thomas S. Jesup
severely wounded but remained with
his men and succeeded in capturing
Osceola, the famous Indian chief. A
lake in Florida bears his name in commemoration of his prominent part in the
campaigns in that State. Two fi·ontier ports- Fort Jesup in Louisiana and Camp
.Jesup near Atlanta, Ga.- were also named in his honor.
Since he was the f irst Quartermaster General to have headquarters in the
nation 's capital, under the plan instituted by Calhoun, as Secretary of War in
1818, of establi shing permanent staff supply agencies in Washington, Jesup
knew most of the leading pub! ic figures over a period of more than four decades.
He had close relationships not only with the Presidents and Secretaries of War,
but also with senators and representatives, particularly those functioning on
committees, such as Thomas Hart Benton, chairman of the Senate Committee on
Military Affairs. Jesup was a friend of the noted Senator from Kentucky, Henry
Clay, for whom he acted as second in the famous bloodless duel with John
Rando lph ofVirginia in 1826.
One biographer says that friends of Jesup, after his reputation had become wellestablished, requested permission to use his name as a candidate for the Presidency
but that he refused primarily because he believed that the position he held in the
Army made it improper for him to become affiliated with any political party.
Jesup's death on June 10, 1860, in his seventy-second year, ended his long stewardship of the Quartermaster's Department and fifty-two years of continuous service
in the Army. In honor of his memory the Secretary of War ordered all offices of the
War Department closed on the day of his funera l. The services were attended by
President Buchanan, members of his cabinet, and many other dignitaries.
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"Thus has departed," Secretary of War F loyd wrote in his formal announcement of Jesup's death to the Army, "one of the few veterans remaining in the
Regu lar Army of that gallant band who served in the War of 1812. A man long
known, respected, and beloved, alike for his varied and distinguisbed public services, his sterling integrity, untiring devotion to business, constancy in friendship,
and general social qualities."
A vivid picture of the man was g iven some years later in a tribute paid by
General Thomas Swords, who once had served under Jesup in the Quartermaster's
Department. He wrote:
What could l say that would do him justice! In character he was so
unlike any one whom I ever had the pleasure to serve. He was so free
from any display, any ostentation; yet his mind was stored with military
and civil law, as well as with the choicest literature. On any subject that
was presented to him, either officially or socially, he was ever ready to
impart, pleasingly and instructively, what he was so thoroughly conversant with, having remarkable conversational powers.
The warmth and earnestness of his friendships frequently called fo rth
remark, and drew to him many trusting and admiring friends . No intimation to the disparagement of one to whom this strength of affection
had been given would be for a moment tolerated. This, with many kind,
watchful attentions, made it so pleasing to serve him official ly; one had
such infinite trust that strict discipline never seemed a restriction. Then,
too, his approbation was readily expressed for well-performed duties.
Socia lly his home was the most delightful in Washington, and his
charm ing warm-hearted hospitality was extended to both resident
friends and strangers visiting the Capital.
Jesup headed the Quartermaster's Department during a period of tremendous
g rowth and change in the United States between the end of the War of 181 2 and
the start of the Civil War. Undoubtedly the most dominant factor in American life
was the expanding fro ntier and the westward march of civilization. This expansion, necessarily accompanied by the establishment of many new military posts for
the protection of the advancing settlers, increased tremendously the workload of
the Department which was responsible for transporting troops and supplies.
During his adm inistration, Jesup saw the United States achieve its present continental boundaries, beginning with the acquisition of East Florida in 18 19 and ending w ith the Gadsden purchase in 1853 . During this time Texas was annexed;
Oregon Territory was established- the 49th paral lel having been accepted by
Great Britain as the boundary line in the far northwest; and California and the
Mexican cession in the southwest were acquired as a result of the Mexican War.
" Old America seems to be breaking up and moving westward," an English
observer wrote the year before Jesup became Quartermaster General. At that time
Americans fo r the most part lived east of the Mississippi river except for the settlements about St. Louis and New Orleans. Before Jesup's death, settlers had
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pushed into Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas, and hal fway across Texas. The
Mormons had establ ished themselves in the Great Salt Lake basin, pioneers had
journeyed over the Oregon trail to settle in the Columbia River valley, and the gold
rush had brought thousands to California.
While settlement moved westward, the East was experiencing the changes
introduced by the coming of the industrial revolution. Both East and West felt the
need of adequate transportation. The program of road-building was rapidly
expanded, supplemented by the construction of canals, and before the Civil War
the East had a skeleton system of railroads. Throughout the whole period, river
commerce forged ahead with the development of the steamboat, which replaced
the slow-moving fla tboat and keelboat. The government made determined efforts
to improve transportation in the Far West, even to the extent of experimenting with
the use of camels, but oxen and mules continued to be used on the overland trails.
Toward the end of Jesup's life, communication was improved by the establishment
of regular stagecoach and mail service and the inauguration of the pony express in
1860 by the freighti ng company of Russell , Majors, & Waddell, which for years
had been transporting Army supplies to the West under contract. All of these developments had an impact upon the operations of the Quartermaster's Department
which Jesup had to meet in the course of his administration.
Thomas Sidney Jesup came from early pioneer stock, being a descendant of
an English emigrant, Edward Jesup, who was living in Stamford, Conn., as early
as 1649. He was born on December 16, I788, in Berkeley County, Va. , now a
part of West Virginia. His parents were James Edward and Ann (O'Neill) Jesup.
His fat her, a native of Wilton , Conn., settled in Virginia wflile still a young man,
but later moved to Kentucky about the time it was admitted as a State. He died
there around 1796, leaving a widow and four children, of whom Thomas, then 8,
was the eldest.
Jesup often said that it seemed as though he had never been a boy, since he had
to go to work at such an early age to help his mother provide for the family, whose
fortunes remained precarious throughout hi s boyhood. It was not until after he
entered the Army at 19 that he finished paying off the family's debts. He apparently had little time to acquire a formal education but as a result of his studious
habits he developed into a well-read and cultured man.
His career in the Army began on May 3, 1808, when he was commissioned
from Ohio as a second lieutenant in the 7th Infantry. That was the same day two
other men who were to gain military distinction entered the service- Winfield
Scott, who became General-in-chief of the Army and a nominee of the Whigs for
President, and George Gibson, who immed iately preceded Jesup as Quartermaster
General (in the Southem Division) and was the only man in history to serve as
head of one department of the Army longer than Jesup. Gibson was Commissary
General of Subsistence tlu·oughout the period that Jesup was head of the
Quartermaster's Department. He continued to hold the post after Jesup died, in
June 1860, until his own death in September 1861.
At the start of the War of 1812, Jesup was brigade major and acting adjutant
general on the staff of Brig. Gen. William Hu ll. He was taken prisoner by the
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British in August J 8 12, about two months after war was declared, when Hull surrendered his forces without a f ight. Jesup gained hi s freedom soon after in an
exchange of prisoners, was promoted to captain in January 1813, and to major of
the 19th Infantry the following April. On July 5, 1814, he was brevetted I ieutenant
colonel for distinguished and meritorious service in the battle of Chippewa, and
on the 25th of the same month was brevetted colonel for gallant conduct and distinguished skill in one of the hardest fought battles of the war, at Lundy's Lane on
the Niagara frontier, in which he was severely wounded. It was at Chippewa that
Jesup, as commander of the 25th Regiment, captured the British Major General
Rial!. fn his official report of the battle, General Scott said of Jesup: "He deserves,
in my humble opinion, everything wh ich conspicuous skill and gallantry can win
from a grateful country."
Jesup's reputation was rapidly becoming established. Late in 1814 President
James Madison sent him to Connecticut, ostensibly on a recruiting mission but in
rea lity to keep the administration informed on the progress of the Hartford
Convention, called by ardent Federalists to confer on their grievances growing out
of their opposition to the war. Extremists including Timothy Pickering, a
Quartermaster General in the Revolutionary War, hoped that the convention would
demand a revision of the Constitution to protect New England interests. There
were strong hints of secession. Jesup, on the basis of his observations, was able to
relieve the President of his apprehension by assuri ng him that a resolution to
secede could not pass.
After the wm· the Army was reorganized and sharply reduced, but Jesup was
retained in the service. Jn Apri l 1817 he was made lieutenant colonel in the 3rd
Infantry and the following March became adjutant general, with the rank of
colonel, in the Northern Division of the Army under General Jacob Brown. On
May 8, 1818, President Monroe appointed him Quartermaster General with the
rank of brigad ier general. Jesup was then 29 years old .
Actually, Jesup was second choice fo r the office. Wil liam Cumming of
Georgia, who had been Adjutant General of the Army until he resigned in 181 5,
originally was offered the post but declined it because, as he wrote Calhoun, he
was preoccupied with "civil pursu its."
Upon learning that he had been selected to fill the vacancy, Jesup wrote to a
friend: "One hour before receiving the appointment, I had as little expectation of it
as of taking a voyage to the moon. lt places me in the second rank in the army; and
presents a more extensive field than any other military situation in time of peace."
Jesup became Quartermaster General at the time when Ca lhoun, appointed
Secretary of War only five months earlier, was instituting the most thoroughgoing
reorga nization the Army and War Department had ever experienced, and developing basic policies for coastal protection and frontier defense, while at the same
time striving to maintain the size of the Army in the face of strong pressure from
many members of Congress to reduce all military appropriations .
Jesup was in sympathy with Calhoun 's objectives and eager to accept the challenge which the post of Quartermaster General posed, even though he was "well
aware that some reputation is risqued in the attempt to give system to a
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Department which has hitherto in our service been in a state of confusion and disorganization." He was confident that, with Calhoun 's support, he could make it the
first Department of the Army as it was in all European services. " I wish," he wrote
Calhoun, "to give it that character, and those features, which will render it efficient
in time of war, and which both in peace and war, will insure a strict responsibility
in all its branches."
He had given considerable study and reflection to the need for converting the
Quartermaster's Department into an efficient organization. In accepting the
appointment, Jesup urged that young officers from the line be utilized in his
office, since he thought of it as a military one. He was opposed to the employment
of "professional clerks." He contended that only men who had seen active service
in the f ield and were familiar with military procedures would be of use to him in
achieving the objectives for which the office was established. Moreover, he viewed
his office as a school of instruction, in which "young gentlemen of the army, at the
same time that they might be usefully employed, should have an opportunity of
acquiring habits of business and of educating themselves for the various duties of
the staff." His ideas won the approval of the War Department.
He maintained that the functions of the Quartermaster General were not those
of an accountant, examining and adding vouchers, but embraced " in addition to a
military and administrative control of every branch of the department throug hout
the union the marking of military estimates, reports & statements and a strict military scrutiny into disbursements of every character." This concept of his duties
and of the nature of the office remained unchanged throughout his administration.
To the conduct of the Department's business he applied a strict ethical code. It was
not sufficient simply to act correctly, he advised an assistant, "but to pursue such
a course as to put it out of power of ma lig nity itself to misconstrue your motives."
A month a·fter taking office, Jesup cast his concept of the nature and functions
of the Quartermaster's Department and the duties of its officers into a formal
series of rules and regu lations. These were based on his own experience both in
the staff and the line, together with such information as he was able to obtain from
examining the correspondence of Generals Mifflin and Green and Colonel
Pickering, Quartermasters General of the Revolutionary Army under General
Washington, and from studying the administration procedures of the French,
Prussian, and British armies. His regulations were approved by Calhoun and
embodied by General Scott in the code of regulations published for the information and guidance of the Army in July 182 1.
Experience in office increased Jesup's faith in the efficiency of the system he
had inaugurated in 181 8. Many years later, after he had commanded troops in the
field during the Seminole War, he wrote:
I had, under the most difficult circumstances, an opportunity of testing
the high efficiency of the system- an efficiency which I had never
before witnessed in the Department when serving in the field. I never
found the slig htest difficulty from the working of the regu lations; nor
do 1 be lieve that any difficulty is occasioned by the regulations; all the
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diffic ulties 1 have observed since the system has been in operation,
have resu lted from Commanding officers forgetting their own high
position and descending to, and interfering with, the minutest details of
the duties of Quarter Masters-or in other words the difficulties have
not resulted from the system, but from an unnecessary interference
with it.
The Quartermaster's Department expanded and contracted under the impact of
wars and peacetime economy. When Jesup took charge in 1818 he was assisted by
two deputies, sixteen assistants, and eighteen regimental and battalion quartermasters. H is staff remained intact for about three years, but in 1821 the
Congressiona l advocates of economy in military expenditures reduced the size of
both the Army and the staff departments. Of the thirty-seven officers in the
Quartermaster's Department only thirteen were retained.
This drastic reduction presented Jesup with a difficult problem, fo r his duties
were simultaneously increased when the Secretary of War called upon him to
assume certain clothing responsibilities formerly handled by the O·ffice of the
Commissary General of Purchases. Ultimately the Quartermaster's Department
was to absorb all remaining functions of this Purchasing Department when it was
abolished in 1842. In the meantime, the Quartermaster's Department was so seriously handicapped by the shortage of personnel that Jesup requested more officers
late in 1821 and again in 1823. He contended that the reduction of the Army from
10,000 to 6,000 men did not bring a corresponding reduction in the Department's
work, poi nti ng out that its labors depended "not on the number of troops in service, but on the number and remoteness of the posts occupied, the extent of the
frontiers, and the dispersed state of the military resources of the nation."
Jesup's arguments fell upon deaf ears. Not until 1826 was he able to get an
increase in personnel. At that time Congress finally made a forma l transfer to the
Quartermaster's Department of the c lothing responsibilities which it already had
been admi nistering for five years, and, in addition, ordered the Quartermaster
General to prescribe and enforce a system of accountability for al l clothing and
equipage issued to the A rmy. In recognition of this "added burden," Congress permitted Jesup to add twelve officers, making a total of twenty-five in the
Department.
For the next twelve years the organization of the Department remained
unchanged. Neither the Black Hawk War nor the Seminole campaign brought any
increase in the standing army since militia were called out by several of the States
to meet the Indian attacks. ln 1838, however, the threat of serious compl ications
with Great Britain over boundary issues caused Congress to enlarge both the Army
and the staff departments. Thirty-seven men were authorized for the
Quartermaster's Department but as military conflict with England was avoided, the
Department was not buil t up to its authorized strength. Instead, under the influence
of the Panic of 1837 wh ich aga in produced economy measures, vacancies occurring in the Department were not f illed. On the eve of the Mexican War, Jesup complained to Secretary of War William L. Marcy that he had only twenty-five offi-
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cers "for the great depots, for service in the field, and for superintending the works
being erected."
When war was declared in May 1846, Cong ress provided for a volunteer force
of 50,000 men, and the following month authorized the President to appoint such
additional quartermasters as the service might require, but not to exceed one quartermaster for each brigade, and one assistant quartermaster for each regiment. In
February 1847, it increased the force by ten regiments, each to have a quartermaster. rn addition, it authorized the President to add four Quartermasters and ten
Assistant Quartermasters to the Department. After the close of the Mexican War
and the disbandment of the volunteers, the Army g radually decreased in size. It
had slig htly less than 13,000 officers and enlisted men at the time of Jesup's death
in 1860, and the Quartermaster's Department again had a total of thirty-seven officers plus seven mi litary storekeepers. Because of the dispersed state of the Army,
however, this staff was by no means large enough to perform all the laborious
duties of the Department. In consequence, Jesup was compelled to emp loy more
than a hundred regimenta l officers.
Operations of the Department during Jesup's long administration were centered primarily, except for the Mexican War, upon supplying the needs of troops
scattered over the ever-widening frontiers and supporting them in the Indian warfare, whi ch for all practical purposes kept the Army on active-service basis
throughout the g reater paxt of the period. The Mexican War itself, in which he supported the armies of Zachary Taylor, Winfield Scott, and Stephen Kearny, did
much to increase the problems of the Department in the postwar years, s ince it
added considerable territory to the United States.
In the decade fo llowing the War of 18 12, the Army launched an unprecedented advance into the Indian country, undertaking a program of constructing posts
that enta iled arduous transportation and supply problems for the Department. It
was in the latter part of this period, in 18 18, that Jesup became Quartermaster
General. He had been in office only ten months and had bare ly completed his reorganization of the Department when Calhoun ordered him to St. Louis to supervise
prepa rations for troop movements in the West. Two expeditions were being sent
out by the War Department to combat British influence, enlarge and protect the fur
trade, and effect permanent peace on the frontier by controlling the Indians. The
main expedition was to move up the Missouri to the mouth of the Yellowstone river
and erect posts at Council Bluffs and Mandan village, near the present site of
Bismarck, N.D. The other was to advance up the Mississippi to the mouth of the
St. Peter's river (the Minnesota river of today) where it was to establish a strong
post in what has since become the metropolitan area of St. Paul.
Supply preparations for the expeditions had been started in the winter of
1818- 19 wh ile Jesup was still in Washington. These included the shipment of ordnance and ordnance stores, c lothing, tools, and medical and hospital stores.
Subsistence also had to be provided. Under the influence of Co lonel Richard M.
Johnson, a Kentuckian serving in the House of Representatives who in 1837
became Vice President of the United States, a contract was awarded by the
Quartermaster's Department to his brother, Colonel James Johnson. The latter was
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to furnish and deliver the required provisions to the ultimate destination points of
the expeditions. He was also to provide steamboats for the transportation of supplies and troops.
The movement of the 6th infantry, comprising I ,100 men, from Plattsburg, via
New York, Pittsburgh, and St. Louis, to Council Bluffs, 800 miles above the mouth
of the Missouri river, was characterized by Jesup as "the most important and most
expensive" as well as " the longest movement of an American military expedition"
undertaken to that time--2,628 miles. The main body of the Mississippi expedition, comprising 300 men of the 5th Infantry, sailed from Detroit by way of the
lakes, and traveled over the Green Bay, Fox, and Wisconsin rivers to Prairie du
Chien, then up the Mississippi to St. Peter's, a distance of 1,270 miles.
When the time came for the Missouri expedition to move from St. Louis in
June, a situation developed similar to that which had plagued so many earlier
Army operations- the contractor was not ready. Completely disgusted, Jesup
declared that "the Johnsons are entirely without military capacity" and that the
combined talents and energies of the whole concern " would hardly be sufficient
for a common quarter master sergeant." Fortunately, Jesup, in anticipation of just
such an emergency, had made provisional arrangements, with the result that the
expedition set out in detachments using keelboats furnished by the
Quartermaster's Department.
Colonel Johnson's shortcomings were due to financia l difficulties and the considerable trouble he had with his steamboats, which were not well-constructed and
lacked sufficient power. In consequence of the delay and the difficulties of navigating the Missouri, caused partially by the lowness of the water, the main expedition advanced only as far as Council Bluffs. Under his contract, Colonel Johnson
submitted an itemized statement amounting to more than $250,000. Jesup, however, refused to admit some of the claims and these differences were later referred
to arbitrators for settlement.
Though preparations were made in the winter of 1819 to continue the
Missouri expedition to Mandan village, charges of extravagance brought an
investigation and Congress refused to appropriate further funds . Consequently
the troops did not move beyond Council Bluffs. Fort-building on the frontier
came to an end temporarily in the wake of an economy move that developed out
of the Panic of 1819.
Retrenchment became the order of the day as Calhoun sought to prevent disbandment of the Army and Congress drastically reduced its size from 10,000 to
6,000 men. -Even before Congress enacted that legislation, Jesup was warning
members of his staff that public expenditures must be reduced. He wrote to his
assistant at Detroit that "I have an extensive and intimate acquaintance with the
public men of the Country, and knowing their sentiments, am convinced that nothing but retrenchment can save the army." He immediately adopted stern economy
measures. He ordered all stores and provisions for the frontier posts transported by
the troops themselves in public boats rather than by contractors. He scrutinized
more closely than ever accounts submitted by subordinates and promptly deducted a ll irregular and unauthorized expenditures . He interpreted more rigidly than
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before the allowances permitted officers under the regulations, disapproving per
diem payments when circuitous rather than direct routes of travel were followed or
when the officers rented expensive housing instead of utilizing public quarters. He
directed his Quartermasters to compute their estimates of requirements as accurately as possible on the basis of allowances permitted and the number of men to
be served.
Though his Department was reduced in personnel, Jesup had to assume additional burdens relative to the administration of clothing in 1821. Considerable supplies of c lothing and equipage were stored in depots throughout the country. Some
was stock remaining after the War of !812; some was material sent out for issue
fl·om Philadelphia in the postwar years. One of Jesup's first objectives was to clear
out these depots as much as possible by issuing clothing to the troops stationed in
the vicinity of the depots.
The adoption of this practice, together with the considerable supply on hand
at the principal depot at Philadelphia by reason of the reduction in the size of the
Army in 1821, sharply decreased expend itures for clothing during the next three
years. Thereafter the need to build up reserves at depots located at remote points
gradually increased expenditures. In the meantime, under Jesup's g uidance the
Quartermaster's Department had weathered the storm.
It had been a strenuous decade since Jesup had assumed the duties of his
office. Early in 1828, when it appeared that a brigadier-generalship would become
vacant by the designation of either General Scott or General Edmund P. Gaines to
command of the Army, Jesup solicited the appointment. Like most of his predecessors, Jesup had grown weary ofthe burdens imposed by his office. Though the
appoin tment would confer no additional rank, its duties, he informed the Secretary
of War, "would be more agreeable to me than those I now perform, and would,
besides, be less injurious to my health." But Jesup was too valuable as
Quartermatster General and he was not granted the coveted command. However
on May 8 he was promoted to the rank of Major General by brevet "for ten years'
faithful service."
More than ever his abilities as an administrator were in demand. Early in the
following year, the President having transferred the management and superintendence of the breakwater at the mouth of the Delaware river from the Navy to the
War Department, the Secretary of War assigned the execution of this work to
Jesup. For the next seven years the administration of this public work rema ined the
responsibi lity of the Quartermaster's Department until at its request in 1836, it was
transferred to the Engineers Dep-artment.
At the same time the Quartermaster's Department also sought relief from
responsibi lity for the construction of certain roads being opened in Arkansas.
Road-bui lding in the states and territories facilitated communication with the
western military frontier and a number of such projects had been undertaken after
.Jesup assumed office. The wave of economy that had brought a halt to post construction and to the Missouri expedition had also caused the suspension of road
construction. Not unti I the mid-1820 's was such work resumed under specific
Congressional direction. While the labor of troops had frequently been used to
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open roads required for their operations, after the reduction of the Army in 1821
sufficient soldiers could not be spared from their other duties to build roads
between the posts on the frontier or between the frontier and more settled areas.
Consequently when road building was again initiated the Quartermaster's
Department resorted to the use of contracts and hired laborers.
The efforts of the Department to reduce its responsibi lities in the summer of
1836 were dictated by the inadequacy of its staff to meet all demands being made
upon it. In addition to its routine duties of supervising the construction of roads,
barracks, hospitals, and similar facilities, and transporting supplies and troops, the
Department was burdened with the duties of other agencies which involved much
labor and heavy pecuniary responsibility. Among these were the payment of Indian
annuities and the purchase of supplies lor the department of Indian affairs, which
in 1836 amounted to about $800,000. Quartermasters were also subjected to duty
in the Subsistence Department, and under the direction of the Secretary of War
were often required to purchase large supp lies of camp equipage, medicines, hospital stores, and, occasionally, arms and ammunition.
In 1836 Major Thomas Cross, acting Quartermaster Genera l in Jesup 's
absence, requested additional personnel not only to meet these demands but also
to provide Quartermaster support fo r the military operations being initiated
against the Creek and Seminole Indians. Both the regular Army and the 10,000
volunteers authorized by Congress had to be transported and supplied by the
Department, and since Indian operations necessarily occurred in wildernesses far
removed from sources of supply and adequate lines of communication, the task
was arduous. Though many more Quartermasters were needed for fi eld service the
Department's request went unheeded.
Jesup himself was away from the office for two years, having been assigned
by President Jackson on May 19, 1836, to command troops called out by Alabama
and Georgia to operate against the Creeks. This was an entirely unsolicited assignment, for Jesup, far from aspiring at that time to the command of an army in the
field, was slowly recovering from a serious illness. As he phrased it: "This is a service which no man would seek with any view other than the performance of duty.
Di stinction or increase in reputation is out of the question."
li e was directed to subdue the Indians, preventing their retreat into Florida
to join the hostile Sem inoles, and to remove them west or the Mississippi.
Though he regarded tl1is pol icy of removal as of "extremely doubtfu l propriety,"
he did his utmost to carry out the instructions of the government. In the course
of operat ions he found it necessary, under the ex isting military exigency, to disregard the orders of General Scott, his superior officer, who had charge of the
entire Indian campaign, genera lly referred to as the Florida or Seminole War.
The correspondence exchanged at that time threatened to jeopardize the lifelong friendship of the two men but the reason for his conduct was explained to
the complete satisfaction of Scott.
After Scott was removed and a court of inquiry instituted into his conduct of
operations, Jesup in December 1836 assumed the command of the whole campaign. Though severely wounded in January 1838, he nonetheless moved with his
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army. The nature of the country and the climate, however, placed obstacles in the
way of any completely successful campaign in florida. Jesup was charged with
"imbecility and inefficiency" on the noor of the Senate and the continuance of
the war was imputed to his incapacity. This effort to provoke an inquiry was
thwarted by Senator Benton, who ably defended Jesup and showed to the satisfaction of his fellow Senators and countrymen that the General had accomplished
much despite obstacles.
Jesup, aware that operations had fallen short of pubI ic expectations, reminded
the Secretary of War tbat the troops were "attempting that which no other armies
of our country have been required to do." He and his predecessors not only had "to
fight, beat, and drive the enemy before us, but to go into an unexplored wilderness
and catch thcm"- action that neither Wayne, Harrison, nor Jackson had been
required to take. When Jesup was relieved of the command in May 1838, the
Secretary assured him that he had accomplished all that could be expected, and
that in withdrawing him the War Department was not activated by any lack of confidence in his zeal or ability to carry the war to a successful issue, but from the
belief that he might, without injury to the public service, return to the duties of the
Quartermaster's Department.
From 1839 until the fall of 1846, Jesup remained in Washington directing the
affairs of the Department. As the effects of the Panic of 1837 were felt, and
Congress cut appropriations sharply, he reduced Quartermaster activities. He
insisted that "to save the army we must come back to the economy which characterised Mr. Ca lhoun's administration of the War Department." The parsimony with
which Congress treated the Army in these years accounted in part for the almost
total lack of preparations for the war with Mexico in May 1846. Yet overnight
Jesup was expected to furnish clothing, equipage, and transportation for tlu·ee
widely-scattered armies fighting in rough, semi-desert areas that were almost
totally lacki ng in roads and deep waterways and could provide virtually nothing in
the way of supplies.
Under these circumstances, Quartermaster officers were compelled to obtain
supplies wherever they could get them . The difficulties of procurement were
more than matched by the problems of distribution. Mules, wagons, and steamboats in large numbers were required to transport men and materiel over supply
lines that were longer than any previously used in military operations of the
Un ited States and involving, for the fi rst time, the establishment of an oversea
supply line, since there were no passable land routes to Mexico. The difficulties
attending Quartermaster operations and the delays in communicating with
Washington induced Jesup to go to New Orleans in the fall of 1846 to direct supply activities in his capacity as an officer of the staff. During the seven months
he spent in the field, Jesup visited not only New Orleans but Brazos, Santiago,
Tampico, and Vera Cruz.
The scope of Quartermaster operations may be judged from the fact that within a period ol" a few months more than ll ,500 horses, about 16,300 oxen, and nearly 23,000 mules were purchased as well as approximately 7,000 wagons and hundreds of small boats. In addition several hundred sail and steam vessels were hired.
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These means of transportation, with the vast supplies required, were collected
from a territory exceeding in extent the whole of Europe, as Jesup pointed out in
his 1847 annual report in which he effectively summarized the steps taken by the
Department to support the armies in the f ield. He concluded that:
With our nearest depots farther from the sources of supply than Algiers
is from Toulon or Marseilles, we accomplished more in the f irst six
months of our operations in Mex ico than France, the first military
power in Europe, has accomp lished in Africa in seventeen years. And
heavy as the expenditures unquestionably have been, there is not another instance in the last two centuries in which so much has been accomplished by any other nation, in so short a time, with so small a force and
at so little cost.
Of all the troublesome problems encountered during the war, none equalled
the difficulty of obtaining civilian mechanics, teamsters, laborers, and other operatives required in the various and widely extended operations, Jesup declared. He
contended that only the organization of a corps "subject to the laws which govern
the army, and entitled to all the advantages secured to the troops of the line" would
provide the solution. His proposal, repeated many times but shelved without
action, anticipated the creation of Quartermaster units, a development that was not
to occur unti l 19 12.
With the restoration of peace, the primary task of the Department was the
return to their homeland of more than 40,000 troops, but the secondary and more
troublesome one involved salvage disposal. The sudden termination of the war left
on hand, in the United States and Mexico, a large amount of Quartermaster property, the greater part of which, particularly the sea and river transports, was not
needed in peacetime. At the suggestion of Jesup, the most useful transports were
transferred to the Treasury Department for the coast survey and to the Navy
Department; the others were sold. Al l damaged property along with that which
could not readily be reshipped to the United States was disposed of by the
Department in auction sales at Vera Cruz. This was the first salvage disposal program undertaken by a Quartermaster General in a fore ign land.
The vast territories acquired as a result of the war with Mex ico posed new supply problems that greatly increased the expenditures of the Quartermaster's
Department. Before 1845 the extreme fron tier posts extended fi·om the Gulf of
Mexico to Lake Superior, most of them on navigable waters. They were therefore
easily accessible and could be supplied readily and cheaply. Following the war the
new outposts were located on the Rio Grande, the Pacific Coast, and on the route
to Oregon- all remote from sources of supply. Troop reinforcements as well as
supplies had to be taken from the older States, over long land and water routes, at
enormous expense.
The effect th is had on the cost of operating the Quartermaster's Department is
graphically illustrated by a comparison of expenditures in the fiscal years 1844
and 1850. The cost of Army transportation in 1844 was less than $120,000 and the
total expenditures of the Quartermaster's Department amounted to only $87 1,000.
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In the fiscal year 1850 transportation costs jumped to nearly $2,000,000, while the
expenditures of the Department totaled $4,295,000.
Surveying and opening roads that would provide the shortest and best routes
along which to supply and reinforce the Army 's distant posts claimed a major share
of Jesup's attention in the period fol lowing the war with Mexico. Year after year in
his annual reports he proposed the construction of turnpikes and the improvement
of rivers in the newly-acquired territory. As he pointed out, "every military man
knows that the expansion of our population over those territories, without the
means of rapid communication, so far from increasing our military power has
diminished it at least one third."
By 1852 he recognized that the peculiar condition of the country made railroads the only system of improving transportation. He urged their construction as
a means of retaining and defending the country's vast territories and as the "single
measure by which the expense can be materially reduced." Such a railroad system
was necessary "not only to the economy and efficiency of the service in our Indian
operations and frontier defense, but to secure us from the effects of European combination and aggression." His arguments, reiterated many times, were fully
endorsed by Jefferson Davis, who was Secretary ofWar from 1853- 1857. Though
such railroads were not built until after the Civil War, Jesup had helped prepare the
way for them.
Despite his advanced years Jesup was in active personal discharge of his duties
as Quartermaster General until three days before his sudden death from paralysis
on .June I 0, 1860. The ed itor of the National fnte/ligencer wrote that he had met
him "with f irm and elastic step on the street, with an apparent prospect of continued usefulness" only a few days before. The press marked his passing with ed itorials praising his distingu ished career. As an official tribute, he was accorded full
funeral honors. Forty carriages, conveying officials and prominent
Washingtonians, followed his hearse and charger to the Congressional cemetery,
[where] his body was first placed in a vault. Even in death he was not granted
undisturbed repose. His body was first removed lo Oak Hill cemetery in
Georgetown on April I, 1862, and then on December 26, 19I2, to Arlington
National cemetery.
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Chapter 3
Logistics of the Mexican War

15
Subsisting on the Countryside
introduction. This first of two related selections comprises the instructions
regarding the practice of subsisting an army on the country of an enemy
issued by Secretmy of War William L. Marcy to Brig. Gen. Zachary Taylor as
the latter prepared to move his army into Mexico in 1845. Logistical support
ofem army in the .field by exacting supplies .fivm enemy civilians was a traditional method soon to pass into disuse with the grvwth of modern logistical
organizations. This selection and the one which follows are particularly interesting when one considers that General WilLiam T Sherman:~ notorious march
through Georgia and the Carolinas was only twenty yem:s· in the fiLture.

ln order to raise supplies for the army, the Secretary of War instructed Taylor
to resort to the miserable system offorced contributions upon the inhabitants. Part
of his instructions to this effect were as follows:
"It is far from being certain that our military occupation of the enemy's country is not a blessing to the inhabitants in the vicinity. They are shielded from the
burdens and exactions of their own authorities, protected in the ir persons, and
furnished with a most profitable market for most kinds of their property. A state
of things so favo urable to their interests may induce them to wish the continuance
of hostilities.
"The instructions heretofore given have required you to treat with great kindness the people, to respect private property, and to abstain from appropriating it to
the public use, without purchase at a fair price. ln some respects, this is going far
beyond the common requirements of civilized warfare. An invading army has the
unquestionable right to draw its supplies from the enemy without paying for them,
and to require contributions for its support. It may be proper, and good policy
requires that discriminations should be made in imposing these burdens. Those
who are friendly disposed or contribute aid should be treated with liberality; yet
Reproduced with the permission of Harper & Row Publishers from "Instructions of
the Secretary of War to General Zachary Taylor Regarding Subsistence on the
Countryside," in Geneml Taylor and His St({/[' Comprising Memoirs of Generals
Tay/01; Worth, Wool, and Butler .. . (Philadelphia: Lippincott, Grambo and Company,
185 1), pp. 54- 66.
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the enemy may be made to feel the weight of the war, and thereby become interested to use their best efforts to bring about a state of peace.
"l.t is also but just that a nation which is involved in a war, to obtain justice or
to maintain its just rights, should shift the burden of it, as far as practicable, from
itself, by throwing it upon the enemy.
"Upon the liberal principles of civilized warfare, either ofthJee modes may be
pursued in relation to obtaining supplies from the enemy; first to purchase them
on such terms as the inhabitants of the country may choose to exact; second, to pay
a fair price without regard to the enhanced value resulting from the presence of a
foreign army; and third, to require them as contributions, without paying or engaging to pay therefor.
"The last mode is the ordinary one, and you are instructed to adopt it, if in that
way you are satisfied you can get abundant supplies for your forces; but shou ld
you apprehend a difficulty in this respect, then you will adopt the policy of paying the ordinary price, without allowing to the owners the advantages of the
enhancement of the price resulting from the increased demand. Should you apprehend a deficiency under this last mode of deaUng with the inhabitants, you will be
obliged to submit to their exactions, provided by this mode you can supp ly your
wants on better terms than by drawing what you may need from the United States.
Should you attempt to supply your troops by contributions, or the appropriation of
private property, you will be careful to exempt the property of all fore igners from
any and all exactions whatsoever. The President hopes you will be able to derive
fi·om the enemy's country, without expense to the United States, the supplies you
may need, or a considerable part of them; but should you fail in this, you will procure them in the most economical manner."
To these suggestions General Taylor replied, that it wou ld have been impossible before and was then to sustain the army to any extent by forced contributions
of money or suppl ies. The country between the Rio Grande and Sierra Madre
being poor, furnishing only corn and beef, these articles were obtained at moderate rates; but if a different system had been adopted, it was certain that they would
not have been procured at a ll in sufficient quantities. The prompt payment in cash,
for the few articles of supply drawn from the country, neutralized much of the
unfriendly fee ling with which the army was regarded, and contributed greatly to
facilitate operations. The people had it in their power at any time to destroy their
crops, and would undoubtedly have done so, rather than see them taken forcibly.
Added to which they would have had no inducements to plant again. The prices
paid were reasonable, being in almost al l cases the prices of the country.

16
Subsistence or Plunder?
Introduction. fn this second selection on the subject ofsubsisting an army
on the countryside, Brig. Gen. Zachary Taylor addresses the fine line
between authorized exaction and illegal plunder of an unfriendly civilian
population. With his invasion of Mexico just beginning, General Taylor
issued Orders No. 62 to prohibit the plundering ofprivate property.
Orders
H EAD-QUARTERS, ARMY OF O CCUPATION,
No. 62.
Camp near Fort Brown, Texas, May 17, 1846.
l. [Omitted]
2. The commanding general is pained to f ind himself under the necessity of
issuing orders on the subject of plundering private property. Instances have been
brought to his knowledge where volunteers have seized private cattle, and sold
them for their private benefit. Such conflict will not be tolerated. The general
wishes to impress it distinctly upon every officer and soldier of his command,
whether of the regular or volunteer force, that all property captured from the
enemy becomes from that moment the property of the United States, and must be
turned over to the proper department. All cattle and articles of subsistence will be
delivered to the commissary, all arms and ammunition to the ordnance officer, and
al l means of transportation to the quartermaster's department. Any officer who
may be found violating or sanctioning a violation of this order shall answer for it
before a court martial. Any regular soldier detected in violating its provisions shall
be brought to trial; and any volunteer soldier so detected will be instantly discharged with disgrace from the service. The commanding general is determined
that the army under his command shall not be disgraced by scenes of plunder.
By order of Brigadier General Taylor:
W. W. S. BLISS,
Assistant Adjutant General.
Reproduced from Messages of the President of the United States with the
Correspondence Therewilh Communicated between the Secreta'J' of War and Other
Officers ofthe Government on the Subject ofthe Mexican War, Executive Document
no. 60, House of Representatives, 30th Con g., I st sess., "Mexican War
Correspondence" (Washington, D.C.: Wendell and Van Benthuysen, 1848), p. 489.

17
Logistical Planning for the
Campaign in Mexico
Introduction. In this Letter ji-orn his advanced headquarters at Matamoros
Bvt. Maj. Gen. Zachary Taylor outlines the line of communications for his
forthcoming overland march into the interior ofMexico. He alludes to the
d([ficulties of planning and the necessity fi>r reliable logistics intelligence.
He notes in particular the difficulties of transportation and subsistence
which he anticipates. Taylor~· letter also clearly reveals the importance of
logistical considerations in the .formulation of campaign strategy.
(No. 58.]

HEAD-QUARTERS, ARMY OF OCCUPATION,

Matamoras, Jitly 2, 1846.
SIR: In reply to the communications of the Secretary ofWar dated May 28 and
June 8, and to that of the general-in-chief dated June 12, J have the honor to submit the following views in regard to the operations against Mexico from this quarter. l will remark tbat my constant efforts to procure information in relation to the
nature of the country, amount of supplies, &c, have not been as satisfactory as I
could wish, the various accounts often differing even in important particulars.
Either from the ignorance or interested motives of those who profess to give information, it is extremely di-fficult to obtain any upon which we can implicitly rely.
In calling upon the States of Louisiana and Texas for an auxiliary force of about
5,000 men, it was my expectation with that force to be able to clear the course of
the Rio Grande as high as Laredo, and to occupy or control the country to the foot
of the mountains, capturing and holding Monterey, if circumstances permitted.
With the proper river transportation, this could have been easily done: a depot
Reproduced from Messages of the President of the Unit.ecl States wit.h the
Correspondence Therewith Communicated between the Secretaty of War and Other
Officers ofthe Government. on the Su~ject of the Mexican War, Executive Document
no. 60, House of Representatives, 30th Cong., I st sess., "Mexican War
Correspondence" (Washington, D.C.: Wendell and Van Benthuysen, 1848), pp.
329- 32.
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would now have been established at Camargo, and our operations pushed up the
valley of the San Juan. The difficulties and embarrassments that I have experienced
for want of such transportation have already been sufficiently made known. These
difficulties have been increased by the great excess of volunteers that have been
sent out- say 3,000 men beyond my original call. l nevertheless propose, upon the
arrival of the steamers now hourly expected, to throw forward this force with the
regular troops to Camargo, and establish there a depot and base from which to operate towards the mountains. My reasons for retaining these six-months volunteers in
service have been set forth in another communication; and [ desire, from motives
of health and other considerations, to keep them employed as actively as possible.
The twelve-months volunteers can in the mean time form camps at healthy points
in my rear, and, while receiving instruction, await the season for more extensive
operations. The above dispositions can be made in the rainy seasons perhaps better
than at any other time, as the river is then in a good navigable state. For operating
with a heavy force, say 6,000 men, from this point towards Monterey and Saltillo,
through which passes the only artillery route across the mountains, it is indispensable to employ the river as a channel of supply, and the valley of the San Juan, on
one of the heads of which Monterey is situated, as a line of operations. The direct
land route from this point to Monterey is much longer than the line from Camargo;
in wet weather, impassable for artillery or heavy wagons, and in dry scantily supplied with water. Assuming, then, Camargo as the depot, and the valley the San
Juan as the line of operations, the question arises, what amount of supplies can be
obtained and how can a column be subsisted on this route? It is pretty well determined that we cannot depend upon any considerable supply of breadstuffs short of
Monterey, or perhaps Saltillo, seventy five miles further south. Beef in abundance,
it is believed, may be procured; and on this, with perhaps occasional issues of mutton, we must mainly depend for the meat part of the ration. From Camargo to
Saltillo, then, we must expect to depend upon our depot for bread; andl am of opinion, from ail 1 can learn of the resources of the cow1try in pack mules and means
of transportation generally, that a column exceeding 6,000 men cannot be maintained in bread alone as far as Saltillo. Saltillo itselfis at no great distance from two
or three fertile grain-growing districts; but how far the production in those districts
may exceed the supply, l cannot with any certainty determine.
The above calculations in regard to subsistence are made on the supposition
that we shall find the people of the country, if not friends, at least passive, and willing to part with their produce to the best advantages. I believe we shall find such
to be their temper on this side of the mountains; whether this neutrality or indifference extends beyond, may well be questioned. Should they prove hostile,
destroy their corps [sic], and drive away their stock, it w ill be an extremely d ifficult matter to sustain a column at Saltillo- still more so to pass beyond that city.
Supposing a column of the above strength (say 6,000 men) able to maintain
itself at Saltillo, it will become a question, depending for its solution upon the elements above indicated, how far that force may be increased, or what amount of the
twelve months volunteers may be safely and profitably thrown forward from the
rear, with a view to future operations.
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From Camargo to the city of Mexico is a line little if any short of 1,000 miles
in length. The resources of the country are, to say the best, not superabundant, and
over long spaces of the route are known to be deficient. Although the road, as we
advance south, approaches both seas, yet the topography of the country, and the
consequent character of the communications, forbid the taking up a new line of
supply either from Tampico or the Pacific coast. Except in the case (deemed
improbable) of entire acquiesence, if not support, on the part of the Mexican people, I consider it impracticable to keep open so long a Jine of communication. It is,
therefore, my opinion that our operations from this frontier should not look to the
city of Mexico, but should be confined to cutting off the northern provinces- an
undertaking of comparative facility and assurance of success.
With the view of cutting off the northern provinces, the projected expedition
fi·om San Antonio to Chihuahua may be of great importance. Prom the best information, however, which I now possess, T would suggest mounted troops alone for
that expedition. J am satisfied that the route from that point to Chihuahua is not
practicable for artillery or wagons, and infantry would rather embarrass the movement of a mounted expedition. Mounted howitzers, to be packed, with their carriages, on mules, might be advantageously employed on that service, and indeed
with the column designed to penetrate to Saltillo. There may be a great difficulty
in supplying any considerable force between San Antonio and Chihuahua,
although the line is not very long- probably not exceeding 300 miles. I hope to
procure better information than any I now possess in regard to this route.
lt will be perceived that my remarks on the line of operations from the Rio
Grande southward have been confined to the question of subsistence, which is
certainly the most important one to be considered. There are military obstacles
on the route, particularly in the space between Monterey and Saltillo, where the
defile of "La Riconada" is represented to be of great strength. This point, and
perhaps others, if fortified, may give us some trouble; but if they can be turned
by light troops- and such I believe to be the case- they will not long impede
our march.
In regard to the "description of troops best adapted to operations in the interior of Mexico," I am scarcely prepared at this time to give a definite reply. The
facility or difficulty of obtaining forage must necessarily control to some extent
the amount of cavalry employed. At the estate of the Conde de Jarral, some 40
leagues from Saltillo, there will, I understand, be no difficulty in obtaining a
remount when necessary, and forage for the cavalry. The field artillery under my
orders (four batteries, including Washington's) will, particularly if filled up to the
complement of guns, be quite sufficient for any operation in this quarter. We may
have occasion for heavier guns, and I have directed two 12-pounder field guns to
be procured, which, with the 24-pounder howitzers now in depot at Point Isabel,
wi ll constitute an efficient battery. We shall have two, perhaps three, regiments of
horse from Texas under my original call. They are now organizing, under the governor's directions, at Point Isabel. These are six-months men. Should 1 find it necessary to increase the cavalry force, I can draw certainly one regiment from San
Antonio and still leave quite enough for the expedition to Chihuahua.
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I have given my views on most of the points connected with the operations
from this frontier, purposely abstaining from any reference to movements against
Tampico or Vera Cruz. The former place, r am induced to believe, could have been
easily taken a month si nce, and could be so even now; but the yellow fever would
not have permitted us to hold it, and 1 deemed it best to undertake no movement
in that direction at this season of the year. Should we advance as far as San Luis
Potosi, whi ch has a communication, though not for wheels, with Tampico, the possession of the latter place would be important.
1 am awaiting w ith the utmost impatience the arrival of steamboats suited to
the navigation of this river to establ ish a depot at Camargo and tlu·ow the troops
gradually forwa rd to that point. The rainy season has commenced, and the river is
now in the best possible condition for navigation. Several boats were to leave New
Orleans about the 20th of June. If not wrecked in the recent severe gales, tl1ey may
be hourly expected here.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, general, your obedient servant,
Z. TAYLOR,
Bre vet Major General U S. A., commanding
The ADJUTANT G ENERAL of the Army,
Washington, D. C.

18
Allowances of Transport for the
Campaign in Mexico
introduction. in this first of two related selections Maj. Gen. Zachmy
Taylor prescribes the official allowance for .field transportation for his army
as it prepares to advance into Mexico. fn so doing he highlights both the
importance of Land transport and the serious shortage thereo.ffaced by his
army. ft may be interesting to compare the transport allowances for Taylod·
army with those prescribed for Grant's army in i 864 (see Selection 26).

H EAD- QUARTERS, ARMY OF O CCUPATION,
Orders
Camargo, August 29, 1846.
No. 109.
l. & 2. [omitted]
3. The allowance of transportation for the coming march bas been regulated as
fo llows :
To each division and brigade head-quarters, I wagon.
To the field and staff of each regiment or battalion, 4 pack mules.
To the officers of each company, if not more than three, I pack mule.
To the officers of each company, if more than tlu·ee, 2 pack mules.
To every 8 non-comm issioned officers, musicians, and privates, I pack mule.
Three wagons in addition will be assigned to each regiment-one for the
transportation of water, and two for the transportation of such articles as cannot be
packed on mules.
4. Generals commanding divisions, and officers commanding detached brigades
and regiments of volunteers, are authorized to discharge men on surgeons' certificate of disability for service. [See paragraphs 130 to 134, general regulations.]

Rep roduced from Messages of the President of' the United States with the
Correspondence Therewith Communicated between the Secretw:)' of War and Other
QU!cers ofthe Governrnent on the Subject of the Mexican War, Executive Document
no. 60, House of Representatives, 30th Cong., I st sess., "Mex ican War
Correspondence" (Washington, D.C.: Wendell and Van Benthuysen, 1848), pp.
50 1- 02.
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5. The resignations or ofTicers of volunteers will be forwarded to head-quarters for the action of the commanding general. After noti rication of acceptance,
elections will be duly held to fi ll the vacancies thus occasioned.
By order of Major General Taylor:
W. W. S. BLISS,
Assistant Adjutant General.

19
An Early Call for Enlisted
Logistical Specialists
Introduction. in this letter to the Quartermaster General from Corpus
Christi on 28 November 1845, Colonel andAssistant Quartermaster General
Trueman Cross outlines the need for field transport and associated personnel under direct military control rather than reliance on contracted civilian
wagons and teamsters. This letter has often been cited as one of the earliest
calls for the creation of a corps of enlisted personnel to pe1jorm logistical
duties. Colonel Cross' recommendation for the creation of such a corps of
enlisted Logistical specialists would not to be implemented until the creation
of the Quartermaster C01ps in 1912.

CAM P AT CORPUS CHRISTl,

November 23, 1845.
Sm: Among the many defects in our system, none is more evident to me than
the want of an organized wagon train, and the deficiency is quite as apparent in
what may be called the personnel as in the materiel of such an establishment.
It would undoubtedly be of great advantage to have in constant readiness for
service a train of three or four hundred wagons, all made by an established pattern,
and with the precise uniformity of a gun carriage, where the parts of one would fit
another so perfectly that one complete wagon might be readily made out of two or
three crippled ones; but no less advantage I conceive would result from having an
efficient corps of enlisted train drivers, ready for service at all times when the
army goes into the field. If any doubt should be entertained on those points, a
review of the events of the last few months ought, I think, to bring conviction to
the minds of the most skepticaL
Reproduced from Messages of the President of the United States with the
Correspondence Therewith Conununicated between the Secretcuy of War and Other
OfficeJ:~ ofthe Government on the Subject ofthe Mexican War, Executive Document
no. 60, House of Representatives, 30th Cong., Ist sess., "Mexican War
Correspondence" (Washington, D.C.: Wendell and Van Benthuysen, 1848), pp.
646- 48.
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An army of several thousand men has hastened hither from remote points in
August and September, under the most exciting circumstances, and landed upon a
desert coast, for active operations, without bringing with them, for the most part,
any means of field transportation whatever. Three thousand out of the four were
sent here wholly destitute, and the residue were but partially provided; nor had the
government any means in readiness to send. It is known to you that the wagons had
to be made in haste, in Philadelphia and Cincinnati-! may almost say taken from
the stump after the troops were ordered to the field; and the consequence is, that
clown to the present date a sufficient number has not arrived here to enable the
army to move with its necessary supplies, even if the other essential elements of a
f ield train were at hand. Happily, however, the commanding general has not
desired to move, though he knows not how soon the contingency may occur that
would call the army to the Rio Grande.
But, besides the gathering of the requisite number of animals, amounting to
at least twelve hundred, which, if not drawn by stealth from Mexico, with whom
we were supposed to be in conflict, must be obtained from some other quarter
more remote- for mules are not to be got in Texas- a corps of three hundred drivers were to be collected and organized in a country where, advanced as we are
beyond the meagre frontier settlements, a common laborer can scarcely be
obtained at any price.
Now, r know not how all this may be regarded by others, but 1 consider it by
far a more difficult operation than raising a regiment; yet it would seem that it is
expected to be accompl isbed in the brief space of a few weeks, and in the midst of
manifold labors connected with the procurement and issue of all kinds of supplies
for the most improvident army in the world, which has come to the field without
even an adequate supply of spades, axes, and camp kettles.
But even when all these means, so difficult to obtain, shall have been collected from abroad and brought to the scene of action, the army may sti II be paralyzed
at the most critical moment under the present system; for its movements depend
upon the train, and that is dependant [sic] upon the caprice of a corps of hired drivers, who may quit us at their pleasure, or extort their own price by a general strike
for higher wages, as has already happened at the beginning of the present month
with every driver in this camp, where, being enti1·ely without any other resource
here, we are compelled to submit to their terms.
It must be evident to all that such a system, if it deserve the name, cannot succeed. On the contrary, it must inevitably fail whenever it is tried, if any thing like
promptness is necessary to effect the object in view. r repeat, then, that among the
most needful provisions for the service are an organized wagon train, and a corps
of enlisted drivers. Without these, an army sent into the field can never go prepared for active operations. ft must incur ruinous delays, and cannot fail to be
embarrassed in all its movements.
I do not make these suggestions with any expectation that they will lead to a
speedy change; much less with an idea that any thing will be done at this stage of
affairs to aid our preparations on the present occasion. For our wants here, we must
provide now as well as we can. But if this system of non-preparation in such essen-
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tia l means is to be continued, 1 desire to relieve myselffrom any responsibility that
might attach from an apparent acquiescence in it. And I will add that my sole
motive is the public good; for it is not at all likely that I shall ever again be personally charged with duties that would be facilitated by the improvements here
suggested.
Respectfully, 1 am, sir, your obedient servant,
T. CROSS,
Colonel and Assistant Quartermaster General.

To the QuARTERMASTER GENERAL.

20
Logistical Coordination in the
Mexican War
Introduction. In two brief memorandums Maj. Gen. Wil?field Scot/ outfines his plans for his forthcoming campaign in Mexico, with particular
emphasis on transportation requirements. Both items are also ofinterest as
indicators of the ve1y summwy coordination among the staff departments
at this date.

Memoranda for the chiefs of the general stqff of the army at Washington.
An army of some twenty odd thousand men, regulars and volunteers, including the troops already in Texas, is about to be directed against Mexico, in severa l
columns.
For the numbers of troops yet to be sent into Texas, the rendezvous or points
of departure, and the routes of march thither, each chief of the general starT will
obtain the informatio n needful to his particular department from the Secretary of
War's calls upon the governors of several States, and from the adjutant general.
1\rms, accoutrements, ammuni tion, and camp equipage must be thrown in
advance upon the several rendezvous or points of departure, unless depots or arsenals should be in the routes which may be given to volunteers. lt is not foreseen
that guns or field arti llery will be given to any body of volunteers other than a
detachment which wi ll march under Colonel Kearny, from Fort Leavenworth. (Sec
instructions on the subject given to that o!Ticer.)
Subsistence will also be thrown in advance upon the severa l rendezvous given,
and as far as practicable on the several routes thence to be given to both regulars
and volunteers. Hard bread and bacon (side pieces or middlings) are suggested and
recommended for marches, both on account of health and comparative lightness
Reproduced from t'vfessages of the President of the United States with the
Correspondence Therewith Communicated between the SecretaiJ' of War and Other
0}}/cer.\' of/he Govemmenl on the Subject of the Mexican War, Executive Document
no. 60, House or Representatives, 30th Cong., I st sess., " Mexican Wa r
Correspondence" (Washington, D.C.: Wendell and Van Benthuysen, 1848), pp.
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of transportation. On many of the routes it is supposed beef cattle may be obtained
in tolerable abundance.
With the means of transportation by water and land, according to the several
routes to be given to the troops- and, on land, whether wagons or pack mules, or
both wheels and packs- the quartermaster general will charge himself at once,
and as fast as the necessary data can be settled or known. lt may, however, be now
assumed by him, and the two other chiefs of staff in question, that Cincinnati, and
Newport (Kentucky ;) [sic] Madison or Jefferson, Indiana; Louisville and
Sm ithl and, Kentucky; Quincy or Alton, Illinois; Memphis and Nashvi lle,
Tennessee; Washington or Fulton, on the Red river, and Natchez, Mississippi , will
be appointed as places of rendezvous for considerable bodies of volunteers, about
to be called for by the War Department. For marches by land, a projet [sic] for the
means of transportation, by company, battalion, or regiment, according to route, is
requested, as a general plan. The means of transportation on and beyond the Rio
Grande, using for the latter purpose those which may accompany the troops, will
require a particular study; but boats for h·ansporting suppl ics on that river should
be early provided- assuming the depth of water to a certain height (up the river)
at three or three and a half feet, and to another distance, higher up, at two and a
half feet.
WIN FIELD SCOTT.
f IEAD-QUARTERS OF TilE ARMY,
May 15, 1846.
MAY 18, .1 846.

It is further desirable that the surgeon genera l should take early measures to
throw necessary supplies from his department upon the places of rendezvous (as
fast as they can be ascertained, as above) for the eli fferent bodies of volunteers and
regulars to be put in route for the Rio Grande, and for the augmented forces about
to be assembled on that river.
WINFIELD SCOTT.
General T. S. JESUP,
Quartermaster Genel'(l/.
General GEORG GGIBSON,
Commisscuy Geneml Subsistence.
General N. TowSON,
Paymaster General.
Co lonel GEORGE TALCOTT,
Ordnance Department.
Dr. TllOMAS LAWSON,
Surgeon General.

21
The Difficulties of Support in
Mexico
Introduction. Neither Maj. Gen. Zacha'J' Taylo1; advancing overland into
Al/e.xico, norlvlaj. Gen. Wil?field Scott, moving by sea to Vera Cruz and thence
overland to Mexico City, found thernselves satisfied with the logistical
arrangement for support of their forces. In a Lefler to the Adjutant General
from Cammgo on 1 September 1846, General Taylor complains of the support provided. Taylor's Iefier is accompanied by the endorsement thereto
from the Secretary of War to the Quartermaster General and the latter's
response to Taylor's criticisms dated 5 December 1846.

[No. 83.]

H EAD-QUARTERS, ARMY OF O CCUPATION,

Camargo, September l , 1846.
SIR: Before marching for the interior, I beg leave to place on record some
remarks touching an important branch of the public service, the proper administration of which is indispensable to the efficiency of a campaign. I refer to the
quartermaster's department. There is at this moment, when the army is about to
take up a long line of march, a great deficiency of proper means of transport, and
of many important supplies.
On the 26th April, when first apprizing you of the increased force called out
by me, I wrote that I trusted the War Department would "give the necessary orders
to the staff department for the supply of this large additional force;" and when first
advised of the heavy force of 12-months volunteers ordered hither, I could not
doubt that such masses of troops would be accompanied, or preferably preceded,
by ample means of transportation, and all other supplies necessary to render them
Reproduced fi·om Messages of the President of rile United Stares with /he
Correspondence TltereiVilh Connntmica/ed he/ween the Secret my of J!t1'w and 01/ter
Officers oflite Government on 1/te Subjec/ oflite Me.xican War, Executive Document
no. 60, I louse of Representatives, 30Ih Cong., I st scss., "Mexican War
Correspondence" (Washington, D.C.: Wendell and Van Bcnthuyscn, 1848), pp.

557- 61.
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efficient. But such has not been the case. Suitable steamboats for the Rio Grande
were not procured without repeated efforts di rected from this quarter, and many
weeks elapsed before a lodgement could be made at this place, the river being perfectly navigable. After infinite delays and embarrassments, I have succeeded in
bringing forward a portion of the army to this point, and now the steamers procured in Pittsburg are just arriving. I. hazard nothing in saying that, if proper foresight and energy had been displayed in sending out suitable steamers to navigate
the Rio Grande, our army would long since have been in possession of Monterey.
Again, as to land transport. At this moment our wagon train is considerably
less than when we left Corpus Christi- our force being increased .five-fold. Had
we depended upon means from without, the army would not have been able to
move from this place. But fortunately the means of land transport existed to some
extent in the country in the shape of pack mules, and we have formed a h·ain which
wi II enable a small army to advance, perhaps, to Monterey. 1 wish it distinctly
understood that our ability to move is due who lly to means created here, and which
could not have been reckoned upon with safety in Washington.
I have adverted to the grand points of water and land transportation. Of the
wa nt of minor supplies, the army has suffered more than enough. The crying deficiency of camp equipage has been partially relieved by the issue of cotton tents of
indifferent quality. Our cavalry has been paralyzed by the want of horse shoes,
horse shoe nails, and even common blacksmiths' tools, while many smaller deficiencies are daily brought to my notice.
l respectfu lly request that the above statement, wh ich I make injustice to myself
and the service, may be laid before the general-in-chief and Secretary of War.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
Z. TAYLOR,
Major General U S. A., commanding.
The ADJUTANT G ENERAL of the Army,
Washington, D. C.
WAR DEPARTMENT

Washington, September 2 1, 1846.

Sm.: A letter of Major General Taylor, of the Ist instant, addressed to the adjutant general, and by him laid before me, pursuant to the request therein, is of such
an extraordinary character, and impeaches in such unqualifi ed terms the management of that branch of the public service committed to you, that I have deemed it
to be my duty to order a copy of it to be placed in your hands, and to direct your
particular attention to it.
The avowed object of Gen. Taylor in presenting these complaints, or rather
accusations, against the quartermaster's department, is to make them a matter of
record. I am extremely unwilling, and I presume you cannot be less so than myself,
that they should there remain without explanation or investigation.
I am fully aware of the great difficulties unavoidable in the management of the
quartermaster's department on the sudden occurrence of a war, when the country
was not prepared for such an emergency. General Taylor must be presumed to be as
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well acquainted with all the circumstances of embarrassment attending the quartermaster's department as any other person, and yet his arraignment of it is not qualified by any allusion to them. The inference is, that, all proper allowances made, he
considers that the management of the affai rs of the quartermaster's department has
been such as to deserve censure. Such appears to me to be his meaning, and such,
I apprehend, wi ll be the general impression resulting from the perusal of his letter.
Tf thi s censure is rea lly deserved, it is proper that those obnoxious to it should be
ascertai ned, and dealt with as their conduct deserves; but if, on the contrary, it shall
be found that the officers of the quartermaster's department have done their duty in
a proper and efficient manner, as I trust will be case, steps must be taken to remove
the erroneous impression and vindicate their oificial conduct.
Very respectfu lly, your obedient servant,
W. L. MARCY,
Secretmy ojW01:
Major General THOMAS S. J ESUP,
Quartermaster General US. Army.
N.B. The copy has been furnished to the quartermaster general by the adjutant general.
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NEW ORLEANS, December 5, 1846.
Sm.: When I received your letter of the 21st September, on the subject of Major
General Taylor's complaints, I was apprehensive that neglect or omissions had
occurred on the part of some one or more of the subordinate officers of the department, by which his operations had been seriously embarrassed; but I have looked
into the whole matter, and I am bound in justice to say that no class of officers, not
even General Taylor and the most distinguished men around him, have better or
more faithful ly performed their duty; and if any thing has been wanting which they
could have supplied, it has been because the proper orders were not given or timely requisitions made.
In conduct ing a war, it is the duty of the government to designate the object
to be accomplished; it is then the duty of the genera l who conducts the operations
to call for the means required to accomplish that object. If he fail to do so, he is
himself responsible for all the consequences of his omission. General Taylor
complains of want of water and land transportation, camp equipage, and shoes for
his cavalry horses. As to water transportation, I find that he ca lled for a single
light draught steamer early in May. Lieutenant Colonel Hunt cou ld not at once
obtain a suitable boat, but be executed the order as soon as it was possible. Late
in May, or early in June, General Taylor considering four boats necessary,
appointed his own agents to obtain them. I was at the time taking measures, under
the orders or General Scott, to obtain suitable boats for the navigation of the Rio
Grande; but, having no reliable information in relation to the navigation of that
river, and believing General Tay lor's agents possessed of the requisite knowledge,
I preferred that they shou ld execute his orders; and I limited my action in the matter to doubling the number called for by General Taylor, and authorising a further
increase, i r considered necessary, by his brother and one of his agents. The number required by the general was, I believe, nearly quadrupled, ultimately, by the
officers of the department. As to the complaint or the general, that the steamers
from Pittsburg were then (September 1st) just arriving, it is proper to state that
these were the very boats procured by one of his own agents. When at Pittsbw·g,
I inquired into the delay of those boats; and it is but justice to Captain Sanders,
General Taylor's agent, to say, that no effort was spared to get them into service
as early as possible.
As to the compliant in regard to the want of land transportation, it is proper to
remark, that there was no information at Washington, so far as I was informed, to
enable me or the War Department to determine whether wagons could be used in
Mexico. General Taylor, though be had both mounted troops and topographical
engineers, had not supplied the want of that information; besides, he had not, as
far as I know, or believe, intimated to any department his intentions, or wishes, in
regard to the means of transportation to be used. It was known that he had a wagon
train amply sufficient for double the force he commanded before the arrival of the
volunteers. J\clded to that, he had General Arista 's mea ns of transportation ; and he
was in a country abounding in mules- the means of transportation best adapted to
the country, and the only means used by the enemy. A general is expected to avai l
himself of the resources of the country in which he operates. If General Taylor
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fa iled to do so, and was without the necessary transportation, he alone is respons ible. Those means were limited only by his own will. He had officers of the quartermaster's department able to have executed his orders, and willing to carry out
his views; his authority alone was wanting.
/\s to camp equipage, you arc aware that the appropriation which I asked for
last year was stricken out, and that not a cent was appropriated, which could be
legally app lied to that object, before the 9th and 13th of May. When the appropriations were made, the officers of the departments were compelled to obtain
materials wheresoever they could get them, and such as they could get. Cotton
cloth was necessarily substituted for linen in the fabrication of tents. I have no
doubt a great deal of the material was of the quality represented by General
Taylor; but that was, under the circumstances, unavoidable. The officers obta ined
the best they could get, and deserve credit for their exertions, in place of the censures they have received.
J am somewhat at a loss to imagine why the deficiency of shoes for the dragoon horses was made a subject of complaint against the quartermaster's department. !\ blacksm ith is allowed, by law, to every troop of dragoons. lt is the duty
of every commander of a troop to have his shoeing tools complete, and to have,
at all times, the necessary shoe and nai l iron; and it is the duty of the regimental
commander to sec that timely requisitions be made. Now, if those offi cers failed
to have what was necessary to the efficiency of their commands, let General
Taylor hold them accountable. The quartermaster's department is not responsible
fo r their neglects.
/\s I came through the western country to this city, I was informed that a report
was circulating that General Taylor wou ld have taken forward to Monterey a much
larger force of volunteers, but for the neglect of the quartermaster's department to
furnish the means of transportation. In reply to that report, 1 respectfully ask your
attention to the letter of General Taylor of the 2d of July, to the adjutant general.
There he tells you, through that officer, that he proposes to operate from Camargo
to Monterey; he tells you that he wi ll operate with a column of about 6,000 men;
that he must rely on the country fo r meat, and depot at Camargo for bread; and
adds, as the reason for not taking a greater force, that a column exceeding six thousa nd men cannot be supplied on that route with bread alone.
I reel, s ir, that every officer of the department has performed his duty faithfully, if" not ably, and that the charges of General Taylor are both unjust and unmerited. As rega rds myself, I feel that I have performed my whole duty, both to the
country and to the army; and, if the s lightest doubt remain on that subject, I owe it
to mysel r to demand an immediate and thorough investigation of my conduct, and
that of the department, from the commencement of operations on the Texan frontier, as well previous to, as during the war.
I am , sir, most respectfully, your obedient servant,
T il. S. JESUP.
Major General, Quartermaster General.
The lion. WM. L. MARCY,
Secretmy o.fWm; Washing ton city.

22
A Slight Difference of Opinion
Introduction. Like his colleag·ue Zachary Tay/01'; Maj. Gen. Wirifleld Scott;
never an easy man to deal with, made Long and detailed complaints ofunusua! vehemence regarding his treatment at the hands of the Secretary of War
and the lack ofadequate LogLs·tical support for his invasion of Mexico. In this
letter (~fApril 21, 1848, SecretCII'J' o.fWar William L. Marcy replies curtly to
Scott:, criticisms. Marcy's letter includes two letters of Quartermaster
General Thomas S. Jesup, dated Februmy 17 and Febnta1y 18, 1848, which
reply in detail to Scott~· spec(fic complaints regarding Logistical support.
Jesup~· letters outline the difficulties a,{ securing both water and Land transport adequate to the needs of Scott~· e:xpedition and highlight the degree to
which transportation was a Limiting .factor in the operations of the United
States Army in the war with Mexico.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Washington, Apri/21, 1848.
StR: It would not be respectful to you to pass u11noticed your extraordinary letter oft he 24th of February, nor just to myself to permit it to remain unanswered on
the files of this department.
To attempt to dispel the delusi.ons which you seem to have long pertinaciously cherished, and to correct the errors into which you have fallen, devolves upon
me a duty which l must not decline; but in performing it l mean to be as cautious
as you profess to have been, to abstain from any "wanton discourtesy," and 1 hope
to be alike successful. Your prudent respect for the "5th article of war" has induced
you to hold me ostensibly responsible for many things which, you are aware, are
not fairly chargeable to me. The device you have adopted to assai l the President,
by aiming your blows at the Secretary of War, does more credit to your ingenuity
Reproduced from Messages of the President of the United States with the
Correspondence Therewith Communicated be/ween I he Secrelmy o.l War and Other
Officers ofthe Govemmenl on the Subject of the Mexican War, Executive Document
no . 60, House of Representatives, 30th Cong., 1st sess., "Mexican War
Correspondence" (Washington, D.C.: Wendell and Van Benthuysen, 1848), pp. 1226,
1236-41 , and 1250- 55.
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as an accuser, than to your character as a soldier. A premeditated contrivance to
avoid responsibility does not indicate an intention not to do wrong.
T he general aspect of your letter discloses an evident design to create a belief
that you were drawn forth from your quiet pos ition in a bureau of this department,
and assigned to tbe command of our armies in Mexico, for the pu rpose of being
sacrif iced; and that, to accomplish this end, " neglects, disappointments, injuries,
and rebukes" were " inflicted" on you, and the necessary means of prosecuting the
war with success withheld; or, in other words, that the government, after preferring you to any other of the ga llant generals with in the range of its cho ice had
labored to fr ustrate its own plans, to bring defeat upon its own armies, and involve
itself in ruin and d isgrace, for an object so unimportant in its bearing upon public
affairs. A charge so entirely preposterous, so utterly repugnant to all the probabilities of human conduct, calls for no refutation.

***
The execution of the most difficult branch of duties appertaining to a military
expedi tion- providing for transportation- is by the distribution of the bus iness in
the War Department a llotted to the quartermaster general. As an expedition against
Vera Cruz had been resolved on some time before you were assigned to take command of it, General Jesup had gone to New Orleans to be in the best position to
make the necessary preparations for such an enterprise. From his great knowledge,
and long experience in military affairs, not only in his appropriate department, but
as a commander in the field, the government thought it fortunate that you could
have the advice and assistance of so able a counsellor.
Your suggestion that it mig ht be necessary to send ships in ballast from the
north, for transports, was not neglected or unheeded by me. Whether it wou ld be
necessary, or not, depended, according to your statement to me, upon the means of
transportation which could be procured at New Orleans, &c. My fi rst step was, to
write to the quartermaster general, then at that place, for information on that subject. In my letter to him of llth of December, 1 sa id : " Tt is expected that most of
the vessels in the service of the quartermaster's department can be used as transports for the expedition. It wi ll be necessary that the department here should know
what portion of the transportation can be furni shed by the ordinary means which
the quartermaster's department has now under its control for the purposes of its
expedition. I have to request that information on this point should be furnished
w ithout delay.
"A nother point upon which the department desires information is, what
amount of means of transportation, for such an expedition , can be furnished at
New Orleans, Mobi le, and in that quarter.
"The expense of procuring transports from the Atlantic cities will be exorbitant. Freights are very high, and most of the good vessels are engaged for the ordinary purposes of commerce."
lt is important to bear in mind that you saw this letter, on your first arrival at
New Orleans. In writing to me from that place, December 21st, you observe, "!
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have seen you r letter (in the hands of Lieutenant Colonel Hunt) to the quartermaster genera l, dated the II th." You could not mistake its object, because it was
clearly expressed. 1 asked distinctly what means of transportation for the expedition can be furnished at New Orleans, &c., and referred to the expense and difficulty of procuring transports from the Atlantic cities. You could not, therefore, but
know that my course, as to sending ships in ballast from the north, wou ld be regulated by the quartermaster general's reply. While waiting for this information, and
in order to prevent delay, and be sure not to deserve the imputation you now cast
upon me, I issued the order of the 15th ofDecember, to which you refer, knowing
that it could be modified and conformed to the exigencies of the service, according to the answer which I should receive fi·om General Jesup. His reply is dated the
27th of December, and in it he says:

"Transportation can be provided here for all the troops that may be drawn
.fi"om the army under the command of General Taylor, and for all the ordnance,
ordna nce stores, and other supplies, wh ich may be drawn either from this depot,
(the Brazos,] or from New Orleans. The publi c transports, I mean those owned
by the United States, that can be spared for the contemplated operations, it is
estimated, will carry three thousand men, w ith all their supplies. Vessels can be

chartered here, on .favorable terms, for any additional transportation that may
be required." This letter was submitted to, and read by, you, as appears from your
e ndorsement thereon . After referring to some other matters in the letter, you conclude your endorsement as fo llows: " I recommend that Brevet Major General
Jesup's suggestions be adopted." This fact shows that the letter received your
particular attention .
When this letter, which you knew was forwarded to the department, was here
received, showing that you r apprehended difficu lty in obta ining sufficient transportation at the south was unfounded, and that it cou ld be provided in that quarter
in great abundance on favorable terms, my order of the 15th of December, so far,
and only so far, as it related to sending out vesse ls in ballast, was countermanded.
lt is strange, indeed, that, after you were made acquainted with the object of my
inquiries and General .Jesup's letter in reply to them, you should have looked for
transport vessels in ballast from the Atlantic cities; and, still more strange, that
thei r non-arriva l shoul d be the proof you rely on to convict me of having neglected my duty in this instance. If, in truth, you delayed the expedition nearly two
months for these transports, I am blameless; the responsibility is in another quarter. lt ca nnot be said that this statement, as to the sufficiency of transports to be
obtained at the south, had an implied reference to what I had ordered from the
Atlantic cities; for my order was then unknown to yourself and the quartermaster
genera l. You first received a copy of it several clays after the date of General Jesup's
letter to me, and of your endorsement thereon. [See your letter to me of the 12th
of January.] Resisted, as you were, by "head winds," enveloped in "frightful
northers," and oppressed with compl icated and perplexing duties in arranging and
preparing the expedition against Vera Cruz, some temporary bewilderment may be
excused; but to charge the War Department with your own misapprehensions and
mistakes is inexcusable.
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My reply to your accusations forces me to expose some of your misstatements
of fact. You allege that the expedition, for the want of the "ten vessels," was
delayed from the 15th of January to the 9th of March. You certainly mean to be
understood that, on the 15th of January, your troops were ready to embark, and
were delayed for want of these transports; but this was not so, and l am indebted
to you for most abundant proof to establish your inaccuracy. The great body of
your troops, for the expedition, was drawn from General Taylor's command at
Monterey and in the interior of Mexico, and no part of them had reached either the
Brazos or Tampico, the points of embarkation, on the 15th of January. In your letter, of the 12th of that month, to General Brooke, at New Orleans, you said: "I have
now to state that it is probable the troops I have called for from General Taylor's
immediate command, to embark here [the Brazos] and at Tampico, will not reach
those points till late in the present month, [January,] say about the 25th." In a letter to me, of the 26th of January, you remark that General Butler responded to your
call for the troops with the utmost promptitude, and that General Worth made an
admirable movement: "the head of his division arrived with him at the mouth of
the Rio Grande the day before yesterday," [24th January.] When the remainder
came up, is not stated; yet one of your "naked historical facts" places the whole
command at the points of embarkation, waiting for the "ten vessels" at least nine
days before the actual arrival of any part of them. But, if they had been there, why
should they have been detained for these vessels? In the same letter, written but
two days after the arrival of the head of the first division, and probably before the
other troops had come up, you say: "that the quartermaster general, Brevet Major
General Jesup, at New Orleans, I find, has taken all proper measures, with judgment and promptitude, to provide everything depending on his department for the
despatch and success of my expedition." If more was wanted, cumulative proof
might be drawn from the same source- your own correspondence-to show, not
only that this charge against me has no foundation in truth, but that you can have
no apology for having preferred it.
After showing how unfortunate you have been in your specific charges, I may,
with propriety, meet those of a general and sweeping character with a less particular detail of proofs to show their groundlessness.
Though the "ten vessels" were not, for the very sufficient reasons I have
assigned, sent out in ballast from the Atlantic cities, yet a very large number were
sent thence with stores, supplies, and troops to co-operate in the expedition. In
General Jesup's letter to me, of the 17th instant, a copy of which is sent herewith,
he states that fifty-three ships, barques, brigs, and schooners, were sent from the
north, and the department actually furnished, at New Orleans, Brazos, and
Tampico, for the army, before it took up the line of march into the i11terior, one
hundred and sixty-three vessels.
I have alluded to the large number of surf-boats, and the great difficulty of
procuring them, as the cause of the delay in their arrival. l have, also, a similar reason to offer in reply to your complaint for not having seasonably received the
siege-train and ordnance supplies. The delay is to be ascribed to the enormously
large outfit you required. If it was necessary, and despatch was used in procuring
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it, no one is in fault; if too large, you certainly should not regard, as a reprehensible delay, the time necessarily taken up in preparing it. To show that it was large,
and required much time to procure it, [ will select from many, a single item. You
demanded from eighty to one hundred thousand ten-inch shells, and forty or fifty
mortars or I ike calibre. This enormous quantity of shel ls- about four thousand
tons- was mostly to be manufactured after you left Washington. All the furnaces
in the country, willing to engage in the business, were set to work; but, with the
utmost diligence and despatch, the supply of this one article, or even two-thirds of
it, having to be manufactured and transported to the seaboard from the furnaces,
(located, in most instances, in the interior of the country,) at a season of the year
when water communications were obstructed by ice, could not be ready to be sent
forward to you in many months after your departure from Washington. Had your
requisitions been moderate, and, undoubtedly, more moderate ones would have
sufficed, they could have been furnished at a much earlier period.
The memorandum which you left "for the siege train and ammunition therefor," was submitted to me by the ordnance department on the 26th of November,
with an intimation that it could not be complied with in season for the expedition
to go forward as early as you had contemplated. l endorsed upon it, "comply with
the above as far as practicable;" and this order, I am satisfied, after full examination, was faithfully executed.
What could be done at Washington, was done promptly. You had with you the
quartermaster general, with all the means at the command of the War Department,
and with unrestricted authority to do whatever you might require. He was under
your supervision, and subject to your orders, able and willing to execute them; and
you have never intimated that he, in any respect, fai led in his duty, but on the contrary, you have spoken in highly commendatory terms of his efficient services. I
have already quoted your acknowledgment that he had "taken all proper measures,
with judgment and promptitude, to provide everything depending on his department for the despatch and success of your expedition." In an issue of fact between
you and the head of the War Department, his testimony, next to your own confessions, is the best that can be offered to correct your misstatements, and to refute
your charges. ln his letter to me of the 2d of Januaty, 1847, he says: "General Scott
te·ft: for the interior on the 29th ultimo, and I am taking active measures to have
everything depending upon me ready for his operations. The quartermaster's
department, I find, is called upon to do a great deal that shou ld be done by other
branches of the staff. So fa r as General Scott's operations go, J shall have everything done that is necessary, whether it belongs to my department or to other
departments to do it." You had with you, and subject to your orders, not only the
quartermaster general, but officers of the other staff departments. They did not
look to the War Department, but to yourself, for directions; and it was your duty,
and not mine, to see that your requirements were complied with. That they were
so, to the utmost practicable extent, I have no reason to doubt; but, if they were
not, the fault, if any, is not with the War Department. You also gave the instructions
in relati on to providing the means of land transportation, and the officers charged
with that duty were under your immediate control; and, if there is blame anywhere
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for any deficiency in this respect, it cannot be imputed to the War Department.
Your whole correspondence w ith me, and the staff officers with you, shows that
you very properly took upon yourself the whole charge of giving directions in this
matter. In a letter to Captain Hetzel, senior quartermaster at the Brazos, speaking
on the subject of the land transportation which may be needed after the descent on
the enemy's coast, near Vera Cruz, you say: " I. have already discussed and arranged
with you the detail of the early land transportation train," &c. On the 19th of
March you furnished General Jesup with your estimates and directions on this subject. The staff officers being with you, and under your orders, nothing fu rther was,
or properly could be, required or expected to emanate from Washington beyond
the supply of funds; and, this being done, if you were disappoi_ntecl in not realizing your expectations, you have not a colorable pretence for imputing blame to
"the head of the War Department."
As a ground of complaint, and a matter of accusation, you refer to your deficiency of means to make the descent, and to capture the city of Vera Cruz and the
castle of San Juan d ' UIIoa, and assume that the extent of that deficiency was the
di'fference between what you received and what you required. It would be quite as
correct reasoning to say that what you had having proved sufficient for the purpose, the difference showed the extent of the errors in your estimates. The truth
lies, perhaps, between the two extremes. You had less, probably, than you should
have had, and you required much more than was necessary. That you did not have
more, and, indeed, all you asked for, I have already shown, was not the fault of the
War Department.
General Jesup was with you at Vera Cruz, saw your means, and is capable of
forming an estimate of their sufficiency. He is, as his letter herewith shows, disposed to be just, and even generous to your fame. To his opin ion on the subject,
no well founded exception can be taken. He says, in reference to your complaints
on account of a deficient supply of surf boats, siege train, and ordnance stores,
"the result shows that he [General Scott] had surf boats and stores enough;" and
of the delay of which you complain, he fully exonerates the War Department, and
ascribes the whole to yourself and to unavoidable accidents.
The imputation that you were de:>ignedly crippled in you r means, is a charge
as preposterous as it is unfounded.
I am aware that the execution of some of the many arrangements for the Vera
Cruz exped ition was obstructed and delayed by accidents; but they were such as
human sagacity could not forsee, or human agency control. They were not, however, more than a considerate mind, bringing into view a ll the vast difficulties of
the case, would have expected. When your complaints on this subject were first
received here, evinc ing, as they did, that you intended to hold the department
responsible for every untoward event, the heads of the several bureaus were called
on by me to show how they had executed the duties which had been confided to
them, particularly in regard to matters referred to by you. The evidence they presented of having done all that was required, or could have been expected, convinced me, and I venture to say that, on a full examination, it will satisfy any mind
open to conviction, that all your complaints, so far as they imputed blame to the
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War Department, or any of its branches, are unfounded. l.t wi ll do much more -it
will show that great industry, promptness, uncommon capacity, and extraordinary
exertions, in relation to every thing connected with the war, have characterized the
action of each of these subordinate departments. As a commendation justly meriteel by these several branches of the department, assailed, as they are, indirectly by
you, I see no good reason for withholding my opinion, that an instance cannot be
found where so much has been done, and well done, in so short a time, by any similar body of officers, under similar circumstances.

***
l cannot, however, but regard your solicitude for the support of disci pi ine to
be more ostentatious than profound. When a general at the head of an army of
freemen , who do not lose their rights as c iti zens by becoming sold iers, sets up pretensions to dictatorial power- when be contemns [sic] the authority of his government, and is much more ready to censure than to execute its orders and instructions -when he denounces as an outrage and a punishment the attempt to submit
his acts, charged to be an offence against a subordinate officer, to an investigation
in the mildest form- when he administers an indignant reproof to his superior for
upholding the sacred right of appeal, upon which depend the security and protection of all under his command- such a general sets an example of insubordinate
conduct of wide and withering influence upon sound military discip line.
By extending my comments upon your letter, I might multiply proofs to show
that your accusations against the head of the War Department are unjust; that your
complaints are unfounded; that the designs imputed by you to the government to
embarrass your operations, impair your rightful authority as commander, and to
offer outrage and insult to your feelings, are all the mere creations of a distempered fancy; but to do more than 1 have done would, in my judgment, be a work
of supererogation.
In conclusion, I may be permitted to say that, as one of the President's advisers, I had a jitll share in the responsibi lity of the act which assigned you to the
command of our armies in Mexico. T felt interested even more than naturally
appertained to my official position that success and glory should signalize your
operations. ft was my duty to bring to your aid the e·f ficient co-operation of the
War Department. I never had a feeling that did not hannonize with a fu ll and fair
discharge of this duly. 1 know it has been faifl!fit!Ly pe1:(onned. T here are some men
for whom enough cannot be done to make them grateful, or even just, un less acts
of s ubserviency and personal devotedness are superadded. From you I expected
bare justice, but have been disappointed. l have found you my accuser. ln my vindicator I have endeavored to maintain a defensive line, and if I have gone beyond
it at any time, it has been done to repel unproked aggression. To your fame I have
endeavored to be just. 1 have been gratified with the many occasions 1 have had to
bear public testimony to your abilities and signal services as a military commander in the f ield. It has been, and, under any change in our personal relations, it wi ll
conti nue to be, my purpose to be liberal in my appreciation of your distinguished
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military merits. In respect to your errors and our faults, though I could not be
blind, 1 regret that you have not permitted me to be silent.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
W. L. MARCY,
Secretary of Ww:

To Major General

WINFIELD

Scon,

US. Army, Mexico.

P.S. Papers herewith sent:
I. Duplicate of General Jesup's letter to me of the 18th February, 1848.
2. General Jesup's letter of the J7th instant.

3.

do

do

18th

do
QUARTERMASTER GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington city, February 18, 1848.
SIR: In reply to the complaint of General Scott, in his despatch of the 25th of
December, that Lieutenant Colonel Johnson's train had returned without one blanket, coat, jacket, or pair o.fpantaloons, the small depot at Vera Cruz having been
exhausted by the troops under Generals Patterson, Butler, and Marshall, respectively, all fresh from home, I have the honor to state that, if the facts are as set forth
by General Scott, the responsibility lies at other doors than mine. Understanding
fully his views and wishes, 1 made ample provision for the old corps under his
command. Those corps, I believe, never exceeded in the aggregate seven thousand
men. To supply them 1 placed in depot at Vera Cruz, eleven thousand forage caps,
fourteen thousand wool jackets, and four thousand cotton jackets; fifteen thousand
flannel shirts, and seventeen thousand cotton shirts; eighteen thousand pairs of
wool overal ls, and four thousand pairs of cotton overalls; seventeen thousand pairs
of tlannel drawers; thirty-seven thousand pairs of bootees, (I ordered fifty thousand pairs;) twenty-seven thousand pairs of stockings; two thousand four hw1dred
great coats, and nine thousand two hundred blankets. These supplies were all sent
to Vera Cruz previous to the 30th of June.
I made no provision for the volunteers, for you are well aware 1 had not a single cent that I could Iega lly apply to the purchase of clothing for them. Tf the generals named by General Scott exhausted the clothing placed in depot at Vera Cruz,
by applying it to the use of their respective commands, they acted in violation of
the 36th article of war, and the general should hold them accountable.
It is known here that several thousand su its of clothing, sent to New Orleans
and Mexico, for the use of the old army, have been issued to the new regiments and
to volunteers; but General Scott is mistaken in supposing that the depot at Vera
Cruz was enti rely exhausted by those issues; for I have official information that as
late as the 6th of December, some time after Lieutenant Colonel Johnson's train left
Vera Cruz, there still remained in the depot at that post eight thousand forage caps;
three thousand nine hundred wool coats and jackets, and six thousand nine hundred
cotton jackets; nineteen hundred wool and seven thousand seven hundred cotton
overalls; twenty-seven hundred flan nel and thirteen thousand seven hundred cotton
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shirts; fi flccn thousand six hundred pairs of drawers; two thousand seven hundred
great coats; and seven thousand blankets, and eleven thousand pairs of bootees.
If the volunteers and new regiments went to Mexico without the proper suppi ics, that was the fault of those who commanded them. Genera l Butler, !understand, was specially directed to superintend the organization, equipment, and
movement of the volunteer force. lt was his bus iness, not mine, to see that they
were properly clothed and supplied; and neither he, General Patterson, nor General
Marshall had any right to take fo r their commands the supplies I had placed at Vera
Cruz for General Scott's old regiments.
For the new regiments I had made timely arrangements, and would have sent
to Vera Cruz, in November, a large supply of clothing, but I received, in October,
a report from Captain Irwin, the acting quartermaster general of General Scott's
army, elated at the city of Mex ico the 27th of September, of wh ich the fo llowing is
an extract: " I have now a thousand people engaged in making clothing; the quality of the material is not so good as our own, and the price on the average is}ifty
per cent. highe1: Still supposing the road between this and Vera Cruz to be entireZF open, I think the government will lose little, if anything, by purchasing here. I
shall be able to fl.! I, in a vel)' short time, eve1y requisition which has been made
on me, with clothing, which, though not exactly of our uniform, will be comfortable and good."
This information, sir, was from a man who not only knew how to supply an
army, by putting into requisition all the resources of the country around him, but
was better qualified to command a large army than most of your generals in the
fi eld. The report of Captain Irwin delayed my action here, but, in December, I
ordered !'rom Philadelphia a supply of clothing sufficient for the whole army, regulars and volunteers.
To enable 1ne to do this, I have been obliged to apply, on my own responsibility, three hundred and sixty-eight thousand dollars of the funds of the quartennaster's department to the purchase of clothing, and to authorize purchases to be made
on credit, which have been paid for by bills drawn on me at ninety days, which I
have accepted, hoping Congress, by making an appropriation , will enable me to
meet them by the time they become due.
J have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant,
TH. S. JESUP,
Quartermaster General.
li on. W. L. MARCY,
Secret01y ojW01; Washington City.
QUARTERMASTER GENERAL'S O FFICE,

Washington City, April 17, 1848.
Sue I have received the extracts from General Scott's letter to you, dated the
24th of February, complaining of the want of means of transportation, of supplies,
and of funds, from the quartermaster's department, in consequence of which he
info rms you he was embarrassed and delayed in his operations, as well in the
attack on Vera Cruz as in his movements afterwards; and I have to state in reply,
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that delays did occur in the movement upon Vera Cruz which were most vexatious, but which were not occasioned by any neglect or omission on my part, or
on that of any other officer of the department, as a detail of the facts w ill show.
The memorandum from the War Department for the quartermaster general, alluded to by General Scott, fixed the number of transport ships for his expedition at
forty-one, viz: twelve for the volunteers, ordnance, and supplies, f rom the
Atlantic; fire for surf boats or Iighters; ten to go out in ballast for troops on the
gulf of Mexico; and fourteen to be supplied by the officers of the quartermaster's
department at New Orleans and on the gulf. That number, I take it for granted,
was determined upon by Genera l Scott himself or by the War Department, with
his assent, as I have not understood that he, at any time, objected to the number
as insufficient. He complains that the ten in ballast for troops were not sent, and
that the embarkation was delayed thereby "in whole, or in part, from the 15th of
January to the 9th of March."
Colonel Stanton informs me that the order to charter those ten vessels was
countermanded in consequence of a letter from me, dated at Brazos Santiago the
27th day of December, which was read by General Scott before it was sealed, and
to which he added a postscript. The general , no doubt, relied upon those vessels. 1
expected them, for l believed they would be chartered and on the way before my
letter could be received; but so boisterous was the season that I thought it unsafe
to trust to their arrival, and made my arrangements as if they had actually failed,
which fact I reported to General Scott, as well as I now remember, either through
Capta in Wayne or the late Capta in Hetzel.
It will be seen by reference to the memorandum referred to, that twenty-seven
vessels were to be sent from the Atlantic with troops, supplies, and in ballast. Not
one was sent in ballast; but there were actua lly fifty-three ships, barques, brigs,
and schooners, sent with troops and supplies. It was expected that I should furn ish
fourteen ships; the department actually furn ished at New O rleans, Brazos, and
Tamp ico, for the army, before it took up the line of march into the interior, one
hundred and sixty-three vessels, some of which made several voyages.
I subm it a copy of a report from the late Captain Hetzel, marked A, dated at
the Brazos the 21st of February, 1847, which shows what had been done by the
depa rtment up to that time. Of the l 02 vessels contained in that report, five were
from the Atlantic, four only of which had reported there, the other had been
wrecked. l also subm it paper marked B, which is a list of vessels chartered at
Tampico, to transport thence troops, horses, and mules.
Under the most favorable circumstances much time would have been
required to orga nize so extensive a transport service; but, owing to the drenching rains throughout the month of January, the ships and other vessels chartered
at New Orleans could not be prepared and sent to sea as rapidly as was desirable;
and the frightful northers described by General Scott in his letter of the 12th of
January, 1847, and mentioned in many of his subsequent letters, delayed their
arriva l al !he Brazos and Tampico, as well as the movement from those points.
The time lost from these causes alone may be fairly estimated at from twentyfive to thirty days. But a measure of General Scott, which he seems to have over-
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looked in summ ing up his difficulties, produced not only embarrassment and
increased expense, but delays more injurious to the serv ice than the want often
ships promised from the Atlantic, even had others not been substituted in their
place. It was the change in the destination of the Mississippi , Louisiana, Nor th
Coro lina, M assachusetts and V irginia regiments. Had the two former been sent
direct to Lobos, and a regiment already at Tampico been left there for the
defence of the place, and the regiment replaced by the Mississippi regiment been
left with General Taylor, double lighterage wou ld have been avoided at a time
when lighters were not abundant, delay would have been prevented, and six
ships, that were rendered comparatively useless, would have been avai lable for
the campa ign, the places of which had to be supplied. Had cutters or pilot-boats
been despatched to cruise off cape St. Antonio, with orders for the North
Carolina , Massachusetts and Virginia regiments to proceed direct to Sacrifi cios,
doubl e li ghterage, as we ll as the transports for the troops that replaced them,
would have been saved.
General Scott certainly had the ri ght to change the destination of those regiments, but he, not you or l , is responsible for the embarrassment, increased
expense and delay occasioned by that change.
A s to the complaint of the want of funds, you are aware that the appropriations
were nearly exhausted- the sma ll amount available I was obliged to use so as to
preserve the credit of the department; and I made the only arrangement in my
power for the supply offunds by authorizing the officers of the department to draw
on me without limit. The service, I know, was carried on with as little embarrassment as ever attended the service of any army in a foreign war.
The complaint of General Scott in regard to clothing, is fully answered in my
report of the 18th of February last, which will be found in Executive document No.
56, page 250, to which I respectfully refer.
General Scott complains that not more than half of the surf boats he required
came at all , and of the siege train and ordnance stores, only about one-half had
arrived when the Mexican flags were replaced by those of the United States at Vera
Cruz. The science and valor of the army, he says, had to supply all deficiencies.
The resu lt shows that he had surf boats and stores enough; and one of his high
merits as a commander is, that he never doubted the science and valor of his army,
but made the best use of both. lie had invaded a country with resources sufficient
to support large armies against us; he ava iled himself with great ability of the
resources of the enemy. T his, l know, you and the President expected him to do.
Had he failed to do so, or had he doubted the science and va lor of his army, he
would have proved himself unfit for the high trust confided to him ; and those who
placed him in command would have had a heavy account to settle with the country. But his complaints are entirely groundless, as he, in his cooler moments, I have
no doubt wil l admit. He is one of the best informed military men now l iving; but
it would puzzle him to show a single instance in the military history of the last two
centuries in which an army, whose pcrsonel [sic] and materiel had to be collected
from so vast a territory, was as well appointed and supplied as his army has been.
The glori ous results of his campaign arc a sufficient answer to all his complaints-
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results so astonishing that the faithfu l chronicler of the events as they occurred
wi II probably be considered rather the compiler of fables than the relator of facts.
I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant,
TH. S. JESUP,

Quarterm.aster GeneraL.
Honorable WM. L. MARCY,

Secretary of Wm·; Washington city.

23
Some Lessons of the War with
Mexico
introduction. in this brief selection Kreidbel'g and Hen1y summarize the
lessons learnedfi'om the Mexican War of 1845- 1848, stressing the needjor
adequate transportation and for careful joint planning for overseas operations as well as the impact ofexcessive luxury services j(Jr troops in the field.

The Lessons of the War
The lessons of the Mexican War were never studied a great deal, probably because
the war had been so brief and successful. The victory expanded the United States
to the Pacific Ocean, thus fulfilling Manifest Destiny, and put Zachary Taylor and
Franklin Pierce in the White House. Those resu lts were remembered, but most of
the mobilization lessons were forgotten.
The old lessons which were repeated again were:
1. Military policy and foreign policy must be coordinated at all times.
2. Staff planning for war in advance of the war itself is most necessary, but wi ll
never be accomplished until a specific agency is charged with that planning.
3. The departments which control and accomplish mobilization must be coordinated in their operations to prevent confusion and inefficiency.
4. Unplanned for, piecemeal activities in wartime are costly, slow, wasteful,
and confusing.
5. The ability, experience, and leadership of the peacetime Regular Army must
be more effectively diffused through the entire wartime army.
6. Training can be effectively accomplished only when there is time, a prog ram, and sufficient capable instructors and instructional material.
7. Adequate means of transportation must be provided for military purposes.
The importance of transportation was becoming even greater as the transportation

Reproduced from Marvin A. Kreidberg and Merton G. Henry, Hist01y of Militwy
Mobilizalion in the Uniled Slates Ar111y, 1775- 1945, Department of the Army
Pamphlet 20- 212 (Washington, D.C.: Department of the Army, June 1955), pp.
81 - 82.
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media became faster. The need for organic transportation in a military force was
reemphasized.
8. War plans must be based on adequate and accurate intelligence information.
9. The inability of the Militia as organized to provide a reservoir of military
manpower was not only reaffi rmed but was emphas ized, for by 1846 the Militia
was not only inefficient, it was verging closely on extinction.
10. The accepted system of e lection of officers by their men was inefficient
and needed replacement by a system of Federal selection of officers, selection to
be based on impartial standards. Federal rather than state control of officer selection was better because only under Federal control could officer standards be
made uniform.
l J. The comp lexity of this war made it even more necessary than in previous
wars that the term of service be for the duration of the war.
Lessons which were perhaps new or which first acquired major significance
in this war were:
I . The extent to which civilian luxury services accompany troops in the field
must be strictly limited, or the weight of those luxury services will immobilize the
A rmy.
2. Supply planning for a mobilizing Army must be based on the total fo rce.
The assumption that elements of the force could provide for their own equipment
and uniforms or else obtain them from their states was not· on ly fallacious but led
to procurement competition which impeded the overall procurement effort.
3. Joint operations of the Army and Navy can be successfully accomp lished
when there is cooperative planning, and a sincere cooperative effort made by the
commander of the units of the respective services.

Chapter 4
Logistics of the Civil War

24
Organization for Logistics in the
Civil War
Introduction. In this essay Charles R. Shrader outlines the 01ganization
for logistics of both the Union and Cof!federate Armies in the Civil Wc11;
focusing on the support o_fforces in the field. The variety a_[ logistical support
required and provided, logistical force structure and doctrine, and some of
the key logisticians of the Civil War are discussed. The essay concludes with
an evaluation of the Antietam campaign of 1862 from a logistical point of
view and demonstrates the influence of logistics on tactical and strategic
decisions.

The American Civil War of 1861 - 1865 was the first large-sca le modern war
involving a continent-wide theater of operations. The numbers of men and quantities of materiel involved were unprecedented as were the distances over which the
opposing armies moved and had to be supported. ln the first four months of the
war the Union army alone expanded to twenty-seven times its pre-war strength and
by 1865 over one million men were enrolled. The costs were enormous as well;
expenditures for the United States Army passed $ 1 billion per year for the first
time in 1864- 1865. Moreover, the Civil War saw the increased application of
recent technological advances in transportation and communications. Although
tactical mobility remained limited to the pace of the foot soldier and the horse, the
railroad and steamboat greatly improved strategic mobility. Similarly, battlefield
communications remained limited by line of sight and range of sound, but the
overall control of armies in the field was improved dramatically by widespread use
of the telegraph.
The logistical problems posed by the Civil War at every level were many and
varied. The intricacies of national policy, industrial and agricultural procurement
Reproduced with the perm ission of the U.S. Army War College Foundation from
Charles R. Shrader, " Field Logistics in the Civil War," in Jay Luvaas and Harold W.
Nelson, eels., T!te U.S Army War College Guide to the Battle of Antieta1n: The
Mmyfand Campaign of I 862 (Carl isle, Pa.: South Mountain Press, 1987), pp.
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and distribution, and the detailed mobilization activities of the opposing governments as well as medical service have been discussed thoroughly elsewhere and
need not detain us here. Less well-known are the details of how Civil War armies
were actually supplied in the field and how the efficiency of such support, or the
lack of it, influenced the outcome of battles, campaigns, and even the war itself.
These are the details which we shall examine here.

Organization for Logistics
Civil War armies on both sides were forced to create or expand logistical
stucture and to develop new procedures as well as the trained personnel needed
to support widespread military operations of tremendous scale. For the North the
problems were primarily ones of expansion and coordination. The South, of
course, had to build an army and its necessary supporting sturctures from scratch.
Tn general, the Confederates adopted the basic institutions of the pre-war United
States Army and recast them in a Southern mold. ln both cases the developments
of efficient logistical support structures for the armies in the field required time
as well as tremendous effort and expense. Confusion, failure, and waste preceded the emergence of lean and effective logistical organizations, and for the army
of the Condederate States the overall lack of resources almost precluded the
achievement entirely.
On I January I86I, the Regular Army of the United States consisted of I,108
officers and 15,259 men organized into 19 regiments: 10 infantry, 4 artillery, 2 dragoon, 2 cavalry, and one of mounted riflemen. This army in the field was distributed in six geographical departments: East, West, Texas, New Mexico, Utah, and
Pacific. The military department was the basic organizational unit for administrative and logistical purposes, and the commander of each department controlled his
own logistical support with no intervening level between the departmental headquarters and the supply bureaus in Washington. During the war the number of
departments increased, the boundaries changed, and it was not unusual to group
several geographical departments under a military "division" headquarters.
In 1861 the highest level of the Army hierarchy, was occupied by President
Abraham Lincoln, the Commander-in-Chief. Secretary of War Simon Cameron,
who was to be replaced in January 1862 by Edwin M. Stanton, reported directly
to the President and was responsible for the administration of the Army. There also
existed an extra-legal General-in-Chief, Winfield Scott, who presumed to direct
the field operations of the Army from his headquarters in New York City. The aged
Scott was eventually replaced in turn by Generals George B. McClellan, Henry C.
Halleck, and Ulysses S. Grant.
Reporting directly to the Secretary of War and responsible for various aspects
of the Army's administration were the bureau chiefs or heads of staff departments:
the Adjutant General, the Inspector General, the Paymaster General , the Judge
Advocate General, the Chief of Engineers, and the Chief of Topographical
Engineers. After the commencement of the war a Provost Mashal General was
added. The logistical support of the Army was entrusted to the heads of the four
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"supply" departments: the Quartermaster General, responsible for clothing and
equipment, forage, animals, transportation, and housing; the Commissary General
of Subsistence, responsible for rations; the Chief of Ordnance, responsible for
weapons, ammunition, and miscellaneous related equipment including accoutrements; a11d the Surgeon General, respons ible fo r medical supplies and for evacuation, treatment, and hospitalization of the wounded.
The division of authority and responsibility among the Secretary of War, the
Assistant Secretaries of War, and the General-in-Chief was never clearly spelledout, and the supply departments functioned independently and without effective
central coordination throughout the Civil War. President L incoln and Secretary of
War Stanton did set up an Army Board, headed by retired Major General Ethan
Allen Hitchcock, to coordinate military policy and provide military advice.
However, the Army Board achieved little in the way of coordinated planning, and
there was only the vaguest correlation of strategy and log istics until Genera l
Ulysses S. Grant assumed command of a ll Union armies in March 1864.
Both the passage of time and the new, strenuous, and urgent demands of the
Civil War brought new men to the fore in the supply departments . Quartermaster
General Thomas Sidney Jesup died in June 1860 after 48 years at his post. The
next senior man in the depar tment had been on duty since 1819 and was passed
over in favor of Lieutenant Colonel Joseph E. Johnston. However, Johnston
resigned in April 1861 and went on to become one of the senior Confede rate generals. Major Ebenezer S. Sibley then served as Acting Quartermaster General until
the appointment in May 1861 of Brigadier General Montgomery C. Meigs who
served as Quartermaster General for the remainder of the war.
The other bureaus also changed heads at the beginning of the war and several
times during its course. The aged Commissary General of Subsistence, Colonel
George Gibson, died in September 1861. He was replaced by Colonel, later
Brigadier General, Joseph P. Taylor who served until his death in June 1864. Taylor
was fo llowed by Brigadier General Amos B. Eaton. In the Ordnance Department
Brigadier General James W. Ripley replaced ten-year veteran Colonel Henry K.
Craig as Chief of Ordnance in April 186 1. Ripley was replaced by Brigadier
General George D. Ramsay in September 1863, and Ramsay was replaced in turn
by Brigadier General Alexander B. Dyer in September 1864. T he Surgeon
General, Colonel Thomas Lawson, had held his position for 25 years before his
death in May 1861. He was succeeded for eleven months by Colonel Cl.ement A.
Finley who was replaced in April 1862 by Brigadier General William A.
Hammond . Hammond was courtmartialled on a minor charge and dismissed from
the Army in August 1864, being succeeded for the last months of the war by
Brigad ier General Joseph K. Barnes.
T he Confederate army developed a similar bureau system with a
Quartermaster General, Commissary General of Subsistence, Chief of Ordnance,
and Su rgeon General responsible for the main logistical fu nctions . T he
Confederates added a Ch ief, Niter and Mining Bureau, to oversee the production
of raw materials needed for m unitions. The lack of central coordination and political infighting was worse among Confederate leaders than with the ir Northern
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counterparts. Pres ident Jefferson Davis, a succession of Secretaries of War, the
supply department chiefs, and commanders in the field were seldom in accord on
even the most basic issues. Their lack of cooperation and effective planning as well
as often faulty execution was all the more serious in view of the precarious logistical situation of the South.
The Confederate supply departments had to be created from whole cloth and
suffered throughout the war from a serious lack of experienced personnel. At the
top the bu reau chiefs were, in general , as capable and energetic as their Union
counterparts. ln some cases they had served in logistical positions in the pre-war
United States Army. Colonel Abraham C. Myers, for example, was serving as
Chief Quartermaster of the Southern Department at the time of his resignation
from the United States Army in January 1861: two months later he became
Quartermaster General of the Confederate States Army. Myers was replaced in
August I 863 by Colonel Alexander R. Lawton. The eccentric Lucius Bell inger
Northrup resigned his cavalry commission in the United States Army in January
I 861 and was named Acting Commissary General of Subsistence for the
Confederate States Army in March 1861. Colonel Josiah Gorgas, who had served
in the United States Army Ordnance Department, was named Chief of the Bureau
of Ordnance in Apri l 1861 and was perhaps the most effective of the Confederate
bureau chiefs, serving for the durati.on ofthe war. Major Isaac St. John was named
Chief ofthe Niter and Mining Bureau upon its creation in April 1861 and served
in that position until he was called upon to relieve Colonel Nortlu·up as
Commissary General in February 1865. The Confederate Surgeon General was
Samuel P. Moore.
The supply departments of both armies remained seriously undermanned
throughout the war, both at their headquarters and in the field. Field operations
came to absorb the greatest numbers of available personnel. Before the war the
supply departments had very few officers and noncommissioned officers in the
fie ld with troop units. The officers of the various supply departments were to be
fow1d almost exclusively in staff positions in Washington, at the permanent
depots, or at the headquarters of the several geographical departments into which
the Army was organized. The rank of these men was relatively low. Unti l 1864
most quartermaster, ordnance, and subsistence depots were commanded by captains who, despite their modest rank and meagre pay, had tremendous resources of
men, money, and material under their control. There were a few exceptions,
notably Colonel Daniel H. Rucker at the Washington Quartermaster Depot and
Colonel George D. Ramsay at the Washington Arsenal.
The allocation of logistica l personnel in troop units of the Union army varied
depending upon the type, level, and size of the unit and whether it was a Regular
Army or Volunteer organization. Infantry companies consisted of 82- 100 men at
fu ll strength and were not authorized any logistical personnel, except that after 6
September 1862 Volunteer units were authorized a wagoner. Cavalry companies or
troops ranged from 79- 105 men and were authorized, in the Regular Army, two
farriers, one saddler, one wagoner, and a company quartermaster sergeant.
Volunteer units added a commissary sergeant and two teamsters. Arti llery batter-
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ies, both Regular and Volunteer, had 80- 156 men and were authorized 2- 6 artificers, a wagoner, and a battery quartermaster sergeant.
Infantry and cavalry units of the Regular Army were sometimes organized into
battalions of four to eight companies. Infantry battalions were authorized a lieutenant as battalion quartermaster and commissary, a quartermaster sergeant, a
commissary sergeant, and a hospital steward. Cavalry batta lions were authorized
the same personnel plus a saddler sergeant and a veterinary sergeant. Volunteer
units did not follow the battalion organization and many Regular units dropped it
as well.
Regular Army infantry regiments had ten companies and were authorized a
lieutenant as regimental quartermaster/comm issary. Volunteer infa ntry regiments
were authorized a I ieutenant as regimental quartermaster/commissary, a quartermaster sergeant, a commissary sergeant, a hospita l steward, a surgeon, and lwo
assistant surgeons. Regular and Vo lunteer cavalry regiments were authorized the
same logistical personnel as their infantry counterparts, except that in Volunteer
cava lry regiments one assistant surgeon was replaced by an additional hospital
steward and there were added another lieutenant as regimental commissary, a saddler sergeant, and a chief farrier or blacksmith. Artill ery regiments seldom operated as a unit, but each Regular and Volunteer artillery regiment of 8- 12 batteries
was authorized a lieutenant as regimental quartermaster/commissary, a quartermaster sergeant, a commissary sergeant, and a hospital steward. Most regiments
were also authorized an ordnance sergeant who performed minor repa irs on
weapons aDd issued ammun ition. ln addition, units of regimenta l size and larger
almost always had a line officer on the staff of the commander who served as the
uni t ordnance officer.
Above regimental leve l no disti nction was made as to Regular or Volunteer
uni ts and the allocation of support personnel was the same for both infa ntry and
cavalry units. After II July 1862 brigades were authorized a captain as assistant
quartermaster and another captain as assistant commissary of subsistence. From
the beginning of the war each division normally had a quartermaster, commissary, and ordnance officer as members of the commander's staff. However, it
was not until 4 July 1864 that divisions were lega lly authorized a quartermaster
in the temporary grade of major, and divis ion commissaries of subsistence in
the temporary grade of major were not authorized until 3 March I 865 . The
Mi litia Act of l7 July 1862 empowered the President to orga nize army corps and
authorized one I ieutenant co lonel as Chief Quartermaster and another as Ch ief
Commissary of Subsistence. At Army level a Chief Quartermaster was authorized in the temporary grade of colonel and after 3 March 1865 a Ch ief
Commissary of Subsistence in the temporary grade of colonel was also authorized. Tn the absence of legal authorization the necessary functions were frequently perfo rmed by an officer detai led as aide-de-camp on the staff of the
command ing genera I.
Most unit logistical work was accomplished at regimental level. The regimental quartermaster was normally a line lieutenant nominated by the regimenta l commander. His duties included subm itting requisitions fo r all qua rtermaster supplies
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and transport; accounting for all regimental quartermaster property including tentage, camp equipment, extra clothing, wagons, forage, and animals; issuing supplies; and managing the regimental trains. The regimental commissary, also an
officer detailed from tbe line, requisitioned, accounted for, and issued rations. The
regimental ordnance officer requisitioned arms, ammunition, and other ordnance
stores, accounted for such items, and issued them to the troops. He also managed
the movement of the unit ammunition train.
In theory, logistical staff positions at headquarters above regimental level were
filled by a fully qualified officer of the supply department concerned. However,
experienced manpower was perpetually in short supply and many authorized positions were filled by officers and noncommissioned officers drawn from line units
or simply left vacant, the duties being performed by someone in addition to their
own . Such was frequently the case in the Confederate army which had little time
to build a cadre of professional logistical personnel. ln both armies inexperience
and ignorance of logistical principles and departmental procedures on the part of
newly assigned quartermasters, commissaries, and ordnance officers generally
reduced their effectiveness.
A lthough logistical staff officers were authorized, no provision was made in
either army for soldiers to actually carry out the work. Specialized Quartermaster,
Subsistence, or Ordnance units did not exist. There were some soldiers trained for
quartermaster, commissary, ordnance, veterinary, and medical tasks as well as
some signalmen and a few battalions of engineers, but for the most part both
armies were forced to rely on hired civilians or line soldiers temporari ly detached
from their regiments to perform essential support duties. The urgent need for reliable support personnel usually overrode objections that the effectiveness of combat units was seriously diminished by the assignment of soldiers to other duties,
and many line sold iers were so utilized.
The problem of finding sufficient men, either military or civi lian, to perform
necessary logistical tasks became acute as the Civil War armies expanded. One
source of reliable service personnel for the Union Army was found in the large
number of Negro "contrabands" (freed or runaway slaves) created in contested
areas. Employed for 40- 50 cents and one ration per day, they relieved soldiers and
unreliable civi lians from duties as teamsters, laborers, hostlers, ambulance drivers,
and construction workers and often performed such duties better. However, there
were never enough such workers. Of course, tbe Confederate armies made extensive use of Negro labor in various capacities without the necessity of payment to
the individual. Requisitions upon slave owners for laborers was often necessary,
but was considered onerous and decreased the amount of labor available for agricu ltural and other important purposes.
The obvious solution to the problem of f inding adequate numbers of reliable
support workers without drawing down combat units was to enlist and train men
in units organized specifically to perform logistical missions. Just such a corps had
been recommended by Assistant Quartermaster Genera l Trueman Cross duTing the
Mexic<:m War. T he dynamic of modern warfare was leading inevitably in that
direction, and the Civil War did see the formation of some such special units. The
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most successful of these units was the Railroad Construction Corps created in the
Union Army under the direction ofBrigadier General Hermann Haupt.

The Soldiers Load
The usual load for the Union soldier in the field was about 45 pounds, including a rifle-musket and bayonet weighing 14 lbs. and 60 rounds of ammunition (40
rounds in the regulation cartridge boxes and another 20 rounds in pockets or (mapsack) weighing 6 lbs. Tfu·ee to eight days of "marching" or "short" rations weighing 4- 12 lbs. were carried in the haversack or knapsack. In addition, each soldier
generally carried a canteen (4 Jbs.), a blanket or overcoat (Sibs.), and a shelter half
(1.5 lbs.). Some soldiers also carried a rubberized poncho or ground sheet. Mess
gear (knife, fork, spoon, cup, plate, and sometimes a small skillet), extra clothing.
and a few personal items such as a razor, mirror, "housewife" (sewing kit), letters,
notebook and pencil, Bible, and miscellaneous items were carried in the knapsack.
The loaded knapsack usually weighed more than 20 lbs. and was habitually discarded when going into action. The Confederate soldier was usually less wellequipped and carried what little he had in the characteristic blanket roll slung over
the shoulder. Veterans in both armies soon learned what items they could do without and carried only the bare minimun:1.
American soldiers on both sides were notorious for their lack of supply discipline. Every Civi l War theater of operations was littered with discarded blankets,
overcoats, knapsacks, and other equipment jettisoned by the troops on long marches, hot summer days, or before going into battle. Losses of knapsacks and other
non-essential equipment were found after some battles to be as high as 50 per cent.
Such profligacy early in the war provoked Brigadier General Irvin McDowell to
comment: "I believe a French army ofhalfthe size of ours could be supplied with
what we waste."

Arms and Ammunition
The supply of weapons, ammunition, and related equipment was a logistical
problem of considerable magnitude for both sides in the Civi 1 War. Arms and
ammunition were produced in government arsenals, contracted from domestic
producers, and imported from abroad. There were eventually 28 government arsenals, foundries, and armories in the North, producing weapons and ammunition.
Between 1861 and 1866 Federal arsenals produced 7,892 pieces of artillery and
some four million stand of small arms. Federal artil lery fired some five million
rounds during the course of the war, about four rounds per gun per day.
The Confederate ordnance establishment expanded quickly and eventually
over 20 depots, laboratories, factories, armories, and arsenals supplied
Confederate needs. However, only two factories produced heavy ordnance: the
Etowah works near Atlanta and the Tredegar Iron Works in Richmond. Due to a
lack of domestic production facilities the Confederates relied heavily on imports
and on the capture of arms and ammunition from Union forces. At the beginning
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of the war the Confederates seized from Federal arsenals in the South about
159,000 small arms of all types, 429 cannon, and some 4.5 million rounds of small
arms ammunition as wel l as the gun-making machinery of the Federal arsenal at
Harper's Ferry. Confederate armaments production was significantly less than that
of the Union over the course of the war and Confederate leaders faced a constant
struggle to meet the voracious demand for ammunition which amounted to some
36 million rounds of small arms ammunition and 300,000 rounds of field artil lery
ammunition per year.
Ammunition was shipped from arsenals and factories to ordnance depots and
from there to railheads and advanced depots near the forces in the field. From
advanced depots issues were made on the "supply point" distribution system. Unit
ordnance officers requisitioned ammunition, loaded it on unit ordnance trains, and
transported it to forward positions. When an artil lery battery or infantry regiment
needed ammunition, the commander ordered the ammunition wagons (sometimes
pack-mules) to come up from the trains area as near as available cover and concea lment wou ld permit and the men then carried the ammunition forward to the
guns or distributed cartridges to the infantry. Artillery units out of ammunition or
with guns destroyed were usually pulled off the line to replenish the caissons and
receive replacement weapons from the artillery reserve parte. A ready supp ly of
small arms ammunition usually accompanied the unit baggage train . Brigade and
division ordnance trains marched under the direction of the unit ordnance officer
who was expected to know the kind and caliber of ammunition in each wagon of
his train so that there would be no delay in issues. Reserve ammunition was transported in the corps trains.
There was no universal standard for the amount of ammunition carried in the
unit ordnance trains. Each commander prescribed the allowances he saw fit, and the
quantities varied from campaign to campaign or even from battle to battle. The most
common "basic load" for the infantry of the Union army in 1862 was 200 rounds per
man. The soldier carried 40 rounds in his cartridge boxes and another 20 in his pockets and knapsack. The brigade or division ordnance train carried about 40 rounds per
man and the corps ordnance train carried another I00. Cavalrymen usually carried
40 rounds for the carbine and 20 rounds of pistol ammunition.
For artillery the "basic load" varied with the type of gun. The standard ammunition chest for the 12-pounder held 32 rounds; that for the 3-inch ordnance rifle
and the I0-pounder Parrott held 50. Each gun was accormpanied by two limbers
and a caisson. One ammun ition chest was mounted on each limber and two chests
were mounted on the caisson. Thus, there were four chests per gun, making 128
rounds for each 12-pounder or 200 rounds for each 3-inch ordnance rifle or I 0pounder Parrott. In 1862 the ordnance trains usually carried a supply of artillery
ammunition equal to that carried in the ammunition chests of all the batteries. Thus,
the "basic load" for the 12-pounder was 256 rounds and for the 3-inch ordnance
rifle and 10-pounder Parrott 400 rounds. There was a standard proportion of each
type of artillery ammunition (solid shot, shell, spherical case/shrapnel, or canister)
to be carried, but in practice it varied accordjng to the type of action anticipated or
the whim of the commander, can ister being generally favored in many cases.
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Subsistence
The supply of subsistence for the Un ion army presented few major problems
beyond those associated with greatly increased requirements and wide-spread military operations. For the Confederacy, however, despite adeq uate agricultural production, subsistence for the armies in the field remained a major problem throughout the war, primarily because of financial, manpower, and transportation deficiencies rather than any absolute lack of supplies.
United States troops were generally well-fed. The official 186 1 Army ration
[per para 1191 , Revised United States Army Regulations of 1861] included:
20 oz. of salt or fresh beef or 12 oz. of pork or bacon
18 oz. of flour or 20 oz. of corn meal
1.6 oz. of rice or .64 oz. of beans or 1.5 oz. of dried potatoes
1.6 oz. of green coffee or .24 oz. of tea
2.4 oz. of sugar
.54 oz. of salt
.32 gill ofv inegar
Peas, hominy, or fresh potatoes cou ld be substituted, and bread, either soft or
hard, was provided when possible in lieu of flour. Desiccated compressed potatoes
or desiccated compressed mixed vegetables could be substituted for the beans,
peas, rice, hom iny, or fresh potatoes at fixed rates. fn 1862 the ration sca le was
increased sl ightly and more dried vegetables were authorized. For planning purposes the weight of one ration was calculated as 3 lbs.
The normal "short" or "marching" ration fo r the Union army consisted of l lb.
of hard bread (the famous "hardtack"), 3/4 lbs. of salt pork or 1/4 lbs. of fresh
meat, I oz. of coffee, 3 oz. of sugar, and salt. Soldiers on the march were issued
from 3- 8 days "marching" rations which were carried by the men in haversacks
and knapsacks or on the unit baggage trains.
Although satisfactory as to bu lk, the army ration did not provide an entirely
adequate diet by today's nutri tional standards. It was woefully deficient in anti-scorbutics, particularly fresh fruits and vegetables, and to prevent scurvy Union troops
were sometimes issued small quantities of onions, dried apples or peaches, pickles,
or sauerkraut. Canned and dehydrated foods had been introduced in 1857, but "desecrated vegetables and consecrated milk" found little acceptance, the desiccated
vegetables being as often smoked as eaten. Army rations were supplemented by foraging, packages (even barrels!) from home, and purchases from sutlers' stores.
The Confederate ration was basically the same as the Union ration, but with
slightly more sugar and less meat, coffee, vinegar and salt. Molasses was issued
when available. However, the official ration was almost never issued in fu ll, and
for the Army of Northern Virginia the meat portion was usually issued at half or
three-quarters scale and coffee was seldom available unless captured from Union
stores or exchanged "through the lines" for tobacco or sugar. Confederate soldiers
were often compelled to live off the land, and during the Maryland campaign of
1862 they subsisted largely on green corn and apples.
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Commissary purchases were made on the market by low-bid contract in the
major cities and producing areas by the officers in charge of subsistence depots.
Flour and some other commodities were provided closer to the troops when possible. Cattle were contracted for delivery at specified points, and major beef
depots were maintained at Washington (on the grounds of the then unfinished
Washington Monument), Alexandria (VA), and Louisville. Depot commissaries
received in bulk and repacked for shipment to the f ield. The Subsistence
Department developed a highly effective system of base, advanced, and temporary depots, and cattle were moved "on the hoof" in the immediate rear of the
active armies.
Unit commissary officers requisitioned rations based on unit strength reports.
Ration items were picked up by the unit trains at the nearest railhead or subsistence
depot and delivered to forward locations where they were issued to the troops.
Cattle were slaughtered by butchers at brigade level and issued on the day before
expected consumption. There were no trained cooks assigned to units. Soldiers
took care of their own cooking in small "mess" groups or suffered the culinary
efforts, of their fellow soldiers detailed to mess duty on a company basis. Improper
preparation of the ration was a major contri butory factor in disease and discomfort among soldiers, and the lack of clean, potable water was often a greater problem than spoiled or improperly prepared food .

Clothing and Camp Equipment
Due to the rapid expansion at the beginning of the war both armies experienced great difficulties in obtaining adequate supp lies of serviceable clothing and
equipment. The Union army quickly brought the problem under control, but
Confederate quartermasters continued to have difficulty throughout the war in
providing sufficient clothing and other material, due primarily to a lack of domestic production and raw materials and the effectiveness of the Union blockade.
The standard annual issue of clothing for United States troops included: 2
caps, 1 hat, 2 dress coats, 3 pairs of trousers, 3 flannel shirts, 3 pairs of flannel
drawers, 4 pairs of stockings, and 4 pairs of bootees. An overcoat was issued every
fifth year and a blanket every third year. Artillerymen and cavalrymen were issued
jackets instead of coats and boots instead of bootees. The annual clothing
allowance amounted to $42.
Officially, the Confederate soldier was equally well-c lothed. The standard
issue of clothing on an annual basis for the Regular soldier of the Confederate
States Army included: 2 blue t1annel sh irts, 8 pairs of gray flannel trousers, 6 reel
flannel undershirts, 8 pairs of cotton drawers, 6 pairs of woolen stockings, 4
pairs of boots, 2 blankets, 2 leather stocks, and 2 caps. The total cost of the
Confederate clothing issue was $26.95. Volunteers supplying their own uniforms
received an allowance of $2 I .00. In practice, the Confederate Quartermaster
General was seldom able to supply the required items and Confederate soldiers
wore whatever came to hand, the home-dyed "butternut" jacket and trousers
being characteristic items.
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Shoes were an especially important item. Confederate soldiers were frequently without them and it was not unknown for Union soldiers to suffer from want of
adequate footgear. The severe straggling in the AJmy of Northern Virginia during
the Maryland campaign of 1862 can be attributed in part to the lack of shoes.
Between 12 September and 25 October 1862 Union quartermasters issued over
100,000 pairs of shoes and boots to soldiers of the Army of the Potomac.
For the first three years of the war the quartermaster purchasing system for
the Union Army was decentralized. Depot quartermasters purchased by low-bid
contract or, in emergencies, by "open market pw-chase" for the areas/armies for
which they were responsible. In July 1864 a more centralized purchasing system
was initiated and all contracts had to be forwarded to the Quartermaster General's
office in Washington for approval. Payments were then made only at the direction
of the division chief in Washington after receipt of an inspector's certificate. In
an emergency, the chief quartermaster of an army or detached unit could procure
supplies directly. From time to time both the Union and Confederate armies
found it necessary to requisition supplies fro m citizens. Both armi es did so reluctantly and carefully, paying in cash or vouchers for all goods taken. The
Confederate quartermasters and commissaries were more frequently reduced to
this expedient due to a lack of adequate supplies and the inadequacies of the
Confederate railroads.
Both the Un ion and Confederate Quartermaster's Departments operated a
number of depots located in major cities. Schuykill Arsenal in Philade lphia was
the chief depot and manufacturing center for United States Army clothing. Other
major quartermaster depots fo r the Union Army were located in Boston, New
York, Ba ltimore, Washington, Cincinnati, Louisville, St. Louis, Chicago, New
Orleans, and San Franc isco . The Confederate Quartermaster General's
Department was reorganized in the spring of 1863 with 11 purchasing dish·icts
(generally drawn along state lines) and a number of depots located near the areas
of operations. Major Confederate quartermaster depots were located at
Richmond, Sta unton , Ra le ig h, Atlanta, Co lumbus (GA) , Huntsville,
Montgomery, Jackson (MS), Little Rock, Alexandria (LA), and San Antonio.
Advanced and temporary quartermaster depots were established as needed to
support active operations.
Clothing and other supplies were manufactured in-house or delivered in bulk
to the major quartermaster depots, then reshipped to units in the f ield based on
requisitions received from unit quartermasters. In some cases items were shipped
direct from the factory to the field. Unit quartermasters received supplies at
advanced depots or railheads, moved them to the units, and issued them. Company
commanders were held responsible for the condition of theiJ" men's clothing and
accoutrements and unit quartermasters were accountable for the unit's tentage and
other camp equ ipment.
Tents were a major item of camp equippage fo r both sides but were often dispensed with during active operations in the f ield. No texti le was in shorter supply
during the Civil War than the canvas duck needed for tents, and tentage required
large amounts of transportation. Frequently it was found necessary to issue strict
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limitations of the tentage permitted to be carried on act ive operations. The pre-war
Sibley tent, patterned on the Indian tepee of the Western plains, held 20 men. Two
wagons were required to haul a company's al location of such tentage. Early in the
war the Union army introduced the so-called shelter half, or tente d'Abri, used by
the French army. This became famous as the "pup tent", so-called because witty
soldiers lay in the tent, stuck their heads out, and barked like dogs. The shelter half
carried by the individual so ldier was extremely versatile and cou ld be used as a
sleeping bag or as a lean-to. When buttoned with others it could form a two-man
tent or larger structure. The shelter half still in usc in the United States Army today
is of the same basic pattern.

Horses and Mules
The supp ly of draft and riding animals was a responsibility of the
Quartermaster General's Depa rtment in both arm ies. IIorses and mules were the
primary motive power for transport in the field and were used up on a grand scale.
Between J September and I5 October I862, the Army of the Potomac alone was
issued over 10,000 horses. The leaner Confederate army as a whole consumed an
average of20,000 draft and artillery horses per year, only 5,000 of which were lost
on active service, the rema inder being lost through disease, starvation, abandonment, or sale. Once deprived of the major breeding areas in Tennessee, Kentucky,
and Texas the Confederate army used up animals faster than they could be replaced
by natural increase. Consequently, the Confederates were forced early on lo exercise some central control over animal procurement and di stribution. This function
was performed by Major A. II. Cole, Inspector General of Field Transportation in
the office of the Confederate Quartermaster General.
For the Union army there was no centralized procurement of animals at the
beginning of the war and middlemen and brokers added to the cost with criminal
collusion and deception. However, by the end of the war an cfTicient system for purchase, inspection, and distribution of horses and mules had evolved. Colonel Daniel
II. Rucker, commander of the Washington Quartermaster Depot, developed a system of having cavalry ofTiccrs purchase small lots of riding horses direct from owners in the stockraising areas for shipment to remount depots. On 28 July 1863, the
Caval ry Bureau was created and made responsible for organizing and equ.ipping
cava lry forces and for providing remounts. Colonel James A. Ekin was made Chief
Quartermaster of the Cavalry Bureau. The remount depot at Gisboro' in the District
of Co lumbia was the principal eastern remount depot. Jt was supplemented by
depots at Greenville (VA), l Iarrisburg, and Wilmington (DE). St. Louis and
Nashville served the Union armies in the western theaters, the Nashville depot
alone handling some 500 animal purchases per day in the first nine months of 1864.

Forage
Given the number of anima ls required by Civil War armies for riding and draft
purposes, the quantities of forage required were enormous. Each horse req uired
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daily 141bs. of hay and 12 lbs. of grain (oats, corn or barley). Each mule required
14 lbs. of hay and 9 lbs. of grain. No other commod ity was so bulky or so difficu It to transport.
Forage requirements represented a major portion of all transportation requirements. Pope's Army of Virginia in the summer of 1862 required 25,000 forage
rations per day, J50 tons or over 18 railroad car loads of grain alone. In the winter
of 1861- 1862 the Army of the Potomac, then encamped around Washington and
including some 15,000 horses and mules, had an extraordinary daily forage
requirement of nea rly 400 tons. In the winter of 1863- 1864 the same Union army
consumed some 37,000 bushels of grain and 1,050 tons of hay daily. The requirement for the entire United States Army at that time was some 2.5 million bushels
of grain and 50,000 tons of hay per month.
The Confederate army had proportionate requirements, but suffered chronic
shortages in the f ield due to a defective distribution system aggravated by frequent
refusa l of the Southern railroads to ship bulky forage. The two main Confederate
f ield armies (the Army ofTennessee and the Army of Northern Virginia) required
over 5,300 bushels of grain daily, the equivalent of 2 1 railroad carloads. The Army
of Northern Virginia experienced particularly acute forage shortages in northern
Virginia as early as May 1862, and such shortages had a direct effect on operations, weakening the animals and reducing the already strained transportation
resources of Lee's army.

Transportation
The size and consequent daily resupply requirements of the field armies in the
Civi l War imposed enormous demands fo r transportation. For example, the Army
of the Potomac on I October 1862 was composed of 127,8 18 men, 22,493 horses,
and I0,392 mules plus 321 guns of mixed types. Some simple calculations using
the standard planning factors give the Army of the Potomac's daily resupply
requ irement as 19 L.7 tons of rations, 411.9 tons of forage, and 63.9 tons of small
arms ammunition, a total of 667.5 tons. Assuming that forage and rations for five
days and full ammuni tion loads were carried, the trains would have included 290.6
tons of artillery ammunition, 894.7 tons of small arms amm unition, 958.6 tons of
rations, and 2,059.6 tons of forage, for a total in the trains of 4,203.5 tons, or the
equivalent of3,503 wagon loads at 2,400 lbs. per wagon. Of course, these figures
do not include the transportation required for necessary replacement weapons,
clothing, camp equipment, or medical supplies. Nor do they include the wagons
necessary fo r the movement of troop, officer, and headquarters baggage and tentage, forage for officers' horses, or sutler's stores. Of course, the total requirement
was not uploaded all at one time, nor could it be; Chief Quartermaster fn galls
reported only 3,219 wagons and 315 ambulances on hand as of I October. fn any
event it is clear that a Civil War army, whether on the move or stationary, required
an enormous amount of transport to maintain itself, and the support of multiple
armi es in the f ield on both sides during the Civil War was a gigantic undertaking
involving all modes of transportation.
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1. Water Transport
Both ocean and river transport were used extensively by both sides during the
war. Union control of the Mississippi River and its tributaries as well as Eastern
and Gulf coastal waters naturally limited the free use of water transport by the
Confederates, but this relatively cheap and efficient means was employed whenever possible. The Quartermaster General's Department of both armies was
responsible for obtaining and contro lli ng waterborne transport. In the case of the
Union army this function was partially vested in 1861- 1862in a General Agent of
the War Department (later Assistant Secretary of War), John Tucker.
The Union army was abl.e to move large numbers of men, animals, and supplies by sea. The most spectacular water movement of the Union army was the
transportation by sea of the Army of the Potomac from Washington to Fort Monroe
at the beginning of the Peninsula Campaign in March 1862. The move dwarfed
anything done before and was not equalled during the war. With only a little over
5 weeks for planning and preparation General Agent Tucker, assisted by officers
of the Quartermaster's Department, obtained some 400 vessels ( l 13 steamers, 188
schooners, and 88 barges) and moved an army of 121,500 men, 14,592 animals,
44 batteries of artillery, and associated wagons, ammunition, and other equipment
from Perryville (MD), Alexandria, and Washington to Fort Monroe with the loss
of on ly eight mules and nine barges, the cargoes of which were saved. The
embarkation began at Alexandria on 17 March and the movement was completed
by 6 Apri l. The army was subsequently resupplied by sea from Alexandria,
Washington, Annapolis, New York, and Baltimore.
Steamboats and barges operating on major rivers were also important, especiaHy in the western theater. The ordinary Ohio River steamer, carrying both passengers and fre ight, could lift 500 tons. Thus, one stean:~er could support 70,000
men and 20,000 animals for one day. ln the East the older canal systems also
played a role. The Chesapeake and Ohio Cana l, for example, was used to support
the Army of the Potomac in the fall of 1862 after Antietam.

2. Wagon Transport
The equipment and organization of wagon trains in both armies were the result
of long experience on the western plains. Throughout the war commanders on both
sides fought a constant battle to keep down the size of their wagon trains, particularly the regimenta l and headquarters baggage trains, and thereby improve the tactical mobility of their forces. In fact the size of trains, in the Union army at least,
did decrease with each subsequent campaign. However, as General Halleck
observed in November 1862: "Once accustomed to a certain amount of transport,
an army is unwillng to do without the luxuries which it supplies in the field," and
adherence to the limitations prescribed was frequently lax.
The standard 6-mule Army wagon in good condition could haul 4,000 lbs. on
good roads in the best season of the year. However, such conditions were seldom
found. The Army of the Potomac on the Peninsula seldom found it possible to
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exceed 2,000 lbs. per wagon. The usual wagon load was about 2,400 lbs. including forage for the team. Lack of sufficient draft animals sometimes occasioned the
usc of 4-horse or 4-mule teams which could haul only about I,800 lbs. The
Confederates commonly used the sma ller teams due to the sca rcity of suitable
draft animals. Ambulances, 2-horsc wagons, spring wagons, and other conveyances were sometimes used as well . The standa rd Army wagon cost $125 and
with six horses or mules at roughly $125 each the total cost came to about $900.
Maintenance, including forage for the team, cost about $3 per day. By contrast, a
railroad car cost $500, carried eight tons, and had relatively little upkeep.
Mules were preferred over horses as draft animals due to their lower cost, better endurance, and smaller forage requirement. American mule breeding was
world famous, and British General Sir Evelyn Wood later recommended both the
American mule and the American Wilson wagon for use in South Africa. The
Union army used pack trains only to a limited extent in the main theaters during
the Civi I War. Pack-mules were tested by the Union army in the spring of 1863,
particularly for ammunition trains, but the results were unsatisfactory. It was
found that while a 6-mule team and wagon cou ld haul 25 boxes of ammunition
and forage for the team, six mules could pack only 12 boxes plus forage. The
packmulcs could carry only 200- 250 lbs. each, required more experienced handlers, and wore out quickly. However, for much of the war each corps in the Army
of the Potomac carried 200 packsaddles (the aparejo) in the train and wagon
mules were used, if necessary.
The rate of march of wagon trains varied from 12- 24 mi lcs per day depending on road conditions. Since ideal conditions were seldom found, the n1aximum
of 24 miles per day was seldom achieved. The trains of the Army of the Potomac
took over 24 hours to move the three miles from Malvern llill to Harrison's
Landing in the mud and rain of2- 3 July 1862. Each 6-mulc team and wagon occupied a space of roughly 12 yards, thus a column of 800 wagons occupied road
space of about 6- 8 miles at normal interval in single column at an easy gait. A
pack train of25 mules took up about 75 yards at close interval.
Although there was no standard authorization for supply trains in 1862, both
the Union Army of the Potomac and the Confederate Army of Northern Virginia
issued orders restricting the allowance for baggage trains. General Order No. 153,
Hcaclq uarlcrs, Army of the Potomac, issued on I 0 August 1862 whi le the army was
sti ll at !Iarrison's Landing, limited baggage trains to:
4 wagons for each corps headquarters
3 wagons for each division or brigade headquarters
6 wagons for each ful l regiment of infantry
3 wagons for each squadron of cavalry or battery of artillery
The allowances were to be reduced to correspond with the actual number of men
present for duty and excess wagons were to be turned in. Officers' baggage was
limited to blankets, a small va lise or carpetbag, and a reasonable mess kit. The
order also prescribed that the regimenta l and battery wagons were to be used to
carry forage, cooking utensils, hospital stores, small rations, and officers' bag-
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gage. One wagon per regiment was reserved exclusive ly for hospital stores and
one wagon for grain for officers' horses. [O.R. XI, part 3, pp. 365- 366]
Shortly after the battle of Antietam General Lee restated lhe allowances which
he personally had f ixed for the Army of Northern Virginia:
3 4-horse wagons for each division headquarters
2 4-horse wagons for each brigade headquarters
1 4-horse wagon for each regimental headquarters
1 4-horse wagon for each regiment's medical stores
l 4-horse wagon for each regiment's ammunition
1 4-horse wagon for every 100 men per regiment for baggage, camp
equipment, rations, etc. [O.R. XIX, part 2, p. 641]
Other commanders at other times and places prescribed similar allowances.
While the size of supply trains, as distinct from unit baggage trains, varied
according to the size of the force supported and the situation, there was a constant
effort to keep the total number of wagons and teams as low as possible. Success
was often measured by comparison with Napoleon's ideal ratio of 12.5 wagons per
1,000 men. General Grant generally allowed only I 9 wagons for every 1,000 men
on the march. General Sherman was noted for travelling light and moving fast, but
he left Atlanta in November 1864 on the famous "Ma rch to the Sea" with 40 wagons for every I ,000 men of his command. The supposedly sluggish Army of the
Potomac under General McClellan generally did better. At Harrison's L1mding in
July 1862 there were 26 wagons for every 1,000 men; at Antietam in September,
29 per I ,000; and at Warrenton in early November only 25 per I ,000.
T he Confederates genera lly operated with a lower ratio of wagons to men, out
of necessity rather than choice. Stonewall Jackson in the Shenandoah Valley in the
spring of 1862 had only 7 wagons per I ,000 men. His opponents were not nearly
so efficient; at the end of May 1862 Major Genera l Nathaniel P. Banks reported
500 wagons for a force of only 5,500 men, a ratio of a whopping 91 wagons for
every 1,000 men. Of course, Banks was no Napoleon either!
As the war went on the organization and operation of wagon trains became systematized and fa irly efficient. Unit quartermasters were responsible for the unit
baggage trains, which generally moved right behind the unit on the march with the
uni t's ready reserve of small arms ammunition marching first for ready access. The
unit of organization for the supply trains of subsistence, ordnance, and forage was
by division. T he division quartermaster controlled the division's general supply
trains and the division ordnance officer controlled the ammunition train. Division
trains were sometimes grouped and moved by corps. During movements of the genera l supply trains the usual order of march was for the wagons containing sma ll
arms ammunition to come fi rst followed by the wagons containing artillery ammunition, subsistence, and forage in that order. Sutlers' wagons brought up the rear.
The wagons of the division and corps supply trains were also used to move supplies
from advanced depots and railheads to smaller temporary clumps or train areas in
the immediate proximity of the troops. During active operations the trains were
guarded by cavalry or reserve infantry units detailed for that purpose.
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By way of example, Confederate Major General D.H. Hill's division supply
tra in (for about 5,800 men) immediately after Antietam consisted of 52 wagons:
22 for ammunition, 20 for subsistence, and 10 for fora ge. Hill also had a small
baggage trai n of two wagons for each brigade headquarters and 6 wagons per
regiment. In contrast, the supply train of the Union XII Corps (two divisions;
13,450 men) at Chancellorsv ille in April 1863 consisted of 192 wagons: 49 for
small anns ammunition, 20 for arti llery ammuni tion, and the remaining 123 for
rations, forage, and general supplies. In add ition there was a baggage train of
155 wagons.
Brigadier General Rufus Ingalls, Chief Quartermaster of the Army of the
Potomac, and later of all the Federal armies operating against Richmond, was perhaps the most competent field quartermaster of the war on either side. Taking
charge of the bloated and confused trains of the Army of the Potomac on the
Peninsula, he stream lined and organized them into an efficient and effective logistical tool. He eventually developed a system for marking each wagon in unit baggage trains with the corps badge, division color, and number of the brigade to
which it belonged. He also caused general supply wagons to be marked to indicate
their contents, whether infantry or arti llery ammunition, grain or hay, or one of the
various types of ration items. As soon as a wagon was unloaded, it was sent back
to the nearest depot for another load of the same commodity. General Grant
praised the efficiency of the quartermaster corps of the Army of the Potomac in
1864, and lnga lls was the officer primarily responsible. In September 1863,
Ingalls explained some of the principles by which he operated:
In a forward movement our trains are never in the way of the troops; on
the contrary each corps has its train which follows it on the march , and
which forms its indispensable, movable magazine of supplies. Wagon
trains should never be permitted to approach within the range of the
battlefields. They should be parked in safe and convenient places out of
risk, and well guarded. Troops should go forward to battle lightly
loaded, and without wagons except for extra ammunition. lf they are
successful, the trains can be brought up very quickly; if defeated, they
will find an unobstructed road, and will get back to their wagons soon
enough. [Annual Report, Brigadier General Ru fus Ingalls, Chief
Quartermaster, Army of the Potomac, for the Fisca l Year ending 30
June, 1863]

3. Railroad Transport
Tn August 1861 General McClellan wrote to President Lincoln that, " ... the
construction of rai lroads has introduced a new and very important element into
war. .."The Civil War was indeed the first major conflict in which the railroad
played a significant part, and an effici ent rai lroad system proved a decisive advantage for the North. Even with a relatively large system to maintain the North successfully overcame the problems of properly coordinating and maintaining its rail
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lines even in areas of active operations, although congestion in forward areas,
detention of cars, and interference by field commanders with train movements
decreased effectiveness.
The coordination and maintenance of a far more limited rail system was never
successfu lly achieved by the South. Of 30,000 miles of railroad in the United
States in 1860, only 9,000 lay in the future Confederacy and most of that ran
North-South, feeding the Gulf and the Ohio River. There were no through connections between Virginia and the Deep South, the political and financial conditions of railroad construction in the South having dictated short, independent lines
of varying gauge and broken at the cities. The South also possessed few railroad
construction and repair resources. Nor were the exjsting facilHies and resources
used to their maximum extent. Confederate leaders were never able to summon the
political courage needed to impose centralized control of the independent, and
often recalcitrant, railroad owners. fnadequate railroads and the lack of means to
improve them were important factors in the defeat of the Confederacy.
By contrast, on 31 January 1862 the President of the United States was authorized by law to take possession of and to operate any railroad as needed for the
conduct of the war. Although President Lincoln formally took possession of all
railroads in the United States on 25 May 1862, the Federal government never exercised its control option except in the conquered areas of the South, although
Secretary of War Stanton did direct Brigadier General Hermann Haupt to seize
and operate the inefficient Cumberland Valley Railroad in September 1862.
Furthermore, on 11 February 1862 President Lincoln had appointed Colonel
Daniel C. McCallum to head the Military Rai l Road Service under the
Quartermaster General, thereby centralizing the supervision and management of
military rail operations.
To keep the Military Rail Road Service in operation in the face of active
Confederate regular and guerilla forces a Railroad Construction Corps was formed
and placed under the skilled direction of the noted railroad builder Hermann
Haupt. Originally composed of only 300 soldiers, the Corps later grew to a mixed
force of over I 0,000 soldiers and civilians organized into standard units under military command and discipline. 1t was used to rebuild or repair track and bridges
damaged by combat operations or guerilla action and eventually built or repaired
some 1,769 miles of military railroad as well as wharves and other facilities at
depots and along the lines of communication.
In early October 1863 the Orange and Alexandria Railroad was thoroughly
destroyed by the rebels from Manassas Junction almost to Brandy Station, a distance of22 miles. Haupt and his men repaired the line, including a 625 foot bridge
over the Rappahannock River, in only I 9 working hours. Their most spectacular
achievement, however, occurred during Sherman's advance to Atlanta. The Etowah
Bridge over the Etowah and Chattahoochie Rivers between Chattanooga and
Atlanta- 625 feet long and 75 feet high- was rebuilt by 600 men of the Railroad
Construction Corps in only six days. The organization's fame was justly deserved
and prompted the often repeated declaration of Confederates that '"ol Sherman
carries a spare railroad runnel along with him."
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Despite thei r success both the Military Rail Road Service and the Railroad
Construction Corps were disbanded promptly at the end of the war. While not
"pure" corps of enlisted combat service support specialists, both were in many
respects the forerunners of the spec iali zed men and units which the rapidly changing nature of war wou ld require in the future.
Good management and a good system of repah permitted spectacu larly successful railroad movements by the Union army. The usef11lness of the railroad for
emergency resupply was amply demonstrated during the Maryland Campaign of
1862, and the Union victory at Gettysburg in 1863 can be ascribed in part to the
effective use of the railroads for bringing up men and supplies. The most dramatic Union rail movement occurred in the autumn of 1863 with the shift of the XI
and XII Corps under Major General Joseph Hooker from the Army of the Potomac
in Virginia to the Army of the Cumberland near Chattanooga. The move began on
the afternoon of 25 September 1863 with trains routed from Washington via
Jeffersonville (IN), Louisville, Nashvi lle, and Chattanooga. They began to arrive
on the evening of 30 September at Bridgeport, Alabama. Some 23,300 men, I0
batteries of artillery, 100 cars of baggage, and the associated anima ls and other
equipment covered I ,192 miles in eleven and one-half days.

A Few Remarks on the Maryland Campaign of 1862
In many respects the Maryland campaign of I 862 is an ideal operation to
examine from a logistical point of view. The campaign had logistical objectives
and its outcome was in large part determined by the logistical strengths and weaknesses of the opposing sides. Conducted soon after the strenuous Peninsula campaign and the defeat of the Union army at Second Manassas, the Maryland campaign exhibits the logistical system of the Union army in the process of gelling and
that of the Confederate army before it became unglued. Both sides faced serious
specific problems of supply and transport. In addition, from the Union point of
view at least, every possible mode of transportation was involved. Unfortunately,
only a few highlights can be mentioned here.
When the Confederate Army of Northern Virginia crossed into Maryland in
early September 1862 at least two of Lee's objectives were logistical in natme: to
obtain supplies from a "liberated" Maryland and to cut the main east-west railway
li nes in Maryland and Pennsylvania thereby dividing the North. But Lee recognized tha t his army was in poor shape for such an undertaking. To President
Jefferson Davis on 3 September he wrote: "The Army is not properly equipped for
an invasion of an enemy's territory. It lacks much of the material of war, is feeble
in transport, the animals being much reduced, and the men arc poorly provided
with clothing, and, in thousands of instances, are destitute of shoes." [O.R. XIX,
part 2, pp. 590- 591]
The Confederate logistica l problem was made more serious by the distance
from the proposed area of operations to the base in Richmond. Under even ideal
conditions Confederate railroads were scarcely to be relied on, and at the time of
the climactic battle at Sharpsburg Lee's army had only one railhead on the Virginia
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Central at Stau nton, 150 miles away. Advanced depots were established at
Winchester and Staunton, but limited wagon transport made it imperative that
Lee's men live off the country, particularly at the beginning of the campaign.
Arms and ammunition were of particular concern and the capture of Harper's
Ferry on 15 September was a windfall for the Confederates. Nearly 12,000 stand
of small arms, 73 pieces of artillery, 200 wagons, and large quantities of horses,
mules, rations, ammunition, and other supplies fell into Confederate hands, too
late, however, to influence the battle at Sharpsburg on 17 September. In any event
Lee's ordnance officer, Lieutenant Colonel E. P. Alexander, managed to ensure
that sufficient supplies of ammunition were available, even with the loss of
Longstreet's trains to Union cavalrymen on the Hagerstown Pike on the night of
14 September.
Lee's hopes of obtaining significant supplies in Maryland were disappointed,
and the day of battle found many Confederate sold iers exhausted from the marching and suffering from lack of food. Many did not make it to the battlefield at all ,
the want of shoes contributing to an enormous number of stragglers which,
according to Major General D.H. Hill, reduced Lee 's effective force to less than
30,000 men. Hill also noted:
It is true that hunger and exhaustion had nearly unfitted these brave
men for battle. 0lll' wagons had been sent off across the river on
Sunday, and for three days the men had been sustaining life on green
corn and such cattle as they could kil l in the fields. In charging through
an apple orchard [Piper's) at the Yankees, with tbe immediate prospect
of death before them, 1 noticed men eagerly devouring apples. [O.R.
XIX, part I, p. I025]
Despite their poor condition the Confederate veterans of the Army of Northern
Virginia acqu itted themselves with honor.
On 17 September the main Confederate supply route crossed the Potomac near
Sharpsburg by way of Blackford's (Boteler's) Ford. The Confederate trains were
positioned during the battle in and around the western edge of the town of
Sharpsburg, some being reta ined on the western bank ofthe Potomac. On the night
of 18 September the entire Army of Northern Virginia with all its equipment
recrossed tbe Potomac and moved slowly up the Shenandoah Valley toward the
advanced depot at Winchester, looking to fight again another day.
At the beginning of October Lee broke up the depot of Winchester and moved
his base sti ll farther up the Valley to Staunton. Despite the best efforts of the
Confederate quartermasters the army ended the campaign as it had begun, poorly
clad and without shoes. On 7 November Lee wrote to Secretary of War George W.
Randolph: "Tt has been snowing all day, and I fear that our men, with insufficient
clothing, blankets, and shoes, will suffer much, and ou r ranks be proportionately
din1in ished." [O.R. XIX, part 2, p. 702] Such was perpetually the case with the
supply of the Confederate armies in the field.
The Army of the Potomac had a definite logistical advantage as it began the
pursuit of Lee in early September. Although significant quantities of supplies and
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transport were lost at Second Manassas and Harper's Ferry, the reserves of the
Union Army were plentiful and the means existed to move them to where they
were needed. From the Union point of v iew the area of operations was also wellserved by transportatio n lines. Th e wagon haul from Washington to the Antietam
was less than 100 miles over generally excellent roads. The Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad served both Frederick and, after its recaptLU·e, Harper's Ferry, while the
less efficient Cumberland Valley line terminated at Hagerstown. Thus, re lative ly
good rai l connections to both north and south were available no farther than 10- 20
mi les from the battlefield of Antietam . In addi tion, the Chesapeake and Ohio
Canal was navigable as fa r up as Poolesville.
On 7 September McClellan established his camp at Rockvi lle, Maryland, 14
rni les from Washington . Union regiments and batteries mauled at Second
Manassas or recently arrived from the Peninsula pushed thJoug h Washington during the f irst days of September without, as Colonel Daniel H. Rucker, commander
of the Washington Quartermaster Depot, later wrote:
... waiting for the supplies so urgently required, merely stopping while
in transitu to draw such articles as were absolutely indispensable, and
to turn in the almost worthless rnaterial w ith which they were encumbered. All were in haste, and for a few days the offices of the depot were
thronged with divi sion, brigade, and regimental quartermasters, each
anxious that his particular wants shou ld be first supplied and insisting
upon the extreme urgency of the necessities of that portion of the army
for which he was to provide, apparently forgetting that all shared the
same ill -fortune. [O.R. Ll , part I, p. 1096]
At Rockvil le the troops were reorganized and re-equipped while McClellan
tried to determine Lee's movements and intentions. Although all of the uni t baggage trains had not yet arrived from the Peninsula, Lieutenant Colonel Rufus
Jngalls, Chief Quartermaster of the Army of the Potomac, did a masterful job of
organiz ing the available transport and found suffic ient wagons and teams to supply the Army's needs.
On 11 September the Army of the Potomac moved north from Rockvi lle on a
course via F rederick which brought it to the battlefield of South Mountain on 14
September. Hav ing driven the Confederates back across the Antietam Creek,
McC lell an fa iled to press Lee's forces on 15 September and wasted the following
day p robing for the enemy through a heavy fog and reorganizing his forces. His
ordnance officer, First Lieutenant Francis J. Shunk, spent the day of 16 September
redistributing and hurrying up ammunition. T he next day, 17 September 1862, saw
the bloodiest clay in American military history as McClellan's army crossed
Antietam Creek and attempted to dislodge Lee's forces from their defensive positions on the high ground before Sharpsburg. Un like their Conferate counterparts,
the Union soldiers arrived on the battlefie ld of Antietam well-fed and wellequ ipped, and they too fo ught with distinction .
T he Union long-range guns in position near the Pry House did good work suppressing the fire of Confederate batteries and supporting the attacks ofUnion forces,
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the 20-pounder Parrott batteries using up their available anununition. In a singul<:u·
demonstration of the value of the railroad as a means of supporting an army in the
field 2,500 rounds of 20-pounder Parrott ammunition were rushed by special fourcar train from the Washington Arsenal to Hagerstown in less than 18 hours, arriving
shortly after noon on 18 September. Subsequently, the railroads were the primary
method by which supplies were moved to the Army of the Potomac from
Washington, Alexandria, Baltimore, New York, and other northern cities.
During the battle the Union supply trains were staged on the Boonsboro Pike
near Keedysville and were protected by Fitz-John Porter's V Corps. They remained
there for some time afterward. Advanced quartermaster and subsistence depots
were established four miles south of Frederick on the east ba11k of the Monocacy
River until the railroad bridge there was repaired on 22 September, then were
moved into Frederick itself. Advanced depots were also opened at Hagerstown, at
Harper's Ferry after its recapture and also, late in the campaign, at Berlin,
Maryland. No advanced ordnance depot was established, all ammunition for the
Army of the Potomac being supplied direct from the Washington Arsenal by
wagon or by rail to railheads at Frederick, Hagerstown, and Harper's Ferry.
In the six weeks after the battle of Antietam McClellan, despite his advantage
in men and materiel and the orders, pleas, and prayers of Abraham Lincoln, fa iled
to aggressively pursue the Army of Northern YirgLnia. The Union army sat id le
near Sharpsburg reporting a totally unexpected shortage of clothing, shoes, and
camp equ ippage and a serious lack of serviceable horses brought on by overwork
and an unexplained disease. Only rations, under the control of Chief Commissary
Colonel Henry F. Clarke, appear to have been plentiful. When prodded to move
fo rward, General McClellan replied, with some justification, that he was not in a
position to do so until his forces were better equipped. When the Army of the
Potomac f inally was ordered to cross the Potomac in pursuit of Lee on 6 October,
Chief Quartermaster Inga lls reported that the:
.. . army was wholly deficient in cavalry and a large part of our troops
were in want of shoes, blankets, and other indispensable articles of
cloth ing, notwithstanding all the efforts that had been made since the
battle of Antietam, and even prior to that date, to refit the Army with
clothing as well as horses. [O.R. XIX, part 1, p. 74]
The supply departments in Washington and the quartermasters and commissaries with the army in the f ield worked together feverishly to supply McClellan's
wants. Between 12 September ancl25 October Union quartermasters issued to soldiers of the Army of the Potomac over 100,000 pairs of shoes and boots as well as
some 93,000 pairs of trousers, 120,000 pairs of stockings, 97,700 pairs of drawers, l 0,000 blankets, and 33,100 shelter hal ves. Between l September and 15
October more than 10,000 horses were issued, Quartermaster General Meigs
balked at only one item. On 20 October he telegraphed Ingalls: "Horse-covers are
not an article of supply under the regulations, and 1 doubt very much the propri ety of encumberi ng our already overloaded cavalry with one thousand heavy
horse-covers to a regiment." [OR. XIX, part 2, P. 504]
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Except in the case of horses and mules, the problem was not so much insufficient supply as it was congestion on the railroads, especially the inefficient
Cumberland Valley line to Hagerstown. Brigadier General I-Iermann Haupt was
directed by the Secretary ofWar on 18 September to do what he could to facilitate
the movement of military supplies over the available lines. For the next month the
energetic llaupt coordinated with quartermasters and railroad officials, personally directed traffic and the unloading of cars, and generally succeeded in bringing
order out of the chaos created by massive and urgent rail movements.
By the time the Army of the Potomac began its move south into Virginia in
early November the lessons learned by commanders and staff officers were at
last beginning to pay off. The shirt of the Army's line of communication to the
Manassas Gap and Orange and Alexandria Railroads south of Washington proceeded rap idly and without the confusion which had marked the beginning of the
campa ign in Maryland. The relief of General McClell an by Major General
Ambrose E. Burnside on 7 November brought the Maryland campaign of 1862
to an end. Un li ke the Army of Northern Virginia, the Army of the Potomac ended
the campa ign in much better shape logistically than it had begun it. Effective
procedures and experienced logistical leaders had evolved and henceforth the
support of the Army of the Potomac would only continue to improve. The confusion attendant with all active operations would, of course, never be entirely
eliminated, but Inga lls, Clarke, Shunk, and the other logisticians would never
again be daunted by the magn itude and complexity of their task, if indeed they
ever had been.
McClellan's fa ilure to pursue the Army ofNorthern Virginia aggressively after
Antietam and to destroy it once and for all has been a much debated topic.
McClellan was no doubt a hesitant and overcautious commander, but the degree to
which hi s caution was induced by rea l constraints of logistics, as opposed to exaggerated fears of the strength and abi lity of his opponent, has never been accurately measured. It is obvious that the Army of the Potomac faced serious problems of
supply in the month after Antietam. The want of clothing and equipment occasioned by overloaded rail lines, coupled with a serious lack of serviceable horses,
was certainly good reason for postponing an aiJ-out advance. But in the last analysis these relatively minor problems may not have been sufficient reasons for failing to pursue the Confederates, who, after all, were suffering from crippl ing
defects in both supply and transportation. In any event McClellan should have recognized that his relatively superior logistica l situation gave him an advantage
which his opponent simply did not enjoy- an advantage which might even have
decided any further engagements between the Union and Confederate forces in
northern Virginia in tbe fall of 1862 in favor of the Union cause.

Conclusion
Superior Union army logistics, or rather defective Confederate logistics, came
close to deciding the contest at Antietam. The irascible Confederate Major General
0.1-1. II ill opined that the battle or Sharpsburg would have been a glorious victory
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for the South but for three causes: I. the separation of Confederate forces; 2. the
bad handling of Confederate artillery; and 3:
"the enormous straggling. The battle was fought with less than 30,000
men. Had all our stragglers been up, McClellan 's army would have been
completely crushed or annihi lated. Doubtless the want of shoes, the
want of food, and physical exhaustion had kept many brave men from
being with the army; but thousands of thieving poltroons had kept away
from sheer cowardice." [O.R. XIX, part I, P. I026)
In short, the outcome of the Maryland campaign of 1862 turned in large part
on the strengths and weaknesses of the logistical system supporting each of the
opponents. For the Army of Northern Virginia the major defect was an inadequate
quantity of food, clothing, and other equipment compounded by scarce and inefficient transport. On the other hand, the Army of the Potomac did not face an actual want of supplies, and such difficulties as existed during the campaign can be
attributed primarily to problems of managing the transportation of enormous
amounts of supplies by rai Iroad. But perhaps the real advantage for the Union
army during the Maryland campaign and throughout the war was a corps of energetic and innovative logisticians working to overcome the many and complex
problems of supporting a modern army in the field.
While the tactical and strategic lessons of the American Civi l War were genera lly ignored by European military experts, the great development of logistical
support for the American armies in the field did attract considerable attention in
the late nineteenth century. Many European military commentators recognized the
difficulties and achievements of Union and Confederate logisticians. Only more
recent ly have we ourselves come to understand that the supplying of Civil War
armies was as great a task as thei r en listment and maneuver and that it brought forward men who in their own areas of expertise were the equals of Grant, Sherman,
and Lee.

25
Confederate Logistics and Strategy
Introduction. In this brief excetpt .fi"om the first chapter of his excellent
study (~/Confederate logistics, historian Richard D. Goffreviews the details
ofinadequate Confederate logistical arrangements before, during, and ajter
the.flrst Battle ofManassas and notes that the problems ofsupply and transport encountered by the Co1?/ederates in thefirst Manassas campaign would
characterize their logistics for the remainder ofthe wcu: Goff also offers the
opinion that the Confederate .failure to press forward aggressively against
iliferior Union forces after winning the Battle of Manassas was a function of
real and perceived logistical inadequacies. The Confederacy:<; fil~~·t, last, and
only real chance for victo1y and independence is often said to have occurred
in the aftermath ofManassas and thus the impact oflogistics on strategy and
the ultimate outcome of the war is stressed.

The Manassas campaign presented an acid test of the Confederate supply system. For
one thing, Manassas provided a portent for the future, for it revealed in microcosm
many of the supply problems that would continue to plague the Confederate supply
effort for years to come. In addition, the supply situation at Manassas affected the
prospects of the Confederacy's capturing Washington and thus winning a short war.
By the first of June the War Department and the supply bureaus had set up
their offices in Richmond, closer to the scene of impending battle and closer, also,
to the multip lying evidences of confusion, inefficiency, and general inadequacy in
preparing the volunteers fo r field operations. Troops had been collecting near
Manassas and in the Shenandoah Valley since May, and by June over 30,000 men
were encamped, many without sufficient arms, ammunition, and clothes, or regular food supplics. 74 Pungent comments on the condition of the troops abound, but
Colonel Edmund Kirby Smith's statement that his men were "so illy provided with
everything from arms to clothing that they are scarcely efficient to take the field"
suffices. 75 Colonel James Chesnut, the prominent South Carolina politician,
bespoke the common conclusion: "The opinion prevails throughout the army that
there is great imbecility or shameful neglect in the War Oepartment."76
Reproduced with the permission of Duke University Press from Richard D. Goff,
COJ?fedemle Supply (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 1969), pp. 19- 23.
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ln reality the causes for the failure of supplies were not as morbidly romantic
as imbeci lity or shameful neglect. The causes were prosaic- inadequate supplies
and inexperienced administrators. The railroad system, which funneled into a single track leading to Manassas, was unable to carry all of the volunteers, their
mountains of impedimenta, and their daily food supply; and as a result, food and
ammunition piled up at depots all along the way. Meat was weeks in coming from
Tennessee, while flour and ammunition piled up at Fredericksburg.77 At Manassas
the military complicated matters by retaining freight cars as storehouses instead of
unloading them and putting them back into service. 78 Even if the railroad system
had been adequate, the Ordnance Department did not have enough ammunition to
pass out more than fifty to seventy rounds per man. 79 Despite the volunteers' anxious determination to look the part of a soldier, the Quartermaster's Department
could not supply enough uniforms and boots; and the soldi ers who had not been
able to procure clothi11g and boots from home markets or from their state governments had to be content with their own civilian togs and shoes. Tents, blankets, and
camp and garrison equipage were unavoidably in short supply. Food rations did not
match those called for in the manuals, because vegetables, sugar, coffee, vinegar,
and soap could either not be found in the quantities needed or could not be regularly shipped in from across the country. The troops soon had to content themselves with a monotonous diet of corn mea l, flour, bacon, and beef.
The melancholy situation of inadequate resources was compounded by administrative inexperience and inefficiency. Most of the field officers and supply officials were new to their tasks and committed many errors, usually errors of omission. In particular, the supply officers in the field were either negligent of or unfamiliar with proper requisitioning procedures and kept the bureau officials in
Richmond in ignorance ofthe nature and quantities of supplies needed by the men.
The f ield quartermasters and commissaries also distributed the available supplies
unequally, with the result that some units missed whole days of being fed, whi le
supplies rotted at the depots for lack of proper storage faci lities.80 The quartermasters and commissaries attached to the field units were ostensibly appointed
and controlled by their bureau chiefs in Richmond, but they were actually selected by the commanding officers of the units and felt a loyalty and responsi bility to
their field commanders rather than to the Richmond administrators. At the lower
levels, this divided loyalty made li ttle practical difference in comparison with the
general inexperience in requisition and distribution; but in the higher echelons it
bred trouble. On occasion, Myers and the chief army quartermasters clashed over
transportation and storage policy. However, the most serious controversies
occurred between Northrop and the chief commissaries of commanding generals
P. G. T. Beauregard and Joseph E. Johnston, Captain W. H. Fow le and Colonel R.
B. Lee. Both Fow le and Lee were ordered by their commanders to buy locally to
feed the men. Nortluop, interested in controlling prices, forbade them to buy local ly and asked them instead to depend on supplies from Richmond . Northrop was
supported by Davis in his endeavors and eventually succeeded in getting both subordinates removecJ.R1 Before Lee was removed, however, he had the satisfaction of
seeing railroad transportation difficulties force Northrop to abandon his idea of
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shipping all food from Richmond and to allow the field commissaries to buy supplies in the vicinity.
To complicate matters, Johnston and Northrop clashed over the diet of the
men. Regulations called for the issue of bacon three or four times a week, but
transportation difficulties delayed shipping the bacon in from Tennessee, where
the Subs istence Department was getting the best prices. As a result, the commissaries issued bacon only one or two times a week and the rest of the ti me supplied the men fresh beef from the herds of cattle gathered in the vicin ity of the
camps.s2 The "fresh" meat, however, because of delays in slaughteri ng and in
local transportation and fie ld distribution, was often spoiled before it reached
the troops. In addition, many of the men did not know how to cook beef properly.10 Johnston complained about the shortage of bacon, and ex-med ic Northrop,
ever the theoretician, rep! ied, "The experience of mankind, confirmed by scienti fi e resea rch, proves that a diet of fresh meat exclusively is conducive to health
and that an ad mixture of sa lt meat is not more so."84 And so it went, both before
and after the battle.
When the men marched out to fight on July 21, according to the military manuals they were already beaten. They had neither the ammunition, clothing, nor diet
to be effective. Thus, from the very first battle many soldiers, officers, and supply
officials learned to disregard traditions and manuals. On the other hand, too many
commanders, dismayed in their very first campaign by supply shortages, became
reluctant to fight unless their armies were supplied up to traditiona l standards.
Perhaps th is was why Joseph E. Johnston proved to be so cautious during the war.
Who should be a better judge of what an army needed to fi ght and win than the
form er Quartermaster General of the United States Army?
T he Confederates won the battle of Manassas in spite of supply deficiencies,
but the unsatisfactory supply situation may have contributed vitally to the fa ilure of the Confederacy to fo llow up the victory, capture Washington, and wi n the
war. On the evening of the battle, Davis advised immediate pursuit; but the generals, probably impressed by the disarray of their own men, evaded compliance,
and a rainstorm during the early hours of the next morning ended the matter for
the momcnt. 85
There is li ttle evidence of what was proposed or discussed concerning pursuit
during the next few days. Apparently Beauregard wished to advance in early
August, but .Johnston did not wish to make the attempt. If Johnston did veto
Beauregard's idea, the state of supplies may well have been a factor; for the shipments of bacon and hard bread had become even more erratic than before the battle, whi le both the infantry and the artillery were short of wagons and tcams.86
The gl illcring temptation of an advance on Washington lingered on into the
autumn. In a conference at Fairfax Court House on September 30 and October I,
Davis listened as generals Johnston, Beauregard, and Gustavus Smith unfolded a
plan to take the offensive. The plan involved crossing the Potomac wh ile a covering force remained in the original works to distract the enemy. The generals said
such an operation ca lled for an increase in the fo rces at Manassas front the current
force of 40,000 men to 60,000. The additional 20,000 would be obta ined by with-
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drawing regular forces from the west and from other points and allowing reserves
to take the places of the temporarily departed troopsY Davis objected that he
could not, presumably for political reasons, withdraw regular troops from other
parts of the Confederacy to reinforce the Manassas army, and he also noted that
there were no arms to equip new men above the 2,500 arms in the cu rrent army
reserves. 88 The generals were unwilling to advance with the 40,000 men they had,
and so the troops continued to sit in camp until the following spring. 89 Those military experts who feel that 60,000 men could have captured Washington and who
also feel that this was the Confederacy's only opportunity to win can thus blame
the supply situation for the downfall of the Confederacy, for even if the President
had been willing to transfer regular troops to Virginia, there were no arms available to supply the reserves. The abandonment of the "on to Washington" scheme
is the first, and quite possibly the most important, instance of the manner in which
supply deficiencies shaped strategy.
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Quartermaster Operations in the
Eastern Theater
Introduction. Brig. Gen. Rt!/us Ingalls was Chief Quarterrnaster of the
armies commanded by Maj. Gen. U. S. Grant. In his official report .for the
.fiscal year ending 30 June 1864, he outlines the logistical support of the
Union armies in the Geftysburg, Wilderness, Chancel!orsvil!e, and
Petersburg campaigns of 1863- 1864. Also included as inclosures are
Ingalls' report for the .fiscal year ending 30 June 1863, covering the
Peninsula, Antietam, and Fredericksburg campaigns; General Grant :v
Special Order No. 44 of June 28, 1864, prescribing allowances of transportation for his armies; and the responses of General Ingalls to a series of
questions on logistical support of Grant. s armies. Taken together the pieces
in tllis selection provide an excellent over view of the operations of the
Quartermaster Department in support of t.he Un ion Army in the Eastern
Theater.for the mc!jor part <?/the Civil Wcu:

O FFICE oF Tl m CIIIEF QuARTERMASTER,
ARMIES OPERATING AGAINST RICIIMOND, VA.,

City Point, Va., August 28, 1864.
GENERAL: In compliance with your General Orders No. 29, of the 6th ultimo,
calling for an annual report for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1864, I have the
honor lo submit the following:
As my last annual report was submitted on the 28th of September, 1863, during your absence in the field, and, so fa r as I have learned, not made of any parReproduced from the annual report of Brig. Gen. Rufus Inga lls, Chief
Quartermaster, Armies Operating Against Richmond, for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1864, dated City Point, Virginia, August 28, 1864, with inclosures, in the Annual
Report of the Quartermaster General of the United States Army to the Secretmy of
War for the Fiscal Year Ending June 30th. 1864 (Washington, D.C.: Government
Printing Office, 1864), pp. 31-47. [A !so found in Annual Report of the Secretmy of
War.fi>r the rlscal Year Ending June 30th, 1864, House Executive Document no. 83
(Wash ington, D.C.: Government Printing Orrice, 1864), pp. 146- 67.]
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ticular service or reference by tJ1e officer acting as Quartermaster General at the
time, and as it contains all material information relative to the organization and
operations of the quartermaster's department in the army of the Potomac, with
some useful statistical facts which will much reduce the length of this report, 1
herewith enclose a copy, marked I.

Gettysbtug Campaign.
It wil l be observed, by reference to page 8 of the accompanying report, that I
was with the headquarters of the army of the Potomac at Taneytown, Maryland, on
the 30th of June, 1863.
On the lst of July the headquarters remained at that point, while the army was
being concentrated at Gettysburg. The I st and I Ith corps opened the great battle
of Gettysburg on that day. The wagon trains and all impediments had been assembled at Westminster, on the pike and railroad lead ing to Ba ltimore, at a distance of
about twenty-five mi les in rear of the army. No baggage was allowed in front.
Officers and men went forward without tents and with only a short supply of food.
A portion only of the ammunition wagons and ambulances were brought up to the
immediate rear of our lines. This arrangement, which is always made in the army
on the eve of battle and marches in presence of the enemy, enables experienced
and active officers to supply their commands without risking the loss of trains, or
obstructing roads over which the col umns march. Empty wagons can be sent to the
rear and loaded ones or pack trains brought up during the night, or at such times
and places as will not interfere with the movements of troops.
On this campaign from the Rappahannock to the James our trains, large as
they were, necessarily being over 4,000 heavy wagons, never delayed the march of
a column, and, excepting small-arm ammunition trains were never seen by our
troops. The main trains were conducted on roads to our rear and left, without the
loss of a wagon.
On the morning of the 2d of July I arrived at Gettysburg, and was present during the battle which resulted so favorably to our arms.
Arrangements were made to issue supplies at Westminster, brought over the
"Branch road" from Baltimore, and at Frederick by the Baltimore and Ohio railroad.
Telegraphic communication extended from these points to Baltimore, Washington,
&c. , and our army communicated every third hour with them by means of relays of
cavalry couriers. Ample supplies of forage, clothing, and subsistence were received
and issued to fill every necessary want, without, in any instance, retarding military
movements. Al l stores thrown fo1ward over these routes, and not issued, were
returned to the main depot at Washington, and again forwarded on the Orange and
Alexandria railroad after the army had crossed to the south side of the Potomac.
After the retreat of the rebel army from Gettysburg, General Meade, on the 6th
of July, ordered the concentration of the army of the Potomac at Middletown on
the evening of the 7th. The trains were directed to join their respective corps; all
those that were at Westminster to pass through Frederick to enable them to fill up
with supplies. The headquarters were in Frederick the night of the 6th.
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The army moved from Midd letown, on the 9th, to the vicinity of Boonsboro'.
The "order of the day" directed that "no trains but ammunition wagons, medical
wagons and ambulances should accompany the troops. Supply and baggage wagons
were to be parked in the Middletown valley, on the roads taken by their respective
corps. No special guards were to be left with the trains. Every man able to do duty
was required to be in the ranks."
It was here known to the general commanding that the enemy had not crossed
to the south bank, as has been rumored, but was in force and entrenched on the
north bank from Wil liamsport to Shepherdstown. lienee the precautions in regard
to the trains and preparations for battle.
On the lOth, ll th, 12th, and 13th the army of the Potomac was engaged in taking up positions in front of the enemy and in making reconnaissances.
During this time the trains remained in Middletown valley. Our headquarters
were on the Antietam upon the road from Boonsboro' to Williamsport.
The army was kept supplied with all that was absolutely essential, and nothing more. At our headquarters, for example, we only had a few tent flies, blankets,
a few smal.l portable paper cases, and two or three days of cooked food.
On the night of the 13th the rebel army crossed into Virginia. This fact was
well established in the mind of the general commanding the army of the Potomac
by 12 o'clock on the 14th. He issued orders on that day, moving the army on the
15th as follows: "The 12th and 2d corps to move via Donnsvi lle, Bakersville,
Merersville, Sharpsburg, the Antietam Iron Works, and encamp in Pleasant Valley,
near Harper's Ferry. The 5th and lst corps by Williamsport and Boonsboro' road,
v ia Jones's Crossroads; thence to Keedysville by the road between the Sharpsburg
p ike and the Antietam to Keedysville; thence through Fox's gap to Burketsville, by
the road nearest the mountains, (the shortest road,) and thence to Berlin. The 6th
and ll th corps, via Funkstown and Boonsboro', through Turner's gap, to
Middletown, and thence to Petersville and Berlin. The reserve artillery to move by
way of Boonsboro' pike, through Turner's gap, to Middletown, and thence to the
vicinity of Berlin by Petersvi lle, to take precedence as far as Middletown, after
which to march between the 6th and 11th corps. The trains to join their respective
corps at their camps in the vicinity of Harper's Ferry and Berlin . The corps to
move in the order named, and the corps in advance to march at early daylight, and
to be followed by the next corps when the road is clear. Headquarters to be at
Berlin on the night of the 15th."
I have indicated this movement or the 15th in. detail, in order to exhibit in
this report the usual manner of moving a large army, and concentrating it at a
pa rticu lar point.
On the 16th orders were issued to the army to replenish its supplies from the
depots which I had established at Berl in, Sandy Hook, and Harper's Ferry, and to
be quickly prepared to continue the march with three days' cooked rations in
haversacks, three days' hard bread and small rations in regimental wagons, and, in
addition., two days' salt meat and seven days' hard bread and small rations in the
wagons of the supply tra ins. The army was here supplied w ith cloth ing, fresh horses and mules. Our lines of supply were the Chesapeake and Ohio canal and
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Baltimore and Ohio railroad. The supplies furn ished here were expected to answer
until we could reach the Manassas gap road, at Gainesville and White Plains, and
the Warrenton branch, at Warrenton.
The 3d and 5th corps having crossed into Piney Run valley, near Lovettsville,
the rest of the army followed on the 18th and 19th. The 2d and 12th corps crossed
at Harper's Ferry, and the Ist, 6th, and 11th corps, arti llery reserve, and headquarters at Berlin, each command followed by its own trains. The rem·guard of the
cavalry crossed at both points, after the 6th and 12th corps.
It wi ll be seen by reference to page 6 of my last report, that General McClellan
made the passage of th is river at the same points, with the same army, marching in
the same direction, in pursuit of the same enemy, on the last of October and Lst of
November the preceding year.
Genera l Meade pursued the same routes, as far as Warrenton, as were taken by
the army in November, 1862. Some of his corps deviated somewhat, and made
demonstrations at Manassas gap, &c., but not materially different in results from
the year before.
I left the army at Berlin, and went to Washington to make arrangements for
supplies over the Orange and Alexandria railroad. Having perfected the arrangements, and submitted requisitions, l proceeded by rail to White Plains, on the
Manassas Gap railroad, on the evening of the 25th. The campaign ended here, and
our army shortly took up a line across the Orange and Alexandria railroad, near the
Rappahannock, the right of our infantry resting at the Waterloo crossing, the left
at Ellis's ford. Cavalry was on both flanks and in rear. Our line of communications
was protected by the department of Washington to the Bull Run bridge, and by the
I Ith corps from that point to Catlett's.
The headquarters were on the railroad, at Germantown, about three and a half
miles south ofWarrenton Junction.
The depots were established at Warrenton .I unction, Warrenton , and Bealton.
The army remained in this position quietly until near the middle of September.

Orange and Alexandria Railroad.
During Pope's campaign it was thought by many that the Orange and Alexandria
railroad cou ld not supply a column of over 40,000 men at Warrenton, and when
General McClellan reached that point in November, 1862, it was regarded as unsaJ:e
to rely on it for the supply of his army at a point so distant from his base.
The road had been for some time in an unused and bad condition, and I was
very doubtful of its capacity to transport the supplies for so large an army. General
Burnside, the successor of General McClellan, did not give it a fair trial. He soon
moved the army to Falmouth, where it was supplied, as described in the report
herevvith. It become necessary now, however, to make such arrangements as wou ld
sufficiently enlarge the power of this road to carry the necessary quantity of
freight. Under the orders of Co lonel McCallum, the able superintendent of military railroads, and the immediate charge and direction of Colonel Devereux, the
superintendent at Alexandria, the road was soon made one of the most systemati-
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cally managed and efficient I have ever
seen. By making the proper repairs, and
frequent sidings for intermediate telegraph and freight stations, the capacity
of the road was greatly increased. From
Alexandria to Cu lpeper is sixty-two
miles. ln th is distance there were at
least fo urteen stations, with telegraphic
communications at each, and sidings
for trains to pass each other. This railroad was capable of working sixty engineers and six hundred cars, and could
have supplied an army of 300,000 men
at Cu lpeper.
When it is mentioned that the army
of the Potomac req uired daily, of the
single item of forage, last winter, over
654 tons of hay and grain, some idea
may be given of the immense work performed by this road . Lt was very successfully guarded by our troops.
Rt(jits Ingalls
On the retrograde movement of the
army from Culpeper to Centreville, near
the middle of October, and while it was massed at Centreville, the rebel army
destroyed the road from Broad run to the Rappahannock. Colonel McCallum came
up promptly with a large construction force and repaired it in a very short time, constructing twenty miles of the road and rebuilding the bridges destroyed in twentysix days. The army was at no time embarrassed for supplies. While the road was
being rebuilt our depots were at Manassas and Gainesville, and the army occupied
a line embracing Warrenton, Warrenton Junction, and advanced positions at
Bealton, &c.

Culpeper Campaign.
On the 15th of September the am1y was advanced to Culpeper and vicinity,
where it remained until the II th of October, when the movements of the rebel
army induced a rapid march of the army of the Potomac to Centreville, as alluded
to above. As this movement was a retrograde one, it became necessary to secure
ou r trains by sending them to the rear in advance of the columns. Therefore all the
trains, except the ammunition and ambulances, fell back on the evening and night
of the I Oth beyond the Rappahannock, and parked on the two roads adjoining the
railroad. The army was put in motion on the I Ith, the ammunition wagons and
ambulances preceding their respective commands. It was found that the enemy
was marchi ng on a line to our left nearly parallel with our own, and that the two
armies were liable to come in conflict at any moment. Each appeared to be strug-
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gling to reach Centreville before the other. Under these ci rcumstances our trains
were obliged to pass on roads to our right, and to make night marches to keep well
in advance. On the 13th headquarters were at Catlett's. All the trains were concentrated in one grand park at Weaversville, and ordered to make a continuous
march night and day, by way ofBrentsville, to Maple valley; thence north, by Wolf
Run shoals, to Fairfax Station. They were much exposed in making this wide circuit, and were attacked on two or three occasions by gueri llas, but succeeded most
splendidly in reaching Fairfax as soon as we concentrated at Centreville.
Fairfax Station was now our depot, and our wagons were in the right place.
This march was conducted under the immediate supervision of Lieutenant Colonel
C. W. Folks, chief quartermaster 6th corps.
The rebel army retreated, not daring to attack our position, and tearing up
and destroying the road from Broad run to the Rappahannock, retired behind the
latter stream.
The army moved forward again on the 19th of October, and on the 22d occupied positions as fo!Jows:
1st corps, at Georgetown; 2d corps, where the Warrenton Branch railroad
crosses Turkey run; 3d corps, at Catlett's Station; 5th corps, at New Baltimore; 6th
corps, at Warrenton; cava lry corps, on flanks; artillery reserve, near New
Baltimore; Headquarters, near Warrenton.
On the 7th of November the army was put in motion again, and on the evening
of that day captured the enemy's works on the Rappahannock, forced the passage
of that river, pursued the enemy to the Rapidan, and on the 9th took up positions
in the vicinity of Culpeper similar to those formerly occupied. Headquarters went
into camp near Brandy Station, which was our principal depot on the railroad.
The "Mi ne Run campaign" came next, and was opened on the 23d ofNovember.
The baggage of officers and men was reduced to the minimum marching allowance.
All unserviceable and extra property, trunks, &c., were sent to the rear.
The troops were ordered to take eight days' rations on their persons. The supply trains were loaded with ten days' rations of subsistence and forage, and the
depots were broken up.
The army crossed the Rapidan in three columns; the right by Jacobs's ford, the
centre [sic] by Germania, and the left by the Culpeper ford.
Only one-half of the ammunition wngons and ambulances accompanied the
troops. All the other trains were assembled at Richardsville, and, as usual , placed
under my immediate control. None of the wagons were permitted to cross the
Rapidan except by special orders from the general commanding.
While the army rema ined at Mine run it was supplied as it had been at
Chancellorsville, Gettysburg, &c., by bringing up wagons and pack-mules in the
night or when the roads were not occupied by troops on the march.
The campaign was not successful. The army fe ll back on the 1st of December,
and the troops went into their old camps on the 2d.
The army was essentially quiet and at rest until the commencement of the
"grand campaign" on the 4th of May, 1864. During this interval the army was
made comfortable in pleasant and healthy cantonments. Supplies of all kinds were
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issued in ample quantities. The troops were recruited, reorga nized and throughly
disciplined. The means of transportation were also reorganized and reduced to correspond very nearly with the present allowance. (See copy of Lieutenant Genera l
Grant's Order, herewith, marked A.) The cavalry and artillery arms were well supplied with horses. Probably no army on the earth ever before was in better conclition in every respect than was the army of the Potomac on the 4th of May, 1864.
I have already given many detailed statements showing in what manner the
train of this great army have been conducted, under almost every variety of circumstances. You have seen us on the advance, in close pursuit of the enemy, in battle, in retreat, and on flank movements. 1 have shown what great duties the officers
of your department are called upon to perform, and how impossible it is for any
army to succeed with a badly organized and inefficient quartermaster's department. I have shown how admi rably the quartermasters of these armies have uniformly performed their duties, and to what high degree of accomplisihment they
have attained. I have reported to you in minute detail the preparations and equipment for an active campaign- Chancellorsvi lle for instance-what the troops and
trains were made to carry. 1 bare described our lines of supply, the establishment
of depots, and the manner of supplying a large army.
Copies of my principal orders and reports are on file in your oft'ice. Therefore,
I shall only give a general and brief view of the operations of our department for
the remainder of the fiscal year.
"The grand campaign" from the Rapidan to the James opened on the 4th of
May, I 864, under the immediate presence and supervision of Lieutenant General
Grant, commanding armies of the United States. Major General Meade commanded the army of the Potomac. This campaign, for convenience of reference, is
divided (by the direction of General Meade) into fire epochs as follows:
1st epoch. The crossing of the Rapidan and the battles of the Wilderness.
2d epoch. The march to Spottsylvania, and the operations in front of that place.
3d epoch. The march to the North Anna, and the operations on that river.
4th epoch.. The march across the Pamunkey, including the operations on the
Tolopotomy and at Cold Harbor.
5th epoch. The march across the Chickahominy and the James, including the
assau lt on Petersburg, July 30.
The forces that composed the armies on the Rapidan were as follows: the 2cl,
5th and 6th corps, the cavalry, and the artillery reserve and engineer brigade constituted the army of the Potomac, under General Meade, and the 9th corps, under
General Burnside, making about one hundred and twenty:five thousand o.f e;[fective men.

There were/our thousand three hundred wagons, eight hundred and th.irty:five
ambulances, 29,945 artil lery, cavalry, ambulance and team horses, 4,046 private
horses, 22,528 mules, making an aggregate of 56,499 animals.
It was ordered that the troops should take with them "fifty rounds of ammunition upon the person, three days' full rations in their haversacks, three days'
bread and small rations in their knapsacks, and three days' beef on the hoof." The
supply trains were loaded with ten days' forage (grain) and ten of subsistence.
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One-half of the ammunition, intrenching tools, and ambulance wagons, a few light
spring-wagons and pack animals only were allowed to accompany the troops. All
other trains were assembled at Richardsville, and placed, as heretofore, under my
direction, with a view to crossing the Rapidan by bridges at "Ely's ford" and
"Culpeper Mine ford."
The army was put in motion on the 4th. On that day the depots at Brandy
Station and other points on the railroad, as far as the Rappahannock, were broken
up, and all extra and surplus property, with the depot officers and employes, were
sent in to Alexandria. These officers were directed to await orders, and are the
same that subsequently took positions and opened our flying depots at Aquia,
13cllc Plain, Fredericksburg, Port Royal, White House, and City Point, as the army
fought its bloody way along and approached within striking distance of these
points. So soon as the army made the passage of the Rapidan into the
" Wilderness" the trains were immediately crossed at the fords before mentioned
and parked near that river. The crossing was hastened in conseq uence of the movements of the enemy's cavalry on the north side.
The battles of the Wilderness at once threw many thousand wounded upon our
department for transportation to the rear. The medical department had no more
ambulances than were absolutely necessary on the immediate fields of battle. My
first effort was to send the wounded in our empty wagons to Rappahannock
Station, to meet cars for which I had telegraphed you; but, after the trains were
actually loaded with wounded, and after you had despatched cars, it became necessary to send them in to f-redericksburg, on account of the presence of rebel cavalry at Ely's ford.
Communications were quickly opened with Aquia and Belle Plain, and in a
few days the navy cleared the river of obstructions to Fredericksburg. Our wounded were at f irst sent to Belle Plain, and thence by water to the different hospitals.
The most severe cases were kept in Fredericksburg some time. In a few clays the
Aquia railroad was repaired to the north bank at Fredericksburg, and was used to
take away many wounded. Vessels ascended the Rappahannock also for the same
purpose. The same system of transportation for wounded was pursued throughout
the campaign as in the Wilderness. Our empty wagons, as a rule, carried most of
the wounded from the field hospitals to the depots, and returned laden with forage
and subsistence.
During the first epoch- from May 4 to the 13th, inclusive- our trains occupied the plank road from Chancellorsv ille, via Aldrich's, to Tabernacle church, and
to the south at Piney Branch church and Alsop's, changi ng parks according to
movements of our troops or the enemy.
On the evening and night of the 13th the army made its first flank movement
to Spottsylvania, and the trains were concentrated on the 14th on the bluffs at
Fredericksburg.
During the second epoch- from the 14th to the 20th, inclusive- the trains
were parked at Fredericksburg, and our depots remained unchanged. Several
trains of wounded were sent in under the direction of myself and the medica l
di rector.
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The third epoch embraces the interval of time between the 21st and 26th,
inclusive. The line of Fredericksburg, Bel le Plain, and Aquia was now abandoned,
and the depot establi shed at Port Royal.
On the 20th the main trains were assembled near Guinea Station, under the
immediate charge of Captain L. H. Pierce, assistant chief quartermaster, army of
the Potomac, and were conducted by him, under my daily orders, by Bowling
Green to Mi lford Station, where they arrived on the 22d. On the 23d they were
crossed over the Mattapony, and parked in the open ground between the river and
Wright's tavern. On the same day our forces reached the North Anna, and commenced to cross at Jericho and other places. The trains remained in park, near
Wright's tavern, during the operations on the North Anna. Our wounded were sent
to Port Roya l, and supplies received from that depot. On the 24th the army was
across the North Anna, and there was heavy skirmi shing with the enemy, who was
in position between the two Annas, at Hanover Junction.
The 9th corps was attached to the army of the Potomac on this day.
Headq uarters crossed at Jericho ford, and encamped on the southside.
The 4th epoch began on the 27th. The army was put in motion towards
Hanover town, and Nelson's and Huntley's ferries, on the Pamunkey river. The
trains recrossed the Mattapony, and passed to the rear some distance, and then
advanced on the road toward Dunkirk, lower down, and to our left on the
Mattapony. The army crossed the Pamunkey on the 28th, and took up position
towards Cold Harbor. On the same day J sent a staff officer to White House, distant fifteen miles from Hanover town, to ascertain if Sm ith had arrived with the
18th corps, and if Captai11 Pitkin had arrived from Port Royal with his employes
and supplies. The officer returned safely at midnight and reported no arrivals. The
trains arrived promptly at Hanover town, by way of Dunkirk, crossed the
Pamunkey on the 3 1st, and parked near Mrs. Newton's house.
Captain Pitkin arrived at White House same day, and established the depot. On
June I, the trains were moved to New Castle and Old Church. All empty wagons
were sent to White House fo r supplies.
On the 2d, ou r troops took up positions in front of the enemy at Cold Harbor.
Headquarters were moved to that point, and the trains sent to vicinity of Pays ley's
mill , on the road to White House.
On the 3d an assault was made on the enemy's intrenchments, but without
success.
The railroad from White House to Despatch Station was rebuilt while the army
rema ined here, and was dismantled and the material removed before the 12th,
when the fifth epoch commenced.
On the 12th the army began another flank movement, to cross the
Chickahominy at Long's and Jones's bridges, over pontoons laid by our engineers,
and the James at Fort Powhatan, over another pontoon bridge, and to advance
rapidly on Petersburg. The trains were conducted by Tunsta ll 's Station on roads to
White House and New Kent, thence by Slatersville, Barhamsvi lle and Diascund,
to Co le's ferry, where they crossed the Chickahominy over a pontoon bridge constructed by the engi neers, of more than two thousand feet in length. They were
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then cond ucted to Charles City and down the neck to Donthart's, opposite Fort
Powhatan, where they crossed the James over the pontoon bridge at that place,
commenci ng at 2 p.m. on the 15th, and closing at 7 a.m . on the 17th. This movement was very complicated, difficult and arduous. lt was one of the most important on record; but it was conducted with a skill and vigor by Captain Pierce that
crowned it with magnificent success.
On reaching the James and coming in contact with the command of Major
General Butler, I was announced on the 16th as chief quartermaster of "armies
operating aga inst Richmond," and immediately took post at City Point, which had
been indicated the principal depot by Generals Grant and Meade.
After crossing the James over the pontoon bridge, and by the ferries, the troops
pressed forward into positions in front of Petersburg.
The trains were placed in parks between the depot and those positions convenient to the railroad.
Improvements were commenced at once to make the depot efficient and
ample. Wharves and storehouses were constructed; the railroad to Petersburg was
put in working order up to our lines; and supplies were brought to the depot in the
required quantities, and issued. A uniform system of supply was put in force in
both armies.
Such was the posture of affairs on the 30th of June, l 864.
My money accountability for the fiscal year is correctly stated below:
On hand July 1, 1863 ................................
Received from officers during the year ............... ....
Received from Treasury Department during the year ..... ...
Received from other sources during the year .. ....... .....

.
.
.
.

Expended during the year ..... ..... ...... .. ... .. ... ... .
Transferred to other officers during the year .......... ..... .
Remaining on hand, June 30, 1864 . ......... . . .......... .

$266, 137 00
12,603 49
I , I 00,000 00
146 44
1,378,886 93

2,144 09
1,376,742 84
00 00
I ,378,886 93
According to the report of Mr. E. S. Wentz, chief engineer and superintendent
of railroads, 57 miles of railroads have been constructed and repaired, as follows:
Twenty miles of the Orange and Alexandria railroad relaid with new track; fifteen
miles of the Richmond, Fredericksburg and Potomac railroad repaired; four miles
of the Richmond and York River railroad relaid with new track, and thirteen miles
repaired. Thirteen mi les of the Richmond and York River ra ilroad was afterwards
taken up and the iron removed to Alexandria. Five miles of the City Point and
Petersburg road was relaid with new track- all making a total as follows:
Of new track laid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
29 miles.
" rep aixed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
28 "
" "
taken up . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13 "
"
On one rai lroad large construction parties have been constantly employed
making repairs.
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It is reported that about 345 miles of telegraph lines have been constructed,
though it is difficult to obtain an accurate statement. As a rule, our headquarters
have been in telegraphic communicati.on with headquarters of each corps, with our
depots and Washington. Constantly changing positions has rendered it necessary
to construct an unus ual extent of telegraph lines.
I have during the yea r frequently reported my views as to the best and proper
means of transportation for an army. I do not think that the kind and amount now
furnished and allowed these armies can be improved upon. The common six-mule
wagon has proved to be the most economical and durable for years past of any ever
tested. Pack trains should be provided as prescribed in the order herewith, marked
A. A special wagon or caisson should be f urnished to carry all ammunition, smallarm as well as artillery. Tforwarded a sketch of the carriage, with an explanatory
letter of General Hunt, with my report of last year. T he mules should be hitched to
this wagon as they are to the common army wagon, with one driver, and not as in
the artillery servi ce.
Our troops are undoubtedly loaded down on marches too heav ily even for the
road not to speak of battle. l have witnessed g reat loss of knapsacks and articles
of clothing on the routes taken by our troops at the commencement of campaigns.
Jn my report of the Chancellorsville campaign I showed you that the loss of knapsacks of those actually engaged was at least twenty-five per cent. I am in favor of
putting the lightest possible weight on the soldier, consistent with his wants and
the character of the service. 1 do not think the knapsack should be dis pensed with
altogether, fo r it should, ord inarily, form a part of the equipment, but on short campaigns, and on the eve of battle and when near the supply trains, a blanket rolled
up and swung over the shoulder, and looped up under the arm, is s ufficient without knapsack or overcoat. The soldier can carry three days' cooked food in his
harvesack [sic]. If necessary he can carry two or three days' bread and some underc lothes in his blanket. Our men are genera lly overloaded, fed and clad, which
detracts from their marching capacity, and induces straggling. l do not propose any
mod if ication, however, as our conunanders understand these matters better than I
do, pwbably; at any rate they know what they want, and have the power to make
such changes as they may deem proper.
The reports referred to in paragraphs 2 , 3, 5, and 7 of your orders will be furnished you in detail by the officers who have served under me.
I desire to remind you of my profound obligations for the very p rompt, cheerf ul and powerful support you have uniformly extended to me.
My warmest thanks are also due to General Rucker and his depot officers,
who have always responded to my requisitions.
To the soldierly and accomplished quartermasters serving with the armies I
owe the deepest gratitude. They have performed their laborious and responsible
duties, without exception, with unexampled zeal, energy, and intelligence. You
have been good enough to cause many of them to be promoted.
ln the closing paragraph of my last report r ca lled your attention to the merits
of Captains Ferguson and Stoddard then on duty at Alexandria. r am pained to
know now that both of us were deceived, and that our confidence was misplaced.
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There has been no instance of embezzlement or misappropriation of public
moneys or property on the part of any quartermasters serving with these armies
during the past fiscal year, so far as l have the means of being informed.
1 am, very respectfully, your most obedient servant,
RUFUS INGALLS,
Brigadier General and Chief Quartermaster of
Armies operating against Richmond.
Brevet Major General M. C. MEIGS,
Quartermaster General United States Army.
A.
Special orders by Lieutenant General Grant prescribing allowance of
transportation and camp and garrison equipage.

[Orders No. 8.]
OFFICE OF CHI EF QUARTERMASTER,
ARMI ES OPERATING AGAINST RICIIMOND,
City Point, Tft., June 29, 1864.
The following "Special Orders," issued by the lieutenant general commanding
armies of the United States, are printed for distribution to officers of the quartermaster's department on duty with the "armies operating against Richmond:"
[Special Orders No. 44.]
HEADQUARTERS ARMIES OF TH E UNITES STATES,
City Point, Virginia, June 28, 1864.
L The following orders, prescribing the means of transportation, camp and
garrison equ ipage, for the armies in the field operating against Richmond, are
published:
1. For the headquarters of the lieutenant general commanding the armies of
the United States in the field, and major generals commanding separate armies,
such wagons, light spring-carriages, saddle-horses, and camp equipage as may be
deemed necessary from time to time, to be assigned by the chief quartermaster at
general headquarters.
2. For the headquarters of an army corps, 2 wagons or 8 pack-mules for baggage, &c. , I two-horse wagon, I two-horse spring-wagon, and I 0 extra sadd lehorses for contingent wants; two wall tents for the personal use and office of the
commanding general; one wall tent for every two officers of his staff.
3. For the headquarters of a division, 1 wagon or 5 pack-mules for baggage,
&c. , I two-horse spring-wagon, L two-horse wagon, and 5 extra saddle-horses for
contingent wants; one wall tent for the personal use and office of the commanding general ; one wall tent for every two officers of his staff.
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4. For the headquarters of a brigade, 1 wagon or 5 pack-mules for baggage, I
two-horse spring-wagon, and 2 extra saddle-horses for contingent wants; one wall
tent for the personal use and office of the commanding general; one wall tent for
every two officers of his staff.
5. The allowance of wagons and pack-mules to officers detached: to every
three company officers, when detached or serving without wagons, 1 pack-mule;
to every twelve company officers, when detached, 1 wagon or 4 pack-mules; to
every two staff officers, when not attached to any headquarters, 1 pack-mule; to
every ten staff officers, when serving similarly, 1 wagon or 4 pack-mules.
6. These wagons and pack-mules wiJI include transportation for all personal
baggage, mess chests, cooking utensils, desks, papers, &c. The weight of officers'
baggage, specified by army regulations, will be reduced so as to bring it within the
foregoing schedule.
All excess of transportation, camp and garrison equipage, now with the army
corps, divisions, brigades, regiments, or batteries, over the allowance herein prescribed, will be immediately turned into the quartermaster's department, at the
general depot, now at City Point.
7. Commissary stores and forage will be transported in the supply trains.
When they are not convenient of access, and when troops act in detachments, the
quartermaster's department will assign wagons or pack-mules for that purpose, but
the baggage of officers or troops, or camp equipage, will not be carried in the wagons or on the animals so assigned.
8. For each regiment of infantry, cavalry, or battalion of heavy artillery: for
baggage, camp equipage, &c., 2 wagons; 3 wall tents for field and staff; l shelter
tent for every other commissioned officer; 1 shelter tent for every two non-commissioned officers, soldiers, servants, and camp followers.
9. For each battery: for personal baggage, mess chest, cooking utensils, desks,
papers, &c. , 1 wagon; 2 wall tents for officers; shelter tents, same allowance as for
infantry and cavalry regiments.
I 0. For the artillery and small-arm ammunition train: the number of 12pounder guns multiplied by 122 and divided by 112; the number of rifled guns multiplied by 50 and divided by 140; the number of 20-pounder guns by 2, and the
number of 4!-i-inch guns multiplied by 2!-i, will give the number of wagons allowed.
The number of guns in horse batteries, multiplied by 100 and divided by 140,
wi ll give the wagons allowed.
For the reserve artillery, ammunition of 20 rounds to each gun in the armies,
the number of wagons allowed will be obtained as follows: multiply the number of
12-pounclers by 20 and divide by 112, and the number of ri·fled guns by 20 and
divide by 140.
For every 1,000 men present, armed and equipped for duty, of cavalry,
infantry, and heavy artillery, for small-ann ammunition, 3 wagons.
For carrying fuzes, powder, and primers, with the reserve artillery ammunition
train, 2 wagons.
11. For general supply train: to each 1,000 men, cavalry, infantry, and heavy
artillery, for forage, subsistence, &c., 7 wagons, su·fficient to carry eight days ' sup-
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ply; to each cava lry division, exclusively for forage, 50 wagons; to each battery,
for its proportion of subsistence, forage, &c, 4 wagons; to each horse battery, for
the same purpose, 4 wagons; to every 25 wagons of the arti llery ammunition train,
5 wagons additiona l for the forage of the an imals of the ammunition and additional
wagons, baggage, ca mp equ ipage, and subsistence of wagon-masters and teamsters. /\mmunition trains will be loaded exclusively with ammunition, so far as
practicable. The baggage of the drivers will be carried in the additional wagons
al lowed for that purpose.
To each brigade of cava lry, infantry, and arti llery, of not less than I ,500 men,
for hospital supplies, 3 wagons; for every I,000 men additional, I wagon.
To each army corps, except the cavalry, for intrenching tools, 8 wagons.
To each army corps headquarters, for subsistence, forage, and other stores not
provided tor herein, 3 wagons.
To each division headquarters, for similar purposes, 2 wagons.
To each brigade headquarters, for simi lar purposes, I wagon.
lo each brigade of cava lry, infa ntry, and artil lery, fo r commissary stores for
sale to officers, I wagon.
For the ambulance train of each division, 2 wagons; for the ambulance train of
an independent command less than a division, batteries excepted, I wagon.
To each division of cavalry and infantry, for armorers' tools, parts of muskets,
extra arms, and accoutrements, I wagon.
It is expected that each ambulance and wagon, except those of the artillery
ammunition train, will carry the necessary forage for his own teams.
12. The unit of organization for the supply trains of subsistence, ordnance, and
forage will be by division. Divi sion quartermasters wi ll be responsible for them.
13rigade quartermasters will be responsible for the brigade baggage trains.
Regimental quartermasters will be responsible fo r the regimental public properly
and baggage.
Quartermasters wi ll attend in person to the drawing of necessary supplies at
depots, and will habitually accompany their trains on marches.
13. If corps, division, or brigade commanders take their guards or escorts from
commands already furnished with the fu ll al lowance of transportation, a correspond ing amount shall he taken by them to headqua rters; but if they have not been
provided for at all, then a proper number of wagons wi II be transferred by the
depot quartermaster, on the requisition of the chief qua rtermaster, certified to and
approved by the commanding genera l.
14. As a rule, quartermaster and commissary sergeants will not be allowed to
ride public horses, nor wi ll citizen or so ldier clerks, except on the written order of
a corps or other independent commander setting forth the necessity.
15. It has been shown by experience that the advantage of keeping up regularly organized pack-trains is not commensurate with the expense.
Two hundred pack-saddles will be carried in the wagon trains of each corps.
Whenever it becomes necessary to pack officers' baggage, provisions, or ammunition
~o r short distances, over rough roads and broken country, pack-trains will be made up
temporarily by taki ng mules from the wagons, not to exceed two to any one wagon.
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16. In the armies operating against Richmond, the maximum allowance of forage per day will be, for horses ten pounds hay and .fourteen pounds grain; for
mules ten pounds hay, and eleven pounds gra in; and when short forage only can
be provided, the allowance wil l be, for horsesflfieen pounds, for mules thirteen.
On a march, however, the forage ration wi II be on ly ten pounds grain.
17. A report of all property captu red from the enemy, or seized for the public
service, will be made monthly to the chief of the department at these headquarters,
to which it appertains.
By command of Lieutenant General Grant:
T. S. BOWERS,
Assistant Adjutant General.
Chief quartermasters of corps and other independent commands will at once
take measures to have these orders complied with, so far as in the power of the
quartermaster's department.
Brig. Gen. and

Chi~lQ.

RUFUS INGALLS,
M., armies operating against Richmond.

Annual report of Brigadier General Rt!/its Ingalls, chiefquartermaster o./the
army o.lthe Potomac, for the .fiscal year ending June 30, I 863.
H EADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
OFFICE OF THE CHI EF QUARTERMASTER

Camp near Culpeper; Va., September 28, 1863.
GeNERA L: In compliance with your General Order No. 13, of last July, the 22d,
I have the honor to submit the following report on the operations of the quartermaster's department of the army of the Potomac during the fisca l year ending on
the 30th June, 1863:
On the first day of the fiscal year I established the great depot on James
river, at Harrison's landing, at and around which point General McClellan concentrated his army after the eventful seven days' battles about Richmond. On the
28th of June preceding I had broken up the depot at White House, on the
Pamunkey, in execution of orders received from the genera l commanding and
General Van Vliet, then chief quartermaster of the army, and had successfully
ren10ved all the transports containing the public supplies- more than five hundred vessels of all descriptions- from the York to James river. I arrived at
1-:IaxaU 's, above City Point, on the left bank of the James, near noon of the 30th
of June, and reported in person to General McClellan when he came to the river
some two or three hours later in the day, and while the first great fight at
Malvern Hill was raging.
The army was destitute of supplies; my arrival was exceedingly fortunate and
opportune. Temporary barge wharves were at once constructed at Harrison's landing; the transports were brought alongside, and the subsistence, ordnance, hospita l, and quartermaster's departments were prepared for the issue of necessary sup-
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plies on the arrival of the troops. We found in the vicinity a few old wharves which
contributed greatly to the accommodation of the commissary, ordnance, and hospital departments, but generally we had to rely upon our own resources in the construction or landings or wharves at our various depots.
At the commencement or the movement to the Peninsula I was placed in
charge of the assembling of transports, fitting them for the voyages, and embarking the troops. I took post at Alexandria, by order of the War Department, so soon
as the blockade of the Potomac was raised, and remained there from the 18th or
March until the 3d or April, 1862, up to which time I had personally superintended the cmbarcation of more than 70,000 men of the army of the Potomac.
ll was my duty while on the Peninsula to establish the depots of supply for the
army, and to see that all proper stores were provided and issued. This duty was
excessively laborious and responsible, especially at Cheeseman's creek, Yorktown,
and White House, during the night as well as day. There were few officers of experience in the quartermaster's department at that time with the army, either in the
regular or volunteer service. The magnitude of our operations far exceeded what
any quartermaster had ever before witnessed, or indeed read of. The sites of the
depots at Cheeseman's creek and White House were selected by me, and the landings constructed under my immediate superintendence, and sometimes with the
assistance of my own hands. I was up to that date almost alone, so far as good officers were concerned. Proper measures had been taken by General Van Vliet to
have an abundance of forage, clothing, &c., afloat, and in readiness to be issued at
the depots. The subsistence department, also, from the first to the present time, has
always been wel l prepared with stores and employes.
Tn the mean time officers were acquiring the requ isite experience, and by the
I st of July the army possessed very many well-trained and efficient quartermasters,
so that, at Harrison's landing, for instance, I was relieved of an onerous load of duty
by oiTicers whom I had selected on account of their great merit. I made the following assignment at this depot, holding the general superi ntendence myself, viz:
Captain C. G. Sawtelle, (now lieutenant colonel and chief quartermaster
Cavalry bureau,) in special charge of water transportation and other branches;
Captain L. H. Pierce, in charge of land transportation; Captai n C. B. Wagner and
A. Bliss, in charge of clothing; Captain P. P. Pitkin, in charge of employes; and
Captain J. B. Winslow, in charge of forage. In twenty-four hours after the establishment of this depot every duty was performed with great punctuality and accuracy. All issues were made on prescribed requisition, and necessary supplies
ca lled for.
A record of all arrivals and departures of vessels was kept by the harbormastcr. Regular mail and freight boats were put on the route to Fortress Monroe, and
vessels were constantly plying between the depot and the principal seaport cities.
I will here remark that I must refer you to the detailed reports of my subordi nate officers, who have been in charge of special branches of our department, for
information called for under the 2d, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, and I Oth paragraphs of your
order. These reports will serve to remind you of a portion of the stupendous operations of our department during the past fiscal year conducted under your orders.
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On the I Oth of July, by the voluntary retirement of General Van Vliet, I was
announced the chief quartermaster of the army of the Potomac, a position which 1
have had the honor to hold to the present time, and which has confined me generally to headquarters. My duties since that period have been supervisory and
adm inistrative. l have continued to provide for the wants of the army on all its
campaigns, and have established the depots and lines of supply in all instances, but
have placed suitable officers at the di fferent points to execute the instructions
given by me to meet the wishes of the general commanding. You wi ll receive the
reports of these officers.
lt is clue to my predecessor to record my regret at his leaving an army to which
he was devotedly attached, and for which he had labored so assiduously and with
such great talent.
lt must be borne in mind that war on a scale inaugurated by this rebell ion was
decidedly new to us, if not to the civilized world.
Easy as it may seem now, after the lapse of two years, to organize the transportation of a great army, and provide its supplies with the known means we now
have, there were f ew men at that day in the republic who could have accomplished
the task sooner than it was. It required the united abilities and exertions of our
whole department aided by the loyal producers and manufacturers of the country
to meet the public wants; and if there were temporary failures, the department
should stand excused, for its labors have been unparalleled and gigantic. Perhaps
the fa ilures in our department have been fewe r than infighting the troops.
I had no data left me to show what means of transportation and other quartermasters' property were still with the army after its severe battles and change of
base. Inspections were immediately made throughout. l.t was found that there were
in the service, about the last of July, 3, 100 wagons, 17,000 horses, 8,000 mules,
and 350 ambulances. I have no means of knowing the original number. The supply of clothing, camp and garrison equipage, &c., was good. In the river at the
depot were bountiful supplies of forage, subsistence, and hospital stores.
The genera l commanding received orders early in August to evacuate the
Peninsula. About the middle of the month one corps was thrown across the
Chickahom iny near its mouth, over a pontoon bridge of 2,000 feet in length;
another command was pushed out towards New Kent Court House over Bottom's
bridge; both with a view of protecting our trains, which were now sent forward
rapid ly in adva nce of the remainder of the army, by the pontoon bridge. They all
passed in safety and proceeded to the point of embarcation at Yorktown, Newport
News, and Fortress Monroe. The transports were withdrawn under the direction of
Colonel Sawtelle, who was my principal assistant at Wh ite House, and whose
sagacity, zeal , promptness, and experience qual ify him for any position in yoW'
department. The headquarters left Harrison's landing on the morning of the 16th
of August, and the depot was broken up and abandoned without loss on the
evening preceding. The march was a rapid and orderly one. 1 arrived at Fortress
Monroe on the 18th by water from Yorktown. Fitz John Porter's corps, which was
the first to cross the Chickahominy on the retreat, had already embarked for Aquia
creek to j oin Burnside and Pope. It was arranged that Heintzelman's corps should
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embark at Yorktown; that Keyes's should remain there; that Franklin should
embark at Newport News, and Sumner at Fortress Monroe.
Leaving Co lonel Sawtelle at the latter point to provide transports, and push
forward the troops, cavalry, horses, and artillery, 1 returned to Yorktown to hasten
the embarcation of the third corps.
I fina lly left Fortress Monroe with General McClellan and staff on the 23d of
August, and arrived off Aquia early on the 24th instant, where we remained on the
transport sixty hours awaiting orders. I left Aquia on the 26th instant, and arrived
at Alexandria on the 27th, where headquarters went into camp near the city.
After the evacuation of Harrison's landing, the troops were pushed forward as
rapidly as our means would permit. The oificers and men seemed anx ious and
impatient to reach the scene of conflict in front of Washington, where it was
known great battles must be fought, on which mighty national interests were
staked.
l know the officers of our department used untiring exertions to expedite the
cmbarcation; but it is now apparent that either we did not leave Harrison's landing
soon enough, or that General Pope did not fall back without risking a general
engagement, as perhaps he might have done, at least earlier Ln the campaign, until
more fo rces should arrive. I allude to the matter only in justice to our own department, which has sometimes been accused of tardiness and having inadequate
means of transportation on that occasion. Our means were ample and as great as
the country could afford. Transports were assembled, as far as possible, from all
available sources. It was not to be expected that there should be transports to move
l 00,000 men, with the arti llery, cavalry, and trains, at once. lt was necessary to
perform this service by successive voyages of the vessels. It had required more
than a month to transport the army from Alexandria to the Peninsula. It could not
be brought back in a day. lt did absorb three weeks' time to bring all back. Many
of the wagon trains and a portion of the cavalry did not arrive until the army had
left Washington on the Maryland campaign. Indeed, some did not join until after
the battles of South mountain and Antietam.
lt is fresh in your memory how Pope's campaign resulted. Disorganized trains
and wearied and dispirited troops were crowded in on Washington and Alexandria
during the latter days of August.
General McClellan was invested on the 4th of September with the conu11and
of the "defences of Washington." At the same time I ordered all quartermasters to
draw supplies, to place their commands in marching condition, and to reorganize
their trains at once.
These orders were obeyed very promptly. There was probably some 2,500
wagons cond ucted in by Colonel Fred Myers to Alexandria, which he saved from
the recent retreat of General Pope. These, added to what had arrived from the
Peninsula and what General Rucker could spare from the Washington depot, made
up the tra ins for the Mary land campaign.
It was soon ascertained that portions of the rebel army had crossed the Potomac,
and had entered Maryland above Harper's Ferry. On the 5th and 6th of September
our army was put in march towards Frederick city, by Rockville and Urbana.
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J left Washington on the 7th instant, and joined headquarters same day at
Rock vi lie. We remained there two or three days, while our cavalry and advanced
infantry and arti llery commands were gaining information of the enemy, and feeling of his position. Meantime General McClellan became possessed of the plans
of the rebel general, and the army was pushed on through Frederick to the gorges
of South mountain, where the rebels made their first stand of any importance.
The battle of South mountain was fought on the 13th and 14th of September.
That victory opened the Cumberland valley. The army followed rapidly, and
came up with the entire rebel army in position on the heights of Sharpsburg on
the 15th instant.
The battle of Antietam was fought on the 17th, and resulted in favor of our
arms, freei ng Maryland completely of the enemy, and compelling him to retreat
into Virginia.
The army was supplied by our wagon trains exclusively, until we recaptured
Frederick. The enemy had burned the railroad bridge over the Monocacy, but a
depot was established on the left bank while the bridge was being rebuilt, and supplies of subsistence and forage were brought up over the Baltimore and Ohio rai lroad; Captai n J. C. Crane, assistant quartermaster, was placed in charge. The commands within reach sent wagons to this depot for what they required. Wagon trains
here also kept plying between Washington and the army until after it had passed
South mountain. A depot was next established at Hagerstown, under Captain
George Weeks, assistant quartermaster, and supplies of clothing, subsistence, and
forage were brought over the Cumberland valley railroad.
These supplies came mainly from Washington, but forage and clothing were
frequently brought direct from New York city, Philadelphia, and Baltimore. After
the battle of Antietam, the army was assembled about Harper's Ferry. The canal
was now available; with aU these sources of transportation we had no embarrassment, save in the extreme slowness, in some instances, with which stores turned
over to the railroad for transportation were delivered at their destinations. From
th is cause we were unfortunately very late in receiving clothing, and much of it
arrived at Berlin too late for issue, as the army was already on its march to White
Plains, Warrenton, &c.
Generally, however, the railroads did splendid serv ice. 1 always found the principal officers and agents of the roads extremely obliging, courteous, and energetic.
Our wagon trains had been much increased. About the Ist of November they
numbered 3,9 1 I wagons, 8,693 horses 12,483 mules, 907 ambulances, 7, 139
artillery horses, and 9,582 cavalry. We had sufficient to haul seven days' supplies
for the army, besides its baggage, camp equ ipage, &c. The army crossed the
Potomac over pontoon bridges at Berlin the last of October. I crossed on the Ist
of November, and reached Sa lem, on the Manassas Gap railroad, on the 3d following. Supplies had already been ordered by this road direct from Washington
and Alexandria.
On the 9th of November General Burnside assumed command of the army,
and soon after he moved it to Falmouth, in front of Fredericksburg. On the 13th
I left the army at Warrenton with orders to proceed to Washington and
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Alexandria, thence to Aquia Creek, and to take measures for the support of the
army by the Aquia and Fredericksburg railroad. On the 16th, in company with
Generals Woodbury and Haupt, I went to Aquia and Belle Plain on a reconnoissance. We found the old wharf and entire depot at Aquia a mass of ruins, and
interior of the country sti II in the hands of the enemy. It was decided to create
temporary landings at both Aquia and Belle Plain, to land supplies and haul
them to the army on its arrival with wagons, while permanent arrangements on
a proper scale could be made.
This plan was most successfully executed. I returned to Belle Plain about the
19th and joined headquarters at Falmouth. The depot at Aquia was made as spacious and commodious as any one we have ever had. Large wharves were constructed and storehouses erected to accommodate all departments. r placed
Captain T. E. Hal l, assistant quartermaster, in charge, with several other officers
to assist him. Captain Hall was f inally succeeded by Lieutenant Colonels A.
Thompson and Painter, assistant quartermasters. Frequent inspections were
made by myself and Colonels Sawtelle, Myers, and Painter. General Haupt
placed Mr. W. W. Wright at the place as railroad agent. He was an exceeding
energetic, gentlemanly, and business-! ike officer. Stations were established at
convenient points along the road for the delivery of supplies- the principal one
having been at Falmouth, under Captain L. H. Pierce, assistant quartermaster,
now assistant chief quartermaster of this army. His report will show you the
immensity of his business during the past year. r regard him as one of the best
quartermasters in the service.
The land transportation of the army was reorganized while at Falmouth, and
to-day corresponds precisely with the standard prescribed in Orders No. 83- a
copy is herewith, marked A.
The rule will be found useful if applied to our other armies. There would be,
besides, the advantage of uniformity. Our supply trains are calculated for 7 day's
subsistence, 3 of salt meat, 6 of short forage, and I 00 rounds of small-arm ammunition to be hauled in wagons. By our system, !mowing the number of men, we can
at once determine the exact number of wagons. The battle of Fredericksburg was
fought on the 13th of December, 1862. General Hooker assumed command of the
army January 26, 1863.
To show what was our custom on the eve of battles with regard to our trains,
I take the liberty to enclose a copy of my report of our arrangements during the
Chancellorsville campaign, herewith, marked B. This report and its accompanying
papers, now in your office, will give you full and valuable information.
The battle of Chancellorsvi lle and second battle of Fredericksburg were fought
from the 2d to the 4th of May, J863 . In a forward movement our trains are never in
the way of the troops; on the contrary, each corps has its train which follows it on
the march, and which forms its indispensable, movable magazine supplies. Wagon
trains should never be permitted to approach within the range of baule-fields. They
should be parked in safe and convenient places out of risk, and well guarded. Troops
should go forward to battle lightly loaded, and without wagons except for extra
ammunition. If they are successfu l, the trains can be brought up very quickly. lf
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defeated, they will find an unobstructed
road, and wi ll get back to their wagons
soon enough.
In all our engagements this precaution has been observed. At the battles or
Fredericksburg and Chancellorsvi lle
wagons were not permitted to cross the
river except on special order and for
some pressing necessity.
At the great battle of Gettysburg 1
had the trains of the whole army parked
at Westminster, on the Baltimore Branch
railroad and pike, at a distance of twenty-five miles rrom the f ield, guarded by
cavalry and artillery. It would appear that
the army of the Cumberland cou ld not
have observed this essential rule, since
reports show a great loss of trains during
the
recent
conflicts
between
Chickamauga and Chattanooga.
The experiences of this army by
Hermann 1/cwpt
land and water during the past two
years give it some right to speak with
weight on the subject of transportation. On the 14th of June we broke up our headqua rters camp near Fa lmouth, and pursued the route by Dumfries, Fa irfax,
Leesburg, Edwards's ferry, and Poolesvi lle, to Frederick city, on our second
Maryland campaign. The army was in excellent condition; our transportation was
perfect and our sources of supply same as in first campaign. The officers of our
department were thoroughly trained in their duties. It was almost as easy to
manoeuvre the trains as the troops. lt is therefore unnecessary to go further into
the detai Is of the march.
The rebel army had again invaded Maryland and had even advanced as far as
Carlisle and York, in Pennsylvania. The army of the Potomac was again in pursuit
of its inveterate foe, and finally met him in pitched battle of three days' f ighting,
and compelled hi m~ again to recross the Potomac.
Genera l Meade, justly the conqueror and hero of Gettysbu rg, assumed command or the army on the 28th June.
On the last day of the fiscal year, two days later, I was at Taneytown with headquarters or the army.
I have been in the battles of South mountain, Antietam, Fredericksburg, and
Chaneellorsville, during the year ending June 30, 1863.
While on PeninslLia affairs, I omitted to state that white laborers were soon
found to give out from sickness and exhaustion at our depots on the Peninsula.
Whi le at White House I took effective measures to secure the services of contrabands, drawn mostly from the vicinity. They proved inva luable, though we thus
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became incumbered with many women and children. On the evacuation ofWhile
House I took away all my colored force, and increased it very considerably while
at Harrison's landing by sending for negroes to Williamsburg, Charles City,
Norfolk, &c. On the evacuation of the Peninsula I must have taken away 2,500
males. The women and children here provided for near Fortress Monroe. Many of
these negroes have other situations now; but we still retain at our depots here some
I,250 ; they are industrious, obedient, and tractable. They are considered fl-ee, and
obtain $20 per month for their services. This narrative covers the chief events of
the fiscal year.
On the 30th of June, 1862, Lhad on deposit with the treasury, $172,991 47
[ received the year ending June 30, 1863 .............. . 2,509,383 13
Total to be accounted for ... ... .................. . . . 2,682,374 60
Amount of disbursements during the year ............. . 2,416,237 60
Ba lance due United States June 30, 1863 .............. .
266,137 00
Of this balance $265,687[.]51 was deposited in Washington with Treasurer
United States, and $449(.]49 in New York city with assistant United States treasurer. Of the $2,4 16,237[.]60 disbursed during the year, $2,406,285[.]2 1 transfelTed to officers of my department for disbursements in corps. The balance,
$9,952[.]39, was expended for articles or stationery, &c., purchased, and payment
of employes. To the great credit of the quartermaster of this army, I have to report
only one instance of defalcation and want of integrity. That is the case of Captain
John Howland, assistant quartermaster volunteers, who received from me in
March last $ 16,470[.]04 as acting chief quartermaster of the 5th Corps, for distribution to the subordinate officers to p<:ly' teamsters. He deserted and carried away
with him the whole sum, but was subsequently arrested and brought to Washington
by some of the acute and efficient agents of the provost marshal of the War
Department. Colonel Baker recovered $10,279 of the sum embezzled, and turned
the same over to me. Captain Howland has been brought before a court-martial for
this offence. The sentence is not yet promulgated.
There were no outstanding debts in this army on the 30th of June, 1863. I do
not mean unsettled claims for forage, &c., in Maryland. I left Captain John
McHarg, assistant quartermaster, at Frederick with funds to pay all such legitimate
accounts. He is sti ll there on this duty.
There wi ll be suggestions for the improvement of our means of transportation,
workshops, &c., by some of my experienced subordinate officers. I request you
will give the matter your attention. There should be at once, above all other things,
a special wagon or caisson for carrying all extra or reserve ammunition. This matter is very important. It should be fur smal l-arm as well as artillery amm unition.
I have the honor to include herewith a forcible letter on the subject, marked C,
to which l invite your attention, from General Hunt, ch ief of artillery.
l should not close this report without acknowledging the uniform generosity
which you have extended to me, and the great support you have invariably given
me. I wish also to acknowledge my great obligations to General Rucker, and the
officers who have served under him. He has had daily contact and business with,
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and on account of, this army, and has, in all instances, fully met our expectations
with much courtesy and forbearance. For all that has been accomplished there is
credit due many who have labored together instead of arraying obstacles . I have
not permitted myself to have difficulties with any one who exhibited any will or
capacity to serve this army.
To the quartermasters of this army 1 fee l much attached and under a we ight
of indebtedness, especially to those who have had charge of the great depots. I
have referred to them in the body of this report; still I would be doing much injustice if l did not mention Captain P. P. Pitkin, assistant quartermaster, who, similar to Capta in Pierce, has had charge of g reat depots, and whose business for the
year has been extremely heavy. He is a .m ost meritorious, energetic, and trustworthy officer.
Captain William G. Rankin, 13th infantry, and acting assistant quartermaster,
has a lso served with much credit. l-Ie was in charge of land transportation at White
House, and acquitted himself with satisfaction.
Lie utenant Colonel Frederick Myers, assistant quartermaster, served with
the army from Pope's retreat un til after Fredericks burg. He was most of the time
my chief ass istant. Like Colonel Sawtelle, he is invaluable as a quartermaster
and superio r business man. l trust these officers wil l receive the advancement
they merit.
The chief quartermasters of the corps are all finely educated gentlemen and
highly experienced quartermasters, and there are many quartermasters now serving with divisions and brigades who are well qualif ied for higher positions.

***
I am, general , your most obedient servant,

RUFUS INGALLS,
ChiefQuartermastet; Army of the Potomac.
General M. C. MEIGS,
Quartermaster General, Washington, D. C.

OFFICE OF CIIIEF Q UARTERMASTER,
ARMIES OPERATING AGA INST RICHMOND, VA.,

City Point, Va., September I, 1864.
GENERAL: I desire to add to my annual re port, just rendered, that I have always
co-operated to the ful lest degree with the medical directors and other medical officers of the army of the Potomac and that of General Butler's. They have very f requently conferred with me as to what assistance 1 could g ive them, and l have
invariably found them prepared for any emergency, able to meet all demands upon
their resources, very moderate and reasonable in their requisitions upon the quartermaster's department, and most officer-like in their communications with me.
We were thrown much in contact with each other, said at times when our energies
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were heavily taxed, I have never known the medical department wanting in anything that human labor, skill , and perseverance could overcome.
The hospital system in the field is as complete as it would seem possible to
make it.
The ambulance trains work admjrably, and the sick and wounded are as
promptly and carefully taken care of as those in a city or town, and probably
much better.
The large field hospital at this place, is well located, and perfectly watered by
steam-power, with reservoirs, pipes, &c., and is large enough for all requirements.
The medica l department have many transports at their service, for the transportation of the sick and wounded. When these are not sufficient, ordinary vessels
are temporarily placed on such duty.
l have the honor to ask that this may be filed with my last report.
I am, very respectfully, your most obedient servant,
RUFUS INGALLS,
Brigadier General, Chief" Quartermastet;
Armies operating against Richmond.
Brevet Major General M. C. MEIGS,
Quartermaster General U S. A., Washington, D. C.

H EADQUARTERS ARMY OF Til~ POTOMAC,
0FFICG OF CH IEF QUARTGRMASTER

Camp near Falmouth, lit., May 29, 1863.
GI2NERAL: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication
of the 12th instant, requesting a report of the operations of the quartermaster's
department during the late campaign, and answers to certain inquiries.
[ have required a report from each of the chief quartermasters of the different
corps. They are herewith enclosed, marked from A to H. I beg you will give these
reports a close perusal, because they are very full , and contain much valuab.le
information for our department touching the movement of troops in the f ield . In
subm itting these papers L sha ll deem it necessary to give my views very briefly.
A copy of a report prepared by General Pleasonton, now commanding the cavalry corps, showing its present condition, is submitted, marked I. Also a copy of
the proceedings of the board detailed to exam ine how many days' rations, clothing, &c. , can be carried by troops on their persons on a march without wagons,
herewith , marked K.
I wil l reply to your questions as fol lows:
Question I. "The orders for the outfit and equipment ?"
Answer. It was ordered mainly that each man should carry eight days' short
rations of provisions, one change of underclothing, and s ixty rounds of ammunition on his person. He was also to carry his blanket or overcoat, his musket and
accoutrements. In many instances both blanket and overcoat were carried, but it
was not the intention .
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Question 2. "The details of the outfit and equipment; the burden carried by
each soldier, and its weight," &c.
Answer. The total weight ca rried by each soldier was forty-five pounds. It consisted of his knapsack, haversack, subsistence, and change of under-cloth ing; overcoat or blanket, arms and accoutrements, and one piece of shelter tent. Eight days'
short rations were carried on the person , stowed as follows: five days' in the knapsack, and three days' in the haversack. Forty rounds of ammunition were carried
in the cartridge-boxes, and twenty rounds in the pockets of the man's clothing. The
tot a 1weight carried by the men, as reported by the di ffcrent corps quartermasters,
varies somewhat. The amount stated by me, however, is the correct figure.
Question 3. "Same as to officers?"
Answer. Each officer was responsible for his own outfit. It was to be carried
by himself or servant. ln some instances a few pack-anima ls were used.
Question 4. "What tents were taken with the troops, and how transported?"
Answer. Shelter tents were taken by the troops, each soldier carrying a piece.
Question 5. "What wagons, if any, accompanied the marching columns?"
Answer. No wagons followed the main column over the river at first; some
ammunition wagons were brought up, but not necessarily.
Question 6. "What pack-trains?"
Answer. Pack-mules were used to transport reserve ammunition, and to pack
up other supplies from the wagon parks.
Question 7. "The details of loading of each wagon and pack-mule?"
Answer. A six-mule wagon will carry 1,400 short rations of provisions, bread,
coffee, sugar, salt, and soap, and eight days' rations of short forage for the six
mules, or twenty-five boxes sma ll-arm ammun ition. A good pack-mule could
carry two boxes smal l-arm ammunition, and six days' oats for himself, or an
equiva lent in weight of subsistence for men.
Question 8. "The organization of the teams?"
Answer. The teams and pack-trains were distributed to the corps and other commanders on the basis established in my circular of March 10, 1863, herewith, marked
L. ll was ordered that mules for packing should be drawn from the ammunition and
supply trains when necessary, but never more than two fi·om any one team, thus leaving four mules for the wagon. By this arrangement all the wagons could not move
forward when required, with moderate loads, while pack-trains were being used.
Question 9. "The actua l supply of ammunition and ol' rations accompanying
the marching column?"
Answer. The troops carried eight days ' supply of provisions and sixty rounds
of ammunition on their persons.
Question I0. "The supplies moved from Falmouth and following in rear of the
army?"
Answer. On the wagons and pack-mules there must have been at least six or
eight days' more, all loaded and ready for the road. There was a plentiful supply
of ammunition.
Question 11. "What did the troops carry through the campai gn? Did they
throw away overcoats, &c., &c.?"
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Answer. The troops ca rried through the campaign only those things most necessary for their constant use. On the second and third days many abandoned overcoats and blankets, as the weather was warm. Very many abandoned their !mapsacks on going into action. The impulse with the soldiers to throw off all Lmped iments, under such circumstances, is almost irresistible. With proper discipline soldiers can be made to take care of their knapsacks and all other property put on
their persons. On the late campaign a blanket should have been taken, but no overcoat. Both weigh a man down too heavily, and are not necessary in moderate
weather. When men become heated or fatigued they will throw away such articles
as are not imperatively needed. On short campaigns, or marches of four or five
days without wagons, 1 would not take a knapsack at all, but would put the rations
in the haversacks, and other things in the blanket, well folded and thrown over the
right shoulder and looped under the left arm. But if knapsacks contajning rations,
&c., are worn by troops, they should be made to fight with them on; or, if that be
deemed unadvisable, great care should be taken, before putting them in action, to
have the knapsacks stowed away properly in the rear. On the late campaign the
army abandoned in battle about twenty-five per cent. of the whole number; with
due precaution these might, of course, have been saved. Along the roads and at
camp-grounds I saw many parts of blankets, overcoats, &c., discarded. The
accompanyi ng reports will show quite clearly how much clothing was used up and
abandoned in the campaign .
The army was perfectly equipped at the commencement in every particular, so
far as concerned our department. The issues made immediately after were to supply deficiencies, which arose in the interim . On fut ure marches this army will correct the errors referred to.
Question 12. " Have the men shown ability to ca rry those supplies without
injury to health?"
Answer. The troops exhibited adequate strength to carry all the articles composing their outfit.
Marches were never made earth more cheerfulness, vigor, and regularity. The
army could have marched the eight days without embarrassment, so far as supplies
were concerned. While at Chancellorsvi lle no difficulty was experienced by our
department in bringing forward all treat was required, At no time did 1 feel that
there could be any fai lure to supply the army on either side of the Rappahannock.
Question 13. "What are the daily marches? A map or itinera ry of each
brigade's or division's march would be of value."
Answer. A sketch is enclosed, marked M, showing the theatre of the operations. The system of transportation adopted with this army works admirably, and
experience and observation have suggested no further change. I am satisfied with
it, and .I believe this army is. The number of ambulances is now reduced to two to
each regiment.
The pack-mule system cannot be relied on fo r long marches with heavy
columns. I shall have few hereafter, and intend to make them auxiliary simp ly to
wagons, for short distances over rough country, where there are few and bad roads.
The new standard of means of transportation for the cavalry is as follows:
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Four wagons to each 1,000 men for small-arm ammunition .
One wagon for hospital supplies for each regiment.
One wagon for regimental headquarters.
One wagon and two pack-mules for each company.
1 do not consider that this scale can be amended. I desire to state that all the
animals belonging to our department are now in splendid condition, except the
pack-mules, most of which are in good order as to flesh, but have been galled
badly in packing.
1 wish to call your attention to General Pleasonton 's report, in order that you
may perfectly understand why I call for so many cavalry horses. The report
explains the case briefly. You will recollect that just before our late cavalry raid
there was a review of the whole corps by his excellency the President of the United
States. It was admitted on all sides that the corps was then in fine condition. There
were present for duty at that time certainly at least 10,000 horses. To-clay not more
than 5,000 serviceable ones can be mustered in the corps.
There has been no complaint of extraordinary marches or want of forage.
What, then, has ternporarily destroyed these horses? If we intl icted a proportionate loss on the enemy, he has suffered terribly.
There was too much weight carried on the cavalry horses after leaving the
Rappahannock; they were not unsaddled, perhaps, and groomed at intervals, to say
nothing of irregular watering and feeding, &c.
I am, very respectfully, your most obedient servant,
RUFUS INGALLS,
Brig. Gen. and Chief Quartermastel'; Army of Potomac.
Brigadier General M. C. MEIGS,
Quartermaster General U. S. A., Washington, D. C.

27
Quartermaster Operations in the
Western Theater
lntmduction. Bvt. Brig. Gen. L. C. Eaton was Maj. Gen. William T. Sherman :S
Chif4f Quartermaster. In his ojjlcial report for the fiscal year ending 30 June
1865. Eaton describes in detail the organization of Sherman~· supply lines
and accompanying logistical forces during the Atlanta campaign and the subsequent "March to the Sea" and clearly indicates the care/it! consideration
given to matters of logistics by General Sherman himself

H EADQUARTERS MILI1i\RY DIVISION OF TilE MISSISSIPPI,

St. Louis,Missouri, August 18, 1865.
GENERAL: In accordance with General Order No. 39, from your office, current
series, I have the honor to make the fo llowing annual report for the year ending
June 30, 1865:
My report for the year ending June 30, 1864, was mailed to your office
October 31, 1864, and A corrected one for the same period was mailed to you May
19, 1865.
July I , 1864, I was on duty as chief quartermaster of the army of Major
General W. T. Sherman and of the army of the Cumberland, which at that time were
in front of Kenesaw mountain, Georgia, facing the rebel army of General
Johnston. The effective strength of our army in the f ield was about 100,000 men,
with 28,300 horses, 32,600 mules, 5, 180 wagons, and 860 ambulances. The enemy
occupied a strong position, including Kenesaw and adjoining heights, and covering Marietta, and had maintained it for nearly three weeks, occasionally cutting the
Reproduced from the annual report of Bvt. Brig. Gen. L. C. Eaton, Chief Quartermaster, Military Division of the Mississippi, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1865,
dated St. Louis, Missouri, August 18, 1865, in the Annual Report of the
Quartermaster General of the United States Army to the Secrettny of War for the
Fiscal Year Ending June JOt It, 1865 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office,
1865), pp. 548- 55. [Also found in Annual Report of the SecretmJ' of Wc1r for I he
Fiswl Year Ending June 30th, 1865 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office,
1865), pp. 628- 35.)
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railroad which connected us with Chattanooga by means of small parties of guerillas or cavalry who operated between Dalton and Resaca, and could hide in the
mountains and forests of the Chattanooga ridge. General Sherman had left garri sons at Tunnel Hill, Dalton , Resaca, and Kingston, and a division of cava lry at
Adairsvi lle, but the first attempts of the rebels at interrupting the road, which
occurred in June, were successful. They would displace rails, wail until a train
came along, which would be thrown from the track, and then burn it. In one or two
cases they buried torpedoes under the rails, which exploded, throwing the locomotive from the track. Later, accidents from the removal of rai Is was prevented to
a great degree by patrols, which went out from the posts regu larly to examine the
track. The enemy burned a small bridge near Dalton, and by frequent dashes at the
road prevented to a great degree the passage of trains for about twenty days. Our
dependence during that time was mainly on Resaca.
When the army abandoned the railroad at Kingston May 24, and marched to
Dallas, for fifteen days they were on half rations of grain, and three-quarters rations
of subsistence, which had been loaded into the wagons at Kingston. During this time
l had directed the chief depot quartermaster at Chattanooga, Captain E. L. Hartz, to
accumulate at Resaca grain and subsistence. The latter place, around which numerous earthworks had been built by the enemy, was garrisoned pretty strongly to guard
these supplies. Above ten days' grain and twenty days' subsistence for the army was
collected there, and until breaks in the road were repaired, and the guerillas hunted
from the region about Dalton, we lived on the supplies brought from Resaca. By the
30th of June, while we were still in front of the Kenesaw mountain, all the forage had
been brought away fiom Resaca. Alatoona was named as the point where any future
accumulation that was possible should be made, and by order of General Sherman
earthworks were built to strengthen the position, which was naturally a strong one.
From the I Ith to the 19th of June the enemy had been forced back, step by
step, til l our men reached the base of Kenesaw mountain; but there our utmost
efforts could not force them further. Kenesaw consists of two elevations; one about
900, the other about 800, feet high. They are very steep; and on the sides and summit the enemy had signal stations that could look down on us and report our every
movement. Their batteries on the heights had a great advantage over ours on the
low grounds, and aJJ assault made on their lines on the 27th of June was repulsed
with a loss to us of3,000 men. Aller this General Sherman directed that the wagon
trains should be f illed up, as far as possible, at Big Shanty, and all cars and stores
not, taken by the wagons be sent back to Alatoona; and while the armies of the
Cumberland and the Ohio stiII continued to press the enemy's lines closely, the
army of the Tennessee should march from our extreme left to the extreme right to
RufT's Mills, on Nickajack creek, threatening a crossing of the Chattahoochee
river and the railroad. ll was only by extraordinary exertions that we brought up to
Big Shanty the necessary quantity of supplies in time; but they were brought up.
The movement was entirely successful. The march of the army of the Tennessee
had hardly commenced before the enemy withdrew from Kenesaw, our men following them closely and occupying Marietta, July 3. By the 6th we had forced
them to the Chattahoochee, and partly across it.
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The railroad, injured by the destruction of two miles of track and the removal
of the frogs at Marietta, was repaired to that place by the 6th , and to Vining's
Station a few days later. July 18 our army was all across the Chattahoochee with
wagons rul l, carrying about ten days' supplies. In the hard fou ght battles that followed, our army repu lsed the desperate assaults of the enemy at Peach Tree creek,
about Decatur, and west of Atlanta.
Up to August 5 whatever stores were immediately wanted by the army were
unloaded at the Chattahoochee river, (the remainder being left at Marietta,) at the
point where the railroad bridge had stood before it was burned. Two wagon bridges
had been built by our troops over the river, and a pontoon bridge captured from the
enemy. August 5 the railroad bridge was completed by the construction corps, and
supplies were brought over the river and unloaded on the bank south of it. At that
date we had twenty days' subsistence and twelve days' grain up with the army, and
the men were well clothed.
During the month of Ju ly we had begun to feel some solicitude concerning the
quanti Iy of supplies at Nash vi lie. The navigation of the Cumberland and Tennessee
rivers was partially suspended on account of low water, and the light boats that
cou ld run received very inefficient protection on the Tennessee from the enemy's
cavalry by our gunboats, being obliged to wait, collect in fleet s, and be conveyed
up the river, thus causing a great loss of time. The Louisville railroad was delivering hardly fifty cars of freight, daily, at Nashville, which wou ld furnish the army
much less than half its daily consumption of stores of all kinds. The consumption
of grain by the army in the field alone was over 600,000 pounds daily, and Colonel
Donaldson had barely enough to last until September I. The quantity of subsistence was sufficient to supply us up to about the 15th or September. July 27 the
chief commissa ry and myself united in a letter to Major General Sherman, representing these facts, and recommend ing that he issue orders to the construction
corps to repair the railroad from Clarksville to Nashvi lle, there being only about
thirteen miles of it to put in order, and the Cumberland being navigable to that
point (which is below Harpeth shoals) at all seasons. The order was given, and
Colonel W. W. Wright sent north to carry it out. Colonel Donaldson reported that
enough grain had been received during the season at Nashvi lle to last unti l
October, but that much had been destroyed. The quantity destroyed at the front was
no! large; in two or three cases railroad trains of forage had been burned by the
enemy, but none was lost after it reached the army, and much of the time since
leav ing Challanooga our animals had not received full rations. Considerable grain
had been ruined by shipping it at Nashville and Chattanooga in platform cars without protection from the rai n. It required some severe measures from me at
Chattanooga to break up this practice and that of shipping grain already damaged.
August 16 I put our animals on half rations of grain. August 24 Colonel Donaldson
reported that he was not getting half rations from the Ohio, and that he had not
more than six clays' full rations on hand. Fortunately about this time the rivers had
risen some. General Allen, at Lousiville, reported that he was getting grain from
every possible source, and in three days he started from the Ohio for Johnsonville
and Nashville 94,000 bushels of oats and corn. On the 27th the crisis was passed.
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General Allen telegraphed me that forage was arriving rapidly at Nashvi lle, and
that I might feed fu ll rations if they could be brought from that place.
Ever since the f irst break in the road in June the railroad had had difficulty in
transporting enough for our wants. Our necessities had increased so as to require
one hundred cars of suppli es daily, instead of sixty, as at first. This was caused by
the arrival of re-enforcements, (including the 17th corps,) and by the increased
demand for clothing, equipage, and means of transportation, which the campaign
had worn out. Our increased distance fro m Chattanooga, ( I 07 miles at Big Shanty,
130 at the Chattahoochee,) of course, made a greater number of cars and engines
necessary in order to deliver the same amount of stores daily. My orders were
peremptory and frequent to have all cars returned promptly from the front, and
from Chattanooga, and from all stations south of it. My officers all along the road
reported that all cars were unloaded as soon as they arrived, and if they were not
returned immediately the fa ult did not lie with the Quartermaster's department. lt
seems to have been supposed by some officers at the rear that cars could be
unloaded and returned from the front in the same time that they cou ld at a pennanent depot with every faci lity, and l received a letter from the Quartermaster
General urging that cars be promptly returned from the army. As an army advanced
the road had to be rebuilt, water tanks to be constructed, and wood cut. The depot
had to be established nearer the army, s ide-tracks to be constructed, and whatever
accumulation there was at the last depot had to be brought forward; and orders
were frequently given to bring stores from the depot up to our very lines by rail ,
and to take back the sick and the wounded. The commanding general would sometimes order ten days' subsistence and grain brought up immediately to f ill the wagons; in such cases we would have to take some of the cars that were usually kept
running between Nashvi lle and Chattanooga. Some trains never returned to the
north at all, as they were captured and burned by the enemy; they tore up the track
and fired upon trains very frequently. When the length of our Line is recollected,
and that it ran through an intensely hostile country, it is strange that these interruptions were not still more numerous. When all these things are considered, I
think it will not seem singular that some delay occulTed in returning cars. T here is
no doubt but what more cars would have been desirable, and this was a point that
I had urged upon Colonels Donaldson and McCallum as far back as January and
February, 1864; butT think the most was made of the cars we had.
The difficulty of regulating the road, under the embarrassments detailed
above, was great. Though forbidden by order of the Secretary of War, dated
Louisv ille, October 19, 1863, from interfering with the running of trains, yet their
movements when near the front were so frequently dependent upon those of the
army that l fo und it necessary to telegraph frequently on this subject, and the commanding general made me the medium of most of his instructions to the superintendents and to the construction corps.
After siege operations of more than a month about Atlanta, during the latter
part of Ju ly and August, it became evident that our army could not capture the
rebel city in that manner. The rebel army was so large that investment was impossible, and the railroad to Macon furnishing them with recruits and supplies, was
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guarded strong ly against all attack. Under these circumstances the commanding
general determined to move upon the enemy's rai lroad with the main body of his
army. All preparations having been completed, on the 26th of August the movement commenced, the 20th corps withdrawing to the Chattahoochee bridge, while
the rema inde r of the army made a detour around the rebel left and arrived at
Jonesboro ' September I. After some severe f ighting, during which the enemy were
evacuating Atlanta, they retreated south. The 20th corps e ntered Atlanta
September 2, and the main army on the 8th. As soon as information reached me,
at Jonesboro', that the enemy were out of Atlanta, I ordered my chief depot officer in the field, Captain John Stewart, to bring forward all stores at Marietta and
the C hattahoochee bridge to Atlanta. The faciliti es of this place in the way of rai lroad depots, s ide tracks, and storehouses were most complete, it having been the
largest depot for the s upply of the rebel armies in the west. I was directed to take
possession of all buildings and all staple articles, such as cotton, animals, hardware, &c. , found in the city or vicinity. All such property was collected, and in
accordance with instructions from the commanding genera l, my depot ot'ficers
gave receipts for everything, but made no payments, as the loyalty of any of the
claimants was at least doubtfu l, and it was judged best to let the government
decide in the future whether any of the captured property should be paid for.
T he whole army remained about Atlanta until the 4th of October, at which
time the rebel army hav ing made a detour completely around our right, crossing
the Chattahoochee below Campbellton, struck the rai !road at Big Shanty, and
imn1ed iately commenced tearing it up and destroying the ties and rails. Our army
immediately started north in pursuit, except the 20th corps, which was left to garrison Atlanta. The enemy destroyed the road up to A latoona, and assaulted that
place on the 5th, but were repulsed with severe loss. This saved two thousand cattle and fifteen days' bread for our army, and other stores. The enemy were reported to have very few wagons, and to be carry ing with them scarcely anything except
ammunition; at any rate, they moved with g reat rapidity, and marching around
Rorne, reached Resaca about the 12th. This place they were unable to capture, but
destroyed the railroad from Tilton to Tunnel Hill. From this vicinity they retreated
into northern Alabama, pursued by Genera l Sherman as far as Gaylesvi lle.
The distance of railroad and telegraph broken was about twenty-three miles,
and the work of destruction was most thorough. Unti l it was repaired the garrison
at Atlanta received nothing from the north, until about the 28th October, when
some g rain was broug ht around the break in wagons. The garrison in the town and
at the C hattahoochee bridge numbered 21 , I 00 men, the number of animals was
9,400. There was stored in the town more than a month's subsistence for the
troops, but very Iitt le forage; when that was consumed the animals suffered a good
deal. Parties were sent out southeast of Atlanta who brought in much fo rage, but
the amount to be procu red in th is way was not sufficient, for, besides the animals
of the 20th corps, there were in Atlanta depot teams and many unserviceable animals that had been turned in from the army. The parties had a long distance to go ,
(thirty miles,) and the enemy had a force hovering about Atlanta, which made it
necessary to have very large guards for the tra ins. One thousand of the unservice-
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able animals were ordered to be driven to Chattanooga, and were started October
12. Only men enough to control the an imals accompanied them. They ran great
risk of capture, but it was judged better to take that chance than let them starve in
Atlanta. October 18, all of them that remained were gathered up and started for
Chattanooga in the same manner. None were captured by the enemy.
Returning from a brief leave of absence, T reached Chattanooga October 12,
on my way to Atlanta. On the 19th General Sherman telegraphed me from
Summerville, Georgia, to go in person to superintend the repair of the railroad,
and authorizing me to give all orders in his name that would expedite its completion. I at once went down to the break and ordered the l st Michigan engineers, I ,800 strong, from Adairsville to Tilton, to assist the railroad corps in getting out ties, and procured forty teams from a cavalry division at Calhoun to haul
them to the road. Colonel W. W. Wright, chief of construction, was short of iron,
and a partial supply was procured by taking up rails from the West Point road,
near Atlanta, and bringing them up on the cars which remained south of the
break. The gap between Alatoona and Big Shanty was repaired sooner than the
other, and as General Sherman had directed the bri~1ging back to the rear of
everything south Chattanooga, except what we could immediately use and carry
in our wagons, to lose no time, many sick, wounded, negroes, &c., were carried
to Resaca and brought around the break to Tunnel Hill, whence they went to
Chattanooga.
They were suffering so for grain at Atlanta that J determined to get some
through without waiting for completion of the road; and collecting all the teams
that could be spared at Chattanooga, I sent them to hau l grain from Tunnel Hill to
Tilton, where it was carried to Atlanta by cars.
October 25, I went to General Sherman, at Gay lesville, by way of Rome, for
consultation, and was put in possession of his entire plan of the intended campaign
to the sea-coast, and then immediately started for Atlanta, which 1 reached on the
28th. The railroad will completed the same day.
The work now to be performed was to fit out the entire army for the march
to the coast, and to carry everything not needed for this purpose back to
Chattanooga, and the orders were to accomplish this in the shortest possible
time; at the same time the 23d corps were being sent back to Nashville in cars,
thus occupying a large part of the transportation. The accumulation of property
at Atlanta, Rome, Marietta, and other posts, was surprisingly large for the time
we had occupied the country, and the number of sick and wounded, citizens and
negroes, to be taken to the rear was large. It is unnecessary to describe all the
detai ls gone through in accomplishing this work, but it was the most arduous and
difficult duty to perform successfully that I have ever had to do in the same period of time. It was complicated by the army being distributed along the road from
Rome to Atlanta, and having to be supplied where it was; while, at the same
time, just so much had to be accumulated at Atlanta as it would require when it
arrived there. There were stores to be removed to the rear at every post below
Ringgold. The army could not leave the railroad from Resaca down, and march
to Atlanta, which wou ld much simplify the task of supplying them, because the
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enemy 's cava lry were ready to pounce upon and break the road as soon as it was
uncovered. In add ition to this the railroad was not working well. The superintendent at Atlanta was incapacitated by indisposition; his duties had to be perfo rmed by subordinates, and I found it necessary to give orders continually to
the ra ilroad officers myself. Many little accidents were occurring, causing
delays . Every car was needed for public property, but the attempts to get private
freight, tobacco, furniture , &c., to the rear upon cars were unceasing, and were
aided in numerous cases by railroad employes, making the greatest vigilance
necessary to prevent these attempts from be ing successful. I had two officers
detai led especially to keep private property out of the trains.
The work of our department was successfully accomplished by the 11th of
November, and the destruction of the railroad from the Etowah down was commenced the same day by our troops. T he army had everything it needed, and the
wagons were full. Everything of value had been got to the rear. Very little but
worthless property was destroyed for want of transportation. A few old wagons
and ambulances were burned, and some clothing drawn by an officer of the 15th
corps, and not needed by the corps, was given away by him to any one who chose
to take it. A few days' delay occurred whi le the army was marching down the railroad to Atlanta, during which that city was completely destroyed with the exception of its dwellings.
The march to Savannah commenced on the 15th of November.
The strength of the army was 63,680 men, and its transportation consisted of
14,468 horses, 19,4 10 mules, 2,520 wagons, and 440 ambulances.
T he following was ordered as the allowance of transportation for baggage, and
on the march:
One wagon to each reg iment; one wagon to each battery; two wagons to each
brigade headquarters; three wagons to each division headquarters; five wagons to
each corps headquarters.
The remainder of the transportation was directed to be distributed as follows:
three wagons to each division for hospital purposes; one wagon to every one hundred men, including artillery, for ammunition ; and the remaining wagons, 1,296 in
number, were used in carrying subsistence, forage, &c.
The army started from Atlanta with four days' grain. The subsistence transported wasTwenty days' rations of hard bread; f ive days' rations of salt meat; thirty days'
rations of sugar and coffee; five days' rations of soap, rice, and candles; eighty
days' rations of salt.
The quantity of salt taken proved unnecessary, as we found it in great abundance in the country we passed through. In addition to the above, 5,476 head of
beef cattle were taken.
The first grain received at King's bridge, on the Ogeechee river, arrived there
and was issued on the 18th December, 1864. So the animals of the army subsi sted on the country twenty-nine days, which makes at least 11,000,000 pounds of
grain and 15,000,000 pounds of fodder and hay taken from the country and consumed on the march. This is a low estimate of the forage taken, as the beef cattle
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were fed on the whole route as much as they would eat, and the number of horses, mules, and cattle was increasing every day.
After General Hood cut the Chattanooga and Atlanta railroad the animals of
the army suffered for want of forage, and a large number of them became very
much reduced in flesh, and were quite weak when the march commenced. This
accounts for the large number of animals that gave out and were shot on the
road. The character of the mules captured was superior, a small-sized or inferior one being seldom met with. On the arrival of the army before Savannah, the
condition of the animals was far better than at the commencement of the march.
Those that had strength sufficient at the start improved daily, and those that
failed and gave out were replaced by better ones than we had in the trains at
starting.
The army marched by corps, and on roads as near parallel to each other as
could be found. Each corps had its pontoon train, and each division its pioneer
force, and with these organizations streams were crossed, roads repaired, and
sometimes made, without retarding the movements of troops.
The management of trains differed somewhat in each corps, but 1 think the
best arrangement was where the train of the corps followed immediately after its
troops, with a strong rear-guard in the following order:
1st. Corps head quarters baggage wagons.
2d. Division headquarters baggage wagons.
3d. Brigade headquarters baggage wagons.
4th. Regimental headquarters baggae a wagons.
5th. Empty wagons, to be loaded with forage and other supplies taken from
the country, and the proper details for loading them.
6th. Ammunition train.
7th. Ambulance train.
8th. General supply train.
As the empty wagons reached points where forage and other supplies could be
obtained, a sufficient number were turned out of the road to take all at the designated place, and so on through the day until all the empty wagons were loaded,
making it a rule to take the first supplies arrived at, and to leave none on the road
until all the wagons were loaded. The empty wagons would be loaded by the time
the rear of the general supply train came up to them, and they would fall into their
proper places in the rear of their division trains if in time, or in the rear of the general supply train, without retarding the march. This arrangement worked well, and
is probably as good as any that could be made. As a general thing the wagons were
required to go but a short distance from the line of march to obtain supplies, there
being sufficient near by.
The march proceeded most successfully, there being little resistance from the
enemy, and an abundance of food for men and animals being found everywhere
until we took position before Savannah.
We arrived near Savannah on the lOth of December, and by the capture ofFort
McAlister, on the '13th, communication with the sea was opened to us by the
Ogeechee river. Supplies in limited quantities were brought up this river until the
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21st December, when Savannah itself was occupied, and our vessels at once came
up to the city by the south channel of the river.
The operations of your depa rtment, under my charge, f'i·om that time until
Genera l Sherman's army arrived at Washington, are so fully detailed in my report
dated July 22, 1865, on file in your office, that a repetition of them here seems
quite unnecessary. During the latter part of May General Sherman's army was broken up as an organization, and during the month of June I was ordered to St. Louis
as chief quartermaster of the military division of the Mississippi.
Appended hereto is the statement of public moneys, required by General
Order No. 39, from your office, current series. My duties as chief quartermaster
in the field have been such that the other statements called for in the order are not
required fl·om me, having been responsible for no property, paid for no transportation, and furn ished none, received no captured property, built no railroads or
telegraph lines, and chartered no vessels.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
L. C. EASTON,
Brevet Brigadier General, Chief

Major General M. C.

Quartermaste1~

M EIGS,

Quartermaster General U S. Army. Washington, D. C.
A true copy:

JOHN V FU REY.
Captain and Assistant Quartermaste1:
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General Hood as Logistician
Introduction. Historian Frank Vandiver :S· description and analysis of
Confederate Lt. Gen. John Bell Hood's operations in Georgia, Alabama, and
Tennessee in 1864 highlight the consistently inadequate logistical system of
the C01~jederate Army. Vandiver criticizes Hood .for abandoning key logistical facilities to Union Maj. Gen. William T. Sherman 's.forces and concludes
that Hood :S· understanding o.l the importance of logistics in modern wa1jare
·was defective. This article clearly establishes the d(fference between Hood
and his chief' opponent, Sherman, in the critical !natter o,j'logistics.

General John B. Hood was a fighter. This had been a major consideration influencing his appo intment to succeed Joseph E. Johnston in command of the
Confederate Army of Tennessee on July 18, 1864. But aside from this attribute,
what qualifications did the general have for army command? He was undeniably
quick in battl e, had shown a grasp of objective in action and certainly could
move troops where he wanted them to fight. He had, at the beginning of his independent command good and sufficient confidence in himself and advocated the
offensive. But, as time went on certain gaps appeared in his proficiency.
President Davis knew that the choice of Hood was not the most ideal he
could have made, bu t fe lt that what he lacked in professional f inesse he mi ght
make up in action . Davis knew, too, that General Lee was unsu re of Hood 's overall qualifications. 1
It is not surprising that neither the President nor the commander of the Army
of Northern Virginia worried about whether Hood had a keen sense of logistics.
Surely this was an obvious requisite of any capable f ield commander, and need
hardly be questioned. Hood was, after a11, a graduate of West Point. But no complete analysis of his military capacity can overlook his attention to what Frederick
the Great has called "the primary duty of a general"- supply. 2 An examination of
efforts to provide ordnance for Hood's Tennessee campaign wil l serve perhaps to
measure him from this standpoint.
Reproduced with the permission ofThe American Military Institute and The Jouma/
of Mi/itm y I-TistOJy from Frank E. Vandiver, "General Hood as Logistician," Militwy
Ajf'airs 16, no. I (Spring 1952): I- ll.
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The Army ofTennessee was adequately suppl ied with ordnance when Hood
look command. Confederate ordnance officers had pushed efforts to furnish amp le
ordnance stores from the outset of Johnston's campaign to retard Sherman 's
advance from Dalton to Atlanta, Georgia, in May, 1864. By April the Ordnance
Bureau had been able to issue about 120 rounds of small arms ammunition per
man in the ranks, along with adequate artillery ammunition. Even so, the Bureau
seemed compelled to apologize for not being able to do better? An apology was
out of order- the Bureau had done welL
Supplying such a volume of ammunition had strained resources considerably.
Cooperation among all the ordnance establishments alone made the achievement
possible. Under a logistica l plan set up in March, 1863, the Army ofTennessee was
to be supplied by the arsenals, armories and depots nearest to it.'1 This threw the
main distribution responsibility upon Atlanta Arsenal and its supporting installations. Columbus Arsenal provided a large portion of the small arms ammuni tion to
Atlanta Arsenal. From here it was, in turn, sent to the army. The production capacity of the cartridge laboratory at Columbus was increased during May and June, so
that by June 28, its conunanding officer reported a weekly fabrication of from
l 00,000 to 120,000 bullets. All of these were destined for the Army ofTennessee.5
ln the emergency created by the summer campaign Atlanta Arsenal received
aid from almost all of the ordnance installations in the deep South. From
Savannah, for instance, as well as from Macon, came assistance in the form of
cartridges.6 No city contributed more toward supplying the army's needs than
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Macon. Here were located the Confederate States Central Laboratories for
Ordnance, an arsenal, a cannon foundry and a National Armory. 7 The Ordnance
Bureau naturally expected Macon to carry a major portion of the supply load for
the Army ofTennessee.
As the army retreated closer toward Atlanta, fear increased concern ing the
safety of the ordnance plants in Georgia. The loss of Atlanta Arsenal would be a
severe blow to the Ordnance Bureau. But, in addition, the presence of Sherman
beyond Atlanta meant danger to all deep South installations. Although general ly
not mentioned probably for security reasons, the retention of Atlanta was almost
essentia l to the Bureau. This should have been obvious to even the most unmilitary onlooker.
With this tactical necessity as a spur, all possible measures were taken to susta in the army backing into Atlanta's entrenchments. In mid-July, after the army had
occupied the city's defense lines, the percussion cap factory there was hastily
moved to Macon.8 Colonel Josiah Gorgas, the Confederate Ch iefofOrclnance, had
decided to concentrate his Bureau's resources in Macon to sustain the army now
under Hood's charge. Atlanta Arsenal was too exposed to rely on for other than distribution functions. Macon, Columbus, and Augusta arsenals were picked to provide Hood's wants, though the latter arsenal was all but isolated from army by rail.
The ammunition laboratory in Atlanta was united with that in Macon and put
under the command of Colonel John W. Mallet, the Confederacy's Superintendent
of Laboratories. Gorgas directed Mallet to organize the workers of the two laboratories into a single force and rush production- "time is chief consideration." 9
Macon Armory was sorely taxed to repa ir arms for Hood, but by July 26 it was
able to return 200 arms a day to the army. 10 The Ordnance Bureau encountered
many hindrances in keeping up Hood's ordnance supply. Negro labor was an
essential part of the working force at all Macon ordnance plants. As the war moved
into Georgia it became increasingly difficult to persuade slaveowners to rent their
slaves to the various insta llations close to the theater of war. In late June Mallet
and James H. Burton, at Macon Armory, had been forced to seek authority to
impress slavelabor in order to keep going.11
The little relief this expedient offered was short lived. On July I, Burton complained to Gorgas that an armed guard had appeared at the armory and laboratories
with instructions to impress one-third of the Negro labor for work on fortifications. 12
Unfortunately this was to be the first of several similar interruptions.
Realizing that confusion might resu lt from the changed logistical plan
forced by Atlanta's situation, Gorgas sought to keep matters in hand. In an
attempt to prevent decentralization from degenerating into chaos, he sent
Colonel Moses H. Wright, trusted commander of Atlanta Arsenal , to Macon on
August 4 to take charge of supplying Hood 's needs. Wright was soon moved to
the command of Columbus Arsenal when it became apparent that no confusion
would develop. 13
Hood received all kinds of cooperation from ordnance officers. Arms came
to him from Richmond, even though General Lee needed almost all on hand in
that city; 14 gunstocks came with difficulty to Macon for him from North
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Carolina. 15 Charleston Arsenal, basking in a period of rare quiet, was called upon
to supply everything possible. 16 Percussion caps, a basic need, were in urgent
demand by late August. Mallet, doing all he could with the combined Atlanta and
Macon machinery, asked Gorgas if an additional supply could be brought through
the blockade. This despite the fact that a million pistol caps and a million and a
quarter musket caps had come through during June and July. Two mi II ion were
sent to Macon from Richmond. 17
Apparently unaware of all that was being done to keep his troops supplied with
ammunition and ordnance, Hood settled down to the siege of Atlanta. He made his
first sally into the realm of ordnance logistics on August 1. On that day he
telegraphed Colonel Richard M. Cuyler and Mallet, in Macon: "General Bragg
directs that you send me at once all the negroes employed on public buildings at
your post." Two days later James H. Burton got substantially the same message. 18
This maneuver crippled operations at Macon, but Hood had not yet learned his
lesson. On August 31- September I, during General William J. Hardee's desperate action at Jonesboro on the Central railroad, all of the skilled and unskilled
workers in the numerous ordnance works at Augusta were sent to reinforce him.
Badly as they were needed at Jonesboro, the move was unwise. George W Rains,
commanding the Augusta works, complained that as a consequence "all the works
here were stopped for some days . .." He wrote Colonel James M. Kennard, chief
ordnance officer of Hood's Army, that "I think it would be well for the General to
give directions that the employees ofthe Small Arm Cartridge Laboratory ... and
Powder Works at this place shou ld be exempted from the local duties, or in other
words that they should remain under my control at all times: I think this very
important for the public interests." 19
As Hood's position in Atlanta became obviously insecure, uncertainty gripped
ordnance officials. No one had any sound knowledge of what place wou ld be safe.
Burton did not wait for instructions; he assumed the Macon machinery would have
to be moved and had several flat boats constructed-60 feet long and 14 feet
wide- to transport it down the Ocmulgee River to an undetermined point in
Georgia. Burton was excited and his action premature. Gorgas calmed him down
and later suggested Columbia, South Carolina, as the place to send his machinery,
if, indeed, it must be moved at a l1. 20
Ordnance Bureau officers at Augusta, Columbus and Macon- indeed everywhere in the south, anticipated bad news from Atlanta. But they could hardly have
conceived how bad that news would be. Mal let was the fi rst to realize what had
happened, and on September 5 expressed it to Gorgas in stark words: "Gen. Hood
has blown up his reserve Ordnance train. Can any cartridges of calibre fifty-four
and fifty-eight or rifle shell- thJ·ee inch, ten pounder Parrott, and two and half
inch Blakely- be had from North of Augusta?''21
There it was. Atlanta fe ll on September 2, and with it the arsenal, shops, railroad connection and the reserve ammunition of the Army of Tennessee. The ordnance was destroyed at about two o'clock that morning.
Reports were confused. All seemed to agree that some eighty-one cars and
from three to five engines had been blown up, and it was generally assumed that all
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of the cars contai ned ordnance storcs.22
This was not quite true, but the truth
was sickening enough. Twenty-eight of
the eighty-one cars did conta in ordnance supplies. This constituted all of
the ava il able reserve, particularly of
artillery ammun ition. 23
The repercussions of Hood's explosive withdrawa l from Atlanta were
immediately felt in the Ordnance
Bureau. Hood could hardly have picked
a more inopportune time to retreat,
from an ordnance standpoint. Ini tial
provision of his reserve amtnun iti on
had req uired every exertion, and now
that /\tlanta /\rsenal was gone, replacement was doubly difficult.
George Rains at August, unruffied
by events, asked ladies in Augusta and
nearby communities to volunteer for
work in his cartridge factory. With these
Josiah Gorgas
patriotic assistants, he was able to reach
a daily production of 75,000 cartridges
during the critica l days following the loss of f-lood 's ordnancc. 24 But Rains' enterprise accounted for only one deficiency.
Suddenly, as if at a given signal, all kinds of shortages appeared. Colonel
Wright, at Columbus, summed up their general nature in a telegram to his friend
Mallet on September 6: " I need beeswax, twine, thread, gum arabic, sulphur,
mea led powder, woolen yarn, lead & percussion caps as well as powdcr."25 Mallet,
whose wary eye surveyed the whole ordnance scene, told Gorgas of an even more
serious need a few days later. Rains' supply of lead was running out, he said, and
since all the other southern arsena ls depended upon him for it a general shortage
was in sight. 26
Once out of Atlanta Hood came face to face with his own supply problems.
Concentrating near Lovejoy's Station, on the Central railroad, he thought in terms
of grand strategy. On September 6 he voiced an idea to President Davis. He felt
that as soon as his army had rested, and after the Federal prisoners at
Andersonvi lle, Georgia, had been moved, he should strike Sherman's attenuated
line of communications. This might force Sherman to follow him toward
Chattanooga and might offer a favorable chance for battle.
Considering the disparity in size of the opposing armies, Hood 's strategy was
probably sound. To put this plan into effect, Hood realized, he had to shift his position from the Macon rai lroad and he informed Davis of his intention to draw supplies from the West Point and Montgomery railroad after he had changed his location. ll ood described his move:
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Causing the iron to be removed from the several railroads out of Atlanta
for distances of forty miles, and directing railroad stock to be restored
to the West Point rai lroad, the movement to the left toward that road
began on the 18th of September. Arriving at that road the army took
position with the left touching the Chattahoochie River and covering
that road, where it remained several days to allow the accumulation of
supplies at Blue Mountain and a sufficiency with which to continue the
movement. 27
Hood's chief of staff, Brigadier General Francis A. Shoup, recorded the
change in position in his daily journal of the army's movements. He noted that
army headquarters were at Palmetto, on the West Point railroad on September 19.
On the 20th he observed that Hood's orders concerning the removal of track were
being executed:
The telegraph wire and rai lroad iron between Lovejoy's and Griffin, on
Macon railroad, and the iron above Newnan on West Point railroad, also
on the Georgia rai lroad between Oconee River and Stone Mountain,
have been ordered to be taken up at once and saved for future use. 28
Ensconced at Palmetto, Hood proceeded to demand supplies. On September
20 he suggested to General Bragg that powder mills for his use be established at
Cahaba, Alabama, or somewhere else in that state. This suggestion was the first
indication that he was aware of any difficulties involved in providing ordnance to
hi s army. Even in th is instance he was uninformed, perhaps excusably so. A new
powder mill was almost ready to begin operation at Selma, and would produce
enough for Hood's needs- if niter production in Alabama was not interrupted by
conscri ption.29
Having paid lip service to basic logistics, Hood's attention focused on more
obvious matters. Arms were badly needed to refurbish the army and supply returning troops. Where could they be found? Colonel Kennard, possessed of commendable directness, suggested that since the Georgia militia had recently become
inactive, their arms be taken for the Army of Tennessee. The Chief of Ordnance,
in giving approval to this scheme, pointed out that the militia could soon be resuppli ed from the stock of arms being repaired at Macon. And he told the harassed
Kennard: ["]Every exertion will be made to assist you, but the drain is simultaneous and difficult to meet."30 Negotiations with Georgia began.
Meantime, Kennard tried other sources which he hoped might provide faster
assistance. He queried Colonel ll ypolite Oladowski, now command ing Columbus
Arsenal, about how many arms could be drawn from there. The answer was discolll·aging. Oladowski had not a single rifle or musket to send. He thought, though,
that Captain W D. Humphries, at Hood's intermediate base, West Point, could send
some 2,000 arms. With authorization for Gorgas another 600 could be had from
Columbia ArsenaiY
Kennard 's anxious search for harness and saddles for artillery horses brought
Gorgas to his rescue. The Chief of Ordnance ordered saddles sent him from the arsenal at Mount Vernon, Alabama, along with 1,000 sets of harness from Richmond. 32
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Hood himself telegraphed Gorgas for ammunition. Envisioning the need for a
change of base, he asked that future supplies be sent in quantity to Selma. Gorgas
telegraphed Kennard immediately, asking what stores he needed and where he
wished them sent.33 Colonel Rains, instructed to aid Kennard, started shipping
stores to Selma on September 26-4,000 rounds of fixed ammunition (mostly for
12-pounder Napoleon guns) and 500,000 rounds of .54 and .57 caliber small arms
ammunition. He told Kennard that he could probably ship him 350,000 cartridges
and 1,200 rounds of artillery ammunition a week. These figures could be raised
considerably, given the proper conditions. Rains thought Hood should be told of
the interruptions occurring in the operations at Augusta. The forcible removal of
bullet moulders and wood agents had to stop, since
such interruptions are likely to be disastrous. 1 write you these facts in
order that General Hood may see to what interruptions I am liable to
continually in preparing supplies, and hence cannot say as to the amount
of stores I can send him but presume it wi ll be as above stated.34
Finally Hood's negotiations for the Georgia militia rifles produced an answer.
General Gustavus W. Smith, commanding the militia would not surrender the arms
without authority from Governor Joseph E. Brown. Colonel Cuyler, at Macon,
through whom Hood was negotiating, found himself caught between Hood and
Smith. He appealed to Brown on September 27, for a release of the anns. Brown
said no, as certainly the arsenal commander must have expected. Hood asked that
Cuyler seize the arms, stored at Macon Arsenal, and send them to him immediately. Cuyler's position was awkward, to say the least. Faced with an order from a
general in the field he was almost duty bound to comply. But apparently he was
more forcefully aware than was Hood of the wrath such an action could produce
in Milledgeville.
He had to telegraph Kennard on the 28th: "Governor Brown will not give up
the arms. 1 cannot undertake to take them ..." Later that same day, anguished in
his dilemma, Cuyler again telegraphed Kennard: "Governor Brown has refused to
give up the arms.- 1 must have high authority before I conflict with him. If Col.
Gorgas my immediate superior, or the President order me, I will take them."
Brown again was told that Hood needed 1,000 of the militia rifles for the
defense of Georgia, and the colonel hoped he would reconsider. Again, no. Cuyler
gave up, and the matter was headed for court decision on October 1, when General
Howell Cobb managed to persuade Brown to release the arms if they were later
replaced. But this came a little late, since Hood had already started operations
without the rifles.35
Gorgas did not wait to hear oftbe outcome of the Brown-Hood altercation. On
September 28 be directed Major John T. Trezevant, at Columbia Arsenal, to send
Kennard 1,000 Enfield rifles and I,500 accoutrements. Captain Humphries, at
West Point, told Kennard on the same day that he would ship arms and accoutrements on the 29th, but he had received no ammunition to send forward. The
delay was in rail transportation, frequently monopolized by Commissary officials.
Ammunition shipments cou ld be made only when cars were released. 36
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Hood had at least one bit of good lucie On September 28, the day he moved
his army out of camp at Palmetto, General Robert C. Ty.ler telegraphed him from
West Point: "Have just found four hundred thousand percussion caps shall hold
them subject to your order."37
Supplying Hood's needs at Palmetto had not been easy. He still used Jonesboro
as his main depot, which involved somewhat complicated rail connection with his
army. 38 Now that he was moving, he decided, after talking with General
Beauregard, commanding the geographical department in which Hood operated, to
change his base, as he had anticipated doing. The new base would be Jacksonville,
Alabama, the railhead of the Meridian to Blue Mountain road. Ordnance was to be
accumulated at Selma Arsenal for shipment to the army. As his plans developed,
Jacksonville became progressively less attractive as a base.
Hood's itinerary took him north to Dalton and then southwest to Gadsden,
which was reached on October 20. Here a day was consumed in issuing the supplies received from Selma and Jacksonville. These supplies had had to be transported from the railroad at Jacksonville to Gadsden by wagon, a distance of some
eighteen to twenty mi les. 39
Having distributed his supplies, Hood appeared ready to cross the Tennessee
River at Guntersville, Alabama. At any rate, this is what Beauregard had been led
to believe in a conference with Hood at Gadsden on October 21. As a result,
Beauregard began logistical preparations to sustain an offensive. Since Sherman's
pursuing forces had come within fifteen mi les of Gadsden and were thus all too
close to Jacksonville, Beauregard made hurried plans to change Hood's base.
Hood himself had attempted to anticipate such a possible shift. As early as
October 8 he had requested that the Memphis and Charleston railroad be put in
working condition from Corinth to Decatur. He and Beauregard together decided
that Tuscumbia would be the best base, and it was so designated. Much trouble was
encountered in getting supplies there. From Selma, the main assembly point, supplies went to Meridian, Mississippi, then up to Mobile and Ohio as far as Corinth;
were there transferred to the Memphis and Charleston, and sent to Tuscumbia.
Despite the fact that these lines ought to have been in working shape, they were
not. The Memphis and Charleston was not put in running order until November 21,
and Hood, who moved his army to Tuscumbia on October 30, had to wait. His
movement from Gadsden to Tuscumbia consumed most of what he had obtained
at Gadsden- there was no alternative but to wait for stores. 40
He was able to accumulate enough supplies by this route before the rail line
was repaired, and despite muddy roads, to move across the Tennessee on
November 21.
Rations and shoes were Hood's concern at Tuscumbia.4 1 His main supplies of
ordnance had already been sent to him at Newnan and Jacksonville. Reserves
would come from Selma. After he had obtained supplies at Gadsden on October
20- 21, the Ordnance Bureau could feel reasonably sure that it had done its best
by him.
Hood 's campaign was a failure-costly and bloody. His only chance of success lay in a speedy movement into Tennessee. And his fateful delay at Tuscumbia.
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allowed the enemy ample time to prepare for his coming. Although want of cavalry and anxiety over Sherman's movements have been adduced as reasons for the
delay,42 Hood's logistical problems certainly loom large as a cause.
What of Hood's part in these logistical problems? Was he a victim of circumstances?
He blundered in August, I 864, by requisitioning the Negroes employed in the
Macon ordnance plants. This mistake might well be excused on the grounds of
ignorance, but the assignment of skilled ordnance technicians as reinforcements
for Hardee at Jonesboro merits no such chari ty. He had been told of the havoc created in Macon and other ordnance cities by such interruptions.
Confusion might be offered as a reason for the loss of the Army ofTennessee's
reserve ordnance at Atlanta. Nevertheless, this is no excuse. Hood, writing long
after the event, placed the responsibility on his chief quartermaster.43 This scapegoat had been provided by a Court of Inquiry appointed to assess blame for the
loss of stores at Atlanta. After sifting the ev idence, this body, Colonel M. B.
McMicken, Hood's ch ief quartermaster, and Kennard, exonerated Kennard completely. The principal guilt was dumped in McMicken's lap- he failed "to comply
with the specif ic and repeated instructions from the chief of staff ... had at his
disposal sufficient cars and engines to move all trains as ordered, and they were
not so moved because proper instructions were not given by him to the railroad
agents." The Court slightly censured Shoup for failing to see that his instructions
to move the stores, issued on August 30, were carried out. Hood exonerated him
in an indorsement to the Court's f indings.44 Hood was not mentioned in the proceedings. He not blameless. Perhaps he was too busy with pressing matters to pay
specific attention to the removal of the stores, but this hardly seems a legitimate
excuse. Granted he trusted his chief of staff to carry out this operation, sti ll it
would not seem unreasonable to expect the army commander to inquire specifically about such an important detail. A recent biographer of Hood observes that
the loss of these stores was "another example of the poor staff work in evidence
throughout the Atlanta campaign." 45 Agreed, but it must be added that Hood 's
appa rent indifference contributed to this situation. Closer supervision from him
would have insured at least a bit more energy in his staff.
Once having committed himself to the Tennessee venture, Hood does not
appear to have grasped the overwhelming difficulties involved in supplying his
needs for this campaign. The sh ift of the army from Jonesboro to Palmetto was
perhaps tacti ca lly correct. Logistically it was awkward. Hood did not change his
base immed iately; consequently his line of communication ran from Jonesboro to
Macon, thence to Columbus, Georgia, and Opelika, Alabama. The West Point and
Montgomery rai lroad ran through the latter town, which connected, in turn , with
the Atlanta and West Point at West Point, Georgia. Here was established Hood's
intermediate base after the move to Palmetto. Ordinarily this would have been
ideal, since the Atlanta and West Point ran th rough Palmetto. But Hood ordered
the track torn up for a distance of forty miles from Atlan ta. As a result his railhead was Newnan, fourteen miles southwest of Palmetto. The gap was bridged by
wagon trains. 46
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When Hood did change his base he chose Jacksonvi lie, Alabama. This seemed
the proper place if he contemplated operating on Sherman's communications as far
as Chattanooga, or if he planned a swift thrust across the Tennessee River at
Guntersville. Jacksonville, as the head of the Meridian to Blue Mountain line, was
the nearest railhead, but it was far from ideal. A decision to rely on this railroad
invo lved the transfer of the depot supplies from Jonesboro, as wel l as transportation of future supplies from the Georgia arsenals. This would not have been too
difficult had the rail connections from Georgia been continuous to Selma. Such
was not the case. Selma, which must serve as the new assembly base for the army,
was connected to Montgomery by a steamboat on the Alabama River. This gap, of
course, necessitated breaking bulk and resh ipping- and delay. Montgomery was
connected with Georgia by rail well enough, but available rolling stock really was
inadequate for rapid transportation, even had there been no break in the route.'17
Hood came no nearer Jacksonville than Gadsden. The eighteen to twenty miles
between towns were bridged again by the army's over-worked wagons.
Jacksonv ille became unprofitabl e as a base after Hood decided to move west
toward Decatur and Tuscumbia. A new base was located at the latter town. This
cou ld only be stocked by devious rai l connections. The plan was to collect supplies
at several places along the Mobile and Ohio railroad in Mississippi and Alabama.
They were to be transported to Corinth in north Mississippi, put on the Memphis
and Charleston road and sent east to Tuscumbia. Even under the most ideal conditions a poor arrangement, particularly since the arsenals at Selma and Demopolis
lay to the east of Meridian, on the Meridian to Blue Mountain, and not on the
Mobi le and Ohio. Conditions, moreover, were not ideal. Hood had, on October 8,
asked that the railroad fro m Corinth be repaired to Decatur, anticipating hi s possible needs, and as an alternative route should it become necessary. And though
Forrest was able to protect the I ine as fa r east as Cherokee Station, its serviceability ended there. A f ifteen mile expanse of wrecked track lay between Cherokee
Station and Tuscumbia, which was not fu lly replaced until November 2 1. "It was
thus necessary to transfer al l shipments to wagons, which then had to be hauled
over a country road, which in clear weather was none too good and which became
a quagmire as soon as the rains began."4 ~
In fairness to Hood it should be stressed that he had given indication of a need
to use the Memph is and Charleston road and cannot be blamed for the repairs not
being completed in time.
But Hood is perhaps guilty of an even greater misjudgement. Beauregard conferred with him at Decatur in late October and hoped he would move immediately into Tennessee, not far from there. 49 But he went on to Tuscumbia, pleading that
he had not supplies enough to go into Middle Tennessee. These he must accumulate at his base.so
This seems indeed a valid reason for delay, but Hood was not thus making his
problem easier. Although it is generally considered advantageous for an army to
operate close to its base, Hood's position was peculiar in that this was untrue in his
situation. The longer he remained at Tuscumbia, the more taxing it was on the
Confederate supply bureaus to keep him equipped. His attenuated line of commu-
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nications to his sources of supplies was unequal to a prolonged effort, and certainly to a rapid and efficient effort. 51
An authority on Hood's Tennessee campaign has observed that his delay at
Tuscumbia is militarily puzzling; it was "not due so much to lack of supplies, to
the absence of Forrest, and to the necessity for repairing the railroad, as it was to
anxiety concerning what Sherman would do." Without this anxiety to hold him
back, he "wou ld have advanced sooner than he did, at least by the 7th of
November."52 It is equally true that had he been thoroughly conscious of his logistical position there can be scarcely any doubt that he would have advanced sooner. Sherman had returned to Atlanta, and the Jacksonville line of communication
would have been relatively safe. Hood might well have risked advancing at some
point east ofTuscumbia to relieve the strain on the railroads.
Perhaps politically and tactically Hood's march into Tennessee was the best
possible maneuver. But from a supply standpoint it left the heart of the
Confederate Ordnance Bureau brutally exposed while imposing unnatural strain
on the arteries carrying equipment to the army. The laboratories at Macon suspended operations in the face of Sherman's troops and were evacuated by
November L7;53 by December Columbus Arsenal was closed down, 54 and
Savannah was lost, with all its ordnance and stores. Columbia Arsenal was
destroyed in February, 1865, and Fayetteville, North Carolina, Arsenal and
Armory fo llowed in March. A relatively unopposed Sherman had wrecked the
Ordnance Bureau.
From a logistical standpoint the Tennessee campaign was a catastrophe. It
would have been infinitely better to keep the Confederate Army between Sherman
and the arsenals and close to its supplies. Yet, militru·ily this appeared impossible.
Hood cannot be censured alone for the decision to invade Tennessee. Others
in higher places shared that decision. In caJTying out the plan, however, it must be
concluded that although determined and reckless in battle, he was, sadly enough,
an irresponsible logistician.
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Working on the Railroad
Introduction. The American Civil War was the first major conflict in which
railroads played a sign[ficant role, and the importance ofrailroads to the supply of Civil War armies is nowhere as clearly demonstrated as during Maj.
Gen. William T. Sherman :s· campaign from Chattanooga to Atlanta. Army officers Major and Fitch here provide a series of excetpts pertaining to railroad
operations and maintenance during the Atlanta campaign, which summarize
the principles and procedures of Civil War rail operations and the all-important activities of the Union Army:S excellent Rail Road Construction Corps.

Militaty Railroads
lt will be seen that advantage was taken of the movement of troops to send
beer cattle, also mules, horses and wagons up the Tennessee to Clifton and thence
overland to Decatur. Clifton, it may be mentioned, was at the head of Navigation
on the Tennessee. This was done to relieve to some extent the pressure on the railroads. As it was the railroads which played such an important part in the Atlanta
Campaign and in fact made it possible, extracts from the report of the General
Manager and other officers showing how the military railroads of the Military
Division or the Mississippi were organized and operated will now be considered.
In order to understand the system in use in 1864, it is considered desirable to
quote, first of all, the following order issued in 1862:
WAR D EPARTMENT

Washington City, D. C., February 1 I, 1862.
Ordered, That D. C. McCallum be, and he is hereby appointed military
director and superintendent of railroads in the United States, with
authority to enter upon, take possession of, hold, and use all railroads,
engines, cars, locomotives, equipments, appendages, appurtenances

Reproduced from Duncan K. Major and Roger S. Fitch, eels., Supply of Shermans
Ar111y During the Atlanta Ca111paign (Fort Leavenworth, Kans.: Army Service School
Press, 191 I), pp. 28- 51.
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that may be required for the transport of troops, arms, ammunition, and
military supplies of the United States, and to do and perform all acts
and things that may be necessary and proper to be done for the safe and
speedy transport aforesaid.
By order of the President, Commander-in-Chief of the Army and Navy
of the United States:
EDWIN M. STANTON,
Secretary of War.
The effect of this order was the organization of a divi sion of Military
Rai lroads in the War Department and which, so far as I ca n ascertain,
was subject to the orders of the Quartermaster General of the Army,
altho from the above order it does not appear that there was any connection between the two. I Jowever, from later orders and correspondence my assumption would appear to be correct. Tt was the
Quartermaster Department that furnished all the supplies for the construction and operation of the railroads and made a lithe di sbursements
of moneys for their maintenance. All employees were carried and paid
on the rolls of the Quartermaster Department.
In obed ience to orders from the War Department, dated December 19,
1863, Colonel McCallum proceeded to Chaltanooga, Tennessee and
reported to Brigadier General M. C. Meigs, Quartermaster General, U.
S. Army. He assisted in the reconstruction of the railroads under military control in the Military Division of the Mississ ippi and later submitted a report to the Secretary of War on their condition. The result of
this report was the issue of the following order:
(General Orders No.3)
H EADQUA RTERS MILITARY DIVISION OF TilE
MISSISSIPPI

Nashvil le, Tenn., February 4, 1864.
By authority of the Secreta ry of War, Colonel D. C. McCallum, additional aide-de-camp, Un ited States Army, is hereby appointed genera l
tnanager of all railways in possession of the government, or that may
from lime to time be taken possession of by military authority in the
Departments of the Cumberland, the Ohio, the Tennessee, and of
Arkansas, with all the powers and authorities conferred and duties
imposed upon and vested in Jno. B. Anderson, as general manager of
sa id railways, by Special Orders of the Secretary of War, of date War
Department, Louisvi lle, Kentucky, October 19, 1863, (as modified by
paragraph 4, General Orders No. 13, from these headquarters) and wi ll
at once enter upon the duties of general manager of railways aforesaid.
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David C. McCallum

Montgome1y C. Meigs

Jno. 8. Anderson is hereby relieved from duty as general manager of
said rai lways and from al l connection with the same, and wil l turn over
to the sa id Colonel McCallum all property, moneys, contracts and
papers of every kind and description belonging to government, or in
anywise appertain ing to or concerning said railways.
By order of Major General U. S. Grant:
T. S. BOWERS,
Assistant Adjutant General.
In order to show how Co lonel McCallum carried out this order, extracts from
the report made by him after the close of the campaign wi ll here be inserted.
Upon assuming the duties thus imposed, I found most inadequate
means to accomplish the purposes for which the railroads had been
opened. The main army was at Chattanooga and in its vicin ity, and all
the supp lies for men and food for its animals were received from
Nashville, one hundred and fifty-one miles distant, over the Nashville
and Chattanooga railroad. This road was necessarily the main line of
supply during the subsequent campaigns from Chattanooga towards
1\tlanta, and from Knoxville towards southwestern Virginia, and was
at this time in the worst conditi on. The track was laid originally on an
unballasted, mud road-bed, in a very imperfect manner, with a light V
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rail, on wooden stringers which were badly decayed and caused
almost daily accidents by spreading apart and letting the engine and
cars drop between them. The total length of road in use was as follows:
Nashville to Chattanooga .... ... ..............
Nashville (south) to Dark's Mill ............. ...
Stevenson to Huntsville ............ . . ..... ...
Chattanooga to Charleston ....................
Total ........ ........................

.
.
.
.
.

151 miles
39 miles
60 miles
42 miles
292 miles

Upon examination it was fou nd there was on the above roads the following rolling stock:
United States Military railroad locomotives
that could be made available .. . ......... . . . ......
Locomotives borrowed from Louisville and
Nashville railroad ......... ......... ...........
Total ........ .......
Disabled and in shop for repairs .......................
Total number of locomotives fit for service ..............
United States military rai lroad freight cars ...............
Cars borrowed from Louisvi lle and Nashville rai lroad,
about. ......................................
Total ........ ...............................
Number disabled ......... ....... ........... ...
Number of freight cars in running order ... .. .......

.

47

.
.
.
.
.

3
50
1I
39

.
.
.
.

437
100
537
137
400

My attention was first directed to the most efficient organization of
the men employed. Two distinct departments were projected: the
"transportation department," embracing the operation and maintenance of all the lines in use, and the "construction corps," for the
reconstruction of the railroads which might fa ll into our hands as the
army advanced.
The following orders and instructions were issued to the principal officers in charge of these respective organizations:
(General Orders No. 1.)
OFFICE OF G ENERAL MANAGER MILITARY
RAILROADS, U. S.

Nashville, February 10, 1864.
A. Anderson is hereby appointed general superintendent of transportation and maintenance of roads in use, and W. W. Wright, chief engineer
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of construction, in the military division of the Mississippi. They will be
respected accordingly.
D. C. McCALLUM,
Colonel U. S. A., Gen. Mgr. Mil. R. R., U. S.
Approved:
U.S. GRANT,
Major-General.
OFfiCE OF G ENERAL MANAGER MILITARY

RAILROADS,

U. S.

Nashville, Tenn., February 11 , 1864.
Sir: You are hereby appointed general superintendent of transportation
on United States military railroads in the military division of the
Mississippi.
Your duties will be confined to the management of transportation on all
railroads in use in this division together with all necessary repairs to the
same. You will have, with the approval of the general manager, full
authority to engage the service of all persons for whose acts you are held
responsible, and will have full power to dismiss any subordinate when in
your judgment the interest of the service will be promoted thereby. You
will, also, with the approval of the general manager, have authority to
establish rates of compensation of all persons serving under you. You
will at an early day present to the general manager, for his approval, a
plan of the organization of your department. You will have authority to
make requisitions for supplies upon the assistant quattermaster detailed
to service oo military railroads in the military division of the
Mississippi. You have power to make requisitions for men and materials,
or both, upon the chief engineer in charge of construction in this division, when in your opinion the emergency calls for such assistance.
As the duties of the general manager will occasionally cause his
absence from this military division, you will at such times, and in order
to insure prompt action, obey any order emanating from the general-inchief of this military division, or the generals in command of the
departments of the Cumberland, the Ohio, and the Tennessee, in all
matters appertaining to the branch of duties in your charge.
D.C. McCALLUM,
Colonel United States Army, Military Director
and General Manager U.S. Railroads.
A. Anderson, Esq.
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O FFICE OF G ENERAL MANAGER MILITARY

S.
Nashville, Tenn., February II , 1864.

R AILROADS, U.

Sir: You are hereby appointed chief engineer of United States military
railroads in the military division of the Mississippi.
Your duties will be confined more especially to the reconstruction
and opening of new lines of railroad. For this purpose you wi ll have
the entire charge of the construction corps. You will have authority,
with the approval of the general manager, to engage all persons fo r
whose acts you are held responsible, and will have full power to dismiss any person employed under you , when in your judgment the
interest of the service will be promoted thereby. You will, with the
approval of the general manager, have power to establish rates of
compensation of your subordinates, and will at an early day report to
the general manager for his approval a plan of organization ofall the
fo rces in your charge. You will have authority to make requisitions for
supplies, tools, etc., upon the assistant quartermaster detailed for special duty in the military division of the Mississippi , and located at
Nashville.
lt will also be your duty to honor requisitions made upon you for men
and materials by the general superintendent of United States military
rai lroads in the military division of the Mississippi, for the purpose of
repa irs of Iines in use; but you will in no case withdraw your fo rces for
said repairs without the consent and approval of the general in command of the department where your forces may be located, or the general-in-chief of this military division.
Jn order to insure prompt action, you will, in the absence of the general manager, obey the orders ofthe general-in-chiefofthis military divi sion, of the general s in command of the departments of the
Cumberland, the Ohio, and the Tennessee.
Very respectfu lly, your obedient servant,
D. C. McCALLUM,
Colonel United States Army, Military Director
and General Manager U. S. Railroads.
W.W. Wright, Esq.

The transportation department embraced the following divisions or
sub-departments:
First. Conducting transportation or managing the movements of tra ins.
Second. Maintenance of roads and structures, or keeping the roadway,
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bridges, buildings, and other structures in repair, buildjng new structures, rebuilding old ones when and where necessary.
Third. Maintenance of rolling stock, keeping in order the locomotives
and cars, and managing the shop where such work was done.
For conducting transportation "each principal line was operated by a
superintendent of transportation," who was held responsible for the
movement of all trains and engines over it.
Subord inate to the superintendent were one or more "masters of transportation," according to distance operated, who were constantly moving
over the road to see that the employees attended properly to their duties
while out with their trains.
At principal stations where locomotives were changed, or kept in
reserve, an "engine dispatcher" was stationed to see that the locomotives were in good order for service, that they were property repaired
and cleaned when at the station: to supervise and control the engineers
and fireme n, and to assign the requisite crews to engines.
Maintenance of roads and structures for each line was in charge of a
superintendent of repairs, with the necessary supervisors, road-masters,
foremen etc.
Maintenance of rolling stock was in charge of the master machinist,
who managed repairs of locomotives, and the master of car , repairs,
under whose charge all repairs to cars were made.
The above officers were independent of each other, and reported directly to the general superintendent.
The maximum force employed at any one time in the transportation
department of the miLitary division of the Mississippi was about twelve
thousand men.
The following is the organization in detail:
Genem/ Superintendents Q//ke:- General Superintendent, assistant
general superintendent, chief clerk.

OjficeT:s· reporting to general superintendents:- Superintendent N. and
C., N. and N. W., and N. and C. lines, superintendent N., D., and S. line,
superintendent C. and A., and C. and K. Jines; superintendent K. and B.
line; engineer and superintendent Mem. and Chr., Miss. Cen. , Mobile and
0., Memphis and Little Rock lines; agent Louisville City line; chiefn<aster of transportation, general agent; engineers of maintenance and repairs;
general machinist; master carpenter; superintendent of car repairs; general engi ne dispatcher; general train dispatcher; general freight agent; genera l fuel agent; general ticket agent; general car agent; general storekeeper; general lumber and timber inspector; surgeon in charge.
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Pfficers reporting to general superintendents:- Master of transportation; train dispatchers; engine despatchers; superintendent of road
repairs; superintendent of repairs, bridges and buildings; station agents;
freight agents; fuel agents; car agents.
Officers reporting to general machinists:- Master machinist, Nashville
shops; master machinist, Huntsville shops; foreman car repairs,
Chattanooga shops: master machinist, Knoxville shops; master machinists, Memphis shops.
Officers reporting to superintendent car repairs:- Master car repairs,
Nashville shops; master car repairs, Chattanooga shops; master car
repairs, Knoxville shops, foreman car repairs, Johnsonville shops; foreman car repairs, Clarksville shops; foreman car repairs, Huntsville
shops; foreman car repairs, Stevenson shops; foreman car repairs,
Atlanta shops; foreman car repairs, Memphis shops; foreman car
repairs, Little Rock shops.
Officers reporting to generaL agent:- Station agents; conductors.
q[ficers reporting to engineer of repairs: Assistants or division engineers; supervisors; road-masters; foreman; sub-foremen; tie inspectors.
The construction corps of the military division of the Mississippi was
organized in six divisions, under the general charge of the chief engineer, and at its maximum strength numbered nearly six thousand men.
To give the corps entire mobility, enable it to move independently and
perform work at the same time at widely different points, each division
was made a complete whole in itself, and equipped with tools, camp
equipage, and f ield transportati.on, in order that the whole or any part
of the same might be moved at once in any direction where ordered, and
by any mode of conveyance, by rail, with teams and wagons, or on foot.
The number of divisions was increased or diminished to suit the
requirements of military movements.
The follow ing is the organization of one division of the construction
corps, United States military railroads, as it existed in the military division of the Mississippi.
Each division was under the command of a division engineer, and was
divided into sub-divisions or sections.
Each sub-divis.ion was under the immediate command of a supervisor.
The two largest and most important sub-divisions in a division were the
track-layers and bridge-builders. A sub-division was composed of
gangs, each under a foreman. Gangs were sub-divided into squads, each
under a sub-foreman.
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A division completely organized was composed of the following named
officers and numbers of men:
NO. OF MEN

Division engineer .......................
Assistant engineer ......................
Rodn1an ....................... .......
Clerk ................................
Messengers

.
.
.
.

I

1
l

1
2
6

Subdivision No. 1
Supervisor of bridge and carpenter work
Clerk and time-keeper . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Commissary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Quartermaster . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Surgeon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hospital steward . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Foremen (one for each 50 men) . . . . . . .
Sub-foremen (one for each 10 men) . . . .
Mechanics and laborers . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Blacksmith and helper . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cooks ........ ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

1
1
J
1
1
1
6
30
300
2
12

356
Subdivision No. 2
Supervisor of track . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Clerk and time-keeper . . . . . . . . . . . .
Commissary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Quartermaster . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Surgeon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hospital Steward . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Foremen (one for each 50 men) . . . . .
Sub-foremen (one for each I 0 men) . .
Mechanics and laborers . . . . . . . . . . .
Blacksmith and helper . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cooks ............. . . . . . . . . . . . .

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

......
......
......
......
......
......
......
......
......
......
......

1
I
I
1

1
I
6
30
300
2
12
356

Subdivision No. 3
Supervisor of water stations . .
Foretnen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mechanics and laborers . . . . .
Cook...... ..............

.... .... ....
............
............
............

..
..
..
..

1
I
12
I
15
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NO. OF M EN

Subdivision No. 4
Supervisor of masonry ...................
Foremen ....... . . .....................
Masons and helpers . ....................
Cook ....... ... . . ..... . ............ . ..

.
.
.
.

l
1
10
I

J3

Subdivision No. 5
Foreman of ox brigade . ......... . ........ .
Ox drivers ........ .. . . ................ .
Cook ................................. .

1
18
I

20

Train Crew
Conductors ......... .... ...............
Brakemen ............ ... ..............
Locomotive Engineers .... . .. . ..... . .....
Firen1en ..............................
Cook ... ........ ... ...................

.
.
.
.
.

2
4
2
2
1

11

Grand total

777

The commissary had charge of drawing, caring for, and issuing rations.
The Quartermaster had charge of issuing tools, camp equipage, etc.
Each foreman was responsible for the tools and other government property issued to his gang.
Each supervisor reported the time made by the men in his subdivision,
through his division Engineer, to the chief time-keeper, who was stationed at the headquarters of the chief engineer.
The surgeons were appointed by the chief engineer, and were paid out
of a private fund voluntarily contributed by the men for hospital purposes.
Sub-foremen were appointed by the foremen, subject to the approval of
the division engineer. Foremen were appointed by the division engineer, subject to the approval of the chief engineer.
Division and assistant engineers were appointed by the chief engineer,
subject to the approval of the general manager.
After completing the organization of the working forces, my attention
was directed to providing an adequate supply of locomotives and cars,
with the necessary shops, tools, and materials to keep them in working
order.
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In my report of January J 9, 1864, l had estimated the rolling stock necessary for the business anticipated on the lines that would probably be
operated from Nashville, at two hundred locomotives and three thousand ca rs, while only forty-seven available locomotives and four hundred and thirty-seven cars there on hand. From the imperative necessity of provid ing the additional equipment at the earliest possible ti me,
the fo llowing order was given by the honorable Secretary of War to the
locomotive manufacturers of the country:
WAR DEPARTMENT.

Washington City, March 23, 1864.
Gentleman:- Colonel Daniel C. McCallum, general manager of government rai lways in the departments of the Cumberland, of the Ohio, and
of the Tennessee, has been authorized by this department to procure
locomotives without delay for tbe railways under his charge.
ln order to meet the wants of the military departments of the government, you will deliver to his order such eng ines as he may direct,
whether building under orders for other parties or otherwise; the govemment being accountable to you for the same .
The urgent necessity of the government for the immediate supply of our
armies operating in Tennessee, renders the engines indispensable for
the equipment of the lines of communication, and, it is hoped that this
necessity w ill be recognized by you as a military necessity, paramount
to all other considerations.
By order of the President:
EDWIN M . STANTON,
Secretary of War.
It is but proper to state that the requisitions of this order were met by
all in a spirit of zealous patriotism. The manufacturers at once placed
all the ir fo rce at work upon the engines and cars ordered, which were
completed and delivered in an unprecedented short time.
Notwithstanding the large additions made to the rolling stock in
February, March and April, it was still inadequate to supply the wants
of the service, and it was found necessary to use extTaordinary measures to increase it.
The guage [sic] of the Tennessee railroads being five feet, and only the
roads in Kentucky having a corresponding gauge, they were the on ly
source from which rolling stock could be obtained, and their engines
and cars were temporarily impressed into the government service and
sent south to Nashville.
The fo llowing number of engines and cars were thus obtained and used
through May and during part of Apri l and June:
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Engines
Cars
17
Louisville & Nashville Railroad
120
15
Louisville & Lexington Railroad
2
Kentucky Central Railroad
2
60
Total
21
195
The f ifteen cars belonging to the Louisville & Lexington railroad and
the sixty cars of the Kentucky Central railroad were subsequently purchased by the government.
To maintain the locomotives and cars in good working order, extensive
machine and car shops were built at Nashville and Chattanooga.
The shops were supplied with machinery partly seized or purchased in
the country, and partly obtained from northern manufacturers.
The shops at Nashville, particularly, were on a large scale, as at times
one hundred engines and more than one thousand cars were there at
once, it being the main term inal station of five hundred miles of road,
running from it east, south and west. Extensive storehouses also were
built at Nashville and Chattanooga, and kept supplied with all necessary materials to rebuild and repair track, bridges, buildings, engines or
cars, to any reasonable extent.
T he general intention was to make these two cities the great centers
toward which all operations would converge, where supplies of all
kinds could be obtained in case the roads were cut in their rear; where
repairs of any kind or to any extent could be made; and in case communication was destroyed between them, operations could be conducted fro m either with facility in any direction.
The Nashville & Chattanooga railroad, 151 miles, was the great main
line over which passed all the supplies for the armies of the
Cumberland, the Ohio, and the Tennessee, through the campaigns
which terminated with the occupation of Atlanta. Over this single tine
of railroad the provisions, clothing and camp equipage for the men, forage for animals, arms, ammunition, and ordnance stores, re-enforcements, and all the varied miscellaneous supplies required for a great
army engaged in an active campaign, were sent to the front; by it were
returned the sick, wounded, disabled, and discharged soldiers, refugees
and freedmen, captured prisoners, and materials deemed advisable to
send to the rear.
About 115 miles of track were relaid with new iron, cross-ties, and ballast from February, 1864, to the close of the war. Sidings were put in at
intervals to be not more than eight mi les apart, each capable of holding
five to eight long freight trains, and telegraph stations were established
at most of them. In all, nineteen miles of new sidings were added to this
road and forty-five new water tanks were erected.
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During the spring and summer of 1864 a few occasional gueri lla raids
were made upon it, but they caused little damage to property or detention to transportation . About September 1, 1864, the rebel general
Wheeler destroyed seven miles of road between Nashville and
Murfreesboro. In December, General Hood destroyed seven and threefourths miles of track and five hundred and thirty feet of bridges
between the same stations. In both cases the road was promptly
repaired and trains were running in a few days.
The next railroad in importance for military purposes was the Western
& Atlantic, from Chattanooga to Atlanta, 136 miles. It was open to
Ringgold, Georgia, 21 miles from Chattanooga, in March, 1864. Early
in May the work of reconstruction was commenced south of Ringgold,
and kept pace with the movements of Shennan's army. The line was
opened through to Atlanta in August, 1864, immedi ately after the evacuation of the town by the rebel army. In the reconstruction of this road
22 ~ miles of track and 4,081 lineal feet of bridges were rebuilt.
The most important single structure was Chattahoochee bridge, 780
feel long and 92 feet high, which was completed by the construction
corps in four and a half days. While occupied as a military road this was
more infested by guerillas than any other during the war. Every device
possible to apply was used to throw trains from the track, and, though
occas ionally successful, the preparations to guard against such attempts
were so complete that few of them caused loss of life or more than a
few hours detention.
Early in October, 1864, General Hood passed around General
Sherman's army and fell upon the railroad at several points in its rear.
He destroyed 35 ~ miles of track and 455 lineal feet of bridges, but in
thirteen days after he left it was repaired and trains were running over
its entire length.
Thirty-five miles of track and 230 feet of bridges in one stretch,
between Tunnel Hill and Resaca were reconstructed in seven and a half
days. This was accomplished by working from each end of the break
and at the same time working both ways from Dalton, which was
reached by trains with material by way of Cleveland after relaying one
and a half miles of track.
When General Sherman commenced his march to Savannah, in
November, the road between Atlanta and Dalton, I00 miles, was abandoned, the track from Atlanta to Etowah River, 46 miles, was torn up
and destroyed, and from Resaca to Dalton, 16 miles, the rails were
taken up and carried to Chattanooga.
By order of Major General Thomas the road from Dalton to Atlanta was
reconstructed, and between May J0 and July 4, 1865, sixty-six miles of
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track were laid, 36 miles repaired, and 3,553 lineal feet of bridges
rebuilt.

***
General Remarks
With few exceptions, the operations of military railroads have been
conducted under orders issued by the Secretary or War, or by army
commandants in or out or the field.
It was made the duty of the director and general manager to arrange the
military railroad organization upon a basis sufTiciently comprehensive
to permit the extension of the system indefinitely, to perfect the modus
operandi for working the various lines, to determine as to the number
of men to be employed in the several departments, and the compensation to be paid therefor, the amount and kind of machinery to be purchased, and the direction as to the distribution of the same.
The following important order of the Secretary or War, the wisdom of
which has been so abundantly vind icated by experience, is here inserted as defining in part the position of the military railroad organization,
which seems not to have been clearly understood by many in and out of
the service:
(Special Order No. 337.)
WAR D EPARTM ENT

Special Orders
No. 337.

Adjutant General 's Office
Washington, November I0, 1862.
(EXTRACT)

***
Commanding officers or troops along the United States military railroads will give all facilities to the officers of the roads and the quartermasters for unloading ca rs so as to prevent any delay. On arrival at
depots, whether in the clay or night, the cars will be instantly unloaded;
and working parties will always be in readiness tor that duty, and sufficient to unload the whole train at once.
Commanding officers will be charged with guarding the tracks, sidings, wood, water-tanks, etc., within their several commands, and will
be held responsible for the result.
Any, military ~fficer who shall neglect his duty in this respect will be
reported by tfie quartermasters and officers of the railroad, and his
name will be stricken from the rolls of the army. Depots wil l be estab-
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lished at suitable points, under the direction of the commanding general, and properly guarded. No officer, whatever may be his rank, will
interfere with the running of the cars as directed by the superintendent
of the road. Anyone who so interferes will be dismissed from the service for disobedience of orders.
By order of the Secretary of War:
E. D. TOWNSEND,
Assistant Adjutant General.
The above order was given in consequence of several attempts having
been made to operate railroads by army or department commanders,
which had, w ithout an exception, p roved signal failures, disorganizing
in tendency, and destructive of all discipline. The great benefit resulting from this order was more especially exhibited during General
Sherman 's campaign from Chattanooga to Atlanta, and in this, my last
report, 1 desire to put on record, for the benefit of those who may be
called upon to conduct mi litary railroad operations in the future, the
following:
Having had a somewhat extensive railroad experience, both before and
since the rebellion, 1 consider this order of the Secretary of War to have
been the very foundation of success. Without it the whole railroad system, which has proved an important e lement in conducting military
movements, would have been not only a costly but ludicrous failure.
The fact should be understood that the management of railroads is just
as much a distinct profession as is that of the art ofwar, and should be
so regarded.
The difficulty of procuring a sufficient force of competent railroad
men, both in the construction and transportation departments, was
a lmost insurmountable. Owing to the peculiar nature of the service, and
the rapid expansion of railroad system, the supply of railroad operatives
in the country has always been limited; many had entered the army in
various positions, thus diminishing the actual number in c ivil life, while
the stimulus imported by the war to the business of northern railroads
had greatly enhanced the value of the services of those who remained
at their posts, thus rendering the home demand for skillful labor fa r in
advance of the supply. When the large number of men necessary to
equ ip these military lines were sought for, it was extremely difficult to
induce those who were really valuable to leave secure positions and
enter upon a new and untried field of action.
The difference between civil and military railroad service is marked and
decided. Not only were the men continually exposed to great danger
from the regular forces of the enemy, guerillas, scouting parties, &c.,
but, owing to the ci rcumstances under which military railroads must be
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constructed and operated, what are considered the ordinary risks upon
civil railroads are vastly increased on military lines. The hardships,
exposure, and perils to which train-men especially were subjected during the movements incident to an active campaign, were much greater
than that endured by any other class of civil employes of the government, equa lled only by that of the soldier while engaged in a raid into
the enemy's country. It was by no means unusual for men to be out with
their trains, from five to ten days, without sleep, except what could be
snatched upon their engines and cars while the same were standing to be
loaded or unloaded, with but scanty food, or perhaps no food at all for
days together, while continually occupied in a manner to keep every faculty strained to its utmost. Many incidents during the war, but more
especially during the Atlanta campaign, exhibited a fortitude,
endurance, and self devotion on the part of these men not exceeded in
any branch of the service. All were thoroughly imbued with the fact that
upon the success of the railroad operations in forwarding supplies to the
front depended in great part the success of our armies; that, although
defeat might be the result even if supplies were abundantly furnished, it
was evident there could be no advance without; and J hazard nothing in
saying, that should failme have taken place, either in keeping the lines
in repair or in operating them, General Sherman's campaign, instead of
proving, as it did, a great success, would have resulted in disaster and
defeat; and the greater the army to supply; the more precarious its position. Since the end ofthe rebellion 1 have been informed by railroad officers who were in the service of the enemy during the war, "that they
were less surprised at the success of General Sherman, in a military
point of view, than they were at the rapidity with which railroad breaks
were repaired, and the regularity with which trains were moved to the
front"; and it was only when the method of operating was fully
explained that it could be comprehended.
In the beginning of the war military roads were experimental and
although some light as to their management had been gleaned by the
operations of 1862 and 1863, yet so little progress had been made that
the attempt to supply the army of General Sherman in the field, construct and reconstruct the railroad in its rear, and keep pace with its
march , was regarded by those who had the largest experience, and who
had become most familiar with the subject, as the greatest experiment
of all. The attempt to furnish an army of one hundred thousand
(100,000) men and sixty thousand (60,000) animals with supplies from
a base three hundred and sixty (360) miles distant by one line of singletrack rai lroad, located almost the entire distance through the country of
an active and most vindictive enemy, is without precedent in the history of warfare, and, to make it successful, required an enormous outlay
for labor and a vast consumption of material, together with all the forethought, energy, patience, and watchfulness of which men are capable.
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This line, from the fact of its great length, was imperfectly guarded, as
troops could not be spared from the front for that purpose. This rendered the railroad service one of great risk and hazard, and at times it
was only by the force of military authority that men could be held to
serve. As an item showing the real danger attending military railroad
operations, it may be stated that during the last six months of the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1865, the wrecking train picked up and carried to
Nashville sixteen ( l 6) wrecked locomotives and two hundred and ninety-four (294) car loads of car wheels, bridge iron, &c. These wrecks
were caused by guerillas and rebel raids.
The Chattanooga & Atlanta, or Western & Atlantic Railroad, extends
fi·om Chattanooga to Atlanta, one hundred and thirty-eight miles, with
a branch from Kingston to Rome seventeen miles long. The reconstruction and maintenance of this line was, in many respects, the most
difficult of any military railroad operations during the war. By it the
Confederate army; under General .Johnston, made its retreat from
Buzzard's Roost to Atlanta, and in falling back from one strong position to another, it did such damage to the road as was supposed would
delay or prevent Sherman's pursuit; but in this it was unsuccessful.
However great the damage done, it was so speedily repaired that
General Sherman soon ceased to fear any delay from this cause, and
made his advance movements with perfect confidence that the railroad
in his rear would be "all right."
Being, from the nature of the case, entirely ignorant of the obstacles to
be encountered at each advance, the construction force was at all times
prepared for an emergency, either to build bridges offonnidable dimensions, or lay miles of track, or, perhaps, push back to some point on the
line and repair damages done by guerillas or raiding parties. These
attacks on the line to the rear were of such frequent occurrence, and
often of so serious a character, that, to insure speedy repairs, it became
necessary to station detachments of the construction corps at various
points along the road, and also to collect supplies of construction materials, such as iron rails, chairs, spikes, cross-ties, and bridge timber at
points where they would be comparatively safe and easily obtained
when required. These precautionary measures proved to be of the
utmost importance in keeping the road open.
The detachments stationed along the line were composed of bridgebuilders and track-layers, with an ample supply of tools for all kinds of
work. Each detachment was under the command of a competent engineer or supervisor, who had orders to move in either direction, within
certain limits, as soon as a break occurred, and make the necessary
repairs without delay, working day and night when necessary. Under
this arrangement sma ll breaks were repaired at once at any point on the
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line, even when the telegraph wires were cut, and special orders could
not be communicated to the working parties.
When "b ig breaks" occurred, one or more divisions of the construction
corps were moved as rapidly as possible thereto, either from
Chattanooga or the front. Construction trains, loaded with the requisite
tools and materials, were kept ready at each end of the road to move at
a moment's notice.
Guerillas and raiding parties were more or less successful in destroying
portions of the track during the whole time we he ld this line, but the
crowning effort was made by the enemy in October, 1864, when Hood,
getting to Sherman's rear, threw his whole army on the road, first at Big
Shanty, and afterwards north ofResaca, and destroyed, in the aggregate,
35~ mi les of track and455 lineal feet of bridges, killing and capturing
a large number of our men.
Fortunately, however, the detachments of the construction corps which
escaped were so distributed that, even before Hood had left the road,
two strong working parties were at work, one on each end of the break
at Big Shanty, and this gap often mi les was closed and the force ready
to move to the great break of 25 miles in length north of Resaca, as
soon as the enemy had left it. The destruction by Hood's army of our
depot of sup pi ies compelled us to cut nearly all tbe cross ties required
to relay this track, and to send to a distance for rails. The cross-ties were
cut near the line of the road, and many of them carried by band to the
track, as the teams to be furnished for hauling them did not get to the
work until it was nearly completed. The rails used on the southern end
of the break had to be taken up and brought from the railroads south of
Atlanta, and those for the northern end were mostly brought from
Nashville, nearly 200 miles distant.
Notwithstanding all the disadvantages under which the labor was performed, this 25 miles of track was laid and the trains were running over
it in 7 ~ days from the time the work commenced.
The economy so commendable and essential upon civil railroads was
compelled to g ive way to the lavish expenditure of war, and the question to be answered was not, "How much will it cost?" but rather "Can
it be done at all at any cost?"
During February, 1862, I received the following important verbal order
from the Secretary of WaJ. "I shall expect you to have on hand at all
times the necessary men and materials to enable you to comply promptly with any order given; nor must there be any failure."
The military rai lroad organization was designed to be a great construction and transportation machine for carrying out the objects of the commanding generals, so far as it was adapted to the purpose, and it was
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managed solely with a view to efficiency in that direction. lt was the
duty of the quartermaster's department to load al l material upon the
cars, to direct where such material should be taken, and to whom deliverecl. It then became the province of the railroad department to comply
with said order in the shortest practicable time, and to perfect such
arrangements as would enable it to keep the lines in repair under any
and all circumstances.
As to the duties of the Chief Quartermaster on duty with the Military
Division of the Mississippi , I will quote extracts from the report of that
officer, Captain F. J. Crilly, A. Q. M., U. S. A.

***
It may not be out of place here to state what are the duties of the quar-

termaster on duty with military railroads. The organization consists of
one chief quartermaster stationed at Chattanooga, Tennessee, and one
assistant quartermaster stationed at Memphis. Captain S. R. Hamill,
assistant quartermaster, is stationed at Nashville and is responsible for
all the property on the Nashville & Chattanooga, Nashville &
Northwestern, Nashville & Alabama; total number of miles, four hundred and twenty-nine. He has also charge of the general supply store at
Nashville, and of the lumber yard, property, saw mills, and means of
transportation of the quartermaster's department.
The rolls of the roads above mentioned are made out and certified to by
the general superintendent of military railroads, and after being audited and approved by the general manager or chief engineer, in accordance with orders of the War Department, are paid by the chief quartermaster at Nashvi lle.
Captain W R. Hopkins, assistant quartermaster, is stationed at
Chattanooga, Tennessee, and is responsible for all the property on the
Chattanooga & Knoxville, Chattanooga & Atlanta, and East Tennessee
& Virginia Railroads; total number of miles, three hundred and seventy-eight. Chattanooga being so remote from the auditor's office, and it
being impossible for the auditor to visit there monthly, the rolls are
made out and certified to by Captain Hopkins; otherwise, no vouchers
could be issued to discharged employes unless the general manager or
chief superintendent was present.
Stores are purchased and supplied by the quartermaster on requisition
of the general superintendent and chief engineer of the roads.
The question of property responsibility has always been the most difficult matter to arrange, owing to the peculiar organization of the military rai lroad service. In this military division it is organized under the
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direction of a general superintendent, who has charge of everything relative to transportation and repairs, and a chief engineer in charge of
construction. Each was independent of the other, and the quartermaster
independent of both, except so far as filling requisitions for supplies
and paying the employees.
The mingling of civil and military officials, without any precedent or
regulation to govern anomalous cases that constantly arise, would naturally produce collisions of authority, unless all parties worked with the
proper spirit, and yielded questions of rank and precedence to the more
important one of emergencies of service. Fortunately this was the case
except in one instance, when the bad temper of one official produced
so much bad feeling and annoyance that his resignation was promptly
accepted by the general manager. It will be seen therefore, that the
property, although on the returns of the quartermasters, is all in the
hands of officers of the railroad service, who are no ways responsible
to him. During the period that Mr. E. L. Wentz was superintendent he
completely ignored the authority of the quartermaster, and prohibited
any reports being made of the loss or destruction of property. The consequence was that the officer responsible, Captain G. H. Clemens,
assistant quartermaster, on being ordered to be relieved, could not f ind
a tithe of the property his papers called for, and was so involved that a
board of survey is now in session, convened by order of Major General
Thomas, to investigate the cause of his large deficiency, and fix the
responsibility.
A system of reports is now instituted by which the quartermaster is kept
advised of the condition of property, and affidavits are furnished for all
lost or destroyed, which I believe will effect a more prompt rendition of
returns than could be previously obtained.
The duty of placing the supplies with in reach of the army is performed by the
service of the Line of Communications which transports supplies by rail , water or
wagon transportation, or a combination of these, from the base to the front.
General Sherman, however, did not have any regularly organized service of the
Line of Communications as that term is understood at the present time. There was
no General of Communications in supreme command who was responsible to
General Sherman for the forwarding of sup pi ies and fo r the guarding and maintenance of the Communications. General Sherman seems to have superintended this
work himself.

Chapter 5
Logistics of the Frontier Army

30
Logistical Support of Operations
on the Frontier
Introduction. ln this chapter from his comprehensive hist01y of Army
Logistics, James A. Huston summarizes the relatively static logistical organization for the support of the Army in small garrisons on the western .frontier
.from the Civil War to about 1890. He then describes the logistical support for
several of the more important campaigns on the Northern Plains during the
indian Wars era.

Frontier Posts
Army logistics during this period was more of a throwback to pre-Civil War
days than a continuation of developments that had marked wartime progress.
Logistical problems once again were: to support small detachments scattered over
thousands of miles of plains and mountains; to maintain widely separated posts on
the frontier; and, now and then, to bring together supplies and forces for a major
campaign- major, that is, in terms of the relative size of the Army as a whole and
that of garrisons ordinarily maintained in frontier forts, but actually little more than
a raid or reconnaissance in force when compared with the great armies and campaigns of the recent war. The basic problems were com pi icated by the rugged terrain and the nonexistence of communications facilities in some areas. Moreover,
troops were being constantly moved to meet a threat first here, then there (one cavalry troop, for instance, changed station, nine times in eleven months), and even for
small detachments the single factor of distance in the West imposed logistical difficulties unlike anything encountered in other parts of the country.
After the war a chain of forts, more or less integrated, formed a general line
of defense on the frontier from Mexico to Canada. Beyond the frontier additional
forts guarded key points farther west. But the extension of the railroads and establishment of permanent settlements altered the pattern of Army posts as the frontier pushed westward. By the time the location of a proposed new line of forts farReproduced from James A. Huston, The Sinews ofWar: Army Logistics, 1775- /953
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Army Center of Military History, 1966), pp. 256-69.
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ther west was decided upon, the frontier had moved beyond any proposed line, and
the new forts were never built.
The southwestern line of defense was made up of an inner chain offorts built
immediately after the War with Mexico, and an outer chain built about ten years
later. During the few years that both lines were occupied they were to have constituted a co-ordinated, flexible defense system, with infantry garrisoned on the
outer line and cavalry kept in support on the inner line. Posts on the outer chain
were to be supplied from posts on the second line; then storehouses on the outer
chain would supply a force of up to 200 men and horses for a march of 100 or 200
miles into Indian country where an advance base would be established. Whi le one
company brought up supplies, one or two others could move farther forward for
operations. The system had much to recommend it, but communications and available forces never reached a level that could support really effective operations at
great distance across the plains. Postwar improvements included building additional forts to form a new line of defense, linking the posts by telegraph, and joining them with roads.
One of the first postwar forts to be built in Texas was Fort Griffin. Permanent
stone structu res were planned, but pending their completion temporary wooden
houses and huts served the garrison and two buildings were brought in from
deserted ranches to become a "prefabricated" commissary building and a hospital.
The depot quartermaster at San Antonio brought in steam saw mills, tools, building equipment, and mechanics to hasten construction of the temporary quarters,
but it was impossible to erect the number of buildings needed at the time. Six men
were crowded into each of the 8- by 14-foot huts. Officers, whose billets were single small huts containing one room and a kitchen, were accused of using soldiers
to build comfortable off icers' quarters instead of to f ight Indians.
In the Northwest one of the more Lmportant base posts was Fort Laramie in
Wyoming. At this time it was not a fortress of blockhouses and walls but a sprawling collection of all kinds of adobe and wooden structures, including barracks for
six companies. Water was easily obtained from the nearby Laramie River, but
wood for fuel had to be hauled f ifteen mi les. The nearest supply depot was almost
ninety miles away at Cheyenne, and the vicissitudes of the trail made it advisable
to keep six months ' supplies on hand.
The line of posts northwest of Fort Laramie included Fort Reno and Fort Phil
Kearney on the short-lived Bozeman Trail to the Montana mining country. The
post at Fort Phil Kearney extended for 1,600 feet along the Big Piney River; the
fort proper was bui lt at the northwest end of the post in an area measuring 800 by
600 feet. Despite repeated Indian raids, construction at Fort Phil Kearney had proceeded during the summer and fall of 1866. Seventy-five to one hundred men cut
timber and hauled logs from the woods almost seven miles from the post, while
other details operated saw mills and put up the stockade and buildings. By October
the forty-two bui ldings of the fort proper had been erected, stables and corrals
were completed, and the stockade and blocld1ouses were raised.
The purchase of Alaska in 1867 catapulted the nation's frontier to its northwest
limit, and the Army's responsibilities as defender of the frontier multiplied as did
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its logistics problems. In December 1867 a small force of 250 infantrymen and
artillerymen moved into headquarters established at Sitka. The detachment was
soon involved in Indian unrest, but its most continuous and arduous battle was
against weather and terrain. The problems of transportation increased in the next
year when reinforcements anived at Kodiak Island and Cook Inlet.

Indian Wars
Out on the plains General Sherman, first as commander of the Military
Division of the Missouri and later as General of the Army, felt a sense of frustration in attempting to police that vast area with the small resources at his command. Little could be done against Indian hit-and-run raids on scattered frontier
settlements or emigrants and travelers on the trails. Attempts to pursue these
bands were almost futile. One contemporary observer estimated that from the
spring of 1866 to 1868 there were as many skirmishes along the Bozeman Trail,
around Forts Reno, Phil Kearney, and C. F. Smith, as there were days in the year.
During the last six months of 1867, posts in Texas sent out twenty-six expeditions
against the Indians. New Mexico had little protection, and as far as Sherman was
concerned it deserved Little- he thought the best idea would be to give it all back
to the Mexicans. He estimated that a cavalry force of about 2,500 would be needed to police the territory and that food and forage, which would have to be hauled
one thousand miles, would cost $1 ,000 a year for each soldier supported.
Sherman's view was that cavalry expeditions would have to be sent out to patrol
the principal western routes during the travel season: The small Army, posts, he
thought, would serve principally as forage depots for the cavalry expeditions. But
on the High Plains, soldiers were kept busy simply gathering hay, cutting fuel ,
repairing barracks, and doing other tasks in order to defend themselves against
the severe winters. Further complications arose from the efforts of civilian traders
to prosper at the expense of the Army, controversies with the Department of the
Interior about jurisdiction over Indian affairs, and requests for the Army to feed
certain of the tribes.

Connor's Powder River Expedition
For his Powder River expedition in 1865, aimed at pacifying hostile tribes in
northern Wyoming and northeastern Montana, Brig. Gen. Patrick E. Connor found
it necessary to press into service privately owned wagons at Fort Laramie when the
needed Army wagons failed to arrive. Trains belonging to two traders and sutlers
who planned to accompany the expedition anyway and those belonging to a man
who was there to put up a telegraph line were commandeered. All together 200
wagons moved out with Connor's western division on what was to be a threepronged expedition . Forage and some other items were in short supply and the first
leg of the march was to find grassland where the horses and mules could feed.
While the command rested at the designated depot camp early in July the teamsters employed by A. C. Leighton, who owned 130 of the 200 wagons, demanded
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higher wages. Leighton refused and most of the drivers quit; whereupon General
Con nor ordered soldiers to take over the wagons. The dissident teamsters built a
raft and started to float it down the Laramie River, but an Indian attack a short distance downstream persuaded them to return to their wagons. The expedition
moved on at the end of July, leaving behind a thousand sacks of corn forage at the
camp for want of transportation. About J70 miles northwest of Laramie the soldiers built Fort Connor (later renamed Fort Reno). After a series of skirm ishes
with the Arapahoes and the Sioux, but before he was able to deliver his intended
knockout blow, Connor received orders to cease operations and return to Laramie.
The Fort Laramie post hospital was crowded with patients, and when the post commander learned of the planned departure of Leighton's wagon train for Fort
Leavenworth, he put ninety patients- most of them suffering from scurvyaboard, and issued Spencer rifles and plenty of ammunition to everyone. As it
turned out, the sick and wounded soldiers had to fight for their lives when strong
Indian attacks struck at the wagons as they moved along the trail between
Julesberg and Alkali Station.

Sheridan s Winter Campaign of 1868
Continued lndian raids and unrest after the conclusion of treaties early in
1868 by which the Cheyennes, Arapahoes, Kiowas, and Comanches had agreed
to settle peaceably on reservations in the Indian Territory convinced Maj. Gen.
Phi lip 1-I. Sheridan, commanding the Division of the Missouri, that a general
uprising was imminent. He concluded that the only way to meet the threat was to
launch a winter campaign, striking at the hostile tribes when their ponies wou.ld
be weak from lack of food, and when cold weather and snow would hamper all
efforts to escape. Moving his headquarters from Leavenworth to Fort Hays at the
term inus of the Kansas Pacific Railroad, which offered a good site for a supply
depot and from which the long preparations for such a campaign cou ld be supervised, Sheridan arranged for supplies, wagon transportation, and guides. He
obtained the promise of reinforcements to the extent of five troops of the 5th
Cava lry and a Kansas volunteer cavalry regiment to add to the 7th and I Oth
Cavalry and the 3d, 5th, and part of the 38th Infantry with which he had to garri son the posts and protect the settlements, trails, and railroad working parties in
his department, as well as the mobile co lumns for his expeditionary forces.
Sheridan ordered the commander of the military district to assemble the troops
designated for the main column and to establish a supp ly depot about one hundred mi les south of Fort Dodge. The depot was established at the confluence of
Beaver and Wolf Creeks, and was named Camp Supply.
At the end of October adequate supply reserves for the main columns had been
accumulated at Fort Dodge and Fort Lyon, and Sheridan ordered an additional
three months ' supply of subsistence and forage sent to Fort Gibson for final delivery at Fort Arbuckle. Sheridan arrived at Camp Supply on 21 November to take
personal command. The plan called for a co-operating force of 500 men to move
up fi·om Fort Bascom, New Mexico, establish a supply depot at Monument Creek,
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and operate along the Canadian River; a second column was to move up from the
Arkansas to establish a depot on the North Canadian, and operate toward the
Antelope Hills; and the main column would strike at the fndian villages on the
upper Washita. Cold rains, and then severe blizzards and heavy snows descended
on the makeshift camps. Awaiting the delayed arriva l of the Kansas Volunteers,
Sheridan sent Custer and the 7th Cavalry to launch a preliminary attack on Black
Kettle's village of Cheyennes on the Washita.
At dawn on 23 November Custer's troopers moved out though a blinding
snow storm. Observation was so restricted that the commander had to "navigate"
by compass. Trails had to be broken and bridges improvised for the wagons, and
man and beast alike suffered from the freezing wind and the exhausting effort to
get through deep snow. To the leaders this kind of weather was welcome, for the
pu rpose of the winter campaign was to take advantage of weather when the Army
could move and the lndians could not. Three days of this difficul t marching
brought the 7th Cavalry to the vicinity of the Cheyenne village. Leaving the
wagon train in the rear under the guard of an officer and eighty cavalrymen, the
troops moved up to attacking positions. Although the gray morning was cold, the
men dropped their overcoats and the haversacks containing their extra rations and
left lhem under the guard of one man from each company. Before Custer's men
could jump off, the Indians attacked. Surrounding the cavalry troops momentarily, the Cheyennes made off with the stacked overcoats and haversacks, so that the
troopers, were compelled to endure the bitter cold without overcoat or rations.
Nevertheless a dawn attack on the indians was successful. Then a strong lndian
counterattack developed, threatening the who le force when ammunition began to
run low. Thanks to a regimenta l quartermaster who brought up an ammunition
wagon and drove it through the midst of the attackers, to his own lines, the cavalrymen were able to repulse the fndian s and to destroy their village. A detachment of one officer and nineteen men that had been sent on reconnaissance
became isolated during the battle and all twenty were massacred. Otherwise casualties were light.
After this success Custer marched back through continuing snow storms to
rejoin Sheridan at Camp Supply. By this time the Kansas regiment had arrived, and
on 7 December Sheridan moved his whole main column down the Washita valley.
Retracing Custer's route, Sheridan was able to launch his main attack on 16
December when word came to him that the tribes had agreed to settle peaceably
on their reservations. With the hostile tribes rounded up, Indian attacks gave no
further serious troubles in this area. But other hostile indi ans remained in the
Southwest and the North.

Stanley:., Yellowstone Expedition
Steamboats as well as wagons played an important part in the logistical support
of Brig. Gen. David S. Stanley's Yellowstone expedition in 1873. Sent westward
from Fort Rice and Fort Lincoln (near Bismarck) the expedition was to provide
escort for the prelimi nary surveying party of the Northern Pacific Railroad.
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including the 7th CavaLry under Custer, twenty infantry companies, and a detachment oflndian scouts, the force numbered over I ,500 officers and men. As soon as
the expedition left Fort Rice, three steamboats-the Peninah, Far West, and Key
West- started up the Missouri River for the Yellowstone River and the mouth of the
Glendive Creek where a supply depot was to be established. An infantry escort was
taken aboard at Fort Buford. A large wagon train meanwhile accompanied the rest
of the troops on their more direct overland march. By the time the column had covered half the distance to Glendive Creek, many of the wagons had been emptied and
returned to Fort Lincoln for additional supplies. While heavy rains hindered the
wagon train, the boats reached Glendive well ahead of the column, and the men on
board at once began building a stockade and unloading supplies. Two boats
returned to the lower river, but the Key West stayed on to serve as transport and
patrol boat for the expedition. When Custer arrived with his advance guard some
twelve days later and decided to move the camp and depot several miles upstrean1,
it fell to the Key West to transfer the supplies to the new site, known as Stanley's
Stockade. lt helped ferry the men across the river and then remained on call at the
depot until shortly afterward, when it was replaced by a new boat, the Josephine,
belonging to the same company. When the expedition returned to the supply depot
from its long foray to the Big Horn River, the few wounded men who had made the
tortuous journey back were evacuated on board the Josephine to Fort Lincoln.

Campaigns Against the Sioux, 1876
Disturbed by warlike preparations by the Sioux under Sitting Bull and Crazy
Horse, General Sheridan ordered another winter campaign early in 1876. He was
to discover that winter on the northern plains could be far more severe even than
the blizzards he had experienced farther south in his successful winter operation
of 1868. Authority for the campaign did not come from Washington until March.
Brig. Gen. George Crook, commanding the Department of the Platte, then sent
Col. Joseph J. Reynolds from Fort Fetterman to destroy a village of Cheyenne and
Sioux on the Little Powder River, after which a severe blizzard made further campaigning at that time impossible. Later Sheridan directed Crook and Brig. Gen.
Alfred H. Terry, commanding the Department of Dakota, to undertake a concerted effort against the Sioux. Leaving Fort Fetterman on 29 May, Crook encountered
a large party of well-armed Sioux on 17 June near the headwaters of the Rosebud
River, and there fought a desperate battle which prevented his effecting a planned
junction with Terry's forces near the Little Big Horn. Meanwhile Terry led his
main column, including Custer's 7th Cavalry and parts of the 6th and 17th
Infantry, from Fort Lincoln westward to the confluence of the Powder and
Yellowstone Rivers. From here Terry sent Maj. Marcus A. Reno and six troops of
the 7th Cavalry, with ten days' rations carried on pack mules, to reconnoiter the
country south of the Yellowstone from the Tongue to the Powder and Rosebud
Rivers. Continuing up the Yellowstone to the mouth of the Rosebud, the main column met another force of twelve companies of infantry and cavalry which had
advanced from Fort Ellis, Montana, under Col. John Gibbon.
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The steamboat Far West was again put in service to transport supplies. At Fort
Lincoln it had taken on 200 tons of forage, subsistence, quartermaster's equipment, medical supplies, and small arms amtmmition. Picking up an infantry company at Fort Buford again to act as escort, the Far West had met Gibbon's force at
Stanley's Stockade and had sailed on to the mouth of the Powder River where
Terry came up a little later. The Far West again had the task of transferring a supply depot, this time from Stanley's Stockade to the mouth of the Powder River.
At the mouth of the Rosebud, Terry ordered Custer and his 600 cavalry to
move up that stream until he came to an Indian trail, which Major Reno had reported, and to follow the trail to the camp of the hostile S.ioux presumed to be along
the Little Big Horn. Here he was to get into position to prevent the escape of the
Indians as Terry with the remainder of his force came up the Little Big Horn from
the north.
Early on the morning of22 June the 7th Cavalry drew supplies for fifteen days
from the Far West- stacked on the bank before sunrise by the boat's thirty deckhands- and the civilian packers loaded the mule trains (mules were drafted for
this service from the wagon trains). Extra issue of salt suggested that the troopers
might be living on mule or horse meat before they returned. After making about
fourteen miles the first day, Custer's men rode hard the next two days, covering
over thirty miles a day, until on the 25th they came to the vicinity of the Indian
camps. Discovered by Indian scouts, Custer apparently thought that the only thing
he could do was attack at once and not await the arrival ofTerry and Gibbon. In
any case, he divided his command into three battalions, delegating one troop to
stay behind as rear guard with the pack train which, with the civilian packers, composed a fourth element of about 130 men. The battalions went their separate ways
to locate the Indians. Custer, with the five troops remaining under his direct command, rode to his fateful "last stand."
Meanwhi le Terry's force and Gibbon's column continued up opposite sides of
the Yellowstone and the Big Horn, and the steamboat Far West, going along with
reserve supplies, served as headquarters for the commanders and as communications boat between the two columns. With the help of soldiers who dragged the
boat over some of the rapids by long cables, the Far West pushed its way up the
tortuous channel of the Big Horn to the mouth of the Little Big 1-:l.orn, farther than
any steamboat had navigated those streams.
When Terry arrived at the site of the battle, on 27 June, the Indians had withdrawn. Immediately he prepared to have the wounded survivors- members of
Major Reno's battalion who had not been with Custer himself- taken to the supply steamer for evacuation. By hand and mule litters fifty-two wounded men were
brought over the rough trail to the boat. Comanche, the injured horse of one of
Custer's captains, and the sole living thing found on the Custer field two days after
the battle, was also taken on board the boat for evacuation. Although it was essentia l to get the seriously wounded men to a hospital speedily, the Far West had to
await the return of Gibbon's troops to ferry them to the north bank of the
Yellowstone and to issue supplies for their return journey. By the time the Far West
sailed, fourteen of the wounded were sufficiently recovered to remain at General
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Terry's camp. The Josephine was on the way with additional supplies fo r these
troops. For its part, the Far West set a record for the trip back to Fort Lincoln, averaging over l3 mi les an hour for the entire 710-mile journey.
In the inevitable sequel to the disaster on the Little Big Horn, General
Sheridan acted swiftly to send every available man to reinforce Terry and Crook
for the renewal of their punitive campaign against the Sioux. In the north Terry
moved his supply depot from the Powder River to a site opposite the mouth of the
Rosebud, and here concentrated his troops and stored the supplies being brought
in by steamboats. Reinforcements arrived by boat also, so that by the end of July
Terry and Crook each had a force of 2,000 men. They effected a junction on the
Rosebud on I0 August, but failed to trap the Indians and for weeks pursued the
Sioux across the rough country. One of Crook's companies captured a small village in September. In October, after a band of Sioux had attacked a wagon train
bound for the Tongue River, Col. Nelson A. Miles led a force in pursuit and captured a village of 3,000 Indians. Soon afterward some bands came into the agencies and were disarmed. Sitting Bull fina lly retired to Canada with his group of
die-hards; Crazy Horse and his 2,000 followers did not surrender 1rntil May.
There were other outbreaks of violence in the next few years. Among the most
notable of these conflicts was the war against Chief Joseph's small band of Nez
Perces in 1877. When Joseph finally surrendered to Colonel Miles, Sheridan
ordered all the Nez Perces to be sent to Fort Lincoln where it would be cheaper to
feed them. A fleet of fourteen flatboats was used to transport some 200 wounded
braves and women and ch ildren from Fort Keogh, while the remaining 240 traveled overland with the 7th Cava lry. The army commissary issued rations of dried
pork, brown sugar, hardtack, coffee, rice, beans, flour, and baking powder to each
boat. Game shot along the way provided fresh meat. After a cold trip of 600 miles,
the boats arrived at Fort Lincoln on 17 November, and the overland column came
in a few clays later.
Except for a brief outbreak with the Utes in Colorado in September 1879 and
some counterraids in the Southwest by General Crook against the Chiricahuas
Apaches under such leaders as Geronimo, Indian hostilities appeared to be at an encl.

End of Indian Hostilities
During the 1880's Army leaders looked forward confidently to conti nuing
Indian peace. Then in I 890 the Sioux made their final great effort. Growing restive
because of further restrictions and broken pledges, and driven to fanaticism by the
preaching of a new messiah who promised restoration of their hunting grounds,
the Indians threatened a general uprising.
The situation had become so tense by November 1890 that the Commissioner
fo r Indian Affairs called upon the War Department for help. The immediate problem was to protect the extensive settlements surrounding the Sioux reservation in
the Bad Lands of South Dakota. For this purpose reinforcements from nearly all
parts of the trans-Mississippi West were rushed to the command of Maj. Gen .
Nelson A. Miles (now commanding the Department of the Missouri) until his
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forces concentrated at the reservation included nearly one-half the infantry and
calvary of the entire Army. The only serious conflict to disturb the disarming and
peaceful resettlement of the hostile warriors was an unfortunate outbreak on 29
December at Wounded Knee Creek involving the 7th Cavalry and a band of
Indians under Big Foot, a conflict that resu lted in the death of thirty soldiers and
200 lndians, including men, women, and ch ildren.
Logistical efforts, once again handicapped by cold winter weather, followed the
same genera l pattern as in earlier expeditions. One significant development, however, was the fi rst experience in battle of the recently organized Hospital Corps. The
medica l organization at Pine Ridge Agency, South Dakota, consisted of a division
field hospital with two medical officers, two noncommissioned officers, and ten
privates of the Hospital Corps. lt had facilities, under canvas, for sixty patients. Two
ambulances, two surgeons, one hospital steward, and four privates of the Medical
Corps accompanied the two battalions of the 7th Calvary. After the battle at
Wounded Knee two wounded officers and twenty-nine enlisted men, as well as
twenty-eight wounded [ndians, were evacuated to the field hospital. In its first test
in battle, the Hospital Corps was reported to have met all expectations.
A few other skirmishes with Indians occurred- one as late as September 1898
at Leech Lake, Minnesota- but it may be said that 1891 marked the end of the
Indian Wars in the United States.

Summary
ln the quarter of a century after the post-Civil War reorganization of the Army,
there was lHtle change, actual ly, in Army logistics. Other than adapting himself to
think in terms of sma ller forces and greater distances, and sometimes colder
weather, a commissary or quartermaster should have had little difficulty in adjusting to the conditions at any time during this period. A supp ly officer in the West
in 1866 would have been quite fam iliar with his duties and procedures if reassigned to a similar post in 1891.
There was no improvement in the prescribed ration for years. Although anumber of officers contended that soldiers eating only the issued ration would be very
likely to get scurvy, and urged that fresh vegetables be added to the garrison ration ,
others insisted that the ration was most generous and that a soldier should "be a
man and eat beans," and had their way until vegetables were added in 1890. The
best way for a company to avoid scurvy and to maintain troop morale still was to
find an ingenious sergeant with a ·flare for trading what soldiers would not eat for
fresh foods that they would eat, and to cultivate company gardens and keep company hogs and cattle. For years, too, the Commissary Genera l of Subsistence had
been vainly urging Congressional authorization for the enlistment of a qualified
cook for each troop, company, and battery. In the early 1890's, common mess halls
replaced company messes at several of the larger posts, but special training for
cooks and bakers did not begin until 1905.
Generally, the supply situation in the Army appeared to be quite satisfactory.
The Quartermaster's Department had little difficulty in meeting demands either
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for supplies or transportation, though some fault was found with the general policy that required purchasing to be done by public advertising for competitive bids.
At times this appeared to defeat the very pmpose it was meant to serve for on various occasions purchasing officers found that they could often get much better
prices by private negotiation than by public advertisement. Actually, public advertisement seemed to result in compel ling the government to pay the highest
quotable price rather than the lowest acceptable price because public advertisen1ent simply notified other firms of any disposition on the part of one to sell below
the price for standardized articles agreed to by the leading dealers.
In 1889 the Army, with a total strength of 25,000 officers and men, occupied
some 134 posts scattered across the country, the largest garrison consisting of 700
men. But improved communications made it feasible to follow a policy of concentrating troops at fewer but somewhat larger posts. Even as this post concentration was taking place, the termination of major Indian hostilities brought hasty
action to cut back field transportation in the interest of economy. Army trains were
broken up in 1895. The Indian wars had served to keep alive to some extent the
well-arranged and well-equipped system of field transportation developed during
the Civil War; retrenchment threatened its dissolution. Much has been made of
personnel limitations on the Army in peacetime, but cuts in transportation and
other logistical services can hardly have been less significant.
In the next quarter of a century the change in Army logistics would be more
remarkable than had the lack of change in the preceding twenty-five years. It
would become c lear that the Civil War was just barely the beginning of modern
warfare. In many respects the changes in weapons and equipment, transportation,
medical service, and general administrative organization for logistical support
between 1892 and 1918 would exceed all the changes that had come about in all
the years from 1775 to the 1890's. And they would be only the beginning of the
big change.

31
Peacetime Logistics in the Frontier
Army
Introduction. Professor Edward M. Coffman provides a detailed look at
the "working end" ofArmy logistics in the period between the Civil War and
the Spanish-American War by describing the food, clothing, and housing provided the enlisted soldier of the Regular Army on the .frontieJ~ Cojf'm.an ~·
description sets the scene for changes in Army Logistics which were soon to
occur as a result of changes in the Army~· size, mission, and distribution.

In 1895, Secretary of War DanielS. Lamont proudly reported, "The Army is better fed, c lothed, and housed than ever before ... ," and that the official policy
"zealous ly pursued" was to promote "the personal comfort of the officers and
men." It was a true statement, but most of the improvements bad come within the
past decade. The increase of interest in soldiers' welfare coincided with the growing realization that a contented man was less apt to desert, and the opportunity to
better the soldier's life which the wind-down of the Indian Wars offered resulted
in a better ration and more comfortable clothiJ1g and quarters. Prior to 1885, soldiers had legitimate complaints simi lar to those of their predecessors. [ndeed, the
meat and bread ration, the rough, ill-fitting clothing, and the temporary housing
whi ch Wayne's men knew in the 1790s had changed little over the century.
The nation had shown traditionally more concern for wartime citizen soldiers
than for peacetime regulars. This apparently surprised many Civil War veterans
who enlisted in the army after the war. One wonders how many shared the disillusionment of Harry McConnell, who commented, "Like most volunteer soldiers, I
had always imagined that the 'regulars' were better fed, paid, clothed, quartered,
and treated very much better generally than ' militia,' but it did not take long to dispel this and many other fond illusions 1 had cherished." 32
The daily ration- which Congress in 1861 increased only for the duration of
the war by adding to the amount of bread and by providing for potatoes-consistReproduced with the permission of Oxford University Press from Edward M.
Coffman, The Old Army: A Portrait ofthe American Army in Peacetime, 1784- 1898
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1986), pp. 340-46.
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eel of 20 ounces of beef, 12 of bacon, 18 of soft bread, 2.4 of beans, 2.4 of suga r,
.6 of salt, and 1.28 of roasted coffee. The lack of potatoes and of other vegetables
was notable, particul arly since most European armies issued at least one of those
staples. The ration's cost varied regionally as well as yearly. [n 1870, the average
was 2 1.53 cents. Four years later it dropped to 16.77 cents, while in 1881 it was
20 cents. In the mid-seventies an arrny doctor, G lover Perin, concluded after making an extensive study that the " ration is not only deficient in quantity, but that it
does not contain the elements necessary to preserve the health of the soldier."
William F. Hynes recalled that the pork, hardtack, and coffee which was supposed
to susta in him and his comrades on a march in 1866 "could not be made much
worse." He did not, however, have to partake of the Seventh Cavalry's Christmas
dinner in 1868. One who did gulp down the two hardtacks and the quart of bean
soup commented that it was a meal "that a hog would not eat if he were starving."33
In 1880, at Fort C lark, Texas, Captain Dew itt C. Poole of the Twenty-second
Infantry complained that during the period from February 3 to March 6, when his
company of forty-nine men had to march 160 miles and dig a canal, he had to purchase 141 pounds of fresh beef, 450 pounds of flour, nine bushels of sweet potatoes, and f ive bushels of Irish potatoes to supplement the standard ration. The
inadequacy of the ration infu riated his regimental commander, David S. Stanley, a
wartime major general and corps commander, who sent Poole's Jetter up the chain
of command with a strong endorsement. "This subject of the tnsufficiency of the
ration... is as old as the army, probably," Stanley wrote. He noted that he and fiftyfou r other officers had signed a petition on that subj ect in 1873 which had attracted "not the slightest notice .... But the fact is indisputable that working parties
and troops in the field are kept in a constant state of hunger. .. ." 34
The conunanding general of the Department of Texas responded by ordering
a survey of officers and surgeons, who confirmed Stanley's compla int. The medical director of that department, Dr. Joseph R. Smith, also made a study of the use
of company fu nds and moneys earned by post bakeries. In 1875 the surgeon general had published excerpts from S mith 's history ofthe ration in the same circu lar
which summarized Perin's work. He was an authority who went to the heart of the
problem. In order to feed the men properly, the company commander- which
often meant the first sergeant- was expected to sell or barter ration components
for more pa latable food, such as vegetables, and encourage gardening, hun ting,
and fishing. Yet part of the ration was beyond his jurisdiction. Since 1835, when
regulations directed that men be issued eighteen ounces of bread rather than of
flour, post bakeries had become " money-making mach ines" to build up regi menta l and post funds, for it took less than e ighteen ounces of flour to make eighteen
ounces of bread. The profit from selling the difference, which amount to a third of
the flour ration, went into these funds, which supported education, re lig ious
instruction, libraries, gardens, and bands. The company fu nd consisted of whatever savings the company commander could accumulate from his manipulation of
the ration. Dr. Smith found that companies in his survey had purchased items ranging from aprons to beer and candy to a vio lincello with this money. The result of
this complex system was that the ration supported all sorts of activities, while the
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soldier was apt to go hungry for lack of enough bread, or of business acumen or
honesty on the part of his company commander.35
When this report and its mass of supporting evidence reached the man responsible for the ration, the commissary general of subsistence, Robert Macfeely, he
Aatly refused to change the basic system. "ln my opinion no better system than the
present could be devised for feeding our troops, none that would be more elastic,
more economical, or better suited to our service and the necessities of our soldiers." He did, however, qualify his comment by recommending that the soldier be
given more bread by receiving the fu ll weight of the ration in flour, and that all
ration savings go to buy food rather than miscellaneous items?6
Macfeely and other commissary generals over a period of twenty years beginning in 1876 recommended another reform which they believed would alleviate
the problem- namely, the enlistment of permanent cooks. In time both the
inspector genera l and the adjutant general joined in this recommendation. Cooks
were detailed for ten days at a time and received no extra compensation for their
work. It took no imagination to grasp what an inexperienced, unskilled man could
do with the ration. Mansfield Robinson, who worked in the bakery at Fort Bayard
in the early nineties, remembered that the cooks in Company E, Twenty-fourth
Infantry, were a problem. Sometimes the good ones avoided the detail or, if given
the job, drank a lot whi le on duty. It was hard work and not a respected chore.
Earlier, in the Sixth Cava lry, McConnell who was a wise first sergeant, ignored
regulations and kept a Hollander who had been a navy cook permanently in the
kitchen. In order to keep th is man, he assessed the soldiers a few cents each
month to give the cook extra pay. He was worth it: "Wonderful were his resources
in producing new and unexpected results in our bill of fare ... puddings and mysterious sauces that ... seemed worthy of Delmonico .. .." In 1891 the inspector
general was pleased to note that some extra compensation had been authorized
recently for cooks, but it was not until seven years later that Congress provided
for permanent cooks. 3 7
The army effected other reforms in the period from 1889 to 1891 . [ t abo 1ished
the post and regimental funds and assumed the expense of tableware and kitchen
utensils so that ration savings would go solely for food. Tt increased the amount of
the bread ration and, with congressional authorization, in June 1890 added a pound
of vegetables to the soldier's daily fare. These were significant changes. Yet the
ration was sti II not adequate. Nor did the experiment of consolidating the unit
messes into a large garrison mess prove to be satisfactory. ln 1892, the inspector
general discovered that in ten units soldiers still contributed from $.25 to $2.50 out
of their pay each month to supplement the issued food. 38
Theoretically the army was supposed to clothe as well as feed the soldier. The
actuality was different. Just as no one expected the men to eat only the food in the
ration, it is unlikely that anyone assumed that soldiers would wear unaltered the
issue clothing and footwear. The commissary general of subsistence and the quartennaster general, the bureaucrats responsible for these items, evidently thought
that the regulations provided enough flexibi lity to feed and clothe the men properly without changing the basic system. Man ipulation of ration savings thus would
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hopefully make an adequate diet possible, while the soldier's judicious use of his
clothing allowance would resu lt in a proper and comfortable uniform. Tn effect,
they shifted the burden to the men, with the result that soldiers wound up paying
out of their own pockets not only for food but also for clothing. Although the soldier could accumulate savings by not drawing all the clothing he needed, he had to
pay for tailoring his issued uniforms and for those of better material and fit, as well
as for more comfortable shoes and boots. Reginald A. Bradley's experience was
typical: "They had 2 or 3 sizes and just threw you out a suit of clothes.... As soon
as I had money enough I had the tailor make me up a uniform of non-commissioned officer's cloth." By the end of this period, however, the army did give each
soldier five dollars to cover tailoring expenses.39
A stingy Congress also helped force the soldiers to provide for their own comfort. Understandably, the legislators presumed that the army would use up its Civil
War su rplus before appropriating funds fo r new clothing. If the uniforms were illfitting or made of shoddy material, that was the soldier's problem. After this supply was ex hausted, as the quartermaster general noted in I 880, Congress would
not provide enough money to build up a reserve stock, so that thousands of requisitions went unfilled in the waning months of the fiscal year. 40
In 1872, as the end of the Civil War stocks neared, the War Department authorized a modified uniform which was supposed to be better fitting, and more durable
shoes and boots with the lowers attached to the uppers with brass screws rather than
sewn with heavy thread. While soldiers continued to complain about the uniforms
as, at the worst, uncomfortable, they declared the brass screw footwear a menace to
their hea lth. A dozen years or so after the first reports came in, Colonel Richard I.
Dodge, an infantry regimenta l commander, vented his rage in writing. "Many a
man is discharged ... a cripple for life, from having been forced to wear the things
called shoes now furnished by the government." A military storekeeper, Captain
John F. Rodgers, who made a study of the brass screw shoes and boots in 1883,
explained the problem: "The brass screws hurt the feet by protruding through the
leather and are also conductors of heat and cold, often causing great suffering and
annoyance." The problem would seem to have been obvious; however, when the
users first complained, Quartermaster General Montgomery C. Meigs dismissed
them in 1875 as being few in number and apparently recipients of a bad lot from
the shoe factory. His remedy was to order more thorough inspections of the finished products. As complaints mounted, Meigs again turned his attention to the
mauer in 1880. In his annual report of that year, he admitted at least that there was
a problem; nevertheless, in his view the soldiers' discomfort and inconvenience
were of less importance than the durability of the brass screw models. His solution
was to distribute metal files throughout the units so that "the difficulty can be remedied by the soldier himself." Since an 1879 General Order had authorized the men
to wear civilian shoes and boots, most evidently did that rather than apply Meigs's
files to the painful screws. When Captain Rodgers canvassed officers, he found
on ly one who endorsed the brass screw shoes. Others told him that their men wore
a wide variety of footwear, with one artillery officer reporting that only one of the
twenty-six men in his unit wore the government-issue shoe.
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Jn 1884, two years after Meigs's retirement, the quartermaster department
came up with a replacement, but it continued to issue the brass screw shoes and
boots for another four years. The new footwear was not only sewn but also there
were two kinds, as Rodgers recommended, one for garrison and one for fie ld service. In the late eighties, with a different quartermaster general in charge, Samuel
B. Holabird, there were improvements in the uniform as well. An increased range
of sizes was introduced to make it more likely for a soldier to get a comfortably
fitted uniform, while a lighter-we ight uniform made life much more pleasant generally during the summer months in southwestern posts. These changes were additional manifestations of the awakening of army leaders' interest in the well-being
of enlisted men.'11
Jn addition to food and clothing, the government provided living quarters fo r
the soldi ers. These also improved during this period. Until 1881, the only artificial
light in the barracks came from the few issue candles, whose miserable tlicker
only contributed to the cheerlessness of the scene. Even after a change in the ration
from cand les to oil and lamps, the inspector general officially noted the poor lighting. Although one of the generals of this era once stated, "A soldier's sleep is
sacred," the army was slow to take steps to enhance that aspect of soldiers' lives.
The quartermasters had begun issuing single iron bunks in the fifties, yet in 1870
the men at more than ha lf of the garrisons still had to try to sleep in the old double wooden bunks. Besides the discomfort and inconvenience of having to sleep as
couples, and sometimes in two or even three tiers, there was reason to believe that
these "relics of barbarism," as Dr. .John Shaw Billings called them, were breeding
grounds for vermin and generally unhealthy. By 1875 virtually all soldiers had single iron bunks, but the army still did not issue sheets and pillows; the men had to
make do with blankets and mattresses. Bugs remained a problem. In the fa ll of
1888, Nino Roos wrote from Fort Custer to beg his parents "to send me a little
insect powder for the bed bugs are eating me alive here." Three years later, at Fort
Niobrara, Hartford Clark expressed amazement that the bedbugs could be so large
and so numerous. 42
After the Civil War, in 1868, the War Department ordered doctors to make
sem i-annual sanitary reports. These reports were the material which Billings collected and analyzed in his circulars of 1870 and 1875. His particular interest was
proper ventilation and air space in the barracks. He noted that the New York
Metropolitan Board of Health had prescribed 1,000 cubic feet of air space per individual in a tenement and that the English had set up 600 cubic feet as their standard for barracks. In contrast, the American army had paid little if any attention to
the matter. Of 146 posts he surveyed in 1870, he thought only 39 had 600 cubic
feet or more air space for each soldier in the barracks. Even the " ideal" barracks
designed by a board four years later only had 500 per soldier. As long as the army
ignored medica l advice and, more to the point, had to maintain its men in casemates and makeshift frontier posts, improvement was unlike ly. The result of keeping men in such close, poorly ventilated quarters, as the doctor at Fort Bridger
reported in 1874, was obnoxious. The eighty or so soldiers there lived in log barracks. On March 3 1, when there was a lig ht breeze in the air, the doctor said that
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the odor "was qu ite manifest" in one of the barracks, even with the doors and windows open and after all the men had vacated the premises for half an hour. Part of
the problem was the Jack of bathing facilities. The army official ly encouraged
cleanliness but did little to make it possible. ln 1875, Dr. Billings urged the quartermaster to provide bathtubs. Within a decade, this was done, but it did not eliminate the problem. One bathtub per company was not that much of an advance, as
the post commander at Fort McKinney complained in 1888: "That sixty men,
some diseased and some healthy, should be compelled to bathe in the same bath
tub, is not only a disgrace to the Government, but an outrage upon the enlisted
men." Three years later, the inspector general reported that there had been marked
improvement in bathing facilities throughout the army. 43
Since its inception after the Revolutionary War, the army had failed to provide
adequate housing fo r a ll of its men . To a certain extent, as Brevet Major General
George Crook charged in 1872, when he called the quarters in Arizona "unfit for
the occupation of animals," this was the result of "a lack of interest and energy"
on the part of officers. But the major causes for this sad state of affairs were the
army's mission as a frontier constabulary, which forced it to maintain most of its
units in small, temporary outposts, and a penurious yet locally indulgent Congress.
While there appeared to be little that the army cou ld do about the latter, the
decreased need for small frontier garrisons became apparent almost twenty years
before the clash at Wounded Knee. Throughout the seventies and into the eighties,
John Pope, the thoughtfu l commander of the Department of the Missouri , which
included a large slice of the frontier, recommended that the army abandon the
small forts and concentrate in a few larger posts. The advance of the railroad made
this increasingly feasible. ln 1870 soldiers occupied 197 stations, of which 88 contained less than a hundred men in their garrisons. Many of these, Sherman pointed out when he echoed Pope's appeal in 188 1, were "worse than useless, because
they absorb a large fraction of the small Army, which ought to be free for action ."
The commanding general also included many harbor forts in this category, for
"very many of them are now absolutely of no use, present or prospective." He was
well aware that politics was more crucial in maintaining these posts than military
requirements: "Any attempt to withdraw the garrison . . . is met by local opposition, often impossible to overcome." Prior to the Civil War, complaints had mounteel about the miserable living conditions in the casemates of these coastal forts.
Nor did Congress provide the money to arm them adequately. Six years after
Sherman's report, the commander of the Division of the Atlantic reported that he
had troops in twenty-three of these forts but that there were on ly twenty-six serviceable rifled cannon among them. The Pacific Coast defenses were worse. The
forts which were supposed to protect San Francisco did not have a single rifled
cannon that could "be f ired with safety."44
In 1889 a reform-minded secretary of war, Redfield Proctor, joined forces
with a brilliant commanding general, John M. Schofield, to take advantage of the
obvious decline of the Indians to begin closing down frontier forts at a rapid rate.
Two years later, just before he left office, Proctor announced that in that brief period the army had eliminated one-fourth of its posts. The trend continued at a steady
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pace. By 1895 there were just 77 stations, with only 7 garrisons under a hundred
men. In add ition to the monies no longer needed to maintain the now abandoned
posts, the army was able to use increased congressional appropriations to build
new barracks at old fo rts and to construct a few new large posts. The amelioration
in the soldiers' living conditions was marked. Nevertheless, a few men fai led to
benefit from the general improvements. In 1892, a troop of cavalry at Camp Eagle
Pass lived in a barracks built in 1849 at what was then Fort Duncan. They did as
well as they could in a building "with a worn-out patched floor, a leaky root~ no
ceiling, and damaged wall." Meanwhile, in Atlantic forts of antebellum vintage,
artillerymen lived in the "damp and cold" casemates, where "arms rust . . . leather
becomes moldy, and clothing and equipment decay." The surgeon general was
unhappy to report in 1897 that men still remained in such dismal and unhealthy
quarters at Forts Adams and Warren. 45
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The Need for Enlisted Logistical
Specialists
Introduction. Lt. E. F. Lade/, then Regimental Quartermaster o.fthe 9th US.
Ca.vabJ;, takes up a theme first broached by Assistant Quartermaster Geneml
Trueman Cross during the Mexican Wm; the neecl.for a corps ofenlisted specialists to replace civilians and men drawn fi'om line units in pe1formin.g
logistical tasks. Lac/d's argument reflects the growing sense o.fpro.fessionalism and specialization r~ffimction within the Army in the late nineteenth centwy and presages the creation o.fthe Quartermaster C01ps in 1912.

An army is a body of men organized, armed, equipped, disciplined and provided
with necessary means of subsistence, transportation and supplies of all kinds.
lt is maintained primarily for fighting, but in this stage of civilization, its
known f itness therefor is expected to deter the aggressions that would otherwise
lead to war, and thus to preserve the peace in which lies the prosperity of a people.
"Tn peace prepare for war" is a principle followed in one way or another by
every nation. With some this preparation consists in the maintenance of large
stand ing armies, made necessary by the close proximity of jealous rivals upon all
sides, or by the not unfrequent weakness of the ties that unite the several provinces
or states. With this country, neither of the above necessities exists, and it would not
seem a wise policy to take any large proportion of the producers among the population and convert them into consumers solely. Our policy of relying upon the
Militia, National Guard, or Military Reserve, if not followed to the other extreme,
would seem to be far more advisable.
In the last few years, om army has been largely occupied as an aid to the western progress of civilization, but the Indian problem would seem to be nearing its
solution, and as we turn our attention from matters of local to those of national
importance, many advances will be found advisable if not necessary. We cannot
meet the new issues with the weapons which have solved the old.
Reproduced from E. F. Ladd, ''A Special Service Corps for the Quartermaster's
Department," Joumal of the Militwy Service Institution of the United States 14, no.
65 (September 1893): I 008- 18.
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A standing army, large in proportion to the area of our country, the number of
its inhabitants, its wealtl1 or its resources, is neither advisable nor necessary, and it
is highly improbable that it ever will be authorized; then all the more reason why
our organization and administration should, in every respect, be capable of ready
and effective expansion or mobilization.
Any system fostered in time of peace, which is not capable of ready, application in the stirring times of war, is worse than useless; for at the outbreak of war it
not only becomes necessary to develop and master new principles and a new system, but also to eradicate the old, all under the most adverse circumstances and at
a most trying and critical period.
An army is a great and complex machine, designed to meet certain emergencies; its usefulness will depend upon the ability of each of its many parts to perform properly its individual function.
The generals are the master minds that must so direct the work as to obtain the
best results; they are assisted by various staff departments whose duties are clearly defined, and which must ever be ready to meet the demands of the unforeseen.
Among these is the Quartermaster's Department.
My experience has been limited to the small part of its duties which relate to
the ordinary routine of camp and garrison.
Among these details of daily occurrence, a few may be noted which will help
to illustrate the variety involved in this one branch of army administration.
In garrison, perhaps the most important of these is obtaining and issuing necessary and suitable clothing for the men. This involves combining the estimates of
the company and detachment commanders, comparing the result with the record
of issues for past quarters, allowing for the needs of recruits, considering the probable amount on hand at the beginning of the period estimated for, and then guessing at the result. All this not only as regards the articles and quantities of each, but
also as to various sizes.
To illustrate,- in trousers, taking into consideration the different arms of the
service, quality and sizes, one could have 150 pairs without having any two of the
same kind and size, and the same, only in a somewhat Jess degree, with many other
articles. And, to meet the needs of the men and requirements of the service, it is
not uncommon for a Quartermaster at a post of this size and remoteness to have
on hand from twenty to forty thousand dollars worth of clothing alone.
The providing of all furniture needed in the barracks, much as beds, mattresses and pi.llows, tables, desks, chairs, benches, lamps and dishes for mess rooms,
stoves, ranges and cooking utensils and needed repairs for them all, and providing
companies with all needed tentage and equipage for field service.
The obtaining and issuing and accounting for fuel, forage and illuminating
supplies of al l kinds, securing funds and material for needed repairs to public
buildings, expending and accounting for same.
Issuing bi lls of lading for freight, and transportation requests for authorized persons travelling under orders, not knowing whether a straight line is the cheapest route
between two points, or the longest way around the cheapest way home, but with the
pleasurable conviction that the auditor will tell you if your calculations are wrong.
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The duty of keepi ng in order and readiness for field service everything pertaining to fie ld transportation is very important at frontier posts. This includes
mules, wagons and harness, horse and mule shoes and nai ls, iron, leather, canvas
and all spare parts for repairs, necessitating the employment of wagon and stable
masters, teamsters, farriers and blacksmiths, and paying all these men, reporting
their services, and accounting for the funds.
Then come all the records, reports and returns of pub! ic property and the correspondence involved in keeping track of and carrying out the property accountabi li ty of the above, as well as many other details that mark the daily routine of the
Quartermaster's Department of a post.
The above enumeration is simply to show that there is work connected with
the proper administration of affairs in the Quartermaster's Department of a post,
and that several men are required to carry it out. At this post there are working
under charge of the Post Quartermaster, 38 enlisted men and 7 civilians, whose
duties are almost as various as their numbers, and not one of them in the least
allied to the profession of arms. Why then should they be expected to be soldiers
in the ordinary sense, and be counted as such in the enlisted strength of the army?
The present system is conducive to the fo llowing state of affairs: Men detailed
on extra duty are largely removed from the immediate control of their company
commanders. They usually omit many of their military duties and frequently
attempt to evade others, to the detriment of discipline, by conveniently being with
the company when wanted by the quartermaster, and vice versa. The men also fai l
to render the best service to the department in which they are employed, for the
carpenter must drop his saw, the painter his brush, to attend drills, inspections and
dress parades, or to draw clothing, and instead of the 8 hours prescribed by law
and orders, the department does not receive upon an average more than 6 or 7
hours' service each day. Instances are frequent where men have received confl icting orders from sources, both competent, and have thus been placed in a position
where one of them must be disregarded, perhaps at the expense of a court-martial.
It is not uncommon for a recruit who may be a good carpenter or painter, to
receive more pay per month than his first sergeant who has served perhaps 25
years, a condition of things not calculated to promote contentment or discipline.
And, within the last year, it has been the experience of this post that when the
troops were sent into the field, and it became necessary to raise them to effective
strength, all soldier teamsters, most of whom had been with thei r teams two or
three years, had to be replaced by civi lians, employed with a few hours ' notice,
who were not effic ient and who could take but little in terest in their duties, and
most of whom were shortly replaced by soldiers, the change being necessary fo r
the interest of the transportation and the service.
What wou ld be the condition of the Quartermaster's Department in case of
active operations?
The extra duty men would all be required with their companies, the strength
of companies would be increased, the skeleton organizations resurrected, new regiments formed, militia mustered in, and a ll moved to the fron t, eager to put in practice the theories of years of study and discipline, while the important work of
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clothing, feeding, equipping and transporting supplies would of necessity be largely left to undisciplined and inexperienced men.
The importance of this work is often forcibly presented to us in our ordinary
garrison life and duties; the necessity for its intelligent and efficient performance
in active military operations can not be overestimated.
To meet emergencies, the line has simply to complete the structure whose
foundation and framework are the result of years of labor and discipline, leaving
the Quartermaster's Department with nothing but unseasoned material with which
to build.
Under the system to be proposed, such a state of affairs would be impossible.
It is therefore claimed that the present system is destructive of discipline, a
promoter of dissatisfaction, conducive to work poorly done both as soldier and
mechanic or teamster, and is not applicable in time of war. That the good of the
service demands that it be abolished, especially because there seems to be a practical and economical remedy.
In an article in the Military Service Institution, Colonel Anderson says that one
of the potent causes of dissatisfaction among enlisted men is undoubtedly the extra
duty system of carrying on the work of a post. He gives as the reason for this that very
often the other men, not given extra pay, do the extra duty in additional work imposed
on each owing to the diminished number of men available for the necessary daily routine of guard, stable duty, kitchen police, general police and various fatigue details,
not to mention the frequent exemption of extra duty men from hot, monotonous and
wearisome drills which other men are required to stand. That this is not without foundation none acquainted with the practical workings of the system will contend.
The following is taken from the report of the Adjutant-General for 1892.
"The concentration of troops in larger posts reduces somewhat the number
withdrawn from military instruction to render service as extra duty men in the several staff departments. The effect of such details cannot be otherwise than harmful to the efficiency of the army, and the duties assigned them can be more economically performed by civilian employes or by detachments of men enlisted and
trained for the purpose."
"The Hospital Corps, organized in accordance with the act of March 1, J887,
and the corps of mechanics and laborers authorized to be enlisted at the Military
Academy, have more than fulfiJJed the expectations entertained with regard to
them at the time they were established. The result has been to provide an efficient
service in both departments, to remove a cause that has been productive of no little annoyance to company commanders and medical officers, and restore to military duty a considerable number of enlisted men."
"I suggest that the system, for it is no longer an experiment, be extended, and
that a suitable corps of enlisted men be authorized for and attached to, the
Quartermaster's and Subsistence Departments, to replace the force of enlisted men
now performing duties which are neither military, nor beneficial to those engaged
in them in any military sense."
"The returns show that about 1500 non-commissioned officers and privates
are now detailed from their companies and withdrawn from their proper instruc-
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tion, and assigned to classes of work which could be done much more economica lly and efficiently by a corps of specialists en listed for the purpose. The effect
would be to return to the ranks a force equal to two regiments of cavalry or
artillery or three regiments of infantry of more average size. The practice here recommended has long been made part of the established military policy of European
armies, and has been resorted to by them, in every case, with a view to a more efficient and economical administration. r need only add that the adoption of special
service corps has invariably been attended in our service by a considerable
increase in efficiency, and a marked reduction of expenditure."
The idea of a service corps is not a new one, but the attention Congress has so
often been called to measures purporting to be for the best interests of the service,
but which, upon careful examination and analysis, have proved to be so manifestly personal in their operation, that it is not to be wondered that some true and needed reform like the one under consideration, should be passed over unnoticed. But
supported, as 1 believe it to be now, by every officer of experience in both staff and
line, from the General of the Army down, it can be but a short time before needed
relief wil l be granted in one form or another.
As to the exact organization of the service corps under consideration, various
suggestions have been made, but, whatever be the one adopted, I would make it as
simple as possible, consistent with efficiency; and to embrace all men, both civilians and soldiers, now employed in the Quartermaster's Department at posts and
depots, except the regimental quartermaster sergeant, and a few men, such as
guides and interpreters, chief c lerks, draughtsmen, etc., working under regular
quartermasters. The regimental quartermaster sergeant should be retained as chief
clerk to the reg imental quartermaster, being the one man a lways available and
needed to keep track of the papers; the others, for the pccul iarly responsible positions which they fill.
As a military organization, necessity would suggest that all men vested with
authority should be non-commissioned officers. I would say sergeants, the post
quartermaster sergeant to be, ex officio, first sergeant of the detachment. All others to be privates, divided into as many classes as necessary, with pay graduated to
correspond relatively as nearly as practicable with the value of the various services
in civil li fc. All to be enlisted under the same general regulations as other soldiers,
with rations, cloth ing, continued service pay, etc. The post quartermaster sergeant
with rank and pay as at present. The privates, Lwould divide into 4 classes; the first
class to embrace such men as arc now employed as forage-ma sters, clerks, transportation agents, etc., with pay or $45.00 per month. These men ordinarily work
under the immediate direction or the quartermaster, and their rating as to pay is not
too high. The second class to include the sergeants, except the post quartermaster
sergeant, blacksmiths, wheelwrights, engineers, plumbers, etc., with pay of $35.00
per month. The third class to include skilled laborers, such as carpenters, painters,
tinncrs, masons, assistant engineers, etc., with pay of $27.00 per month; and the
fourth c lass to include ordinary day laborers and teamsters, with pay of$20.00 per
month , the pay as above to be for first enl istment. All to be suitably uniformed and
to have a separate barrack.
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I would further recommend that vacancies be filled as practicable by transfer
from the line, upon the approval or recommendation of the post quartermaster and
command ing officer, of men with over five years of service, or of men of good
character, previously empl oyed on similar duties in the Quartermaster's
Department. I would also have as one condition of transfer or enlistment, that, in
case of incompetency in the duties assigned, the man shou ld be transferred to the
line, or to another class, by an order of the War Department based upon the man's
own application, approved by the post commander, or upon the recommendation
of the post quartermaster and post commander, for satisfactory reasons to be stateel. It would not follow that a man found undesirable for some particular work,
would not prove an excellent man for some other class, or for company duty.
So far, this change has been advocated solely upon its desirability and for the
contentment, discipline and efficiency it will produce both in the line and staff,
and the question of cost has not, neither should it, enter into the discussion; but
should Congress be asked to an:Ord us the desired relief, it would be one of the first
questions to answer, so I wi ll now consider the proposed system solely from a
pecuniary standpoint.
For this purpose, I have obtained statistics from twenty-five of the largest
posts on the fronti er, where the extra-duty system prevails to the greatest extent,
these statistics being based upon the expenditure for labor in the Quartermaster's
Department for the last fiscal year.
In the computation to follow we will consider a soldier's pay at $ 13 per month ,
and that of men in the proposed Quartermaster's Corps as that of their first en listment, since the continued serv ice pay and allowances of the two systems would be
the same, except for civilian employes, for which correction will be made later.
At these twenty-five posts reports show the number of men employed and
their month ly compensation to be as fo llows, assuming the classification proposed
above:
Of the I st class 16 men, pay ........................... .
$ 1,288.33
Of the 2d class I 13 men, pay .......................... .
7,44 1.03
Of the 3d class 130 men, pay .......................... .
1,430.00
Of the 4th class 541 men, pay ..... . ... . ............... .
8,080.30
Givi ng a total number of 800 men with a monthly compensation of $ 18,239.66
To which add pay of 67 1 men who are soldiers at $ 13 per month
or... ............... .... ............... .... .
$8,723.00
Giving a total of ................... ..... ......... ... .
$26,962.66
With the proposed system, the cost of the same number of men, classified as
above, would be as follows:
16 men of lst class, at $45 ............................ .
$720.00
113 men of2d class at $35 ............................ .
3,955.00
130 men of 3d class, at $27 ........................... .
3,510.00
54 1 men of 4th class, at $20 ........................... .
10,820.00
A total of ................... . . ................. ... .
$ 19,005.00
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To this add clothing allowance of $4 per month to the 129 citizens
included in the above or. ............... . . ... ... .
Also rations at $6 per month for the 13 men above who now
receive over $60 per month or . .............. .... .
And we have ...................................... .
A saving each month on this force of 800 men of .......... .
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$5 16.00
$78.00
$ 19,599 .00
$7,363 .66

Assuming that that there 2400 men of the above classes so employed in the
entire Quartermaster's Department, which figures I should judge to be nearly correct, then at the above rate there would be a total saving each year of $265,091.76.
Moreover, if these men could devote their entire attention to the duties assigned
them, their number could be materially reduced from the present figures.
That I may be clearly understood, let me state definitely how this saving can
be effected, while the efficiency of the line is preserved and that of the
Quarterrnaster's Department increased. It can be done only by reducing the enlisted strength of the I ine by the number now detailed away to man the
Quartermaster's Department. This is practica lly what results now, for men so
detailed are a handicap rather than an assistance to the organization to which they
belong. But, to any fair minded man, what is the occasion for reducing the enlisted strength of the line? What is the occasion for this economy? Why not give the
needed relief to both line and staff, placing all on the same basis of efficiency as
obtains in other countries? Then when mobilization becomes necessary, or even in
case of ordinary field service, we shall have independent organizations, each
ready, equipped and experienced, to meet any demands made upon it.
The above explanation is deemed necessary as it might seem to some that the
absurd argument was advanced, that the army could be increased by a
Quartermaster's Corps of 1500 or 2000 men at a reduction in cost of over $200,000,
whereas the f igures prove simply that the present is an extravagant method of conducting the work of the Quartermaster's Department, and that the work can be done
much better and more economically by men enlisted in this special corps. The extra
men added to the en listed strength of the army, would be just this much of an
increase to its effective strength, and an advance in the right direction.
In the above discussion, I have assumed a classification which l believe advisable, and rate of pay, which, under the many favorable provisions proposed, I am
satisfied is ample to insure good workmen in the various trades. But, upon these
minor points there are likely to be varied opinions, and 1 would gladly g ive way to
those of g reater experience.
To solve the problem in detail, I would propose an act of Congress similar to
that establ ish ing the Hospital Corps, creating a special service corps for the
Quartermaster's Department, the strength of such corps in time of peace not to
exceed 60 men for each regiment in the service, to be divided as follows:
For each regiment, not to exceed two quartermaster sergeants as at present, 3
men of the 1st class, 10 men of the 2d class, 15 men of the 3d class, 30 men of the
4th class, provided, that if any class is not fi lied, the number so lacking may be
added to any lower class.
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This would give a maximum monthly pay-roll for each regiment of $1558, or
for the 40 regiments in the present organization of the army, $62,320.
The report of the Adjutant-General for 1892, quoted above, gives the number
of men on extra duty at about 1500. From the report of the Quartermaster-General
for the same year, the average monthly extra-duty pay of these men was
$17,533.80 and their pay as soldiers, at $ 13 per month, was $19,550, making their
total pay $37,083.80.
Now add the pay of 80 quartermaster sergeants at $34 per month each, or
$2720, and we have a total of $39,803.80 as the present monthly cost of soldiers
employed in the Quartermaster's Department, all of whom could be embraced in
the Special Corps.
The assignment of these men to departments and posts would devolve upon
the General of the Army and department commanders, upon the advice of the
Quartermaster-General and chief quartermasters. The proposed number of 2400
men would give an allegiance of 4 to each post and 4 to each troop or company in
the service, including bands, and leave enough for duty at department headquarters, depots, etc.,- an allotment in every respect liberal, but which would be varied to meet the demands of the service.
These 2400 men would soon become ski lied in the duties assigned them, and
more or less acquainted, in a general way, with most of the duties of the
Quartermaster's Department. Then, in case of active operations, they could fill the
more important positions, and the department never feel the lack of a competent
and experienced force.
Now take the same report of the Quartermaster-General, omit all civilian
employes now receiving $85 .00 per month or more,- which includes all clerks,
draughtsmen, chief packers, nearly all transportation agents, and some engineers
and forage masters, wbo are men peculiarly adapted to their specific work, 257
in number, whose monthly pay is $28,501.13,- and we have 912 civilian
employes left whose monthly pay is $51 ,696.02 which added to the pay of the
so ldiers employed as above makes a total of $90,499.82 as the monthly wages of
the 2412 men included in this computation, a ll of whom, I am satisfied, could in
a short time be replaced by men equally, if not more competent, enlisted under
the assumed conditions, and at a saving of$28,179.80 each month,- more than
equal to the pay of the 1500 enlisted men now detailed away from their regular
military duties.
1n other words, this special service corps of 2400 men could be created under
the condition assumed, leaving the strength of the line as at present, and the
monthly pay roll of the army, including the 912 civilians, be reduced $8,629.20, a
revelation based upon figw·es, and as smprising to me as it will doubtless be to
others,- a result even more favorable than the one deduced from the statistics of
a few posts, made before the report of the Quartermaster-General was available.
A sl ight correction is required here to cover the clothing allowance and rations
of the civilian employes, also for the twelve men in excess of the 2400 proposed,
but after making all corrections, there will still be a net credit on the side of the
proposed system.

